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Ya hay un espadol que quiere 
vivir y a v i e  empieza, 
entre una Espiina que muere 
y o t ra  EspPOa que bostezz 
Espaiiolito que vieoes 
al mundo, te guarde Dios. . 
Una de las dos Espadas 
ha de helarte el coraz6n. 

There U a Spnniard today, who wants 
to live and Y beginning to Iive, 
between one Spain dying 
and another one yawning. 
Oh, Spaniard just coming 
into the wodd, may God Save you. 
For one of the two Spains 
wül f r e ~ e  your hart. 

Antonio Machado, Proverbios y cantaru Lm 



Abstract 

El largo v i q j f l e  Long Journey deais with the cultural politics of the Communia Party 
of Spain from 1920, when Cornmunism fkst emerged in the country, until1939, when the 
Spanish C i 4  War ended. The a h  of this dissertation is two-fold. On the one hand, by 
looking at the Party's ailturd discourse, its attempts to provide the workiag class with a 
politka! tUücation, a d  I,ç relatiodip *ai*& c m m ~ t  kitekcixals, t rÿu a; eqAair;:u?g 
the Party's evolution fiom its onguial proletarian line in the early 1920s to its democratic 
line in the mid- 193 Os, after it joined the anti-fhscist Popular Front alliance. On the other, 
it aims at investigating how, between the years of 1936 and 1938, the Conununist Party 
ended up fuiniling the democratic revolutionary dream of the Spanish bourgeoisie. 
Through its work in the Muiistry of Public hstniction, the Party brought back to Me the 
cultural discourse and aspirations which the reformist and Republican bourgeoisie had 
been holding on to since the nid- and late nineteenth century. In doing that, Spanish 
ComniuniSfs were using cultural practice to further advmce the cause of the democratic 
revolution, and, perhaps more importantly, to make the Spanish people full participants in 
that revolution for the very first the .  

El lmgo viajeme Long J m e y  traite des politiques culturelles du Parti Commun.ke 
d'Espagne de 1920, depuis l'émergence du communisme au pays, a 1939, au moment où la 
guerre civile prit fin. Cette thèse poursuit deux objectifs. D'une part, l'analyse du discours 
culturel du Parti, les teiitatives de fournir à la classe ouwière une éducation politique, les 
relations avec les intellectuels communistes visent à expliquer révolution de la pensée 
prolétarienne du Parti au début des années 20 et h la pensée démocratique du milieu des 
années 30, après son adhésion a l'alliance du gont populaire antifasciste. D'autre part, 
P h d e  de cette 6volution montre comment, entre 1936 et 193 8, le Parti Communiste finit 
par réaliser les rêves démocratiques révolutionnaires chez la bourgeoisie espagnole. Le 
travail du Parti sein du miaist4re de 1'Instniction Publique redonne vie au discours culturel 
et aux aspirations auxquelles la bourgeoisie républicaine et réformiste s'accrochaient 
depuis le d i e u  et la fin du 19' siècle. Ainsi, bs commünistes espagnoles ont utilise les 
pratiques cultureI1es pour faire progresser la révohition démocratique, et surtout, peut-être 
le plus important, pour la première fois faite du peuple espagnol les protagonistes de cette 
révolution. 



PREFACE 
On Train Stations, Photo Exhibits and Spanbh History 

1 was getting off a train when 1 saw her. She dressed in black, as always, and may 

have even been smiling, though there was no trace of happiness or joy in her face. She 

was still young, but already looked ancestral; for ancestral were her wisdom, her courage 

and her pain. I was so spellbound looking at her that it took me a few seconds to see him, 

to notice his face distorted by grief and humiliation, to realize that he was wounded. Only 

she, with the strength that a lifetime of sufferiag had given her, could console him, and 

that she did, walking next to him, embracing him, feeling the pain fiom bis wounded body 

and his wounded heart, opening her sou1 to him and offerhg him her words of wisdom. 
. 

1 stood in themiddle of the station platform, my eyes k e d  on them, so 

completely rnesmerized that I vaguely noticed other passengers moving swiftly ail around 

me. But I was no longer there, 1 had already traveled in time and space, as ifsomething 

had mysteriously transported me âom a train station in Madrid during a hot aflemoon in 

the month of June 1998 to an ordinary day, any day, anywhere in Republican Spain, some 

t h e  between July 1936 and April 1939, a day in which Dolores Ibamin, la Pm'onma, 

had gone to visit the banlefiont and had helped a wounded soldier go back home. 

And they were not aione, either. Not too far away, thousands of mCILJZ?'Ieiim had 

taken to the streets in a joy beyond description and had nished to the town wuncil to hang 

a Republican flag. It was April193 1. Next to them, other ma&Ieitfas had dso  taken to 

the streets - and perhaps too with some degree of joy - this time to witness the triurnphant 

entry into the city of General Franco's troops, marking the end of a bloody civil war. It 

was April1939. Unaware of them, workers and peasants went on their dady chores in 



factories and fields, while intellectuals taiked and talked away in their literary circles in the 

cafés, some of them trying to change the world, others not bothering at aiI. Watching 

them al1 was General Millin Astray, hero of the Spanish imperialist war in Morocco. Next 

to him, poet Antonio Machado looked introspective and remauied silent. 

The miracle of photography had brought them all to me, and as 1 moved away 

fiom la Pasionmu and the wounded soldier, away korn the Republican flags and the busy 

intellectuais - al1 while stniggihg to get through the rush-hour crowd in a busy train 

station - 1 moved dong many other walls of photographs and the images I saw brought to 

life the joys and sorrows of yesteryears. They were al1 there for me to see, on rny jouniey 

home. It was El lmgo viaje: PhotoEsprma 98, a retrospective photo exhibit on twentieth- 

century Spain, an extremely original and peoplesriented exhibit which had literaily filled 

the train station - and the rest of the city too - with images of  the century comuig to an 

end, &om the loss of the Spanish colonies in 1898, through the years of the transition to 

democracy in the late 1970s, right to the present day. At train stations, on subway 

platforms, on the Street and on buses, Spanish history was comuig powerfuily dive for 

those who had the eyes to see. 

PhotoEspaiia 98 seemed to be the perfect ending for two long years of 

retrospectives, exbibits, anniversaries and celebrations, as if S paniards had first chosen to 

remember their convoluted and passionate twentieth century in bits and pieces, as it were, 

and the exhibit had corne at the end to put it ali together for them. 1997 marked the 

twentieth ~ e r s a r y  of the establishment of democracy in the country d e r  Franco's 

forty-year-long dictatorship, and the eighteenth anniversary of the ment Spaaish 

Constitution. In 1998, Spain commemorated the one-hundredth ariniversary of its war 



with the United States, the final loss of its empire, and the beginnuig of a social, political 

and cultural regeneration in which the country set out on its joumey taward modemity (all 

of which is referred to as "el noventc~yucho"). That year also marked the anniversary of 

one of Spain's most famous literary generations, the Generation of 1898, and the birth of 

Federico Garcia Lorca, the most universai of Spanish poets and playwrights, events which 

brought back to Me the black-and-white images of a long-past era, the mernories of a 

history so recent and yet so distant. 

In the last few years, the ichness of Spanish intellectual Iife during the early part of 

the century has been revisited tbrough a myriad of academic 1aunchings.l Above all, 

however, this has ben a sentimentai, not an academic, joumey. History has been on 

television, in the newspapers, in exhïbits, on the Street. 1997 was the year in which 

Spaniards witnessed the d v a l  of the most venerable senior cituens ever to set foot on 

that land. They were the brigadstas intemacionaIes, men and women f?om all over the 

world who s i x t y  years earfier had corne to Spain to defend the Republican govemment 

against the a m y  rebels, elderly people who were coming back to a place they had once 

cded home. Despite the lukewarm response from national authorities, the presence of the 

brigadisias in the country was a deeply emotional event in which many of the Spaniards 

who had iived through the war, and many more who had not, paid tnh te  to those who 

once had corne to fight against fascimt A few months later, the city of Madrid witnessed 

' These Mude the posthumaus publication of Canadian scholar Viaor Ouimette's Los intelecibaZes 
espaAoles y el naaiçi.ogio &l Liberalismo (Valencia: Pre-Texîos, 1998); Ramon Bnckley's La doble 
b"MSiciOn: polffica y iiterahua en la EspoAa & los &os setenta (l&drid: Sig10 1996); and the 
reprints of academic ciassics sach as Jasé Carlos Maineis Lu 8dad de Plata (Utetira) and T&n de 
Lm's Medio Sig10 de Ctrl~zrra Esprbfolu (Tecnos) and Antonio Md&; Poeta &l heblo (Editorial 



the celebration of the one-hundredth anniversary of the birth of lo Parionaria, an event 

which generated in the people attending an emotion difticuit to match. 

The war of 1936 was revisited not only through the physical presence of the 

brigadisîus or the mernories of la Pusionana, but dm thanks to rnovies like Ken Loach's 

Tierray ~ i b e r d  and Vicente Aranda's ~ibert~tim;' and much of what happened in that 

war was dealt with in best-sellers such as Paul Preston's latest biography of ~ranco,' and 

Stanley Payne's new book on Spanish ~ascism.' The years under Franco's dictatorship 

were remembered sornewhat more irreverently in a humorous theatre show depicting the 

primary educationai systern of those years;6 and much more seriously, indeed, in the 

program of cultural institutions, which were swamped with panels about anything fiom 

philosophical thought to cinema to d d y  He d u ~ g  that period. Perhaps most remarkably, 

one could wallc into any bookshop and purchase a 1998 edition of the children's 

Encyclopedias which my parents' generation had used in the early 19409, and why not get 

as well a copy - who would have thought such a thing possible - of the First Reader 

which the Republican Ministry of Public Instruction used between 1936 and 193 8 to teach 

soidiers to read in the battl&ont.' A few steps away, in the New Releases audio-visual 

section, a red-and-black anarchist flag attracted attention toward a compact disc with 

classic songs fiom the Spanish Civil War. A nice treat for those who might have also 

' Written bp J i  Allen, dirated by Ken h c h  (1995). 
Wriî&en and direct4 by Vicente Aranda (kgetel-Lola F i  S.A., 1995). 
Frunco: A Biography (London: BIackweîi, 1995). The Spaaish version, Fmm, was released in 1998 

(Uadrid: Grijabo). 
' Fmnco y José Antonio: EI atrIIno c m  dei F&mo espaiiol (Barcelona: Plane&, 1 997). 

The play was bascd on Enrique Sopda's Elfrorido pensif: mernoria de la e m e h  nacional-cntdlica 
@uceloa: Crltica, 1998) and it was producd by Tanttaka Teatroa, directed by FerPando Bermés and 
Mireira Gabilondo. 



attended a concert by Catalonian-singer Pi de la Serra, where he had performed jazz 

versions of his favorite selection. 

A long joumey it ha3 been, indeed, fkom the loss of the colonies to the CDS, from 

the not-so-far-away feudal past to the present of a modem democratic nation. The Spain 

of today is the result of that jouniey toward modemity which began exactly one hundred 

years ago, and of all the things which have marked that journey in one way or mother: the 

tum-of-the-century feudal state in which a small oligarchy ruled over the masses of the 

dispossessed; the political and dtural  activism of several generations of progressive 

intellectuals; the revolutions envisioned by socialist, anarchist and communist parties; the 

euphoria of one 14 April when Spaniards took to the streets to celebrate the proclamation 

of the Republic; three unforgettable years of civil war, forty long years of Franpzmo; 

and a few more of transition to democracy. Today, however, the presence of a large 

middle class has made of past social mdias little more than anecdotes in the history 

books; inteilectuds pr& to have an "ethical", rather than a "political", role;' socialist, 

communist, and anarchist parties are but a shadow of what they once were; people boo 

the Republican fiags which appear, defiant, in the middle of a Royal wedding; young 

people do not study the Second Republic at school nor are they aware that, hardly skty  

years ago, the country went through one of its most devastating wars; and everyone tallcs 

about the years of Frmpzsmo but no one dares admit that its heritage nins much deeper 

than what is, at first, apparent. The political class has skillfully fbricated the transition t O 

CartiIIa EScOlm Antffbststa ( Madrid: Viamontc, 1997). Fornord by Antonio Muiloz Molina This is 
a Eicsmiic reproduction of the original pnblishPR by the Ministry ofnibiic Znstrnction in 1937, and 
writienby Ensebio Chorra. 



democracy as "peacefiil", the country enjoys relative peace and prosperity after seventy- 

five long and painful years of social and military conflicts, and so the past is just that, the 

past. The Spain of today, howwer, is the result of all  those things mentioned above, of al l  

those things Spaniards have wmmemorated in the past two years, and aii of thase which 

they have nat bothered to commemorate at a& of all the black-and-white photographs in 

the train stations, and of those in color tao, of those which the people stop to look at, and 

of those which hardly anybody sees. 

The country moves on toward the twenty-first century. It tums the page. It closes 

a chapter. It begins anew. Forever lost and forever remembered will be a Republic which 

cannot be resuscitated, a multitude of mistakes which cannot be corrected, a war which 

cannot be avoided, forty years of Franpismo which cannot be erased and a number of 

intelledual movements which cannot be imitateci, indeed a number of inteliectual figures 

simply impossible to match. 

Before we turn the page, however, before those black-and-white photograp hs are 

taken dom fiom the train stations and the history of the 1930s in Spain is stored away in 

cardboard boxes, before that long joumey which the twentieth century was can tnily corne 

to an end, we need to begin another journey. We need to f3l some voids. The pages 

which foiiow are an attempt to take a long jomey back. 

Spending ahost two years in Spain doing research for this thesis was an 

experience as delighthi as it was painful, as rich as it was overwhelming, and 1 could go 

through al l  of it thanks to the support of my fiends and famiy in that country, who were 

- - 

' A debate on the role intellectuais (in Spain and efsepshere) can play at the end of the bventieth œntary 
was the subject of several media debates in Spain, m a t  appropriateiy during 1998. See, for example, 
MMas (1998); Markhl (IN@; Savater (19%). 



always there to help with all those non-academic things which made academic work 

possible. I am most gratefiil, though, to a person who was never there with me, but 

without whom my life there, and, as a result, the writing of this work, would have been 

much more dficult. I am very grateful to my fiiend Verhica Garza, in Montreai, who 

duruig my long absence fiom Canada spent much tirne taking care of my personal and 

academio needs there. As if she had not done enough for me, Veronica and her husband, 

lum Manuel Ramos, were very generous to invite me to iive in their house when I came 

back to Montreal for the last few months of writing and before going back to Toronto. 

Their kindness and support has made my Me so much easier for the writing of this thesis 

that my gratitude to them is simply beyond words. For his ail-round support during my 

last weeks of writing 1 am also mon thankful to my fXend, Montreal film-maker Jorge 

Fajardo. 

In the process of writing this dissertation, and through the many hours spent in 

iibraries and archives, big and srnall, I have becorne indebted to a number of people, from 

the staff iibrarians at the Biblioteca Nacional in Madrid, to those in different branches of 

the Archivo Histun'co NacionaI, esppeciaîly the Civil War Section in the city of Salamanca. 

In partMar, I would like to thank Ms. Victoria Ramos, head of the Historical Archives of 

the Communist Party of Spain, who was extremely helpful and who always went out of 

her way to help me do my research. I would like to express my gratitude as well to Ms. 

C m e n  Motüva and her fellow staffmembers in the Historical Archives and Library of the 

Fundaciion Publo IgIesias (Spanish Socialist Party), who were not ody helpful but also 

much fun to be with. In both institutions I was delighted to work with people who were 

extraordinarily approachable. 1 am happy to say that I look forward to working with them 



again. 1 thank them al l  as well for their readiness to provide me with last-minute 

bibliographie Uifomuition when 1 was no longer in Madrid, an effort coordinated by my 

fkiend and colleague, Dr. Maribel Fembdez, for which 1 thank her. 

Throughout my years of doctoral worlg fist in Montreal and later in Madrid, I 

have received generous funding &om the Social Sciences and Humanities Research 

Council of Canada (SSHRCC) and the Graduate Program in Communications at M c W  

University. D U M ~  the writing of this thesis, 1 have had the benefit of the scholarship of 

three professors. 1 am gratefil to Professor Francisco Caudet, âom the Universidrd 

Autonoma de M&d, who so eagerly agreed to act as a co-director of my thesis and who 

gave me not ody intellectuai but also exnotional support during my stay in Madrid. At 

the Graduate Program in Communications in Montreai, I have worked with Professors 

George S w t o  and Wfiarn Straw, who have been mentors and supporters al1 through rny 

doctorate and who have supervised this thesis at Werent points. I want to thank them 

both for believing in this project, for supporthg it and for gMng me their insights. I am 

especidy grateful to Professor Straw, for recharghg my batteries and helping me put the 

whole thing into perspective during the last few rnonths of work. Needess to Say, as 

th- as I am t~ them for their insights and support, the shortcomings and imperfections 

of this thesis are exclusively mine. 

That hot aftemoon in the month of June 1998, the day the image of la Pasionmu 

went with me all the way home, I felt such an encounter had been a most remarkable way 

to end my own joumey in Spain. Almost two years earlier, 1 had set out to start my 

research there lwklig forward to the great deal of social andysis, political rivalry, 

ideological disagreement and CUItural critique 1 was arpecting to fin& even ifcoming f?om 



an unspecified mimber of dead individuah fiom a long-gone a.' Yet by the end of my 

stay there, as 1 left the train station with the images of history so vivid in my mind, it 

dawned on me that what I found was far more than that. uideed rather than dead people, 

I found men and women in the flesh, and iostead of mere academic discussions I found 

passion like I had nwer hown before. I found eagerness and fear in equal doses. 1 found 

anger and anguish. I found so much despair and so much hope, so many dreams aad so 

much disillusionment. 1 found pain, lots of palli; and 1 certainly found courage, a great 

deal of courage. 

During the months 1 was there, 1 felt 1 was much more than a shident of history or 

culture, much more than a scholar Mme from overseas. 1 was in the crowd who shivered 

with emotion when the brigaai'stas joined th& fiai1 voices to sing old Civil War ciassics, 

and inside the smaiier circle who had the privilege of shaking theû hands, embracing them 

and listening to their stories. I was also one of those deeply touched by the simplicity and 

grace of a happy birthday Song sung to the memory of Dolores fiamui. 1 was there in the 

midst of it dl. I attended the conferences, lined up for the &bits, rushed to see the 

movies, read the books, and listened to the CDS. As 1 did all that, the history of Spain, the 

intellechiais whose work 1 dare criticize, the Party members whose politics 1 analyze, the 

pueblo of which all of them spoke, the proletariat with which they fou& and ail those 

historical events they were lucky or unfortunate enough to live through - especiaiiy the 

As far as I how, ody foar prominent members of the Communist Party wbo lived through the yean of 
war are stifl aiive today. They are: poet -1 Aïber& m t d a d h g  and only surviving memher ofthe 
Generation a€ 1927, who is now 96 and iives in his native m, Santiago camrio, leader of the 
Communist Yairth d&g the Civil War and later parS. m - G e n d ,  who is now 84 and hes in 
Madrid; Irene Faldn, a journalist and long-tirne p e d  assistant ofDolores lhhmi, who is now 92 and 
hes in W d ;  and Addfb Sdnchez Vibqyez, dhual critic and philosopher, who has iived in Mexico 
ever 4nce the end ofth war and is an eminent prafessor at the Universidai Nacional Autdnoma. He 
received a ho- dodorate fiam that Univergty in Navember 1998. 



Civil War - became gloriously and p a W y  real to me in ways I could never have 

This veq modest work is dedicated to the memory of aii those extraordinary men 

and women, communist, socialist and bourgeois alike; the ones whom I mention here and 

the ones I do not, the ones who made it into the history books and the ones who have 

been forgotten; for all they gave of themselves to a country which in many cases has been 

tremendously ungrateful to them; for the visions they had of a new and modem nation, 

most of which, sadly, never materialwd; for dl the political battles they won and for the 

many more they lost; for their intellectuai discussions about a h r e  they never got to live; 

for the pain those who were lucky enough to s u ~ v e  the war had yet to endure in exile. 

Whatever Spain is today, Spaniards m e  it to them For aii of that, 1 only hope 1 have 

done them justice with my work, because they are, quite simply, heplaceable. 

Maria Teresa (Mayte) G6mez 
Madrid-Montreal 2 997- 1999 
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INTRODUCTION 
On Spanish Cultural History and Communist Cultural Politics 

The past is that very obscure dimension 
which history begins to make intelligible. 

Manuel Tufion de Lara. ' 

From the final third of the nineteenth century and into the first four decades of the 

twentieth, Spain experienced the most extraordinary - and at the same time convoluted - 
jouney toward rnodernity, a seventy-year-long resolute stniggle to break away fiom a 

feucial Monarchy and became a modern, democratic repubiic. Mer too long an agony, 

the Monarchy finally coiiapsed in April 1 93 1, giving way to the Second Republic, which 

lasted exady eight years. During bat  period, the Republican government was made up 

k s t  by the reformist bourgeoisie, later by a coalition of right-wing parties, and in eariy 

1936 by the progressive alliance of the Popular Front, under whose leadership the country 

wouid enter a three-year-long civil wu. These seventy years, âom around 1870 until 

1939, were a time in which the social and political leadership of the country was in the 

hands of the intelligentsia - first as the ody organized and outspoken alternative to the 

status quo, later as part of the government, and W y  as mentors of the Popular Front and 

comrnunity leaders during the Civil War. From the fiûusisttas and the Regeneracionistas 

at the hun of the century, to the novelists of 1898, to the philosophers of 19 14, to the 

poets of 1927, to the writers of 1936, several generations of intellectuals were involved in 

one way or another in making social change possible, b ~ g i n g  about the end of a system 

' "El pasado es la dimensi611 osam que la historia va haciendo comprens'blen. AU citations in this 
Irrtroduction are my own translations h m  orighds in Span.3~ 



and the beginnhg of a new one. The academic scholarship on these literary and cultural 

generations is, needless to Say, quite extensive, not only in relation to their artistic, literary 

or philosophical contributions, but also, and not less importantly, to their political 

involvement in Spanish society . The relationship between several of these generations of 

intellectuals and specific political ideologies or parties, such as republicanisrn or socialism, 

has aiso received considerable scholarly attention. To add to the study of the general 

cultwal milieu of this period, there is also a great deal of material on Republican, Socialist, 

and, to a lesser extent, Anarchist cultural politics. In the late 1970s, more attention began 

to be paid to the less hown circles of proletarian intellechiais who were active from the 

late 1920s until the Civil War, and to the debates on proletarian education and culture 

which look place in the country during those two decades. Although these last two topics 

are probably still understudied, there are a few major works which have very quickly 

bewme classics. 

One would irnmediately assume, perhaps, that some of the scholarship above 

should have dealt to some extent with the Communist Party of Spain, its cultural politics 

and its inteilectuals, given the fact that dl across Europe, comrnunist parties were such key 

political players during those years, and @en as weU the strong ties between the 

European intelligentsia and international communist organkations. 

Yet there is no major study of the cultural poütics of the Comrnunist Party of Spain 

or of its relationship to intellectuals throughout the decade of the 1930s, let alone going 

M e r  back into the early 19209, when communism fkst appeared in the country. Even 

the studies of the proletarian cultural debates have ofken dismissed the Communist Party 

as "dogrnatic" or irrelevant, merely including it in the discussion as part of the 



background information on revolutionary intellectuals themselves. Either way, the Party 

has not been the main object of inquiry. 

A few scatterd paragraphs - all of them expressing siniilar points of view - are al1 

there seems to be about communist cultural activities in Spain during the early 19209, and 

there is hardly any more than that on the relationship between the Communist Party and 

the group of revoiuionary inteileoniais who were poiiticai and cuiturai activists during the 

late 19209, many of whom belonged to the Party or would at a later date. Historian Pablo 

de Luis justifies the absence of communism in the cultural history of Spain during this 

decade on the grounds that the Communist Party of Spain was small, that it did not have 

in its ranks as many intellectuals as the Socialist Party dicl, and, more importantly, tiat 

d u h g  those years "communists did not have a deked culhirai policy (except for what 

they used for politicai indoctrination) nor did they show any interest in issues related to 

the education and culture of Party] members" (1994, 5). 

Although it is tme that before 193 1 the Comrnunist Party of Spain was small and 

had fewer intellemais than other proletarian parties, the rest of the daims made by de 

Luis are by no means completely fair and may even be somewhat rnisleading. To Say that 

the Cormunist Party had fewer inteilechials than 0 t h  workiog-class organizations or 

parties, ignores two equally relevant façts: one, that most of the founders of the 

Communist Party were themeives iatellectuais; the other, that those who were in the 

ranks of the Socialist Party were mostly from the reforrnist bourgeoisie while those in the 

Communkt Party were firom the petite bourgeoisie and the working class. Further, 

although the Communist Party did not have a cultural poIicyper se, it is unf& to conclude 

that it did not show "any interest" in the political education of its members. Instead, I 6nd 



it much more accurate to suggest that for a variety of reasons the Party was unable to 

transfom its interest into any kind of practice. What is at issue here is much more than 

mere linguistic subtleties. The differences 1 point to and wbiçh 1 wiU look at in detail in 

the body of this thesis, make it possible to see pre-193 1 communist cultural politics in a 

very different light. 

Pablo ds Luis and cîtkrs baïe achow'1ledged *& the Comü1ist P~LJ hd a 

stronger presence in the Spanish politicai and cultural scene after the proclamation of the 

Republic in 193 1. However, the magnitude of communist involvement in CUItural theory 

and practice &er 1936 was such that it seerns to have overshadowed the very evoiution 

which the Party foilowed until it got there. Very little has been said about the Party's ideas 

on culture around the tune of the proclamation of the Second Republic, and rnost of it bas 

rnerely senied to date that the Party followed a very strict proletarian cultural line, 

following the lead of Soviet organizations, such as the Union of Proletarian Wnters 

W P ) .  Although a number of cammunist inte11ectuals who were culhuai theorists 

andlor praotitioners during those years have received some scholarly attention (Rafael 

Alberti, Ram6n J. Sender, Cdsar M Arconada, Josep Renau, among others), their 

rnernbership in the ComUNst Party has been more a piece of biographical information 

than a determinant factor in the analysis of th& work A few articles have looked at how 

some of these writm emulated the Party's politid line in their riovels, but there is hardly 

any interest in studying how they iduenced the Party's CUItural line or how, in tum, the 

Party duenced theV political views. 

What is more remarkable about t h i s  body of scholarship, howwer, is not that it is 

tnily scanty, but that it taka an extraordinary leap fiom the proclamation of the Second 



Republic in 193 1 to the signing of the Popular Front alliance in early 193 6, a t h e  when 

the Communist Party was calhg on ail intellectuals (bourgeois and cornmunist alike) to 

participate in a common stmggle against fascisrn. Yet there seems to be no explanation 

for such a rernarkable change, fiom the "dogmatism" and "lack of interest" of the 1920s 

and early 1930s, to the "opemess" of the mid-1930s. 

The study of the CommUNst Party's cultural policy and practice during the Civil 

War has been much more prolinc, and yet for all its mmprehensiveness such a shidy is stiU 

surprisingly schematic. A few works have looked at the P w s  contribution to the poticy 

and practice of the Republican Ministry of Public Instniction - in bits and pieces, as it 

were, since none of those works has been fUy dedicated to that topic. Many more, 

however, have managed to speak of cultural practice during the war - and even of its 

political implications - by studying "Republican" cultural policy without even rnentioning 

that the minister and his most immediate team of collaborators were ail high-profile 

members of the Communist Party. On the other hanci, and not at ali  sqrisingly, 

whenever the focus of the scholarship has been the role of the Communist Party in the 

Muiistry of Public Iiistniction, the conclusion has very often been that the Ministry was 

"dogmatic" and that it had "no cultural projects at dl', only "propagandistic goalsH 

(Alvarez Lopera l982,29). 

AU attempts to deheate a narrative for the evolution of Spanish intellechial, 

cuihiral, or artistic life during the period lmown as the Ebhd de ~ l a d  [Silver Age] - âom 

1898 until the mid 1930s - have been forced to Gome to terms with the political and 

cultural si@cst~lce ofthe Civil War itself. Leaving aside the issue of whether or not the 



three years of war should be included in such a Silver ~ ~ e , ~  the ha remains that it has not 

aiways been easy to decide the impact such a wnfîict had on the overail evolution of 

Spanish cuitural politiw. 

Narratives mainiy concemed with the evolution of art, literature or the bourgeois 

inteliectual opposition to the political status quo have incorporated the Civil War only as 

an abrupt end to it di, a "wall" which separates two historical periods very well 

Merentiated. Thus the Civil War is but a mere epilogue to an age suddenly brought to an 

end by a military uprising; a parenthesis, at best, in which dturai activities were carried 

out in response to a number of "special circumstances" (Gamonai 1987; Brihuega 198 1). 

A number of narratives wncemed with the evolution of governent educational 

and cultural policy, however, seem to have found no "wd" at ail, since they have been 

able to move eom the projects of the pre-war reformist and bourgeois govenunent to 

those of the war-the Popular Front with remarkable ease. In this case, these narratives 

speak about the educational and culturai projects âorn the two different periods as if'both 

were a historical and political unit merely intempted by the presence of a retrograde 

right-wing govemment in between and by the outbreak of civil war. In some cases the 

co~ection between the first bourgeois Republican govemment and the war-the Popular 

Front govemment has been taken much fiirther, to the point of suggesting that thek 

culhuai policies and practices had a cornmon ongin in the ideology of the learned 

bourgeoisie of the late nineteenth and eariy twentieth centuries, an ideology grounded in 

This term was coincd by José Csrlw Maiwr in his academic clasgc Lu edad de platu a h  mentioned 
(Madrid: atedra, 1987). 
In his w o n  to an anthology of the jomnal HOM de Espana, adcultural historian Francisco Caudet 

wonders why, in the iight cdaii the cultnral work d e d  out during the Civil War, the EdrJd dg Plata is 



liberalism as well as political and cultural reformism (Tuilon de Lara 1990b; Salaün 1985). 

These narratives have not really accounted for the fact that the fmt Republican 

govemment had been a coalition of reformist Repubiican parties and that the war-time 

govemment was under the flag of the Popular Front. That, however, was not an idevant 

historical fact, since it meant that the Ministry of Public Instruction had been le4 in the 

fist case, by a ref~rmist Republican a d ,  in the second, by a Comunist. 

Other narratives equally concerned with the wolution of government educational 

and cultural policy have presented a very dSerent scenario and consequently reached 

extremely diEerent conclusions. Indeed these narratives have placed the "wd" toward the 

end of the Silver Age, although not su much durhg the three years of war but just before 

them, so that a clear difference is drawn between the cultwal policy and practice of the 

£irst Republican government in 193 1 and those of the Popular Front d e r  1936. In these 

cases, it has ofien been suggested that, after the victory of the Popular Front, the 

"populist" (Femhndez Soria 1984) or "populid culturalist" (Bilbatua 1976) attitude of the 

former (inherited fiom nineteenth-century ideology), in which ordinary people were 

considered to be "recipients" of culture, gave way to a more "popular" attitude, in which 

ordinary people were ailowed to be protagonists of the cultural event. 

Ail of the above have been suggestions rather than in-depth explorations, and that 

may veiy well account for the fact that the paradoxes and questions they raise seem to 

have been left completely unresolved. Indeed was govemment cultuml actMty during the 

Civil War still grounded in nineteenth-century bourgeois philosophy or was it surpassing 

its ideological (populist) bias? The Communist Pa- and the Muiistry of Public 

ai- said to go from 1898 to 1936, but never in dudes the years of the Civil War itselfl h m  1936 to 
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Instruction, as so many scholars wodd have it, used war-tirne dturai activities to "spread 

~ommunist propaganda" (Alvarez Lopera 1982, 29). How could it be doing that while at 

the same time embracing the cultural philosophy of nineteenth-century bourgeois 

refomüsm? And ifit was not - if if in fact, surpassed its ideological bias - how did it do 

it? 

A partial answer to these paradoxes is rather simple, and is provided by the 

political context of the years previous to the Civil Wu, in particular by the ideological 

evolution of international communism and the historic policy turn of  the Comunist 

International in the m e r  of 1935, when the organization abandoned the proletarian line 

it had held since its foundation in 1919 and opened up toward anti-fascist alliances with 

social-democrat parties, givhg way to the creation of Popdar Fronts across Europe. 

European cornmunist parties thus moved fkom a strictly proletarian h e  which had 

historically excluded sociaiists and the bourgeoisie as political enemies and which had 

pursued the governent of workers and peasants, to embracing the cause of the 

democratic revolution Since the Communist Party of Spain foUowed a similar line, it 

could very weli be argueci that, between 1936 and 1939, to be part of the Popdar Front, 

to aid the bourgeoisie in making its dream of a democratic revolution possible, and to 

spread mmmunist d o p a  were redy one and the same thing. It would thus follow that 

the ideology behind the communist Ministry of Public Iostniction during the Civil War 

could have been, to some extent, grounded in nineteenthlcentury bourgeois refomism. 

A complete m e r  to the paradoxes above may be as simple as this partial m e r  

I have just outlined. Yet it needs to be pursueci in radically Werent ternis. Such a 



complete answer will not be possible unless we attempt to fornulate it in diachronic rather 

than synchronie terrns, that is, by looking not so much at the way in which Spanish 

communism in late 1935 and throughout the years of civil war was informed by policy 

tum in the Cornuitem, but by exploring the previous evolution of Spanish wmmunism 

itself. in order to understand the cultural discourse and practice of the comrnunist-led 

Muiistry of Public Instruction d u ~ g  the war, it is thus necessary to take another look at 

the dtural  politics of the Communist Party before 1936, during the earlier part of the 

1930~~ and even fbrther back, d u ~ g  the early 19209, when the fint Cornmunist Party was 

founded. 

In fact, the paradoxes 1 pointed out above are possible precisely because of the 

gaps which exist in that cultural history, gaps which have made the shidy of communist 

culhua politics in Spain so sketchy and insubstantial. It is only by pursuhg this 

diachronic study, by attempting to fill those gaps, that the paradoxes may be resolved. 

Perhaps then it could be possible to understand what happened to the Communist Party of 

Spain during the Civil War, how it ~ u l d  be "spreading communist dogma" and aiding in a 

democratic cultural revolution at the same t h e ,  what that meant to the overd picture of 

Spanish cultural politics, and whether or not such a cultural effort was at ail different f?om 

the one made by previous (bourgeois) generations of inteilectuals, that is, whether or not it 

perpetuated nineteenth-century "populism". The goal of this dissertation is to address 

these questions by looking at the evolution of commUNst cultural politics in Spain fiom 

the time in which the first Communist Party was founded in 1920 util the end of the Civil 

War in 1939, thus providuig a historicai outline which might help put wents in 

perspective. My goal here is not to explai. why the Comrminist Party arrivecl at the 



cultural position it occupied during the Civil War - since that was the result of a change in 

political strategy - but huw it did so, what sort of a journey the Party undertook until it 

Mved there, and the tenns in which it was done. 

In order to understand that "long" joumey of hardly nineteen years, something . 

must be explained about the kind of society in which Spanish communism emerged. As a 

remit, the joumey truly begins much earlier, with a short introduction to the kind of 

monarchical, feudal society Spain was during the nineteenth cenhiry and much of the 

twentieth. Tbat introduction includes as weli a brief presentation of the different 

generations of bourgeois intellectuals who offered cultural and political critiques of the 

status quo, both politicdy and inteiiechially. The goal is to offer an overview of the tems 

on which such bourgeois critique was based - on the one hand, the appeal to the Spanish 

pueblo as a political subject to rise against the feudai statu quo; on the other, the ideology 

of politicai and cultural refomiism, that i s  the belief that political change couid be the 

result not only of poïitical reform but a h ,  and perhaps more irnportantly, of the education 

of the masses. Only by understanding the nature and the implications of this critique will it 

be possible to understand the ideology against which later generations of revolutionary 

intellectuds would rebel. 

While the last few decades of the nineteenth century and the first twenty years of 

the twentieth were dominateci by the presence of the refodst bourgeois intelligentsia, the 

cultural scene after 1920 was dominateci by the emergence of a revolutionary petite 

bourgeoisie for whom the political aims of bourgeois refomism were but a pathetio 

attempt to continue pursuing a rwo1ution which the imption into political He of the 

proletaria* had alreaciy made anachronistio. This difference between the two concurrent 



critiques of bourgeois society and culture ~oming from different groups of intellechiais - 

on the one hand, the reformist critique of the feudal status quo and, on the other, the 

revohtionary critique of reformism - is the basic prernise of this work, for the answers 1 

seek to provide here are deeply grounded in the circumstances under which each of those 

critiques appeareû, and how they evolved and i n f o d  each other throughout the years. 

HaWig provided the background information, the journey of the Communist Party 

itseif'beguis in Chapter Two, with a study of the Party's onginal proletarian, anti-reformist 

discourse as it applied to both politics and culture. That chapter deals with a short period 

of three years, from the founding of the first Communist Party in 1920 to the coming ta 

power of General Primo de Rivera in 1923, when the Party was declared iuegal. The 

culturai activity of the Communist Party during these three years ha practicaily been 

reduced to nil, for it has been barely mentioned that a number of "communist renegades" 

founded a cultural organization calied the Unidn CuZfuraJ ProIctm'~, an organization 

which has subsequently been disrnissed as "dogmatic" and "sectarian". The UCP, 

however, was much more than that, and in this chapter 1 set out to rweal both its political 

origins and raison d'être as well as its intentions to carry out a revolutionary cultural 

program. 1 wili argue that the organization was the result of ideologicai and political 

Merences within the Communist Party of Spain, dBerences which had to do with the 

anti-reformism of an interna1 m e n t  fighting against the ever-increasing domiamce of a 

reformia platform in the mainstream Party. From that anti-reformist position, the UCP 

attempted to provide a program for the education of the proletariat which went far beyond 

what other workingclass organizations, rnainly under the sponsorship of the Socialist 

Party, had managed to do. These fzicts are sometbing more than mere historical or 



political curiosities, for 1 believe a better understanding of the UCP will serve to shed light 

on the origin of later revolutionary critiques of bourgeois reformism, and to help scholars 

Wy understand the joumey which the Communkt Party completed in 1939. 

In Chapter Three, I look at the cultural politics of the Cornmunist Party between 

the y w s  of 1923 and 193 1, years marked by Primo de Rivera's dictatorship. Although at 

this time the Party's cultural discourse was somewhat more sophisticated than it had 

previously ken, its internal contradictions prevented any of those ideas fiom becoming 

practice. On the one han& while the Party rejected the refocmist politics of the bourgeois 

and socialist intelligentsias and cded for an alliance of petit-bourgeois and proletaian 

intellectuals, it did very little to pursue such an alliance and nothhg at aii to support those 

which were being created outside its realm of influence. On the other, the fdure of the 

Party leadership to agree on questions of revolutionary theory and practice meant that the 

Party could offer very W e  in terms of political education to its members or the working 

class as a whole. In this chapter, I atternpt to rweal how the cultural projects of the 

revolutionary intelligentsia which was beginning to get organized by then, did, in fact, go 

beyond the deaàiock in which the Party found itself, both by creating the inteliechial 

alliance the Party had been calling for, and by looking at the issues the Party was unable to 

resolve. 

While these two chapters are a study of the Cornmunist Party's proletétrian and 

anti-reformist discourse, Chapter Four is the actual mapping out of its joumey toward a 

democratio and reformist one. It is rnainiy in this chapter that I endeavor to answer the 

question 1 have posed eariier, of how, rather than why, the Party anived at that discourse. 

The chapter is divided into three sections, with the emergence of fascism in Europe and 



the Seventh Congress of the Cornintem as dividing lines. In each of those stages 1 look at 

the relationship between the Party's cultural discourse and the work of Party intellectuals, 

pointhg out how they influenced each other. ûverall, the chapter aims at showing how 

the Party and the new generation of inteliectuals who joined it traveled together corn 

addressing the proletariat to addressing the Spanishpueblo - the very samepueblo whom 

the nineteenth-century bourgeoisie had already appealed to - and how they replaced an 

interest in proletarian cuhre with one in popular culture. As the resdt of the new 

political strategy of anti-fascism which international communism adopted, Spanish 

communists embraced a political and cultural discourse and a narrative of Spanish history 

in which the protagonist was no longer the proletariat rising against bourgeois Spain, but 

the popular masses rising agaimt fascism. The Party thus abandoned the revolutionary 

critique of bourgeois reformisrn and embraced the reformist critique of feudalisrn, 

effectively shifting from class struggie to a national-popular stniggle which would advance 

the dernocratic revolution. 

As we enter the Civil War period in Chapter Five, we no longer arrive there as the 

result of a histoncal leap, but with an understanding (hopefully clear) of the evolution of 

the Party's cultural discourse until the tuniing point of July 1936. In that chapter, 1 deal 

with the wide array of cultural activities sponsored by the cornrnunist-Ied Ministry of 

Publi~ instruction - adVities through which ordlliary people became producers of culture 

- and with the overaü debates in which communist intellecfuals participated. The question 

ofeducational and cuIturd actlvities as vehicles for political propaganda is not one on 

which 1 wish to dwell. Rather, I will take for granted and assume as a premise that such a 

thhg was scactiy what both the Ministry and the Comrminist Party set out to do, and will 
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try to look once again, at haw they did it, and at the kind of propaganda which was being 

spread. 

It is at this point that I try to w e r  the second question I fomulated earlier. The 

Party behind the Minisûy of Public Instruction had abandoned the revolutionay culhirai 

critique and embraced the postulates of bourgeois cultural reformism. However, did 

communist cultural discourse or practice reproduce the populist ideological biases of 

nineteenth-centuy reforrnism, or did it surpass them? By allowing the Spanish people to 

become producers of culture in ways theretofore unlaiown, the comunist-led Ministry of 

Publio Instruction surpassai the "populism" (culture as ch-) of previous geaerations of 

bourgeois inteliechials. However, it a h  reproduced a "populist" discourse in other ways. 

Indeed the Ministry used a populist discourse which interpellated thepueblo in opposition 

to a reactionary force, rnuch in the same way former bourgeois generations of intellechials 

had done. In fact, I wiU argue - using some of the responses to Laclau's theory of 

populisrn - that the Mtnistry not ody "interpellated" the Spanish people as ideological 

subjects against a reactionary force, but that it achially "constituted" them as nich via the 

cultural activities it spansored, which were intended to bring people together and instiU in 

them a sense of comUNty. That "constitution" of the Spanish people as a subject of a 

dernomtic stniggle against feudalism was but one of the signs which proved that Spanish 

communists had not only embraceâ the discourse of the refomiist bourgeoisie, but had, in 

fact, embraced wholeheartedfy the goals of the democratic revdution itself. 

Starting the joumey as early as 1920 and nnishing it toward the end of the war - 

just when a much longer journey was about to begin - means that a number of  obstacles 

are inevitably in the way, for the attempt to reconstruct the early history of communisrn in 



Spain, specidy the cultural politics, is anything but an easy task Although 1 do not wish 

to use this fact in order to j u w  any of the possible shortcomings of my research, 1 do 

feel that some of the problem need to be exposed. 

One is the lack of original sources. In recent years, the Communist Party of Spain 

has made considerable efforts to organize its archival matenal and to make it available to 

professional researchers: but the weight of financial constraints has turned that effort into 

a constant struggle and there is still a great deal of matenal which rernains unclassified and 

therefore inaccessible. More Unportantly, the thirty-eight long years of exile that the Party 

had to endure fiorn 1939 until 1977,' the three years of civil war before that, and the 

sixteen of clandestine life before ail of that have had an obvious effect on the quantity and 

quality of records the Party has been able to keep, which means that wen if the archives 

were to be f d y  organized, they would d l  be necessarily in~orn~lete.~ 

A second problem is the bicolor discourse which cornes through the material 

written on the h i s t ~ y  of the Communist Party during the period under sc&y here. 

Siace most of that materid has been written by Party members, dissidents or enemies, and 

' The Commnnist Party of Spain apened its historicd archives to the public in 1980, thra years after the 
Party was legphed by the first democratic gwernment der Fmaco's death. For a briefhistory of the 
arc- see Ramus Bello (1997). 

That is, h m  the end of the Civü Wsr and the beginning d exiie pend in 1939, until it was legalized 
by Adoffo Snarez's gwernment in 1977. 
In Manh 1939, when it was alrrady obvious that the Repubiic had lost the war, the Communist Party of 

Spain sent two truddoads af Party doaimentç through the Cataionian border, under the care of José del 
Barno. Those trucks wexe lost Drmng the pxvious weeks, the Political-Military Cornmittee of the PCE, 
in apemerrt with the leadership in Madrid, dwtroyed an important part af the Party archives, as it was 
later confimecl by the iast person in charge of that commim Jacinto Barnos. Enrique W, a high- 
profile m é m k  of the Party and a Repubiican military comrminder, has a b  reiated how M r e  escaping 
to Fmce he himceIf most of the docpments which had to do with his army fotces, the Fiffh 
Regiment See Blanco Rodngaez (1993). During the long period of exiie, h m  193 9 to 1975, the= were 
Party sections all hughout Europe and the Americas, and each section kept its own archives, though the 
iargest portion was in the formu S w i e t  Union, where the Party's top leadership resided for &cades. 



very little by independent scholars,7 its content ranges fiom the simpfistic, propagandistic, 

self-indulgent and seIf-cornplacent Party discourse, to the equdy simplistic and accusatory 

discourse of its adveriaries. The suggestion made by Spanish bistonan Alvarez Junco that 

Spanish historiography is grounded in "value judgments rather than [on] finctional 

rationality" (1990a, 444) seems to be most appropriate here. 

The problems I have foregrounded so far have been summed up quite eloquently 

by Pilar Gonzalez Guzmh, who has argued that the knowledge we may have today of the 

Communist Party "is in part lost as a result of the amnesia produced by a forty-year-long 

trauma; partly beautifid by mmrnunists themselves, in an attempt to have their myihs 

survive one of the most fierce politicai persecutions in history; partiy stained by the 

inteUectual contributors to that repression; partiy simply e h a t e d  before the firing 

squads" (1977, 5). 

Although I have stated the goal of this dissertation to be an attempt to fill a variety 

of "gaps", I am &aid 1 have lefl others seriously unfulfiUed. The gap which the absence 

of mmmunist cultural politics has left in the culturai history of Spain is one which 1 by no 

means can claim to fiil compietely in this work Early fears of having chosen an issue on 

which there would be hardly anything to write, very soon gave way to much worse fears 

of not knowing what issues, projects, or histoncal periods to address. As I approached 

the research and sttempted to resolve the problem it raised, 1 made a nunber of choices 

which 1 shouid clarify now. The most important of those choices is that rather than 

' As an illustration for chis point it might sufiïœ to say that among the seventan p iaes  of academic work 
(books and articles) on the hisbry of the Commimist Party af Spain Iisted in the Bibliography of this 
thesis, five were written by a person or team afpeaple who at the time ofwriting had abandoned the 
Co Partyandwerepartofthe " -on; eight were wntten by Party members; one 
w a s ~ b y a . o t f i m i n F r a n l o 1 s p o ~ ~ ~ w c r c ~ ~ r c n ~ ~ d e n t h i s t o r i a n s .  



dealing with a specïfk year, or a specific cultural project (on each of which indeed a 

dissertation muid have been written), 1 have chosen to look at the penod 1920-1939 as a 

whole, in order to outline an evohtion which 1 think must be acknowledged. 1 am M y  

aware of the fact that in the process 1 have lefi many other gaps, that indeed 1 may have 

opened too many doors and perhaps closed very few ofthem, ifany. After the writing of 

this thesis, most of the mrimkt  &ellecta.% I meiitioi; 5c;e stid need to ï ~ e i ~ 2  Fkt&er 

individualized academic attentiol which 1 codd not provide. 

The second choice 1 have mivie has been to speak of individual intellectuals ody as 

their cultural discourse or practice related to Party politics. Scholarship on Spanish 

d t u r e  has a very obvious tendency - and one which I think should be corrected - to 

study the political involvement of (&y bourgeois) intellectuals during this "Silver Age" 

through individual biographies rather thaa through the analysis of the politics of the 

organizations, journals and 0 t h  cultural projects in which these intellectuals participated. 

1 have attempted to redress the balance (however symbolically) by speaking more about 

o r g ~ t i o n s ,  institutions, and projects than about individual intellectualq whose personal 

biographies 1 have provided as background, mther than as the object of inquixy. 

During these years of heated lit- and cultural debates, the projects undertaken 

by the commuuist intelligentsia were maialy Literary and cultural joumals. I have 

endeavored to look at these journals as cultural projects canied out by a a@c group of 

people in a historiai wntext which informed th& political and culturai agenda. The 

vehicles to r e v d  that agenda were, necessafiiy, the articles published in the journal. This 

dissertation, however, provides no d y s i s  of tex@ whether as literary pieces or as 

exampks of Manrist analysis. Rather, individual teids are studied as part of a coliective 



editorial voice which was informed both by Party politics and national politicai events, and 

are treated as examples of the position of comnninist intellectuals visd-vis the above. 

That also means tbat the inteilectuals who are studied here are studied as communist 

intellectuals and not as M m &  ones.' Ia most cases 1 have assumed the individual 

journals to have a single editorial voice, which is why 1 have spoken indistindy about the 

joumals themselves as projects and the coUective of intellectuals who founded them. 

A comprehensive analysis of communist cultural politics in Spain betweea the 

yecs of 1920 and 1939 would have to indude a myriad of political parties, aod not only 

the Comunist Party of Spain. In the fint halfof this work, 1 deal to a large extent with 

the political and dhiral role played by oppositional currents within the Party because I 

consider that to be central to my main arguments. Yet, as those intemal currents becorne 

independent organizations and parties, the focus nanows in the Communist Party of Spain 

and its activities in Mdrid. This has been a conscious decision which 1 needed to make in 

order to be able to enter the maze of communist culturai politics during these y m  in a 

way wtYch muid be feasible, given the limts of a dissertation, as well as the result of 

geographical and linguistic consideratiom. Once again, 1 have to acknowledge, however, 

that the analysis I try to begin here will be far fiom complete until it includes a more in- 

- -- - 

Victor Aiba has argued tbat a dear division s h d d  be establishcd b*ween those inteUectuals who joined 
socialist ormUii;rations but who did not use diaiectical makrkhn in their work, and those who "dm 
Mhxism", thaî is, who put hrward a d i a l c c t i c a i - ~  andysîs. He has suggtsted that the nrst 
gronp was much iarger than the second (1975,207). Aiba's argument applies net only to bourgeois 
inteïkctuals in the Socialist Party but a h  to petit-bourgeois and proletarian intellectmh in the 
CommmkîPaxîy. AlthoaghsomeoftheinhllahiatawhomIstudyhere(ebpeciallgManrin,bnada, 
Sender, Piqueras) did use riiaii.itica1 mntw'nlism to stncty the mhrtion af culture in Spain. I think it is 
stin possible to say thaf bctween 1920 and 1939, CC)- hîeU.biuiik did not produce a mjor tmiy of 
c u l ~ ~ r i s i n g ~ m a t e n a l t s m  

. . . . as the main îhe~retical tooL Jorge Sempr6n (a memhêr of 
the Commimist Party in later years and Minister of Culture in the eariy 1980s) has argued that "[i]n the 
pasf More and lfnring the CNil War, Spain had communist intellecbats. . . bat mt Md& ones' (qtd. in 
Estnich 1978,78; eqhasis in the original). 



depth look at the myriad of commurilst organizations coming out of the Communist Party 

during its earlier years, and in iater years at the Pmdo Obrero de Ilnlfiaczoon M m s t a  

@?OUMI in ~atalonia.~ Further, when deaiing with the Civil War in rny very last chapter, I 

have quite consciously shifted the focus away from the Party toward the comunist-led 

Ministq of Public Instruction, since my goal is to disws the fiill circle of commUNst 

politics once the Party became a member of the Popular Front goverment. 1 have been 

thus forced to let go of an analysis 1 consider equally relevant: that of the cultural policy 

and practice of the Communist Party itself, and how they may have compared to the kind 

of work the Party was doing in the Ministry. 

Throughout this thesis, 1 use the word "inteilectual" and "inteIiigentsia"as 

synonyms, the former as both a noun and an adjective. Neither word makes reference to 

social class but exclusively to professional actmty. Thus 1 use these two terms to refer to 

any person who "participates in the creation, distribution or administration of cultural 

products" (Mohan 1987, 67), a definition which inchdes professorsa teachers, joumalists, 

theorists, writers, culhirai critics, poets, visual artistq cuha l  activists and the like. 

Precisely because this thesis deals so much with the dEerent social classes to which the 

Spanish intellechials of the first third of the century belonged, and the political positions 

they embraced, I wüi we1y use the noun "inteiiectual" without an adjective to specify 

membership in a social class or a political ideology. Thus at different points I wiU speak 

- -- 

There are a number ofsfndies on the opposition to the orthodox (Stalinist) Comrmmist Party of Spain 
and these h m  deait to a small extent with issues afartistic and culniraf policy within these o ~ o n s  
and parties. See Alba and Schwartz (1988); Alba, d, (1976). Yet, the kind of6hldy to which 1 &r here 
and which stiU remains to be done is one which muid take into account the fidl speccnim of S p i &  
comrminisn across the Xberh Peninsula Some efforts have been rriiida to study commaaist cuitural 
politics in specinc nations and regions of the Spanish state, the most recent af which is a boak published 
by the Asrnrian chapter of the Commmiist Party. See Erice, ed. (1996). This work includes an essay on 



about "reformist" or "bourgeois" inteilectuals, about "proletarian", "petit-bourgeois" or 

"revolutionary' Yitellectuals, as weii as TParty" or "comrnunist" intellechials. I think most 

of those adjectives are selfsxplanatory, since they appear in a partidar political context. 

Those which rnight not be, I have explained as I have used them. 

ûther tenns which rnay need clarification fiorn the outset are those of "education" 

and "culture". In a rnost basio sense, of course, the word "dture" was used by Spanish 

intellectuds in order to refer both to "society" as a whole (that is, a whole way of life) as 

weU as to "art" (the artistic manifestations in that society). Ktstonan Pablo de Luis has 

pointed out that in the late nineteenth and throughout the twentieth centuy, Spanish 

socialists and anarchists used the terms "education" and "culture" indistindy to refer to 

two thhgs: on the one hand, the "intellechial, moral and political training of the worker"; 

on the other, the "tools and channels to pursue that training" (1994,4) whether of a fonal 

or uiformal nature. 

When at the turn of the century the bourgeois intelligentsia argued that the 

country's problem was one of "cuinire", they were s p e h g  about the lack of education of 

the average Spaniard. In that argument, the tenn "culture" was used to refer to the 

"knowledge" (general, scientific, artistic, politicai, moral, or of any other khd) which 

Spanish citizen8 needed to acquire in order to be worthy citizens of a democratic state, as 

rnuch as to the process through which such knowledge wouid be provided to them. In 

that sense, the terms "education" and "culture" were practically interchangeable. 

Embracing aü the defiritions of culture above, both the refodst and the 

revolutionary dhiral critiques were directed toward a whole way of life, its educational 



schemes, as weli as to its atistic and inteIlectual products. As a result, the term "cuitural 

politics" 1 use here includes the critique of bourgeois society (its culture and its politics) 

put forward by the Party and its intellectuals (as a unit or independently of each other), 

Party efforts to provide its members and the working class in general with a much-needed 

political education, the Party's attitude toward (bourgeois or revohtionary) intellectuals, 

and Party policy on art and îiterature. 

The final clarification 1 want to make is about translations. To a very large extent, 

the prùnary sources 1 have used for this work (iiterary and culhual joumds, personal 

memoirs, newspapers articles, pamphlets, archivai documents and the Ote) were origindy 

written in Spanish by Spanish-speaking authors. 1 have dso used, however, primary 

sources written by non-Spanish authors but which at some point were translated into 

Spanish, some others written by Catalonian authors in that Ianguage and then printed in 

Spanish in translation, and s a  others written by Spanish authors but published in Engiish 

or French for a foreign publication later distributed in Spain. In t e m  of secondary 

sources, again, a large part of the material 1 have used has been written by Sparish- 

speaking scholars and has been published in Spanish, but 1 have aiso quoted extensively 

from the work of foreign scholars which may have been originally published in Spanish, 

English, or French, and to a lesser extent fiom the work of Spanish scholars writing in 

Catidonian or valencian. 'O 

Goxrdiez (1996). 
'O The language we commonip. c d  "Spanishn is, in the strict sense, redy "Caseilianm, the language of 
Castille which at some point in history became the iaqmge of the whole Spanish state. ûther nations 
within tbat sate have lept their historicai hgnages, wbich, Iih CasWin iw Dngimted in Latin. 
on& ones h m  which 1 have needeâ to traLISIafe here have been Catalonian and Valencian. 



In this respect, the first thing 1 would like to c l m  is that dl translations, unless 

otherwise specified, are mine. 1 have translated from original texts found in Spanish (and 

to a lesser extent iiom Catalonian and Valencian), while 1 have quoted literaiiy fiom 

original matenal found in English and French. As to the original language in which any of 

the sources above were found: unless otherwise specified, it should be assumed that ail 

primary sources cited here in English (whether of Spanish or foreign origin, written by 

Spanish-speaking or foreign authors) were found in Spanish. As fa. as secondary sources 

are concemed, it should be assurned that the work of Spanish scholars was found in 

Spanish and that of foreign scholars in English. I have pointed out the instances in which 

the case may have been diEerent, and have explainecl the particular circumstances. 

The pages which follow are an attempt to explore the dtural  aspects of a 

historical process of which we bardy know the political side. To çorne extent, the 

suggestion which I want to make fiom the beginning of this work until the very end is that 

a closer look at the culturd evolution of the Communist Party of Spain is of paramount 

importance in order to have a better understanding not ody of the Party's political 

discourse but, more hportantly, of the overall revolutionary process which Spain went 

through during the fkst forty years of this century. As I attempt to recreate the evolution 

of communist cultural poiitics, 1 will endeavor to estabiish comections which I believe 

have been missed For a great deal of this work, the most important comection I explore 

is that between the Communist Party and the work of its intellectuals. The most obviously 

forgotten and h s  underestimated, however, and the one which infonns the whole of this 

work, is the comection between communist cultural practice and the dernocratic 

revolution which had been so long in the making. mat I render here is my own 



interpretation and reading of that evolution and of those connections, in the process 

hoping to open the way first for more empirical research and, even more importantly, for 

more theoreticai explorations. A thorough study of the Spanish revolution - which has 

otherwise proven to be so worthy of academic attention - will not be possible until we 

consider how the cultural politics of all those involved affectecl the way in which that 

revolution was envisioned and, to some extent, put into practice as well. Living in a post- 

Soviet world in which the tak of revolution is so unfashionable, it would be too easy to 

continue dismissing Spanish commu~sts as "dogrnatic" and their cultural politics as non- 

existent. It may be a challenge to try to prove it otherwise. That does not mean, 

however, that it should not be done. 



On the Bourgeois Revolutioa that Never Was: 
The Spanish State, Bourgeois Intellectuals and the Rise of the Proletariat in Spain 

from the Mid-Nineteenth Century to 1917 

- Our Spaniard yawns. 
Would it be hunger? Sleepiness? Boredom? 
Doctor, would his stomach be empty? 
- The eapthess is rather U bis Yead. 

Antonio ~achado '  

In his analysis of Spanish revolutionary history, Joaquin Mauh pointed out that in 

1800 "Spain was the fkst feudal nation of the world", foilowed by Russia and Austria. At 

that t h e ,  Spain was rnainly a rural country in which the nobility, which accounted for 4% 

of the population owned 5 1.5% of the land, and in which the second largest landowner 

was the Church (1.3% of the population), with 16.5% of the land (1966, 5).2 

While most of the Western world had already gone through national bourgeois 

revolutions which had changed its sociaI, economio and-political structures, in Spain the 

whole of the nineteenth century would SM be marked by late and unsuccessfd attempts 

on the part of the national bourgeoisie to carry out its own. As a result of those faüures, 

weii into the 1800s, Spain contiaued to be a feudal society, economicaiiy and poiiticdy 

ruled by an oligarchy made up of the absolute Monarchy, the Cburch and the nobility. 

"Nuedm -01 bosted~Es hambre? ~SUeno? ~Hastio?/Doctor, ~ tendd el d m a g o  vado?/ EL vado es 
mAs bien en la c a b n .  Antonio Machaddo, Provsrbios y cmtares. "Lw. In Machado (1989,581). 
' Thû means that 5.3% of the popuiation owned 68% d the land. The materid pown of the Charch 
cannot be uveremphnn'-/BR In the mid i8ûûs, the Spanish C h w h  was made up of 85,546 dergymen, 
8,659 rnembers of the hcpisition and 92,727 muis and monks, LMng in 3,126 convents. This was a rate 
of one person in the Chiach Tor evexy 50 peuple, a very hi@ one, scond only to Fortugai. The incorne of 
the Church (inclnding the umfhct drenting its lands and propaties, as weJï as its tithes] mched the 



From the liberal Constitution of 1812, drawn d u ~ g  the country's War of Independence 

against Napoleon, through the proclamation of the First Republic in 1873 and beyond, the 

history of nineteenth-century Spain is that of a stniggle between absolutism and liberalism, 

a stniggle which resulted in a great deal of political instability and no possibiïity of social 

change. Throughout the century, Spain continued to be highly impoverished, the result of 

an economy highly dependent on foreign capitaL3 

1874 marked the beginnuig of the period hown in Spanish history as the 

Restaurnciion [Restoration], a time in which the Bourbon Monarchy was restored, 

bruiging about some degree of political stability and instituthg the first Constitutional 

Mooarchy in the history o f  the country, with sovereignty being shared by the King and the 

C o ~ e s  [Parliament]. The system of the Restauracith, however, was nothing but a rnere 

façade of Parliamentarianis and democracy behind which social and economic 

Merences sharpened and political comiption spread. In fact, it was during the 

Restnuracibn that the semi-feudal system of ~ a c i t p i s m o ~  reached its m k u m  

expression: the Spanish oligarchy, which by then had rnanaged to co-opt in its ranks a 

good part of the nirat haute bourgeoisie5 and the rwolutionary iiierai bourgeoisie of 

previous decades, exercised fidl control over the econornic means of production and the 

mechanisms of political control, while aü other social groups, such as the urban middle- 

sam of 1,042,000,000 reales per annum. This was as much as half of the net h m e  onginated by aU 
lands and reai estate in th entin ccmtry (de JO& 1834,79). 
For a political histoy and economic anatyns of nhîemthlcentary Spain, see Tuüh & Lam (1980); 

Paiacio Aîard (1978); McCabe (193 1). A aicana ovenriew af the histary, politics and economic 
cvolutionofSpain~~paiodaswellastheyea~jimda~tinyinthisthmsgnbefoundin 
Manmi (1938). 
' From the Spanish word "caciqueR. A "mcfpe" was a mral iandmer (normdly a man) who exerçised 
gonomic and politicai conûol ova an enth mral village or rrgion 



class and lower and petite bourgeoisie (much smder in nurnber) remained sociaiiy and 

politically isolated. Needless to say, the masses of agricultural worken and peasarits lived 

in complete misery, their wages being among the lowest in ~ u r o ~ e . ~  

in 1876, President Sagasta's goverment inaugurated and instihrtionalized the 

system ofprti'dos rumantes [rotationai parties] in which the two political parries of the 

oiigarchy - Conservative and Liberai (the latter no longer holding any resemblance to 

what Spanish iiberalism had been during the earlier part of the century) - arranged to 

alternate in govenunent peacefuily, while real politicai power was exercised by a network 

of local powers which went fiom the Crown Govemor d o m  to the rural caciques and the 

local poiiticians. Those "networks" set out to control the govemment and administration 

of its respective areas in ways which opedy contradicteci the m e n  law, a grievance for 

which they were accountable to no one.' 

The system of thepartidos t m m t e s  defmitely choked the bourgeois revolution to 

death, ensuring that the country remained unable to expenence any real politid or 

ecooomic evolution, let alone undergo any kind of deep stmchirai change. With 

intellectuais and professionals unable to enter the public seMce domain in areas like 

diplomacy, education or national politics, and the administration of the country in the 

hands of the supporters of the Monarchy, the Church and the parties of the oligarchy, the 

- - 

EspeciaUy the rurai bourgeoisie who had prospemd with a partial desczmortizacidn (sale of Church land). 
For an evolution of the Spanish bourgeoisie during the nineteenth antuIy, see Mamin (1966); MartInu 
Cuadrado (1 974); J e a h  Cniz (1996). 
6 In Catalonia, the average industrial worker was paid 3.H) to 4 pts per day, a Wed worker 5 ptr, and 
women 2.50 pts., while living expenses were 23% higher than in Paris (Meaker î974,4). 
' This pûiiticai system was basai on recommendations, absenteeisn ofpublic savants, fhvoritism, 
tolerance npon inningaiiuit of the iaw, paxtiai justia, indfieient or noncicistam public senrices, financial 
monopolies and the manipulation ofelections in order to k e q  the peacefni amis in &ce of the IWO 
parties (Ahranz Jmco 1994,33). As Raymond Carr has aiggested, this was not a political regiine in 



national political scene as weil as public life in generai remained drarnaticaiiy irnpoverished 

(Becanid 1978,6). These were the &s bobos [years of stupidity18 of the R e s t m c i d n .  

As Ma& argued, "[elverything, with the honorable exception of a rninority, was stupid, 

petty, mean, small-minded and outdated" (1 966, 22). 

The death of Spanish liberalism and the ~ s p t i o n  of the haute bourgeoisie into the 

system, however, had not brought an end to aii poütical and intellechial currents of 

change, and during the second halfof the nineteenth cenhuy, something could stili be 

saved within that "honorable rninority" MaUrin rescued from the otherwise grim state of 

a s .  In opposition to the haute bourgeoisie which was feudalist, cathoiic, conservative, 

antidemocratic and, of course, monarchical, there rose a middle bourgeoisie which was 

highly educated, capitaiist, lay, liberai, democratic, and above all, Republiwi - a social 

class with which feudai, absolutist Spain would have to reckon for the next eighty years.g 

As Castro Mn has pointed out, more than a political Party, Spanish republicanism 

was a conception of the universe, a body of thought about the deeds and destiny of 

humaniîy, led by reason (1 987,203). Convinced as they were that Spain's Unpoverishment 

(cultural, scientific, economic and othenvise) was the result of a rotten poütical regime, 

the reformist bourgeoisie set out to make of Spaniards a modem people through a 

democratic revolution wbich wodd end the privileges of the Spanish oligarchy, b ~ g  

about "political and socid eniancipation for the wage-e&g classes" (Pérez Ledesma 

which there were "abusesw. Rather, "the abuses were the essence of the sgstem" (1966,367). For fûrther 
study of Cacipismo, se V i d a  Ortega (1977); Kerri (1974). 
' This - M o n  was aiined bg nineteenkenhiry SpanUh noveiist Benito Pérez Gd& (La Palmes 
1843-Uadrid 1920). 
Througimut this thesis 1 WU Rfu to t h  bmrgeoisie which was cwpted into the system ofthe 

Reshwcidn as the "haute bourgeoisieu or "the bourgeoisie afîhe Restaurucidnn, and to the opponents to 
the status quo as "the reformisf bourgeoise* or "reformist intelligentsW. 



1997,2 12) and make progress, as well as scientific and technological evolution, possible. 

If the Spanish Monarchy meant "poverty and theocracy", the Republic meant "wealth and 

democracyl' (Duarte 1997, 1 73). 'O Repubiican intellectuals and proféssionds sincerely 

believed that the Republio would make it possible for those who had true inteiiectual 

merits to become the new leadership of the country (Duarte 1997, 172). 

A democratic system, however, wouid need to be sustained by an "intelligent and 

rich middle class", and the one Spain had not only wu "ignorant and poor" (Albornoz 

1920, 38-39), it also had lost all of its "bourgeois spirit", having become not only 

"acquiescent" to the regirne, but also willing to be tempted by "aristocratie pomp" @uarte 

1997, 179). Repubiicans were thus forced to seek support for their democratic program 

in the masses of Spaniards. In a country where the industrial revolution had been but a 

foreign event, no identity of class had yet been forged among the wage-eaming  classe^,^' 

m h g  it easier for Republicans to stage their "protest agauist political exclusion" (171) 

by appealing to all those Spaniards who happened to lie outside the feudai oligarchy, 

including the masses of peasants, agricultural workers, merchants s m d  proprietors, the 

middle classes and the petite bourgeoisie, all of which were addressed as one unit, called 

"puebZoft. l2 Repubücans considered themselves to be not rnerely "part" of this puebla, 

'O A Republican newspaper at the turn d the cenhiry was adequately d e d  El Pmgrem. For further shidy 
of the Republican concept of pmgns, see AIyatez Juna, (1994); Robies Ejpi  (1987). 
" For an analpsis of the cvolution of workingcless coos9ousness in Spain, sec P k  Ledesma (1997). 
l2 Amrding to îhe Dimimario provisionai de la Co>wnhrcidn plft ica de fa Monorqvlo espailob 
m o n a l  Didionas. of the Politicai ConsPttution of the Spanish Monarchy] (Madrid 1820), the term 
"pueblo" meam "commnn citizens" or "pkbeians" as opposeci to "nobility". Bartolome José Gailard0 
d e b A  the term as "cornmon Qtizens who did not eqjoy any specZc distinction, athu in rem or 
emphyment, and who live[d] aEtheir wodr" (qtd. in Pérez Ledama 1997,211). In 1840, the "puebla" 
was defiaed as 'the aowd': a tum which incinded "artÛanq fàmaq peasants, merchnts [and] 
proletariais", that is, the "immense m a j e  of the nation* (1975,120). Othu definiti~tl~ af "puc610n also 
incinded the petae bonrgeoi9e, pmfessionals, inteiiectnals and art& (Garda Rniz 1862). For a 
disaission on the ambiguity of this term, see Castm Alfh (1987). 



but thepueblo itself, the tnie representatives of the "livel[iest], health[iest] and most vital 

forces in the country" (qtd. in Duarte 1997, 195). 

Under the weight of a tradition which went back to medieval political scholarship 

and was tainted by the ideais of Romanticism (Alvarez Junco 1990b, 160),13 nineteenth- 

century Republicans not only advocated the suprernacy of the will of the people, they also 

believed the pueblo was the "depositary of all social virtues of justice and moraiity", while 

the oligarchy ard the powers-that-be were considered to be the persofication of evii 

(1990a, 10).14 The Republic wanted to be "the institutional framework of a social order 

which would have reconciled itselfwith human nature and the eternd laws of Iaw and 

justice. . . ignored and violated by the dominant tyranny" (Castro Alfin 1987,204). 

Republicans believed in a govemment of "tolerance, equality, reason and justice" 

grounded in the "laws which human nature had created for the happiness and weU-being of 

the human race"(E2 Republicano 3 October 1 842). 

To belong to thepueblo meant to be unable to share in the economic resources of 

the country, to lack the most basic political rights. It rneant to have a "cornmon awareness 

of injustice" (Alvarez Junco 1 WOb, 159). Republicanism was the "govemment of the 



people by the people' (qtd. in Battaner Arias 1977, 425),15 and whatwer was found 

out side the pueblo was simply the "enerny" @uarte 1997, 195). 

As a result of di the above, nineteenth-cenhiry Spanisb republicanism has often 

been descriied as "populist".16 Accordhg to Emesto Laclau, however, not every political 

discourse which addresses people above classes or which mystifies them as the source of 

political redemption, should automaticdy be considered "populist". Ln Laclau's view, the 

emergence of populism is historicaily linked to a crisis of the dominant ideological 

discourse, in tum the result of a fiachire in the power bloc, in which a class or class 

fiaction needs, in order to assert its hegemony, to appeal to the 'people' against established 

ideology as a whole. The interaction between these two "antagonistic poles", people and 

power bloc, is the "dominrint contradiction" through which ail political and ideological 

relations of domination are expressed (1 977, 172). l7 

Laclau then draws fkom the Althussenan concept of ideology in order to suggest 

that a populist discourse does much more than shply address or appeal to the people of a 

nation as one of those antagonistic poles. He suggests that the discourse, in fact, 

"interpellate[s] and coostitute[s] [those people] as [politicai] subjects" operating within the 

binomy of relations of domination. Further, he draws from the Gramscian differentiation 

between class struggle and the national-popular struggie in order to suggest that populism 

begins at the point where popular-democratic elements are presented as an antagonistic 

option aga& the ideology of the dominant bloc (172-3). A populist discourse would 

l5 The 0rigb.I text quoted by Batfaner Arias is h m  the Cortu Constituyentes of 1869. 
l6 The tam "populisn" has been &ed as a political ideology, a program, a mmment or a discourse. 
For an oyerview of the x.uarry dedinitions given to this tenn and a discrrsson on its ambiguity, see Lach  
(1977). For further information on how this t- has ken used in Spanish history, see Aharez Juaco 
(1988); ûrd (1988); Tonente Ballesteros (1987). 



thus appear when the "popular-democratic" interpellation by a class or class fiaction which 

needs a substantial transformation in the power bloc in order to assert its hegemony is 

presented as a "synthetic-mtagonisfic cornplex wirh re~pect to the dominant ideology" 

a (172; emphases in the original). 

This is, I believe, what other definitions of popuiism have failed to account for in 

relation to the study of nineteenth-century republicanisrn. '* In their interpellation of the 

S panish pueblo as a classless mas,  and their use of discursive dichotomies such as pue blo 

vs. oligarchy, pueblo vs. reaction, laborious work vs. seiioritisrn~'~ (Duarte 1997, 174), 

pueblo vs. king, national sovereignty vs. usurpation by the oligarchy (Julia 1988, 29), or 

simply productive classes vs. the privileged,20 nineteenth-century Republicm were doing 

much more than just foregrounding the contrasting natures of the oppressor and the 

oppressed, they were achially inscribing thern both as "antagonistic poles" in the 

"dominant contradiction" democracy vs. feudalism. From its position in one of those 

l 7  1 cite h m  Laclau's book on populimi published in English " It shouid atso be pointed out thet early Spanish republicanism d a s  not guite fit under other classical 
definitions o f p o ~  Shib has spokcn about a "direct relatiorikbip W e e n  the people and its politicai 
leaders" which Castro Aifin has ken quick to point out did not ex& in Spanish repubiicanism. which 
conceive- of the grneniment as "a crusa& of institutionalkition" (1987, 198). Alvarez Junco includes in 
his definition of populiSm the suggestions that the "mobilized" "masses" are rriliinly urban, and that there 
ex@ a m n g  link W e e n  these masses and a charisnatic leader whose perçonality, rather than a 
politicai program or a set of speclnc political sbategies, guarantees the triumph of the mwement (19% 
101, neither of which was the case in Spain. FhaUy, HoE;tadter has spaken &ut a populist belid in a 
"pastu Golden Age, a past ufwell-being and justice which populkt discoursc presents as its goal. As 
Castro A16Tn has also pointai out, howevet, S m  Repnblicms did not believe such Golden Age had 
a e d  in the past but that they had ta build it for the future (1987,202). 

Fmm the Spanish word ntiwito @ m g  single man, maxuliae form of seHoMa). In nineteenth-cenîury 
and early-twentieth-tuxy Spin, a seAadto was the young, tmmrried son of an oligarchie m, a 
man who did not do hard physicai mrk, but whose main activlty was to adminisrex his fàmüy's properties, 
or simp1y live off the incorne h m  the fhmily business. In contemparary Spain this figure is hardly 
signincant,thoaghthe~maystillbeasedinsameniraiareasofEntremaduraandAndalu.cia, where 
the fi- ofthe cacique disappeared mch more siowiy. In papular uban ianguagc, it is stiU used to 
refis to a man offint taste and lie disposition to do acnial wo& 
20 The tenu "priviiegedn referred to tht m e m h  of the ' a r i s t d c ,  nobility, d m ü i t a i y ,  clerical or stock- a market oligarchiesn (Fernando Garridu) or the "feudal ciassesu which d e d  through "militarism, 



" antagonistic poles", the pueblo was being htqellated as a political subject which   ou id 

and should take action against the power blw, in order to be iacluded as full participants 

in the democratic stniggle against feudalism. In the process, the "essence" and "natuml 

order" which the country had never known could becorne a reality. "We ody have the 

people", a Republican editorid argued during the years of the Restauracidn, "give it 

w a p s  O Egkt md 9 giide you '&GU@ the orilj y~sslbk path of hcmr and dut)." 

(qtd. in Alvarez Junco 1 WOb, 1 60). Suffering gave the Spanish pueblo a moral 

superiority, and that superiority gave it the right to claim power. However, this was only 

part of the rhetoric. Political power was never meant to go directly to the people. The 

masses of Spaaiards were interpellated so that the reformist bourgeoisie itselfcould make 

its own claim to power, so that it muid - in Laclau's temis - "reassert ita hegemony" 

within the power bloc. 

The greatest obstacle to the m o d e d o n  of the Spanish people and its complete 

redemption fiom being victimized by the Ancien Rdgime, however, was its lack of 

education aad cuhure. Indeed dthough the Spanishpueblo may have been morally 

superior to its oppressors, a large part of it was in no position to lead a rebeilion against 

the statu5 quo because it lacked the most basic self-awareness of its own oppression, given 

the state of mmplete iUiteraq and backwardness in which it lived. Thus the education of 

the agridW and peasant masses became the most bask tool without which no 0th- 

kind of economïc, social or political change muld ever be achieved. It was a tool, indeed, 

without which the Spanish masses wuld never be transformecl into a collective political 

subject. As a result, Republicaa discourse became dominatecl by the idea that "politics 

baoesuaaçg, exploitation, specalation and fànaîimn (VaIenti Almirall) (qtd. in P h  Ledesna 1997, 
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[was] a matter of Science" or that the tnumph of the Spankh people would be "the 

triumph of reason" (Alvarez Junco 1989,357). In Republican political slogans, the 

acquisition of scientific and rational kaowledge was indeed constnicted as the cure for ail 

of the country's political and social maladies to the point that it was pradicaUy given an 

emancipatory role, in which the acquisition of culture and education cwld achieve as 

nuch change as the  rwolution itself (Castro P& 1097, Edcing 3s the;. :vrre, 

these slogans translatai iato little practice. 

Arnong the leaders of this bourgeois intelligentsia was a group of philosopherfi 

working out of Madrid's Univemiidad Centra2 [Centrai ~niversity]," w here they grouped 

amund the study of German philosophy and, in partidara of cari ~ r a u s e , ~  whose 

influence gave them the name ~rarrsstlas.~~ Starhg f?om the idea of God as an 

"immanent absolute" whose ultimate consciousness and expression were to be found, not 

outside the world, but in the human being itself, Eause's epistemology eased toward a 

redefinition of indmdual advancernent and a reinterpretation of the nahire of social 

progress. For Spanish Ki.azisiista, KrauseJs "harmonious rationalism" - which Antonio 

Jimbez Garcia has summed up as meaning "raîionalism in philosophy, I rka ikm in 

politics, and reformism in the social" (1 985, 1 88) - became a credo of great "intellectual 

211). 
2' This point heJ also ken argusd and expanded on by AIylirez Junco (1993) and Doarie (1997). 
" The fonna Universidad Cenbd became the (Inbgraidad Complutanse & Madrid. 
" Kad Christian Frieâerich &nue (Eisenbag 1781-Munich 1832) developed a philosophical spem 
called (a synthesis af panîheism and theism) which heid that God is an essence that 
conrainsthcmtire~within,aIthoughitisnotexhaustedbyit Krause'smajormrksinclnde; 
Entwurf &s s)lstirms Cigr PhiIosophie (1804), Yorfssungen der  tku @stem akr PhiIosophis (1828), and 
Vorhsungen absr dis Grundwohrhsitsn dsr WialLSChuf, (1829). 
24 Leadp among the Spanish KMi(sfsttar was Pdksmr Julien Sam dei Rio (Soria 18 14- 
Madrid 1869). Among his foilowexs wert F'erxmdo de Casîm, Francisco G h  de los Rios, N ' i  
Salmer6n and Gumersindo & A&rate, aU af wham piayed leading roies in tbe crtlhual and political 
scelle afthe tirne. 



stimulus" (Mauier 1983, 79) weil suited to explain Spain's wide range of political and 

social problems. The Spanish Kramisfm thus embraced Krausets thought in order to seek 

first and foremost the intimate and penonal transformation of the Spanish citizen, 

foilowed by the complete secdarization of society, both of which would move the 

country toward a fùli regeneration of the  tat te^^ and of social and political life as it had 

theretofore been unlaiowi~~' 

Once again, however, the creation of a Kruusiista type of citizen - an "educated, 

free, rational, sensitive and balanced" Spaniard much different fkom the obscure, ignorant, 

aiterate, and easily-influenced individual the average citizen was considemi to be -28 as 

well as the creation of a society grounded in individual realization as much as social justice 

were deemed impossible to achieve in a country where the average citizen belonged to the 

masses of the ignorant and the dispossessed. Necessady, the education of the individual 

citizen became of crucial importance, as it was neceswy "to seek out" people, to "initiate 

them in the mysteries of their humanist-krausist destiny" (Gomez MoUeda 198 1,49). The 

individual progress and eventuai conversion of individual citizens wouid be the best 

grounds "for the positive and real regeneration of social institutions" (de los Rios 1922, 

103). The Imtucidn Libre de Emeîianza [Free Teaching Institution, ILE], founded by 

" b u s e  understood religion as an intimate reiationship be-n an individual conscience and its idea of 
God. He funbu argued that this conscience, and not a nate institution, was the o d y  one m dictate at aay 
given time what reiigious piety shdd be, an idea which effectiveS. stripped the Church of any kind af 
moral anthority and removeci any possible grounds on which to jnstLSt its sochi and political influence 
(V~~OIU 1980,454). 
26 The individual's jouniey toward fûii aW8feness dits origin, its fkuities and its goal in Me (whïch m, 
in fàct, the fixii realization of hu&@ ne& to tind support in the social forms aad stnictures in 
which hmmity was or- an idea which dmve Kraiise to reject the absolute vision of the state. 

For more informafion on the Kkuiata  mwement, see G6mez Molleda (198 1); L o p t  Monlias (1956). 
For a rmmber of meaningfd imigha into the Spanish masses, see Ahraro de Albornoz's El 

temperomento espdiol(1920). 



Francisco Giner de los R b D  in 1876, set out to emancipate the practice of education 

from the influence of the state and the Church, so that it could "redeem. . . the spirit" and 

the "weak moral characteru of a nation "indiEerent to its min" (de los Rios 1926,26). The 

Imtitucidn brought to Spain the modem pedagogicd ideas of Fmebel and   est al oz ri,'^ the 

search for a holistic, rationalistic, lay, active, intuitive kind of education which Uicluded 

ideas as tmIy revolutionary in the Spain of the t h e  as an education based on reflexion, 

dialogue, personal work and a closer relationship between teachers and students, as weU 

as on more practical matters such as laboratory practices, lack of exams, games, the study 

of art and folklore, technical education, outdoor sports and physical a~t iv i ty .~ '  

Neither the KTmsistc~s nor the ~nstihrcionistd~ opened up the question of 

political power, nor did they get involved in national politics, since most of them remained 

skeptical about the changes which could be brought about by the goverment itself The 

ficrusistas "dreamt" about "a harmonious naturd order" which would be achieved through 

the exercise of democracy, but such a dernomatic systern was not meant to be the result of 

a revolution, whether peacefùi or violent (Aubert 1993, 66).33 Giner de los Rios was 

interested in no revolutioq whether "from above or Born below". His goal was "to make 

men [sic]" rather than to seek power, a kind of reform which was "slow but sure" (G6mez 

Ze (Ronda 1839- Madrid 19 151, a professor of Philosophy of Law and International Law at Madrid's 
Central University, and a disciple of Sanz del Rio. 

Fribdnch Froebel(1782-1852) was a Gemian educationai donner, founder of the Kindergarten. 
J o b  Heinrich Pestalozzi (1746-1827) was a Swiss educational reformer who adv- for the 
&cation af the poar and who created a revoiutionary pedagogical m e h d  which emphasked individuai 
attention to stadents. 
'' For M e r  information on the Insffrucidn Libm de E h A m i s a ,  #e G6mez Moileda (198 1); Molero 
Pintado (1985); Millan (1983). 
" The founders and mentors of the Imtitucidn Libre de EnseAmu are hown in Spanish history as the 
instifucr'onisfus. 
" P d  Auberi k a Hispanist whose work is mainXy published in Spantsh Aii cpotations h m  his work 
here are my own translation of originais in S p a n W  



Molleda 198 1,4 19). He and the LE were interested in creating a new generation of 

Spaniards who would understand the exercise of power Werently, and who would thus 

enter the political arena already transformed as individuah, a process by which the system 

was evennially bound to change. As they saw it, "Spain needed a revolution, [a] profound 

moral revolution which would shake off its spirihial drowsiness" and that revolution could 

oniy be done through the school (Boletin de la InstiiuciOn 35 1). Spain's political problems 

could indeed be reduced to a "problem of education". 

In 1 898, Spain's loss of the last vestiges of its empire to the United States - the 

"colonial disaster", as it soon came to be d e d  - became a powemil explosive in Sparish 

society and political ~ e . "  Spain's failure to face the United States in order to defend its 

colonial presence in the wortd - at a time in which new colonial partitions were to begin in 

Europe - revealed the true magnitude of a politicai, financial and ideological crisis which 

wuld no longer be hidden. Crisis was everywhere: there was a national crisis, because 

there was no longer an empire to suaain the idea which had kept a nation together for 

over four hundred years; there was an ewnomic crisis, because the country (rad the 

haute bourgeoisie) would no longer benefit fiom the incorne of the colonies, while the war 

with the United States had drained public finances; and there was a political crisis, because 

the Spanish govemment had lost whatever prestige it may have had l&. The "colonial 

disaster" would prove to be a great catalyst for change, perhaps like no other in Spanish 

history. A large part of the middle bourgeoisie and the middle classes, whose intellectual 

fnistration had stewed for decades, exploded against the system. It was, as Manuel Tufion 

de Lara has suggested, the awakening ofa regime "rooted in the past. . . sleepy with 

S p i n  lost Cuba, Ptierto Rico and the Philippines. 
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nostdgia. . . whioh suddenly was forced to face not oniy the friture but aiso an inexorable 

present" (1966,9). The new and compelling need berne to rethink Spain, to face the 

challenge of confronthg a new era. 

Among the most important cultural exponents of a bourgeoisie facing elproblemu 

[Spain as a problem] at the tum of the century was the literary Generaczdn del 98 

[G-eneratiod5 of 18981 a group of writers and poets influenced by the European currents 

of positivism and Nietachean anti-h~manisrn.~~ The members of the Generation of 1 898 

were the fit Spanish group of bourgeois writers to think of themselves as 

"inte~ectuals",~' since they saw themselves as "a group with a certain degree of social 

conscience operathg on the figes of power and posing for the first time the question of 

their role vis-à-vis the powers-that-be and the ruling classes" (Aubert 1993, 27). Their 

challenge to the stahis quo, however, was reduced to playing the role of "agitator[s]" 

rather than "agent [s] of transformation" ( A b e h  1993, 1 53).38 

The rnernbers of the Generation of 1898 were part of a larger intellectual 

movernent which emerged in Spain between the years of 1898 and 190 1 ,  known as 

'' Twentiethlcentwy Spanish iitenuy and CUI- history has often ken organized into a number of 
successive "generationsn ofwriters or inteueauals, h m  the "ûeneration of 1898" to those of 1914,1927, 
1936 and so on. Then is a great deai ofcontrovefsy, however, co&g the use of this word as a 
generic term under which to cias@ the work of extraordinaxiiy ciinirent artists and thinken. Altbough 1 
agree with some of the concerns which have been raised, 1 fïnd the tenn rather nseftir in order to d e r  to a 
group of intellectuals or witers whose work may, indeed, be dinefen~ but is nevertheless informed by the 
same political events. For a succinct mewkw afthis debate, see Ramsden (1974). 
" Novelists Ho Baroja, Atorfq end Miguel de Unamuno, poa Antonio M8cbado and playwnght Rmbn 
Uvfa del Vaileinclan are aIi ccmsidered ta be part af this generation. 
" Writer and philosopher Miguel de Unarmino ( V i y a  1873 -S-a 1936) was the nnt to use this 
term to express his belief tbat he was part af a g r q  which had civic concems: " S t r i d y  speaking, only 
those af us who are caiied, with more or Ltss jnstice, intelie~rrrcrls and some other public men [sic] art the 
ones who cwtimit to be conCerncd about Spain's regeneratianu (1898; emp6asis in the onginai). 
* For general infbrmation on the pulitics, Society and literatnre of Spin amand 1898, seo the coiiective 
v01mne Modemimo y 98 edited by Maher (1980). Then is an ample diçcilssion in S p e  scholarship 
about this generahiw of ' and their mie bth in political and cnihual change. See Abellan 
(1973); Gull6n (19W); So= (1988). 



~e~enerocionismo,~~ an intellectual rnovement concemed with Spainrs many crises and the 

possible ways to achieve the regeneration of the country. loaquin costa,* the most 

fmous of Regeneracionistas, arguai that Spain "possessed only the appearance of a 

modem nation" (Wohl 1979,124) and sought to bring to life a new liberalism - which he 

called "neo-Liberaiism" - as an attempt to find the tme spirit which the revolutionary 

bourgeoisie of the nineteenth centuv had given to the term bdore being CO-opted by the 

feudal statu quo. 

Costa argued that the battle against cacipismo and the oligarchy had to be won 

inside each Spaniard, inside each S panish family, in each village and in each city (1 900, 23) 

and the tool to do it was, once again, education. Spaniards had the obligation "to defend 

[their] homeland" by using "books" rather than weapons ("Los siete criterios de gobiemo" 

100). He demanded a new kind of education which would serve to "transfonn and punS> 

the individual, the society and the people" (1900, 24). The Spanish citizen had to be 

"remadet', he cried, or rather "made" anew (23). Spain had to "lock herselfup in the 

school and in the University, as if in a new matemal womb [and] corne out of it [when] she 

muy have obthed a new heacf" ("Los siete critenos de gobiemo" 10 1; emphasis in the 

original). 

'' Tuil6n de Lara has estabiished a dinemia between Regenemcionlsmo as a philosophical cunent of 
change, and Regeneracionimo as a mvement The former wodd encompass fidst0s, 
noventrTyochistar [rxmnbem afthe literary Generation of 18981 and a.ny other htellectnal grmrp seeking 
Spain's social ngeneration at the turn af the century. As a tenu for a qe&c movement, it dkn to the 
movemen! led by JoaquIn Costa 
" (Huesca 1846-1911). Most schoIars bave agreed that Cosui was not a progressive man. Td6n de Lara 
has argucd that Costa confused the cause of Spain's probiems with the consequences, and thus raged 
agains& the Parrisiment and the existence of political psrtics as if they had km the reason for ali &Spain's 
i .heses (1973,6405). Costa's politicai thesis, howcver, has been the ubject cf interpretations as ciillkmt 
asthatofTienioGaMn(1%1), w h o h a s ~ i n h i m t h e ~ a f S p a n i s h f a s c i s n t o t h a t d C é s a r  
V i  who is mnvinced that Costa deEmded democratic reforms of p s t  soQal content (1998). 



Unlike the fiûtlsistas, Regeneracioniisas were interesteci in some kind of a 

"revolution", understood as a cornplex network of reforms, from the rehabiiitation of 

public works, the transformation of the educatiod system to the reform of the military. 

A revolution, as Tuiion de Lara has argued, which would happen in the state, but that 

would not be of the state (1 973, 61; emphases in the original). Costa hirnseif would 

define it as a "revolution kom above", rather than "fiorn the streets" (qtd. in Aubert 1993, 

43). This meant, to some ment, as Angel Duarte has pointed out, that Regenerucionisla~ 

accepted "the d e s  of the game", since they were not c o m e d  with changing the basic 

stmchire of the state, but with introducing patchy reforms (1997, 176). 

Although fi au sis fa^¶ Imtucioni~s, and Regeneracionisas seemed to share in 

the Republican vision of the people as the absolute good which would eventually find its 

way to fi@ the system," they understood national regeneration as the education of the 

Spanish incavicfual or citizen rather than of the people as a whole. UnWre Republicans, 

they did not believe so much in the existence of a Spanishpueblo fiitl of redeeming vixtues, 

but in a large mass of uneducated agricultural workers and peasants who needed to 

awaken to reaiity." As a redt,  these intellectuals believed that only a selected minority 

of indhiduals could guide the entire country on a path of renewal tbrough education and 

political refom. Thus Costa promulgated the notion, later elevated to the category of . 

philosophical p ~ c i p l e  by José Ortega y Gasset, of the elites as an "organic aristocracy"t0 

"lead", "consme" and "direct" society, "keep its tradition of good govemment, and give it 

a high moral and inteHectud culture" (qtd. in TuMn de Lara 1973, 65). This rneant, as 

41 For a dixussion of the tise of the term peblo by the Regeneracionistas, sec (1981). 



Tufion de Lara has suggested, that they "wanted to improve the lives of people, without 

counting on them for the process", and that the "revolution" they envisioned was "pmo el 

pueblo pro  sin elpueblo", that is, "for the people but without the people" (1973, 57). 

This ha been the reason why Regeneracionismo (in the widest sense of the term) has also 

been seen as "populist", insofar as it considered the Spanish people to be mere "recipients" 

of education and culture, "given [to them] out of charity" (Feniandez Soria 1984; Bilbatha 

1976). 

While Republicans continued to Iucubrate on the education and enlightenment of 

the Spanishpueblo, and ~ ~ s t c i s  and Regeneracionistus on the fuhire of the masses, a 

new protagonist was due to corne on stage. As capitalism and industrialkation tLnidly 

advanced over the old structure of ~aciquismo,~ the urban working class experienced a 

ciramatic growth," and soon tensions between employen and workers would start 

creating yet new wdicts: "On the Street, in the press, wen in Parliament, something new 

[made] an impact, [sornething which was] called 'the social question"' (Tuilon de Lara 

1966, 80). 

42 The onty exception to this h poet Antonio Machado, whose work alwags spoke of "peopleR d e r  than 
the "masses", and who, in hcî, madt of that d i f k e r a  the essence of his phiiosapby. For a study of 
Machado's pMosophy, see G6mez Molleda (1977); T a n  de Lara (1963). 
" Industriaibation advanced in m e  mas h m  the North and Catalonia, with a s p e d  flourisbing of the 
electrical, chemicai and m e  industries, aü of which brou@ abont the gmwth of the railroad, thus 
gMng way to the growth of inctustriees and semices at the expense of agicuitmai &rowth. Mining 
expanded thronghout the North, in Asturias, Vrzcaya, Linans, and (Magem. 
In Bardona, a working-class pphtion of79,000 in 1887 became 145,000 in 1900. In Madrid, the 

nirmber afworkers wouid rtaçh 90,000; in Bilbao, an hcbüîal and rnining city, it reached 80,000. Still, 
2%ofthepopnZationcorttinuedtoown 47%a€theiand,and~ts~thcindustrializaticmof!he 
country ended np increasing personai fortunes ratk  îhan being iwested in the agricultural sec&or (Titfl6n 
de Lara 1966,19). 



Ln 1889, these masses of workers found their first political representation in the 

Parti& SociaIistn Obrero ELpiioZ [Spanish Labor Socialist Party, PSOE]," a party on 

which the economic and poïitical circumstances of late-ninet eent h-cenhiry Spain irnprinted 

neither the spint of revolutionary W s m  nor that of Revisionism, but rat her that of 

French ~uedism? As a result, the PSOE was founded on a stroag working-class ethics, a 

"class reductionism with a diftùse determinism and a somewhat moralist tone" which 

reduced clam consciousness and shiggle to the opposition between a bourgeois morale - 

of apathy, hypocrisy, etc. - and a working-class morale - of honesty, hard work, etc. 

(Tuiion de Lara 1990a, 142). Spanish socialists believed in the inexorability of the 

proletarian revolution, in which the working class would fùm its historicd goal. They 

were also convinceci, however, that maich a revolution would have to be indefinitely 

defemed untii the Spanish bourgeoisie could fint accomplish its own and capitalism muld 

M e r  develop in the country, circumstances which would then create the objective 

conditions for the proietanat to move into political action. As a resuft, despite such a 

moralist, anti-bourgeois line, socialias considered daily struggie for reforms - including 

Parliamentary participation - to be essential, since it wouid actuaiiy strengthen the 

revolutionary consciousness of workers. For much of its We, the Socialist Party would be 

dnven by this combination of revolutionary discourse and political reformism, which 

" For the eariy history of the Socialisi Party of Spain, see Jdih, ed. (1 986); Heywood (1990); Meaker 
(1974). 
46 George Lichteim has d e ~ ~ l ' b e d  Guedism as a schane in which "the antagonism of capital and labor is 
seen as ieading inevitably to a ciramatic confmtation which trarufas the meam of production to the 
colieCtMtyn ((qtd in Meaker 1974,lO). Paul Heywood hes called Guedimi "reductionht and 
Menninistic, charaaerized by the rigidity and SinipliCity dm& of its pos&uiatesN and hes r e f î  to the 
PS0E1s Maxxism as "mm (1990,l). Meaker hsJ niggested that what the PSOE embraad was 
but a "ülurred nfleciionm af GiiedVsl If Guedh,  in tmq as George Lichteim had suggested was a 
"caricaturew ofhiul<ism, one couid es@ d n d e  that the PSOE w a ~  *somewhat [ideologicallyJ 



G e d d  Meaker has calleci "revolutionary reformism", something which rnay have been 

theoretidy unsustainable but rdected the Party's "instinctive understanding of [its]. . . 

situation in a ~ountxy still so meady for SOGialism" (1 974, 196). The resuit was that 

although the PSOE "proclaim[ed] the necessity and inevitabiîity of socialist revohition to 

end the corruption of bourgeois democraq under the Monarchy", it also "engaged in the 

legaiist reformism which ih& O wn arguments &missed as usiesu", a d  that wMz it 

c d e d  "for the establishment of a Republi~, it shmed aU collaboration with other 

Republican forces"eywood 1990,2)." 

Given what they bebeved was the inexorability of the proletarian revolution's date 

with history, Spanish socialists had no confidence in the value of scientSc or intellechial 

investigation, and beliwed excIusively in the dissemination and popuiarizbg of the most 

basic Marxist ideas. Indeed, it was hardly useful to try to pursue a scieatific scplanation 

of Manrism when workers simply hdd to absorb its most basic principles and the 

inexorability of its predictions. As a result, the PSOE made no d o r t  to attract 

intellechials to its ranks, since it was 8ssumed that their entry into the Party was as 

predictable as  the revoiuticm itself. 

In early twentieth-century Spain, the reformist intelligentsia faced a powerful 

reality: the anny remained belligerent, despite the intemational h d a t i o n  d e r e d  at the 

hands of the United States (or perhaps because of it); the proletarian class was beginning 

to reveal i tseif  as an organized, uniffed, boisterous, exigent, and evaiviolent mass of 



workers, rather than as the Wtuous, submissive, passive and for-ever patient puebh which 

the bourgeoisie had fanoied for decades; the oligarchy remained submissive to the 

medieval foms of the Monarchy and the Church, and ths unwilling to foster social 

change; and the poIitical class was made out of mediocre people who had proven to be 

unM for goverment. In a society where the best educated had no role to play, the 

refor& bourgeoisie began to catice, aucb to th& Uesgair, the Spmish ra.oMon 

had already starteci without them, a suspicion which forced an entire new generation of 

Spanish intekctuals to abandon the more academic critique of the system provided by 

fiûusiistar and Regenerucionistas in order to move ight into political action. "There will 

be no point in acknowledging the seriousness of the national problems ifwe do not make 

the next move to intervene in public We", said philosopher Ortega y s as set." In a 

statement which wodd have remhded many of Costa's spirit, he also announced that the 

time had corne to start "a very long era of liberal reconstruction" (qtd. in Viacorta Baiios 

1980, 1 16). 

Under the new banner of "bourgeoi~ernocratic r a ~ l i d s m " ~ ~  a new generation of 

intellectuals and professionds set out to resolve the problerns which had troubled Spain 

for decades. If around 1870 the fiausistas had argued that a country could not renovate 

its stwtures without fbst changing its soul, these intellechil would change the term of 

the equation to suggest that the most urgent task of all was to achieve political change, 

since it was not possible to reform the country witbout fht changing its most basic 



structures. The political system of the Restmrucion was considered to be "unrefomable", 

and it was agreed that no political or social change could ever be achieved by any kind of 

"evolution" within that system (Elona 1984,25). These intelieauais clearly understood 

that the Constitutional and democratic system had not necessarily failed, but that it had 

been "kidnapped by a caciquil and oiigarchic political class" (Viiiacorta Baiios 1980, 186) 

which, quite simply, had to I?e removed fkom power. This was the Generacih de 1914 

[Generation of 19141,~~ for it was around that year that they reached their highest level of 

social and political influence, with the creation of organizations like the Lzga de 

Educacih Politica [League for Political Education, LEP], and of intellectual journals 

such as as weii as with their take-over of other niltural institutions such as the 

A teneo de ~ a d n d .  52 

Although the &~eration of 1914 broke away from some basic principles of 

Krausiismo and Regeneracionzmo, it also inherited the belief that the first and foremost 

duty to be M e d  by the intelligentsia was to educate the public conscience. Such an 

educatiod process, however, was no longer seen as a matter of renewing the school 

systern in order to achieve the general "cleaning-up" [saneamiento] of the country, an idea 

which they believed was but a "residue" of the "idealism" of previous generations of 

intellectuals. If a people were "politically poor" [POIfticamente vit] it would be vain to 

expect any kind of change âom the most perfect school (Ortega y Gasset 1960, 7). Their 

"This terni was coinedby~amiro de ~ a e z t u  in 1910. 
Io Members of this intellechial generation were philosopher José ûrtegp y Gasset, Wnter and playWnght 
Manuel AzafSa - later to be President and Prim Mhister of the Second Repibllic and to be a major 
politid pmtagonist dnring the Civil War, Wrian Améric0 Castro, and philosopher and politicai 
bentist Fernando & los R i o s  " For fraiher information on the work and or&aaizatiom of the meration af 1914, see Wohl(1979). 

A cnltmî institution of gnat relevana and pr&ige in Spain, wnnally identrned witb the bourgeoisie. 



critique of the formal educational system thus shifted emphasis &om primary school to 

universities . More import antiy, however, their educational and cultural O rganizations 

were embedded in the idea that political action was pedagogical, that it was an "agency of 

socialization" for politics which was to be pursued "ouznde al l  traditional political 

channels" (Elorza 1984, 73; emphasis in the original). 

Still without a social class to represent or to receive feedback eom, aven the 

weakness of the middle classes and professional sectors from which they had corne out, 

these inteliectuals were forcxd to fall back on the masses, which they "invented as a 

subject, manipulated as a hope and sought for as an imagineci auditorium" (Mainer 1983, 

71). Once again, in opposition to the status quo of political and moral decadence, the 

bourgeoisie saw itself as the spokespersons of the people, representing their civic values 

(Alvarez Junco 1993, 106). j3 Yet these intellechials had as littie desire as their 

predecesson had had, to include the masses in their plans for political power. The 

Spanish people had to be educated by the intellectual elites of the middle classes, but oniy 

the elites themselves wouid be educated for the exercise of power. The eveats of the 

S e m m  Tragica [Tragic Week] of Barcelona in 1909" gave this bourgeois intelligentsia 

the chance to take the lead in the political protest against the system. It would be the 

" José Carlos Mainer has argued that these inteIIms, imable to rnobiihc a society which "lcked 
rolidarityn, thought too much of thir o m  strcngth and eventuaiiy beliewi that to speaL about themsdves 
and about the probCems ofthe mm&y were one and the same thing This is  why they bdieved that theh 
autobiographies would also serve to explain the probiems of the collective (1983,66-70). 
" The name "&muna Tr6gican is @en to a week-long sucassion ofarban rios and Chmh buming 
spurred by the g~veniment's decision to usc civilian reserves for the vexy unpopuiar colonial war it was 
waging in Iklimaa. The execution of Francisco Ferrer, founder of the Ercuelo M ' r n a  & BmceIona 
spurred quite a grcat deai of pnnest fbm the intelligentsia, to the point that it has bem mrnpared to the 
earîier @dm Dr* which had mobilized the Fm& hinTegEnHia For furthex reading, se Vi- 
B m  (1980). 



Republican-Socialist Alhance signed that same year, however, which allowed them to have 

full participation in political lSe. 

Mer severai decades of defendhg the obrerisid5 Line on which it had been 

founded, the Sociaüst Party had corne to understand that everything it could do in order to 

advance the bourgeois revolution would, in fa& take the proletariat a step closer toward 

ieeir own revoiution as weU. In ihis iine, the PSOE re-evaiuated its reiatiooship with the 

bourgeois Repubkan parties at the him of the decade, and found itseif ready to sign a 

political alliance with thern? Thus the Socialist Party ended up replacing its belief in the 

socialist revolution (no tnatter how fàr away in time the Party believed that revolution to 

be, and how littie it actudy did to pursue it) with a bourgeois vision of Parliamentary 

democracy in a Republican syçtem. 

Bourgeois intekctuals, on the other hand, were quite happy to mept the socialist 

creed that the Spanish revolution would have to begin with a bourgeois rwolution and 

with social reform, and to that they added the KTmsiista principle that such reform was "a 

reform of the souls", for which education and CUIture were essential (Gomez Moiieda 

1981,499). Not in vain, liberal Ramiro de Maeztu argued that what he called "liberalism", 

others "neo-liberalism, and some others "socialism" or "new iiialismfI were one and the 

same thing since they ail included a similar desire for social reform, and the belief that 

"the salvation of each individuai is found in the others, and the salvation of al i  is found in 

" The Spsnish word "obrec7'stofl meam, Litcrally, npletEvian". Hm it is ased in refuuae to the above 
discussion on the Smaüsr Party: its sîrong prolerarian morale and its lack of imerest in hanng any 
dationship wîth the bourgeoisie. "Obrerismo" (a noun) and "obrerista" (an adjedive) rda to a person or 
organhtion with an unequivOCaI, and o h  radical, pro-proletariaa and anii-baar@s line. 
56 It was appmvedby the PSOE at aP Temh Congres in 1909, despite sûmg oppositio~~, ledby %dom 
Acevedo @-ter to lean the Party and foand the Co- Party). A detailed a d p i s  can be foMd in 
Mies Egea (1986). 



culture" (qtd. in ViUawrta B a s  1980, 1 19). As Robles Egea has argue4 this meant that 

for both liberals and socialist inteilectuals, Spanish society could be rebuilt as something 

halfway between the classical lierai society about which the fiausistlar and 

Institucionzstas had dreamt and the socialist society which Marx had envisioned, a vision 

entirely in he with the phitosophy of the Second International (1 34)?' Indeed the 

"bourgwW-demciatic rajicalism" of Ihe Generatim iiof 1914 and socidkt ' ' r ~ û ~ u ~ o n ~ ~  

reformism" had really never been v q  Eu apart. 

Not al intellectuals or artists workiog in Spain in the early years of the twentieth 

centLlxyy however, had a desire to be leaders of poiitid change. The evolution of Spanish 

avant-garde art in the first few decades of the new centuryy unlike that of the Grnerations 

of 1 898 and 19 14, was hardly relate- to national politid deveiopments. Amstic 

concepts which in the rest of Europe were more or less mherent insofàr as they were bom 

of specifio social and poïitcal ckcumstances (the contradictions of advaoced capitalism, 

participation in World War I, etc.) arived in the Spain of the 1910s and 1920s already 

transfonned into something else - @en the very different social and political 

ciraimstancea - thus loshg their original raison dt&re. As a r d t ,  it is commody held 

that Spain did not tnily have avant-garde movemenis per se, but only avant-garde elements 

(Morales y Marin 198 8, xv, emphases a d d ~ i ) . ' ~  

'' For an Overview of t h  relationship bnween Spanish Soaalism and inteîîectnals, see %ma MoUeda 
(1980). 

The Sparrish wmîqprde in generaS and the m<rvanents of Funuimo and U 1 ~ h o  in particular, have 
been s&n as "an ocmpîion CO- in dothes bormwed h m  a b d M ,  since they functioned "within 
borrowed horiu,ns. . . seeking to adapt them to an indigenou8 chmmtm~" @mis 1994, 1-2). The 
avant-garde lived as a scpamte, abûact artistic force, fâr rem@ h m  Spu ish  society, poritics and 
generalcolturallia AsEStebDnSalazaryCapcllasoggestedthcn,tbeSpaaish8~8ûf-&ardebebaved~as 
if the world did not ex&'' (qtd in Buckiey 1973,402). Jaime Brihuega bas argiied that any a t h q t  to 
juxtapose a c a l e  af historicai dates or hisbrical andpis wîth the &miopment of thc 8yanf-garde is 
pure socfologismo [cheap ~ o l o g y ]  (198 1,198). Ramdn Buckley and John Crispin, tumever, have 



Neutrality d u ~ g  the First Word War d i4  in fact, b ~ g  to Spain great wnomic 

benefits, as the country became the supplier of raw matenals, weapons and food staples to 

the comties involved in the contlict. This newly acquired wealth did bring about sorne 

spectadar industrial expansion, which, in tum, resulted in the growth of the urban 

working class, as peasants and other agricultural workers fiom impoverished regions like 

Andalusia or Extremadura ernigrated to the more industrial and flourishing areas of 

Catalonia and Vicaya. This numenical expansion, however, did not result in any major 

structurai changes in the means of production, nor did it improve the working conditions 

of the saiaried class. While pices steeply rose as a consequence of the war in all of 

Europe, workent salaries remaùied at the lowest level. As the bourgeoisie enjoyed the 

economic benefits of its improved business, the working class found only more misery, 

poverty and marginalizati~n.~~ 

Toward the end of the 19 10% both the bourgeoisie and the arny had th& own 

grievances against the system: the former because its greater econoMc power had hardly 

translated hto any more politicai power, the latter because it resented the lack of interest 

in the colonid war in Morocco. Uader mounting pressure fiom a rank-and-file 

undergohg severe hatdship h m  inflation, the socialist Unidn Genmal de Trabqiadores 

workers' General Union, UG'I'I~' joined the S panish anarchist-syndicalist forces which 

back in 19 1 1 had founded the Conj'iederacidn Nacional del Trabqo [National Workers' 

-. - - - - - - - 

rejected the conclusion that the Spanish avant-garde was politicaiiy irrelevant, argukg that although it did 
not have a direct "poiiticain goal, it did have one which was "socialN, sina they aimed at transforming 
"man [sic]" via a technologid mluî ion,  thus setking *hberat[ion]. . . fmm the old moraf, economic and 
social schemesu (l973,lO). This is my translation h m  an onginai in Spanish. 
59ArmdyofSpain'remnomicmnditiansduringthil@Ddca.bcfniodinBalfi,ar(1997). 
" This is the PSOE's Labor Union, f d e d  in 1888 and stül in +on today. 



Codederation, CNT],~~ in order to lead a series of revolutionary actions against the 

government's econornic policy. Faced with the threat of a proletarian revolution, both the 

bourgeoisie and the army temporarily forgot their grievances against the systern. Without 

the support of the former, and with the latter's readiness to suppress any alteration of the 

status quo and public order, the fkst attempt of a proletarian revolution was simply bound 

to 

In the foilowing years and throughout the I9ZO3, Spain reached an unprecedented 

levei of social conflict and political violence. The failed revolution of 19 17 marked the 

beginning of a new period in Spanish history, one which hiaonms have corne to term the 

"ungovemable years", a tirne of political and social confrontation in which ail classes and 

social groups continued to breed discontent. In the middle of that social war, communism 

appeared in Spain. 

- -  - 

Spanish mmrhist+-~mdiwZim was an idiosyncraîic mixture of mmhisrn and syndidsm. For the 
eariy history of anarchist thought in Spain and the founding of the CNT, see K m  (1 978); Aivarez Junco 
(1976); Bar (198 1). Wxth the knnding of the CNT, the Spanish workers' movement became clearly 
divided into two diffeftnf a m  of Muence: the anarchist@calists in Southeni Andaiusia as weU as 
the east and northeast part af the country, inciuüq Cataionia, Levante, and Aragon; îhe socialists in the 
centre and north ofthe counîxy. For an early history of the Spftnish workers' movement and the influene 
of socialism and anarchism. see Forcadeil (1978); Meaker (1974). 
For M e r  information on the attempts at revoIution in 19 17, see Lacomba (1 972). 



CaAPTERTwO 
The " ungoverna Me" years, 1917-1923 

The Un& CulhcrdPIoZetmia: In the Spirit of the Third International 

Behold, another Spain is born, 
the Spain of the chisel and the war CM, 
a Spain brought about by that etemai youth 
which cornes fiom the solid roots of our race. 
Implacable and redeeming Spain, 
Q Sp& which dawm c. 

as it waves an axe in its avenging hand, 
a Spain of anger, 
a Spain of thought. 

Antonio Machado. l 

The penod between 1917 and 1923 was one of "ungovemability" in Spain in al1 

spheres of political and social Me. The peaceful alternation in power of the two main 

parties of the Spanish oligarchy had been violently thrown off balance by the crisis of 

19 17. As José Antonio L m m b a  has pointed out, the Bourbon Monarchy came out of 

that revolutionary crisis "without my mechanisms of goverment" (1 972, 139), and found 

itself forced to improvise several new cabinets until a coup d'état led by General Miguel 

Primo de Rivera in September 1923 made new improvisations unnecessary. Still in late 

19 17, the oniy thing the King couid do was try to appease ail sources of opposition, thus 

calling on Conservative leader Antonio Maura to build a goverment "de concentrcrcidn" 

[of unity] in which ail political forces, from the haute bourgeoisie to the military, to the 

rurd oligarchy, wuid be represented. 

Such a move by the national governent to m p t  its opposition, however, failed 

to create any new sense of political renewal or stability, since the new partiamentary 



alliance was as artificial as it was inoperative, aii the while the economy conthued to be 

under the fierce control of the ~ l i ~ a r c h ~ . ~  The disgracefid and bloody defeat which the 

Spanish m y  sutfered in the Moroccan city of Annual in July 1921 ody added fuel to the 

situation, deepening the breach among all the wntending forces within the ruhg classes 

and creating a aew uproar in public 

The fded  proletarian revolution of 19 17 in Spain and the politicai crisis which had 

ensued £tom it had not taken place in isolation. They had been part of the social and 

political upheavai which had swept over Europe before, during and der the Great War, 

and which resulted, among other things, in revoiutions in Russia in 1905 and 1917, as weii 

as in the emergence of the Soviet Union and 0 t h  new States from the former Austrian- 

Hungarian empire. The crisis inside the Second International over the issues of political 

reformism and of support for the European war gave way to an openly oppositional 

current which held its kst coderence in the Swiss t o m  of Zimmenvald in September 

1915 and which wouid corne back in full force four years later with the founding of a third 

Worken' International. The CommUIList Intemationai, or Comintem, was launched by 

l Mas otra ES- n a d a  ES- del àncel y de la mazdcon esa etexna jwenhid qne se haceidel pasado 
tnacizo de la razaNna Espana implacable y redentor;SEspan;i que alborea/coo. un hacha en la mano 
vengadoralESpana de la rabia y de la idean. "El m&na e5em'' (1989,567-8). 

It was prrasely that sense of "ungmfflEtbilityn which w d d  make this government fall in November 
19 18, just bcfOre the end of Worid War 1 in the resî &Europe. A new gmmment "dg conc8nlracidnH 
wodd be tried out, this the c~opting historiai repablicanhn as weU, but it wouid fidi again in March 
1922. Subsequent atkqts w d d  a h  fhiL For a political biscory and analysis of Spanish poiitics during 
these years, see Woof (1 997); M d  (1 966); McCabe (1 93 1). 
In July 1921, Spanish troops Mered a tremendous arid humüiating defeat in the Moroccan city of 

Anmial, A s ~ B a l f ~ ~ t b a s p o i n t e d o i d , t h e a r m y b l a m e d k g o v e n i m e n t f o r ~ g t h e w i l l a n d  
the b d s  to wage a proper war, while public opinion acaised the army ofhcompctcnce and the King of 
compgcity (1997,225). For fllrther iaformation on the AMnal Ifi,ui,rter and the Morocran war, see 
W o o ~  (1968). 



Soviet communists on the bais of a new revolutionary program against bourgeois 

imperialisrn and reformism, as weii as agauist participation in the wac4 

Despite this international revolutionary scene, the worker's movement in Spain was 

about to enter one of its darkest periods. Mer  the end of World War 5 the industrial 

expansion which the country had experienced suddenly came to an end and the country 

went back to previous levels of international trade, with a subsequent reduction in wages 

and the lay-off of employees.J Workers' unions responded to this situation with violent 

demonstrations and revolutionary strikes. Under the mie of a govemment which could 

not even govem itseg patrons wuld hardly rely on the protection of the state to put down 

the workers' revolts, and they quickly moved to organize their own right-wing unions and 

death squada in order to deal with the increasingly violent workers' movement. What 

followed during the next ièw y e m  was nothing short of a "social warY6 

Union-led urban revolutionary violence was by no rneans the sign of a strong 

workers' rnovement, but perhaps the most obvious symptom of a deeply wounded one. 

ALI attempts to reproduce the kind of workers' alliances which had led the proletariat 

toward revolution in 19 17 continued to fail, among other rasons, because of the lack of 

revolutionary rnornentum and of intemal division within each of the workers' parties and 

4 For a history of the fmdation and original program of the hemintem, see Borkenan (1962); Hulx 
(1964); Degras (1956). 
5 

6 
For an eumomic history of Spain during these years, see Garda Delgado and RoldAn (1973). 

7 
For an accormt of these years and of this "social waf,  see Ignacio Le6n (1981); Foix (1949). 
With its national leadership in ja i i  because of th& participation in the uprisings in 1917, the Socialist 

Party and the Sociaüst Union UGT went ri@ back to ptusuing reformist policies as an to 
impmve the Lot of the milring dass within the bourgeois systcm, kmpmdy relinqirishing the use of 
confhtaticmai politics On the otha hsnd, the CNT was "deacüy woandedn (Estrilch 197% 38) not oniy 
as a result ofpoiib:cal repression, but also by the effects of internai division over the very issue of terrOriSf 



The creation of the Communist International and the celebration of its founding 

congres in Moscow in March 19 19 forced the Spanish Socialist Party to pay attention ta 

the coisequemes of the Bolshevik revolution. As a result, the Party expenenced a 

number of splits which ended up with the founduig of the first Spanish Comniunist Party in 

November 192 1, and some time later, in eariy 1922, with the creation of the first 

wmmunist cultural organization in Spain, the Unidn Cullurai Proletana &hion of  

Proletarian Culture, UCP]. 

The Union of Proletarian Culture was extremely short iived and it has warranted 

but a few scattered paragraphs in the study of Spanish dtural  and political history. In his 

three-volume work on the Spanish intelligentsia f?om 1920 to 1939, Mamie1 Amar has 

qualifieci the UCP as an organization "of rigid obrerista tones" which "emphatically 

declared it would reject aii bourgeois elements" (1987b, 2: 19). In his book on the political 

evolution of Spanish writers fiom 19 17 to 1936, Victor Fuentes has pointed out that the 

life of the UCP was "ephemeralw and that neither its newspaper ~omunismo~ nor its plans 

to nin its own publishg house were successfùl, although it did have a book service which 

"offered readers whatever leest and revolutionary works were behg published at the 

the" (1980, 34). In a history of Spanish literature, critic Agunin Shchez Vidal has 

pointed out that the UCP was of "Little intellectual relevance" [escaso eco intelecmur] 

because ofits "stubbom obreri~mo" at a time when it was a "lwury" to be "to the lefi of 

the communistsn (1984,620). Fiaally, in his classic work on half a century of Spanish 

tactics. For M e r  reading on the Spanish worlrds movement during these years, see Meaker (1974); 
Forcadeii (1978). 

There was et leest one issue pnblished af the UB's joirmal Cumismo in May 1922. I have ken  
to ihir publication, ho-, or to gct any clarifying inf;onrnatim Pbwt its m l c  

whereaboids. Back in 1976, Victor Faentes painted out the j o d  was "-%le to hd '  (1976% 39). 



culture, historian Manuel TuIion de Lara has argued that the manifestu of the UCP 

suffered froom a "highly infantile srtremisrn" [acentuudo extremzsmo puedl (1 973,2 13). 

It is not surprishg at aii that any study of the UCP should end here, given not ody 

the lack of interest in early communist projects of any kind (and the assumption that 

because they were "dopatic", "radical" or "obrerista" they should also be of no scholarly 

interest today) but also the fact that the only hown record left fkom the UCP is its two- 

page fiundhg manife~to.~ Any attempt to fmd meanhg in that manifesto, however, rnust 

go beyond those two pages and back into the political process of which the organization 

was a result, kom the moment the Spanish socialists first responded to the Comintemts 

c d  to join the international communist movement in early 1920 to the moment when the 

UCP was founded in 1922. Indeed the UCP was aot only short-lived but also, most likely, 

M y  inoperative. Yet, no matter how littie we can know about its tra.jectory and its real 

impact on the political and cultural lives of the Spanish workhg class, we are certainly 

able to understand its historical and political antecedents as weil as the cultural context in 

which it was founded. This means that at the very least we are able to know its raison 

d'être, both politically and culturaily. 

My suggestion is that in political terms, the UCP was the result of idoologicu2 

dffemces within the Communist Party of Spain, ciifferences explaineci by the way in 

wbich the Party was founded and the ideological evolution of the Comintem itseif in the 

short period between its f h t  and its third congresses. The Communist Party of Spain was 

fouded in late 1921 by bringing together mu different and irreconcilable communist 

groups which brought to the fore two Werent readings of the rote communism was to 

0 The UCP menifest0 is f m d  in the current archives of the Comatrmist Party of Spah (Film 1, Section 9). 



play in Spain. W e  one of  them was unequivocally anti-reformist, the other was much 

more open to embrace reformist tactics. The UCP was founded as a way to maintain the 

anti-reformist program of the first of those currents, and what was believed to be as weU 

the founding spirit of the Comintem itself. As a cultural organizatiou, the UCP set out to 

put anti-reforrnisrn into practice via the political education of the working class, something 

which neither the Communist International nor the Paw itself could do. 

In early 1922, tu seek the education of the workers was hardly a new proposal. By 

the t h e  the Union of Proletarian Culture was founded, the Socialist Party had already had 

tirne to abandon its original suspicion of educational and inteilectual practice and was 

actively engaged in the creation of an impressive may of educationai and cultural 

organizations. Howwer, while those organizations ended up pursuhg an educational 

mode1 which was seMng the goals of political reformism, the UCP foregrounded the £irst 

proletarian cultural mode1 in which the political education of workers would not be a 

replacement for the revolutioa but a pre-requisite for it., Further, whiie socialkt 

intekctuals had direct& their pieas toward their bourgeois Munterparts in order to lead 

the national bourgeois revolution Spain had repeatedly failed to accomplish, the UCP put 

forward the fint communist cd for proletarian intellechials to emerge from within their 

own class and lead the proleta& toward revolution. 



The Political Origins of the Union Cultirrd Roldaria 

When in late 19 19 Lenin put out a cd to create communist parties ail over 

Europe and to corne together in a new the Spanish Federacidn de 

Jwentudes Sociulistas de Epda [Spanish Socialist Youth Federation, FJSE] - "the most 

conscious and combative part of the Socialist Party", as the late Dolores Ibamiri would 

put it many years later (1960, 3) - was h t  among Spanish socialists :O heed the cd. On 

15 April 1920, in a move which was not too far &om a coup d'état, the national leadership 

of the FJSE sent a circular letter to ail its chapters, calling on its rnernbers to abandon the 

Socialist Youth and to proclaim the birth of the Pmtido Commista ErpanoZ [Spanish 

Communist Party, PC]. A considerable number of Young Socialists chapters folowed the 

lead f?om Madnd, and the new Party was established practically overnight, being promptly 

recognized by Moscow as the officiai Spanish chapter of the niird International." 

Because the PC was founded by a group of quite young people and its membership was 

necessarily srnail, the Party mon became known as "el de los cien niilos" [the 

Party of the one hundred kids]." 

Among these youths converteci to comm~sm, a group caiied the Gnrpo de 

hktuclranfes &Soisras [Socialist Students' Group] exercised a decisive influence. Some 

'O See "Invitation to the F i  Congres af the Comrmimsl InteraationaIn, reprinted in Degras (1 956, 1-5). 
'l AlthoUgh a mrmkr of yoang people followed the lead of the Madrid leadenhip, its mahods were quite 
amtmversiaL See Arranz (1980). 
l2 The féw artides which have been written on the history of the PC do indeed d e r  to it as "elpwfido de 
l a  cien niAm". See Ananz (1980); del Rosai (1980a, 198Ob) and Portela (1 978,l98O). The number one 
hundred is, af amse, symbdic. Luis Ananz has estimated the nimiber af '<làdsn at about 700 (I980,94), 
Aiîhough the majonty af the rads-and-file wae woriras, most leadas were inteliectrtals. This 
profiésiand division almobt coincideci catgcly with a geographical he, since most ofth mam>ai workers 
wm in the p h c e s ,  and masr of the intellectaals in M W d  (Meaker 1974,255). For short biographies 
of some of these young me, sez Meaker (1974,255-258). 



of the best known mernbers of this group were young men who would later play decisive 

roles in the evolution of Spanish cornmuaisrn and of communist cultural projects, arnong 

them Juan ~ndrade, l3 José Antonio ~alboatin,'~ Gabriel Leon ~rdla" and Angel 

Pumarega.16 For the most part, they were m i d d e - c h  young men who fkequented the 

13 Given his iong carex in Spanish corn& organizatioas, h m  the fmcüng a Î  the FC in i92G to riie 
opposition to St-?linist communism during the Civil War, Juan Audrade is one af the most prolinc 
comd inteiiectuals in pre-civil war Spain, and yet one who has received practicaüy no academic 
attention A journaüst and wxiter, Andrade waç a Young Sociaiist (Meaker bas pointeci out that he was a 
member of the Socialist Students' Group but not of the FJSE), "the Robespierre of thc [Portido Cornunista 
EspaAo/l, filled with rwolutionaxy ardor and uitra-Left irlPsilism, austere, eloqpent, and angry" (1974, 
256). During the eariy 1920% he was the editor of the PC's El carnunistu. He later coiiaborated with 
cultural projects such as the journal Postguerra, and was Literary editor of the publishing house Cenit, for 
which he also ciid a number of translatim. In the 1930s he ço-foimdtd and edited the joiirnal 
Cornunirno, îhe ofnaal publication of the Oposlcidn Comunisla de Izquieràa. Bai& a great deai of 
articles and cssays on cultural 2nd poiitical issues, Andrade was the author of sevexai important books on 
the history of Spa& cormnunism h o n g  then, La burocraciu rsfarmista en el movimiento obrem 
(Madrid: Ediciones Geba, 1935), A p t e s  p m  lu historia del PCE (BarceIona: Fontamara, 1979, and 
Nofus sobre la guerra civil, Actuacih del P O W  (Madrid: Ediciones Li'bertarias, 1986). He aiso wrote 
an aiitobiography, Recuerdospemdes (BarceIona: Ediciones de4 Serbai, 1983). 
l4 A poet and novelin, José Antonio Barnontln was also a mmkr of the Young Socialists in the early 
1920s but wodd not join the PCE immediateiy. In the hte 1920s he founded his own party, thc Pwido 
&cial Ravolucionmio [Soàal Rmolutionary Party, PSR], and was a key player in the alternative culturai 
inovement aâ those years, as foursding member of the journais Pmtguerru and EI Estudiunte, and the 
publishing house Ediciones ûriente. In F&niary 193 1, his PSR joined the PCE as a block, but he 
abandoneci the P a q  in the spring of 1934, because of political disagrœment wer the question of the 
United F w  as we shall sec in iater chapters. Besides his many articles, essays, editoriaîs and 
nanslations, Balbontin's besthown w o h  are bis nrst boak of poems, U suicidia del prfncipe Anel 
(Madrid: Historia Numa, 1929) and his memoirs, La &pana de mi expencia  (Reminiscsnciaî y 
esperanza ds un espdol en el exiiio) (Mexico: CdeCg6n Aquclarre, 1952). 
l5 For a biography of Le6n Tnlla, see Chapter Thnc. 

Fehw Party-member Luis Por&ela said of nimanga that he was "inteiiigent and educateü, ambitious 
but unsteady", mffkrhg fiom the kind of "imbalancem which aften took him "to the verge of srriciden 
(1978,44). In 1922, Pmwrega left the CommuniSt Party and, among other things, spent some tirne in 
Paris. In 1925, he rptunied to Spain and to the Party, and during a trip to Barcelana was jailed by Primo 
de Rivera's police. In mder to be released jail, he and fdow Patty-member Radn Merino Gracia 
9@ an open l a t a  in which they pubüdy rq'ected coIILmuniSt d o m  and tactics and swore aile- 
to the rnilitaxy rrgimc, promiQng nct to participate in any further mlutionary action or to seek 
membership in the Communist Party (these open leaer~ were published in the Barcelona daily La 
Vmgumdi4, 24 December 1924, and 13 Jamiary 1925). Duxing thc late 1920% he foimded a pubüshing 
house, Bibios, which was a pionar in its fieid, and wmked as a prooneader for the elitist litaary journal, 
Rewisfu de Occidente, foandcd by Ortega y Gasset In 193 1, he went back to the CommuniSt Ebrty and 
was given the post ofsubdtor afMmdo Obrem, the Party's of lkkl  publication, m ~ g  which raised 
great controversy within the Party, especWy frmn the oppositional cmrent in Badona. See "El traidor 
Pnmarega". Little clse is k n m  about Pumarega, his iifé m his wark. Even Juan Mamiel Bonef in his 
0th- iqxccab1e and compdmsbe dictionary of the Spamsh vanguard, wkch contains somc 
infotznation Etboat *' authors and cuitUral activists, can or@ mention Pumarega as part of the 
biography of GabrielYMaroto, CO-fOuadef ailh Pnmarega Ob Bibior 



library of the Ateneo de MadZid. and who had begun their politid self-education by 

reading anarchist classics. When the October revolution broke out, these students were 

the first to bewme "wnvinced Manrias". Finding in Marxisrn "the beginning of tme 

human history", they were quick to abandon the anarchist prince and ta take on The 

Communist Monifesfo as their new "bible" (Balbonth 1 952, 142). 

In his memoirs, Josd Antonio Balbonth describeci these students as a group of 

" youths. . . entirely naive and utopian", who beiieved that "with the magic of [their] 

eloquence, [they] would be able to lift ail Spanish workers to their feet". Balbontin 

desoribed how they were ready to believe in the "Leninist utopia" that a world revolution 

was imminent, and were "convinceci that [they] would see "the triurnph of the Spanish 

revolution during [their] youth" (1 952, 143- 145). For them, the issues were easdy 

reduced to the basics: either one was in fàvor of the Bolshevik revolution, the dictatorship 

of the proletariat and the Comintem, or simply against them all, and thus was a victim of 

the political manoeuvres of the Second International. These young communists argued 

that what Spain needed was not merely to overthrow a monarchic regime, but to foliow 

the Bolshevik example and create an Iberian Codederation of Soviet Republics. Caught 

up in their youthfbl "euphorid', however, they often mDted up their terminology and used 

the tenu " popular democracyn when they really meant "dictat onhip of the proletariat " 

(Padilla 1979, 60) 

While the "young kids" had already begun "to prociah the 'good newst of the 

Russian dawn" (Balbontin 1952, 145), a group of adult socialists âom the Gnrpo 

SociaIiisfa de Maraid (the PSOE's chapter in the capital city) called on the Party to hold a 

vote in order to decide whether or not it shouid j ob  the Comintern Nothing would 



happen ovemight, however. Instead, it would take almost two years and the celebration 

of three extraordinary Party congresses, for the PSOE as a whole to resolve the issue. 

At the first of these extraordinary congresses held in December 19 19, despite the 

presence of an organized ~ercerista" wing within the Party, adherence to the Second 

International was codimed and reinstated, the majority of the Party vohg to send a 

delegation to the Geneva Congress of the international organization in January 1920 to 

insist on the need for the unification of the Second and Third ~nternationals.'~ The 

meeting of the Second International, however, was canceled, and as pressure mounted 

within the PSOE, another extraordinary congress wzs promptly, though reluctantly, caiied 

for June 1920. 

The final resolution of the Second Extraordinary Congress proclairneci adherence 

to the Comintem, and a new National Executive Conmittee with a majority of Tercerister 

in it was struck. The PSOE, however, set a nurnber of conditions for joining the 

organizatioq namely that "the Socialist Party would maintain its autonomy in aU tacticai 

questions, since tactics had to be conditioned by the situation of each moment and by the 

psychology of each people; that the PSOE would represent within the Corninteni the ideal 

of the unification of a i i  socialist forces desiring to coexist under the same ideals, and 

would oppose all unjustifhi excommunication and dogmatism; and that it would attend 

with this iiaifving purpose a l l  congresses that might be heldw (qtd. in Meaker 1974, 270).* 

l7 In refisrPnce to the fàct that they mpported the Third International, in Spanish Terara Intemacional". 
'* This resolution was approved by the narrow mrgh of l4,O 10 votes in fawr, anû 12,497 against 
(Medcer 1974,23 1). Fur more information on thc Fixst ExtraotdiT15Vy Congress of the PSOE, see 
Heywood (1990); El SociaIista h m  1 I to 15 December 19 19. 
l9 The original conditions wae pabiished in El &ciahta 23 June 1920. 



In July 1920, the Sociaüst Party sent Fernando de los Rios2' - a cautious Supporter of the 

Comintem - and Daniel AnMano - an unconditional one - to the Second Congress of the 

Comintern in order to negotiate entry into it on behalf of the PSOE. 

At its Second Congress, however, the Comintem, aware of the slow pace which 

the proietarian revolution was foilowing in the rest of Europe, was deciding on a number 

of conditions of its own, aimed at strengthenhg communist parties and at intensdjmg the 

link between them and the intemational organization itself. Neediess to say, the content of 

those conditions was in open contradiction with those which the PSOE had brought to 

Moscow, especially as they referred to democratic centralism and the obligation of al1 

members to abide by the decisions taken in friture Cornintern congres se^.'^ 

Upon their return to Spain, de los Rios and Anguiano presented d-erent reports 

to the Socialist Party, the former recornrnending to stay in the Second International, the 

latter recommending to join the ~h i rd?  Neither report convinced the majority of the 

Party delegates, and a third and final extraordinary congres was called for April 192 1. 

The name Fanando de los Rios will appear thmughout this thesis, not so much because of the vny 
unportant ro1c he played in the Spanish culturai sane of the tirne, but because he was the target of much 
of the critickm af communists toward socialist inteliectuals De los Rios (Granada 1879-New York 1949) 
studied in Spain and Ctermany, was a &@Ie of Giner de lus Rios - founder of the Institucidn Libre de 
EnseAcma - and thuç educated in îhe Kr0uplOUPlsta and I11stilUcionista milieu A professor of Politicai Law 
at the University af Granada, and member af the Refbnnist Party, he j o d  the Socialist Party in 19 19, 
becoming a member dits Executive Commitk and a Member of Farlinmen~ After he returned h m  
Moscow, he wrote Mis vicjes a la Ausia sovieristo (1922). His best known works are El sentidu 
humunista del SociaIimo (1926), Estado a Iglesia en la EspaAa del siglo XV1(1927), and 4A ddnde va el 
Estado? (1934). He was a Minister &Justice in 193 1, and Minister of Pubiic fnsbaction between 1932 
and 1933. Durrng the war, hc was the S m  amha.cffirlm in the United States, where he died in 1949. 
Meaker has said that "with his Iafty and inmadate presence, his weU-trimmed beard, his sartorial 
amavatism, and his moderate, deamt SOCialiSlI1", de 10s Rios wouid become for the Rnssian Bolsheviks, 
after their co~ntation with them in Moscuw fate in 1920, "the iacrunation of ali they fonnd w m g  with 
Spanish socialismn (1974,271). Spaaish comnmids, axkhiy, s h a d  that vtry .csirnt opinion, ami they 
amcked him vicioudy for a whole dede,  as we WU see thmghout the next chapters, 
" See "Conditions d A h h s i o n  to the Cwimunjst Interna.tid Approved €y the Second Corninteni 
Congressn, reproduced in Degras (1956,166472). Furrher reading on the Second Congress af the 



The kind of debate which had characterized previous congresses, however, was no longer 

possible. At the Third Extraordinary Congres, interventions by both sides seemed to be 

merely an exchange of immutable, pre-ananged opinions and ideas, aU the while each 

fraction was preparing to abandon the Party should its side be in the minority d e r  the 

h a 1  vote. W~th 6,025 votes in fàvor of adherence to the Third International and 8,808 

against it (Meaker 1974,367), the Tercerista wing was forced to spiit, and even before 

the congres had ended, a new Communist Party had been born, the Pcafi'do Cornunista 

Obrero Erpcfiol [Spanish Comrnunist Labor partyYu PCOE] .'* 

Thus by 1921 Spain had two communist parties: one, officially recognized as the 

Spanish section of the Cornmunia International, made up of revolutionary youths with 

little theoreticai preparation, a great revolutiooary dnve and readiness to combat, but with 

practically no influence in the masses; the other, not recognized by the Comintern yet, 

made up of older and more politically mature socialists with a reformist background and a 

much more containeci revolutionary spirit, equally unfit as far as their ideological 

preparation was concerneci, but with a somewhat stronger influence on the masses, given 

their trajectory within the PSOE? 

The Statutes of the Thkd International, however, made it clear that each country 

was to have ody one national section. Despite the obvious diEerences between the two 

Comintw can bc found in Outline History of the Commtlnist InternationaI; Degras (1956); McDefmott 
and Agnew (1997). 

Sa EI Socic~Iista 19 Ianuary 192 1. 
" I use Gerad Meaker's translation ofthis Party's name into English (1974,369). 
24 Meaker uses the abbreviation PCO and H q w d  that of PCûE. In Party documents, the Party is 
derred to both as PCO and PCOE. 

W e  the fomiding of the PC had cmiy afFected the Socialist Youth, which continueci to ex& the 
scission of the PCOE had a âeep impad on thc core of the PSOE itself. As the T W ~ S ~ O S  leq the 
Socialist Party retumed to its Poblistu hegemony and "collapscd . . imo a Lind of self~~~nkmpiative 
stasisn of which it Mvld not mme out mîii the dirmtorship of Primo de Rnnia (Heywood IWO, 82). 



communist parties, and despite the fact that the Comintern had not been so impressed by 

the visit of the Terceristu leaders de los Rios and Anguiano, the international organization 

deemed it necessary to bring the two parties together. As a remit, mon afler the 

foundation of the PCOE, negotiations between the two communist parties began, eageriy 

directed b y Comintern repnsentative Antonio Graziedi . 26 

Graziedi readily acknowledged that the majority of PCOE members were 

"centrists", while the majority of PC members were "uitraleftists". It has ofken been 

maintained, however, that the diffemces between the PC and the PCOE were personal 

rather than ideological. Further, the intransigence shown by the PC during the 

negotiatiom to bring the two parties together - the "kids" demanded that aii those 

27 rnembers of the PCOE whom they considered to be reformists be expeiled - has often 

been blamed on the youthfid spirit of its members. 

Historia Gerald Meaker has argued that "it was dif i id t  to see real ideological 

merences between the two commuaist parties" and that "the whole record of the 

discussions and polemics which accompanied their unification efforts of 1921-22 rnay be 

searched in vain for substantive disagreements", since the conflict arose mainly as a result 

of the diverging temperaments of the two cornmunis factions. Although Meaker has also 

acknowledged that the young communists were "leftists" and the older communists 

"centnsts", he has reduced th& Merences to the clash between the "optimism and 

impetuosity of youth" of the former and the political wisdorn of the latter, who were 



"nearly a generation older, had absorbed the pabüsta2' ideology, and had mostly ceased to 

believe in miracles" (1 974, 3 77). 

Certainly, Meaker's argument is accurate, to some extent. Young students like 

Andrade, Leon Trilla or Pumarega, on the one hand, and adults like Daniel Anguiano or 

Nuiiez de Arenas, on the other, were set apart by a number of important ciifferences in 

character, which had to do with their age, political experience, expectations, methods, 

an4 of course, their revolutionary zeal. M e r  aU, it was ody reasonable to expect that 

younger people who had not taken part in the revolutionary wave of 1917 should feel a 

more urgent drive toward revolution and wouid be willing to beiieve the international 

scene was ripe for it. Whereas they took aot only radicai, but aiso authoritative measures, 

driven by a sense of urgency and immediacy as much as by a desire to break away fiom 

the Socialist Party, older socialists were rnuch more conservative in their actions, and 

certainly more dernomtic, driven by a need to keep the Party united. 

Given the fkt, however, that the PSOE's "revolutionary reformismnB could hamiy 

serve the political agenda of the new workds international orgmhtion, what mi@ at 

first appear to be a difEerence in "temperament" between the two groups of communists 

might have just been a mere facade behind which lay deeper political disagreements The 

root of these disagreernents, howwer, must be sou@ not so muoh in the disputes which 

ensued the Comintemts cail to have the two parties join - a move which, indeed, brought 

to the fore power struggies and personaiiq confiicts - but in the poiitid impulse which 

had prompted the creation of each of those parties in the first place. 

Another coilaquiai (and &en &rative) t m  for "socialistn, by derring to the given name of the 
PSOEfs ftnmck and "grandfathef : Pablo ïgiesias. 
" See Chapter One. 



Des pite the ernphasis he has placed on the "temperamentai" dineremes between 

the two communist parties, Meaker has also pointed out that the Partido Cornunista 

Espond was the most Leninist of the two. "In contrast to the Terceristar of the PCO[E]", 

he has suggested, "[the PC] was driven by an authenticdy revolutionary impulse; in 

contrast to the anarchist-syndicalists, it did not exaggerate the efficacy of the revolutionary 

spontmeity of the masses; and in contrast to the communist-~~ndicalists~~ it did not 

deviate tcward the notion of syndicaikt suprernacy" (1974, 373). The communists of the 

PC thought of the Party as a pure organization which wouid pursue the revolution of the 

masses through the work of a conscious leadership. hdeed the Partido Commistu 

m o l  may have been founded by a group of "euphoric" "kids" ready to ernbrace 

"Lenin's utopia", but the poïitical program which it immediately put forward was a strong 

anti-reformist piatform with a revolutionary vision for Spain, both of which were in 

complete line with the poiitical stnitegy on wbich the Comintem itselfhad been founded in 

1919. 

Mer the Bolshevik vinory in 1 9 17, the revolutionary wave which had begun in 

Russia had expanded to countries Iike Germany and Hungary and was expeaed to sweep 

imrnediately over the rest of Europe. While a Socialist International perceived as 

"reformist" and "social-chauvinistn had taken sides in the European wu and had 

encouraged workers to support their national bourgeoisie, the Third International caiied 

for "civil wars" against the bourgeoisie to spread aü over Europe in order to fi@ aU f o m  

of imperialism, political oppominism and refodsm (Outhe History of the Commzmist 

Intemal curent of the CNT which responded kvorably to the Bolshevik revolution, and which woald 
eventually join the CommuniSt Party. In latn chapters it will becorne ciear how it affkted the evoluiion 
0 f S p z w h c . c l ~  



IntemutionaZ 1971, 52-53). The Comintem was founded on the grounds that the 

objective conditions the European war was providing could easily be tunied into a 

revolutionary realtty; the stniggle was to be carried out through mass action, including an 

armed insurrection aga* the power of the capitalist state." Cornmunist parties were 

calied on to seek political alliances with ail those other revohitionary organizations for 

which the dictatorship of the proletariat was also a goal., and thus lead the stniggie of the 

masses toward the conquest of power. 

As fa as the Comintem was concerneci, the only obstacle on the road toward 

rwolution was the existence of reformist organizations. Thus the greater intransigence a 

Cornmunist Party showed toward reformism the greater it s "rwolutionary punty " (mrnez 

Llorente 1972,4156). Oniy that "purity" couid serve as a guarantee of maximum 

effkcîiveness in opposing the ceritrist and right-wlig elements both without and within3* 

Aithough Spain had not participated in the European war, its army had been 

engaged in an knperialistic wdict in Morocco which would soon tum into open war and 

which would have dramatic repercussions on Spanish soil. In line with the Comintern's 

politicai interpretation of World War I, young communists interpreted the Moroccan 

cod i c t  as an imperialist war waged by the Spanish capitalist class against the RZs3' 

working class. The Partido Cornunista E@ol thus cded on the Spanish working class 

to avoid falling into the political trap of an alliance with its national bourgeoisie and 

'' See "Theses on Bourgeuh Dawcracy and Roletarian Dictatonhip Adopted by the Fint Corninteni 
Congress", wrinted in Dergas (1956,746). 
" For M e r  mding on the Fim Congnss of the Cuminteru, see Degras (1956); Outhe History of iihe 
Communist Intmaciond (197 1). 

Northem region ~~MOIOCUJ which extends h m  QneWBna to the Gibraltar Strait, where Spain had 



against feliow workers in another country, ail for the sake of "capitalist greed" ("La guerra 

c i v i l l l  1). 

In fact, young communists believed that the war which "French and Spanish 

imperialists" were ca-g out in Morocco needed to be transformed into "an open and 

violent civil war" against capitaiism and the bourgeoisie on Spanish soil (ibid). And just 

Like the Comiotern had assumed that world revolution was imminent, the PC also believed 

that such a civil war had already begtm, and that Spain was experiencing the objective 

conditions for a proletarian revolution. 

Unlike socialists, the young communists of the PC believed that to pursue patchy 

social refom would eventually kill whatever revolutionary spint might e h  within the 

masses. As a result, the mission of the new Communist Party was to help the working 

class understand that refoms were not efncient enough, a goal the Party was to achieve 

by "educating [workers] in the Mantist concept of class stniggle which would chamel, 

guide and evenhiaily settle the wmuig revolution" ("El Partido Cornunista Espdol a los 

Socialistas espafioles" 1). A Party stili without a grassroots union, the PC set out to reach 

that objective by entering the existing unions in order to convert worken to cornmunism. 

The nnal goal was to create a united working class, led by the Wear and conscious vision 

emanating fkom the best of the prolet&" instead of being left to d e r  the "chaotic diive 

of the masses in revoit". Once united, the working class would have in the Soviets "the 

m;urimum expression of the proletarian state, of t s  strength and its economic and political 

power" ("Bases y Tesis" 1). 

In h e  with the anti-reformist spint of the Comintem, young cummunists accused 

the Tercerisias of using th& support for the international organization as an excuse "to 



extend a pseudo-revolutionary veil over a Sociaiist Party wbich [had dready been] 

completely assimilated to liberal, bourgeois and reformist republicanism" ("La biblioteca 

cornunista" 4). As far as the young "kids" were concerne& the Terceristus may have been 

"very honest in the bourgeois sense of the word", but certainly "they [were] not 

"revolutionary" ("Hacia la revolucion" 1). Given the socialists' "vaciuating and timid 

stand", their "anti-revolutionary and democratic views" and their "spiritual cowardhess" 

(qtd. in Arranz 1980, 9 1), the PSOE was simply destined to "die a slow death" ("El 

congres0 extraordinario del Partido Socialista" l)? 

The political origins of the Partido Comunisra Obrero EspmioI, however, could 

not have been more different. From among aIi the intemal v e n t s  of opposition which 

had sprung up within the PSOE throughout the 19 1 Os, the journal N u e m  Palabra and 

the educationai institution Escuela Nueva liad been not only the moa important but also 

the ones fkorn which the majority of Terceristas would evenhialiy corne. Akhough these 

two organizations had been bom as a response to some of the most important political 

decisions made by the Socialist Party, they never cared to buiid a platf'orm for secession 

fiom the Party, nor did they abandon the reformist spirit on which the PSOE had orighaiiy 

been founded, sornething which made of th& politicai program - regardless of their 

intense desire to join the Comintern - simply no match for that of the younger PC. 

Although the journal Nuesba Palabra was not founded until 191 8, the group of 

sociaiists who wodd be its mentors35 had already waved the flag of discontent inside the 

" For a succinct d o n  of the PCs political program, see "Bases y Tesis del Pmtido Commista 
EspaAolW. 
3s Mariano Garda Cortés, Rmbn Lamoneda, Vvginia G o d e z ,  Manmi Corden,, JO& Verdes 
Montmcgru, CCsar GomiUez, Juan José Morato, Luis Man& and JO& Callejas were aii mcmkrs  of the 
Nuestru Pahbra p u p .  Among them wcre the Young Soo'alists R a n h  Meriw Gracia, Rito EBeben, 



Socialist Party upon the signing of the Socialist-Republican AUiance of 1909, since they 

feared that political proxhity with the Republicans would eventually drive the Party into a 

full pact with the bourgeoisie and away h m  its working-class roots and objectives. A 

few years later, when the Second World War broke out, they openly opposed the Party's 

ofncial line in favor of the AUies, declaring they were unable not only to endorse the 

actions of either contendhg party but also to find any meaning at aii in the war. The 

critical voice of the members of Nuesbu Palabra rose yet again in 191 7, as they made the 

Socialist Party responsible for the revolutionary failure of that year, accusing it of üying to 

pwsue the revolution in alliance with Republican parties.36 ûveratl, they disagreed with 

the Socialist Party leadership on the idea that Spain needed to go through a bourgeois 

revolution first, sornething which they argued was keeping the Party away &om the real 

political work of direcfing the masses toward class stmggle. The members of Nuema 

Palabra believed that the ody tme revolution which was feasible in Spain was the one 

leading toward a dictatorship of the proletariat, for which the mode1 to foilow was the 

Boishevik Party and the Russian revolution. 

h Meaker has suggested, however, the members of Nuesfra Palabra issued a 

"cautious response" to the Bolshevik cd to m a t e  a new Workers' International, since as 

"lefi-centrists they remained comrnitted to the concept of a broadly unifie& albeit 

moderately purged, Intemational", not to mention the fact that before their cornmitment to 

any international organi;rsrtion came their cornmitment to the PSOE itseE a Party they 

Jahe Aparicio, and Emterio Chicham, members ofthe Grrrpo uk Estudiantes SociaIistc~s who w d d  
eventually f d  t h  Pd& Comtrnista Epclifol. See Meaker (1974). 
" See NU- P dubm 2 1 September 1918, and 12 October 1918. 



dght have actively criticized, but from which they had no desire to withdraw (1974,207- 

8). 

More importantly, the reading of Bolshevism which Nuestru Palabra presented 

suggests that its rnembers had little interest in pursuing an original, let alone oppositional, 

political program. hdeed, despite its anti-reformist and anti-bourgeois stand, the 

rnembers of Nuestru Palabra believed that "Bolshevism as a doctrine" did not exist; bat, 

in fact, the only thing Bolshevism was doing was putting socialkt doctrine into practice. 

Rather than identifjing Bolshevism with cornrnunism and thus with a new working-class 

ideology which would supersede both socialism and refomiism, they believed Boishevism 

was simply "socialism in the hour of tnith" (qtd. in Meaker 1974, 1 14; "Bolchevikismo" 

1). Unable to fkd my Merences between the goals of the Bolshevik revolution and the 

Socialist Party's rnaximum rwolutionary program for Spain, Nuestta Palabra settIed for a 

critique which was mrinly directed toward the intemal workings of the Party, its "rigid 

Pablista orthodoxy" and its "oligarchical. . . sbucture" d e r  than its overail revolutionary 

vision (1974, 1 1 5) .  

The EScuelu Nueva represented a very different case of opposition within the 

Socialist although it has also corne to be cded 'Il& wing" because of its eventual 

support for the Boishevik revolution. Founded in 191 1 in the socialist Casa del ~ u e b l o ~ ~  

by Manuel Nuilez de Arenas and surviviiig right into the years of Primo de Rivera's 

dictatorship in the mid 19209, the Escuela Nueva was founded as a cultural organkation 

with severai goals in mind, among them, facüitating a better rapport between the Socialist 

37 OfnciaUy, the organization was neva part of the Soaalist Party, but it was qresented in Partg 
Congressa througiiout its although not without a great deal ofconawersy. See Tuiidn de Lam 
(1973, 177). 



Party and the intelligentsia and gRing workers a general, technicd and political education 

(Meaker 1974, 14; Tuiion de Lara 1990a, 148-149).~~ 

Founder Nufiez de Arenas and most of the intellectuals who organized the EscueIa 

Nueva with him in late 19 10 were members of the Generation of 19 14 who had joined the 

Socialist Party afler the Republican-Socialist Alliance of 1909 .~  Befbre the war, the 

Esnrela Nuew had shown certain interest in Revisionism, and, once hostilities broke out, 

it did not hesitate to adhere to the cause of the mes. Overall, the members of the 

Escuela Nueva viewed themselves as an organization in the spirit of the British Fabian 

~ociety.~'  

The slow pace at which the PSOE had dealt with the issue of its degiance to the 

Comintern rneant that by the time the older members of Nuestra Palabra and the Esnrela 

Nueva came together to found the PCOE, the international o r g h t i o n  had held yet 

another congress, its third, in Juiy and August of 1921. While the Second Congress of the 

Cornuitem had criticized the "infantile disorder of lefi-wing communism", it had placed 

more emphasis on the stnicturai strengthening of national communist parties. The Third 

Congress, on the other hand, focused wmpletely on the issue of reformism and aoti- 

reformisrn. 

Socialist cultural organizaton for the working c b  and the public at large. 
39 The 0rigi.d statement of purpose of the organization is r e p ~ t e d  in Tun6n de Lara (1973, 177). 

Other rnemkn of the Escuela Nunia wue Andrés Ovejero, Edaardo Torraiba Beci, Manael Predoso, 
Julio Alvarez del Vayo, Luis Araquis&, and Leopoldo Aias, aii of them prodent members ofthe 
Socialist Party. 
" 1 wîl3 deal with the Emcela Nuevo later in this chapzer. As As haJ the case with rnost dtural  
orgmhîions of this the, the EkzieIu Numa has been repeatedly mentioncd brrt not neœssady studied 
in depth. For the most cornpletc studies, see GuenSa (1984); Meakcr (1974) and Tuii6n de Lam (1973). 
For a disaissiw on the ~ c u e i a  Numa as a copy of the British Fabian Wety, se also C%mz Moiieda 
(1 98 1). 



By the summer of 192 1 it had become obvious that European reformist leaders had 

rnanaged to maintain their influence over the working masses, and that the anti-bourgeois, 

anti-reformist stand of communist p d e s  had not served to convince the masses that they 

should embrace a communist program. As a consequence, the Comintem believed 

cornmUIList parties could no longer afEord to refuse to work with sociaiists and other 

reformists in democratic institutions, including Parliament. To continue to do so would 

only bring to the ranks of the communist parties those workers aiready wnverted to 

communisrn but wodd do linle in t e m  of convincing the rest of the working class. As 

Jane Degras has poimed out, the Cornuitem's task became "to win positions from the 

social-democrats and the reformist unions, using the tactics of siege, not of assault" (1956, 

225). The Comintem believed that although communist workers might not understand the 

move toward refodsm at fint, they would saon leam that joining reformist institutions 

could also be a path toward revolution. Thus cornrnunist parties were caiied to seek 

parlüunentary pa~ticipation.~~ 

The Third Congress of the Comintem did not address the question of how smaii 

commuaist parties, which had just recently spiit h m  reformist socialist orgmiations, 

couid go back to sharing a minimum program with them without alienatiag the masses in 

the process. That issue only came up in the final manifest0 of the congress and later 

during the meeting of the Comintern's International Executive, whiçh set up the bases for 

the United Front, a policy by which "joint defensive stniggles with the socialist rank and 

fiie against the capitaüst offensive wouid popularise communist methods and expose the 

42 For more infomtion on the Third Congres of the Cominterg sec McDermott and Agnw (1997); 
Outlin. History o f t h  Cormunisi htmationaI (IWl). 



hypocrisy of the reformist leaderst' (McDermott and Agnew 1997,27)." The issue was 

far from resolved, however, since there seemed to be two different interpretations of what 

the United Front rneant. On the one hand, it was viewed as a temporary tactic which 

couid be used in order to overwheh reformists through the radicalization of the sûuggle 

of the working class, while waiting for a stronger spur of revolutionary impetus to take 

place. On the other, there was a will to embrace it as part of a wider political strategy, 

thus including Parliamentarianism as a necessary step in the revolutionaiy process (Arranz 

1980, 88). Interestingly, either way, the policy of the United Front could fit very well 

under the description of the "revohitionary reformisrn" which had been the trademark of 

Spanish socialism for decades. Whether parliamentary reform was a temporary masure 

to be pursued while waiting for better revolutionary times or whether it was the very 

beginning of the revolution itsee it was all in Line with what socialists had been sayhg for 

decades: seek refom now, iead the revolution later. 

As a remit, in less than two years, the political tum of the Comintern had been 

such that the international organhtion had gone fiorn meeting the expectations of a group 

of "kids" dnink with revolutionary euphoria to meeting those of the older "revolutionary 

refonniststl of the PSOE? When the Terceristas were to establish th& new Communist 

Party, they found their classicai combination of revolutionary dismurse and rpformist 

practice to be in complete line not ody with the new proieformist stand of the 

Comintern, but also with an arnbiguous definition of the United Front which could be 

See "Exheas fkom a Manaeno of the ECCI on the CuncIusion of the Third Comixttern Congressn, in 
Degras (1956,281-5). 

It was made cicar in a le$ta which Joen Andrade sent to G.J. Geen (member of the Amsterdam Bureau 
ofthe Camintern) on 3 Juiy 1920, that young mmm& wae beghmhg to think ofLeain hllnslf as an 



interpreted as the need to pursue patchy reforms for the sake of convincing the masses to 

j oin the communist parties. 

Despite these important politicai differences, the negotiations to bring the two 

parties together went dong. As a result of its new line of cooperation with socialists and 

reformists, the Cornmunist International was no longer interesteci in expelling the PCOE's 

"refomists", as the "kids" demanded, and the PC and PCOE evenhially joined in order to 

form a new Party. " Wth thek unification in November 192 1, there came to Me the 

Partido Cornunifla de E s p h  [Comunist Party of Spain, PCE], a name which the Party 

has borne to the presmt day." 

Although the negotiations to bring the two parties together were made âifiicult by 

the "temperament" of a number of "kids", it is aiso tnie that both parties had expenenced 

some rather "temperamentai" changes. The founding of both parties had been the resuit of 

rather temperamental changes in their political line pnor to their foundation Sorne of the 

"one hundred kids" were, indeed, rather impulsive and naïve and could have been rightly 

"opportunistn, for whiie hc r e f k d  "to have anything to do with the lem &tif ,  he was seen as openly 
flirting with the reformists (Andrade 1983, 158462; emphases in original). 
'' Amaro del Rmî, a fomiding membu of the PC, hm mggesteci that some of the yoang comxudsts 
outside Madrid who had alredy txperiefLced the "coup d'&atm which had transformai thcir Young 
SoQaüss ch te r s  into the Pmtido Cornunista Espaffol, suddenly found themselves transferred y& to 
another Party "cwdght" and many of them simply abandoneci it. As a remit, few of the original "one 
hundred kids" rcmained in the Wrty (1980& 24-25). Sec the archivai éoarmtnt "Acta dc la fkifusi6n de los 
dos partidos cornunistas". 
"%Utorians as wcll as members of thes original ~~mmmiist  parties have rised the abbreviations PC as 
weli as PCE to râer to the on@ Pmtido Comunistu Espufi02 and the &ed PurHdo Comnistca de 
@da indistincîly. On the o h  hand, the mes of- two parties have ken aanslated into English 
as the Communist parS. ofSpain or îhe Spanish Communist Party, also hdkhdy. Throughont this 
chapm, and at other points in this thesis, I wiU be deaihg to a large extent with the ciifferences between 
tbese two parties, thus 1 have found it nccessary to establish a c h  difkmce in the way 1 use thar 
acronyms and the way in which 1 nranslatc their full nrimes into Er@& As a resuit, 1 d l  use the 
mnym PC to refi to the originai P d &  Cornunista Espaltol founded in 1920, îhe full name of which 1 
wiUtranslateiatoEnglishasthcS~CommimistParty. Ontheotherhand,IwiUusethe8cfonym 
PCE to rdei to the Pddo CamMisro da EspaAa, ffoanded in 1922 aod which still exists today. 1 wiii 
translate that namc into English as the Commanist Party of Spain Faaher, 1 wiU &en refer to the 



a d  of making too quick a leap fiom anarchism to communisq or fiom an anti-war to 

a pro-Mes stand," but that jump may be explained much more easily than the one made 

by some Terceristas, who moved h m  Revisionism to Bolshevism in a coupte of years. In 

fàct, one could wen argue that the latter's "leap was the most " temperamental" of the 

two Ci the sense of "erratic"), despite being accompanied by a contained, mther than 

impetuous, behavior and by dialogué, ratber m q i i i q .  

What is much more important, however, is that the M e r a t  political origias of the 

Parti& Comwista Espanol and the Parti& Cornunista Obrero EspmiWoI ensured bat the 

Co111111unist Party of Spain - which was founded very shortly afker the Third Congress of 

the Cornuiteni - would be split dong the lines of the two possible interpretations of the 

m e d g  of the United Front. Whereas former members of the PCOE - revoiutionary 

refomiists - took the resolutions l i t edy  and accepted Parliamentarianism as one more 

step in the revolutionary process7 former members of the PC - whose very raison d'être 

had been the stmggle against reformisrn - believed the congress resolutions to be open to 

interpretatim, dependhg on the s p d c  national c i r m a c e s .  Not surprisin@y, the 

young communists' reading of Spanish national oircumtances made it very clear to them 

that the country was not ready for such a tactic at d. As a result, when the PCE 

Exeaitive decided to nui in municipal elections late in 192 1, a Ieft-wing minonty (former 

members of the PC Eduardo Ugarte7 Emeterio Chichano, Angel Pumarega and Juan 

Andrade) voiced their opposition to that decision, thus creating the fit crisis within the 

newly-fotmded PCE. 

wiü R6a to the pmtido Cromwtistu de &paf fo  as 'the unifieci PCE". 
" Sa ~~ (1978.40). 



Unable to find cornmon ground with the Party majority, the dissidents organized in 

the Gnrpo Cornunista Espuil01 [Spanish Cornmunist Group, GCE], whose official voice 

was El Obrero ~ o m u n i ~ 2 a . ~ ~  While the rnainstream PCE accused the GCE of 'l&-wing 

comrnUIZiSm", the GCE - in effect, the founding core of the Pm?& Comunisfo Espaiiol- 

accused the Party's Executive Conmittee of "opportunim", of wanting to please Moscow 

and to !ock &e "gocd commuafsfs" vrhile ignononSg i?npor!mt national issues ("For la 

unidad" 1). Soon the pages of El obrero cornunista were filleci with calls on the youth 

(and it was not accident al they were calling on the Party youth - indeed they were calling 

on their fellow members of the former PC) to becorne the protagonists of a rebellion 

withia the Comm~st Party, and to oppose the decisions of an Executive Comminee 

which they believed had been taken over by the refimnhs of the PCOE.~' 

Had the G~po Comunisîa Epziiol presented no po1itical program of its own, had 

it aU been easiiy reduced to a matt er of willingness or lack of willingness to accept 

Parfiamerrtarianism as a politicai tactic, the Merences between the rebellhg minority and 

the mainstream Party muid certainly be olassined as "temperameniai" without any M e r  

disaission It is important to emphasize, however, that the GCE had'not been founded on 

the mere rejection of a politicai tactio, but on the political belief that such a tactiç was not 

appropriate for Spain at the time. 

The members of the GCE believed that wmmunism would be kdediably 

disaedited if the Party were to join reformisb right &er having split fiom them, a move 

which would lave the masses without a rwolutionary vanguard. They argued that the 

48 Uniy the fïrst issue ofthie pubLidon, published on 28 Febmry 1922, is left in the AIIPCE (Polder 
195, Document 24). 
" Sm "A los espaflolesn. 



Cornintein had cded for Parliamentarianism not as an ideological p ~ c i p l e  but as a tactic, 

that is, as "a method to be used in the revolutionary stmggle", which rneant that it would 

not dways be convenient to put it ïnto practice. Thus the GCE chose to emphasize other 

aspects of what the ComLaem had said about parliarnentary action, namely, that because 

the goal of such a tactic was to discredit the enemy and unite the workulg masses, it 

would have to be "subordinated ut all times tu the goals und tash of the extra- 

PurZiamentq marr struggle". The fact that the PCE Executive had included in its ciraft 

for the Party by-laws a statement indicating that the Party "would ahvays participate in the 

admiaistrative and politicai elections in the state", proved to the GCE that the Party was 

not simply accepting Pariiamentarianism as a tactic, but that it was, in fact, embracing it as 

a politicai strategy to be used iadiscriminately. For the former members of the PC, to use 

Parliamentarianism as a political strategy would irremediably mean to go back to 

reformism and to the pursuit of a minimm program while defening the revolution 

indefinitely. In that case, nothhg would have changed in the workers' movement, since 

the only available anti-reformist option wouid have been absorbed by the bourgeois 

reforrnist lefi. Communism wodd thus have found accommodation w i t h  the system 

("La experiencia de las elecci~nes~~ 4; emphases in the original).50 

More importantly, the young communists of the GCE fêared that the Spanish 

masses would neither understand such a political move as a tactic, nor would they be 

ready to make the leap that would eventually be aeeded in order to abaudon 

Pariiamentarianism and move toward open revolution. They argued the Party was not 

prepared to participate in Parliament, nor was it capable of lmching the educational 



campaign w k h  would be needed to explain such a tactical move to the workers. As a 

resuit, the opposition called on the PCE to show some tactical flexibility and to focus 

instead on some of the other Comintern resolutiom, which were, in fact, much more 

relevant for Spain, namely, the c d  to seek a better rapprochement with the masses as wel 

as the need to build a stronger Communist Party ("Contra la rnaniobra escisionista" 1). 

The controversy reached its highest level when the GCE attended the First 

Congress of the PCE and put f o m d  its interpretations there. The congres resolved that 

the creation of that internai m e n t  of opposition had been aa act of insubordination 

against both the Party and the Comintern, and it consequently outlawed the organization, 

excluding its members fiom the Executive unü the next congress. The GCE was declared 

iUegal and its members were cded on to sign a declaration stating that they would accept 

the discipiine imposed on to them by the congress and would accept its resolutions." 

Those who refused to accept the Party's conditions abandoned the Party altogether and 

founded the Unidn ~ultural ~roletaria, '~ a move which &ove the Comintem toward new 

efforts to save the mity of the Party. 

Although hies ~ u m b e r t - D r o ~ ~ ~  the new negotiator appointed by the Comintern, 

refiised to dismiss the members of the UCP as mere "anarchists" or "anti- 

" See the mRnifesto of the Ge &er the First Congres of the PCE: "A los obreros commistas". On the 
Fust Congress of the PCE, sec "Actas del Primer Congresa del PCE" and "Reseiia de las sesiones del 
Congreço"; PCE (1922). 

These were Eüu8rdo Ugtute, Juan Andrah Lois Wrtela, Emeterio Chichm and Angel Runarrga 
The UCP may havc feoeived very Little attention in S p u h  culturai or political history, but in aU cases 
there has been rmdue ernphasis on the perwn af h g e i  Aunarega as its "frrnnder". The ûrgmizhg 
Commitiee of the UCP was formed by Pmarega himselfplus Andrade and Chicharro. Rimare@ was the 
"seçrPtary" (See UWs rnadksto). 
" ~ e m k r a f t h e ~ g r o u p o f t h ~ w i s s ~ o m m ~ ~ t ~ a r t y .  Throughoid?he192ûs,hewasthe 
Director ofthe Corniinteni's Latin -t, and in charge af several confidentid missions in Spain, 
France, Iialy and Partugai. The he ~oi -  of bis m-hq De Unine d M m  Dh mu m< mvfce 



parliamentarianists", and the PCEfs Central Cornmittee as "oppomuiists" - which is how 

the two confronthg Party fàctions saw each other - he was aware that the unity of the 

Party was rather &ail as a resdt of both "luttes de personnes" and "divergences politiques" 

(1 97 1, 63-66). For Humbert-Droz, those "divergences politiques" amounted tu one issue 

ody - that of participation in municipal eiections - but that one issue, however, was not 

one without political substance, siace it was rooted in the original aati-refonnist struggle 

which the young comrnunists stil considerd to be "le premier devoir communiste" (69). 

For the most part, however, Humbert-Droz still beiieved that the differences within the 

Party could and should be resolved through firm negotiation of the distribution of power 

and through the enforcement of discipline. He thus called on aii members of the Party to 

"faire un effort pour vaincre le malaise des débuts de la &sion" and to show enough 

"bonne volonté. . . pour fàire taire les vieilles luttes et pour collaborer loyalement a 

lfedification d'un grand parti communiste" (65-66). Eventually, the UCP was also 

outlawed and the entire Organiang Cornmittee, except Angel Rimarega, re-joined the 

Party* 

Humbert-Droz had been quite correct in his view that the "renegades" of the PCE 

had founded the UCP "en affirmant leur attachement à ltDternationale Communiste] et 

leur fidelite à Adeal communiste" (67). That "ideal communiste" was the same anti- 

bourgeois, anti-reformist stand which had been such aa important part of the founding 

spirit of the Comintem and of the Parfi'do Commista EE;poiioI in the &st place, and which 

had moved the former members of the PC to rise against the mainstream Party via the 

creation of the Grupo Cornunista EspaiioZ. What this means is that the Partido 

de l'lnfemationule Communiste, 1921-1931 (1971), sheds a great deal oflighi cm the ongins of 

88 



Cornunista Espaiiol, the Gnrpo Cumunis~a Espmiol and the Unibn Culhrrul Prolelana 

were all one and the same thuig, and that the political goals of any of them were the 

political goals of the three of them, since the three orgariizations were founded by the 

sarne group of young anti-reformist communists who were willing to adapt to changing 

political circum~taaces, but not willing to change their overd political strategy. 

Gerald Meaker has given a short account of how the UCP was founded when 

Ugarte, Andrade, Portela, Chicharo, Pumarega and other young communists met at the 

Retiro Park in Madrid. Awrding to Meaker, these young communists decided to 

dissolve the Grupo Comnistu Espîiol and t O create the Union Cultural Proletaria 

because the latter name "apparentiy seemed less factional to them", thus " hop[ing] to 

avoid any charge of seeking to split the Party even as they maintained their contmuity with 

the old PCE" (1974,4 15). This interpretation, however, misses both the political 

implications of the young communists' move - for it fails to acknowledge the anti- 

reformist agenda of those who could no longer work within the Party - as well as the 

cultural implications - for it denies the organization a role as a cuitural enterpise. 1 

believe that the name @en to the UCP was in no way muai. The GCE's last manifest0 

made it clear that the young mmmUILists were looking for alternative ways to fight against 

the political reformism of both the PSOE and the PCE. As they declared their "polemic 

confiontations" with the Party to be over, the former members of the Pmti'do Cornunista 

EspmioZ encourageci all memben of the GCE to return to the mainstream Party, explaining 

that it was no longer necessary to fight "within the Party". btead, the young co~~ltllunists 

a~ounced that fiom then on, they would fi@ "alongside" it, by doing what the PCE was 



most obviously not prepared to do: to contribute to the advanment of communism in 

Spain by providing the working masses with a solid political education. In the pursuit of 

such a goal, they hoped to prove that it was possible "to fight efficientiy for commuûism 

and for the proletarian revohition f?om outside the Party" ("A los obreros mmunistas" 2). 

Thus it should be clear that the name @en to the new organization was far fiom being 

andotal or opportunist. lastead, the namz wau choseo with a ~pecfiifio agenda in miad. 

As the young communists let the GCE die, they set out to carry out the educational work 

they had hoped to do when they had founded the Partich Cornuni- ~ 0 1 ,  although 

no Longer as a Party. 

The Unidn Cultural Rddaria, a New Model of Proletarian Education and Culture 

Toward the end of the nineteenth century, the Spanish Socialist Party started to 

move away slow1y fiom its previous iiIlfi-inteliechial and anti-educational line,'* and began 

to pay more attention to the educational needs of its members. Eventuaüy, the Party 

would experience a radical change in cuitural and educational policy, embracing the idea 

that education and culture were iadispensable tools for the politid strugsie of the 

working cla~s.'~ 

In the beliefthat the Spaaish national school system was not educating people but 

making them absurb the ideology of the bourgeoisie (Pereira 1901,3), the Party set out to 

create schools which would be "purely socialist" and out of which would corne the "men 

[sic] of the friture, free, just, and good" (Torraiva Beci 1906, 303). This new strategy 



eventually gave way to the creation of a large Party network of educational and cultural 

institutions - the best known of which was the Casas del Puebla - which offered a wide 

range of educatiod and cuiturai smices to the working class, includiag the political 

education of Party members, professional training for technical workers, as weU as general 

education and miturat activities for the public at large? 

The plitical duatiai~  xhich th2 Swcialist Party  oEmd to its rank-and-file wau 

grounded in the belief that workers needed to be "cautiouskd "reflexke" in the politicai 

stmggle so as not to threaten the very existence of the organizations which worked to 

defend their rights. This kind of political education was not concemed with the revolution 

per se, not even with a radical trdomation of the state. Instead, it aimed at educating 

the workers on how to achieve much more 'hodest objectivesH, among them an eight- 

hour working day, the right to strike, new social legislation and an end to the political 

persecution of their unions Pérez Ledesma 1993, 166). 

In fact, socialist Juaa José Morato justified his Party's educational and dtd he 

on the grounds that "the greater the moral and intellectual dture" of workers, "the 

stroager their thnist in the vind4i'cation of[tkir] claimsn, "the greatest the wisdom of 

[their political] actiom", ami, as a collsequexlce, the "greater speed and efkiency in 

achieving Rnprovemenkr" (1 9O2,2; emphases added). This kind of "mod, intellechiai 

elevation" was indeed the "dnnng force behind reformism" and, as a consequace, the 



"greatest tool for the emancipation of workers", which was to be achieved through 

democratic practice (de Luis 1994, 125). 

Despite these new concems for educational issues and their criticism of the 

national school system, the Socialist Party never offered a b l u e p ~ t  for a new educational 

rnodel. As a result, the PSOE remained Mllnerable to the auence of the reformist 

intelligentsia which joined its ranks after 1909, brhging with it its own program for 

national education. Mer that year, the PSOE started to move away from spealcing about 

culture in stnctly proletarian t e m  (even ifit was just to serve a reforrnist progr- in any 

case) and moved on to speak about "culture" d o u t  any M e r  quaMication As the old 

"dream" of a proletarian culture and art was abandoneci, the Socialist Party began to be 

concemeû with the hteiiectual regeneration of the country and the reorgariization of 

national public education (de Luis 1994, 13), issues which had also been the main 

concem of bourgeois reformists. 

As 1 have suggested earlier, the dtural  organizationper excellence which was 

founded after the entry of bourgeois intellectuais into the Socialist Party was NMez de 

Arenas' Escuela Nueva. Nuilez de Arenas "deplor[ed] the doctrinal poverty of the 

[Socialist] Party, as weU as the Iack of contact betweai the working oiass and the world of 

leaniing", a sentiment which moved him to found the EscueIa Nuew as "a center for 

theoretical studies and for facilitating contact between workers and inteiiectuals" (Meaker 

1974, 14). In that he, the fimeka Nuew was made up of university professors and 

literary people who would offer workers a generai, technical and politicai education, and 



who would also vulgarize the social sciences and whatever ideas and experiences there 

may have been designed to improve the materid conditions of the proleta.riat.57 

Some of the inteilectuais who participated in the Escuela Nueva were also 

membexs or coilaborators of bourgeois cultural institutions such as the Liga de Eriucacidn 

Politicu or the ~ f e n e o . ' ~  Despite that, Tufion de Lam has suggested that the Ligo de 

EducaciOn Politica and the Escuela Nueva m a n t  two "diametricaiiy opposed conceptions 

of the notion of culture in tems of the relationship between man [sic] and society" for 

whiie bourgeois institutions like the LEP had beea founded on a "vertical" and "almost 

hierarcbical" Mew of cultural work and of the relationship between intellec%.uk and the 

people, the Escuela Nueva tended to think of itself as immersed in a "horizontal", "non- 

patemalistic" kuid of relationship with the workers, erasing the Merences between those 

who were considered to be "select" and those who were considered "nilgar" (1984, 173). 

Tuaon de Lards suggestion may be contradicteci by the very words of Nuiiez de 

Arenas, who in the opening conference of the Escuela Nueva suggested that the 

organi7ation was founded on the grounds of "collaboration in the task of education" for 

the sake of a "more just society", collaboration which was to take place between "those 

intellectual elements who in their scientfi, literary, or artistic work may have also Ued 

themselves with human generosity" and who may be thus "williag to work to help those 

who are more humble" (1916.7). lndeed these words point toward a relationship between 

intellectuals and workers of a "verticai" rather than a "horizontal" nature. 

Cootempotary scholars have seen the Esyeia Nuewu as "a positive aaempt to deepen into wciaüst 
theories from a pluralist and objective standpoint" (ï'uiibn de Lara 1973, 176) and as one more attempt to 
break away h m  the obrm'stu and Guedist line of Pablo Igiesias and his fdowers, moving the Party 
toward British Laborism &hke r  1974, 15). 



The Escuela Nueva declared itseif h e ~  to the philosophy of socialist intellectual 

Jaime ~ e r a . ' ~  Vera understood culture and inteUectud work as a cornmitment to social 

progress, fïrst, because "scientific tnith itself [wu] deeply revolutionary" given the fact 

that it "transform[ed] and revolutionize[d] social reality. . . by creating new conditions of 

existence which society made an effort to adoptl'; second, because "social tnith - that is, 

scientific tmth - always st[ood] in opposition to the ruiing economic system", and, third, 

because "it move[d] its creaton to action" (Vera 1973, 192). Thus Vera argued that 

"social transformation [was] not initiated directly by culture. It [wa] initiuted by the 

applicolion of culture. And the application of culture [was] action, intelligent action, but 

action nevertheless" (1 97; ernphasis in the original). 

Nuiiez de Arenas picked up on Vera's ideas W g  political praxis and scientific 

knowledge, adapting them to the speciticity of the study of history and the social sciences, 

but under the same assumption that because "culture was the business of all ment1 [sic], it 

was deeply ingmined in the workings of all "social mechanisms" and its future was linked 

to that of the "rising social forces" (ibid). In effect, what the Ercuela Nuew had inherited 

fiom the socialist philosopher and was putting into practice was the old reformist and 

liberal belief that the application of d î m e  itself was the beginning of social 

transformation, 

Siace the Socialist Party had already abandoned its former interest in proletarian 

education and culture, the bourgeois reformists of the BcueZa Nueva found the path open 

to pursue a bourgeois educatiod mode1 grounded in the principles of the socialkation of 

culture, f?ee and open education for dl, culhird expansion, and equal opportunities, all of 

'' Co-fmder cf the Sociaüst Party of Spain, together with Pabîo Igiesîas. 
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which were ernbodied in the modd of h e f a  Unificada, a is0  known as EscueIa ~lnica." 

This is what the Escuela Nuevu presented in its "Bases para un programa de Instniccion 

Publica" [Bases for a Program of Public Education], a proposal presented by Lorenzo 

L d a g a  on behaif of the Escuela Nueva to the Eleventh Congress of the PSOE in 

19 1 K6' 

A model widely accepted by Repubücan and bourgeois imeUectuals, the Escuela 

Unificada was hardly a program of revolutionary educatioe Rather, it was the "basis" for 

a "tnily equal" educationai system in which aii "men [sic]" - it made no reference 

whatsoever to the proletariat - would be @en the "necessary means for education", with 

school "eras[inglN d obstacles found in the path of "full development of the human 

personajity" (Villanueva 1989,95). The "socialkation" of culture which the Escuela 

Nueva set out to establish included no new proposais for the actual content of that 

education, except for the fact that it would be "lay" and "fiee", concepts which clearly 

comected it with the educational model the reformist bourgeoisie had already 

irnplemented in the Im&ci& Libre de ~ n s e f i a n z a . ~ ~  

While under the influence of bourgeois iatellecfuals the Socialist Party had 

abandoned the dream of a revolutionary education and culture and had ernbraced the 

objectives of bourgeois cultural reformism, the Partido Comunisia Espcaiol had been 

founded as a reaction against bourgeois reformism itse& and young communists - many 

of whom worked in intellectual activities -63 had been quick to touch on the educational 

.- 

" Fmm the on@ Gerrnan mode1 of Einheikmhufe. 
R e p r h d  in V i e v a  (1989,95-99). 
Sec Chapter One. 

" ~uan ~ndrade and Angel ~mnarega were and j d s t s ,  ~ p i n o  Grscia was a %hm1 tacher, 
Antonio Buendia a strident and translater. Emeîerio Chicharro was a carpenter and Luis Portela a printer. 



and cuiturd implications of political reformism. The PC lamented the little interest other 

workers' organizations had shown in the revolutionary education of workers, which had 

merely been spreading "pseudopolitical propaganda" ("La bibiioteca cornunista" 4), a 

regrettable state of afFdirs which cailed for the proletariat to take action ("Cuhra 

Proletaria" 4). According to the members of the PCE, workers needed an education 

which would aid them in the stniggle against capitalism. Indeed only the highest level of 

political wnsciousness would help workers understand the fact that refonnist tactics 

would never achieve any long-term usefùl social or political change. That awareness 

would then take them to the ranks of the Communist Party and to wak the revolutionary 

path which wodd eventually culminate with the dictatorship of the proletariat ("La 

biblioteca cornunista" 4). 

If socialists had operated under the beiief that the greater the moral and poiitical 

culture of workers the greater their drive in their movement of vindication, the PC and 

Iater the UCP operated under the assumption that the greater their degree of political 

culture, the greater their zeal against reformism and toward revolution. In the same way, 

if the education which socialists defended was lay, rationalist and wholesorne - notions 

which, as Pablo de Luis afEms, were bonowed âom republicanisrn and anarchisrn (1994, 

11) - the kind of education young wm&s defended was "Mann&" and 

"revolutionary", grounded in the study of revolutionary class struggle and in the 

theoreticai basis of revolutionary Marxism (UCP 1922, 1). As aated in the Foudational 

Act of the PC, the "oung CommUNSf Party assume[d] the responsibility of UiIminatiOg 

the proletarian masses about the real line of action they should undertake to conquer . 



power and the dictatorship [of the proletariat]" ("Funda~on del Partido Cornunista de 

EspaRau I ) . ~  

Young communists held socialists and anarchists responsible for the passivity of 

the masses, because neither one of those two political movements had been able to offer 

them the "solid revolutionary ideas which they would have been able to understand 

scientiiically" (qtd. in Arranz 1980, 100). As an alternative, the PC had a very ambitious 

educational and cultural program: it wanted to educate its members and the working class 

at large by studying M h s t  classics, the documents published by the Communist 

International, the activities of the Soviet govement, the history of the Russian 

revolution, the evolution of the international workets movement and the Spanish nationai 

scene proper ("La bibiioteca cornunista" 1). The first goal, the study o f  Marxist classics, 

would be done through a small publishing house, the Bibliotecu El Cornunisla. 

A srnall and recently-founded Commurzist Party tike the PC was in no position to 

pursue its educational and cultuml goals via a network of cultural organizations following 

the socialist model. Instead, a i l  it couid do was to demand that all the Caras del Pueblo 

be released fiom socialist tutelage and opened to all workers, regardless of political 

atfiliationbS Once the PC disappeared and its first reincarnation in the GCE was outlawed, 

however, the need for the kind of anti-reformist education the original Party had cailed for 

became more urgent than ever, not only because the Socialist Party continued to educate 

the working class for reformism, but also because the Communist Party of Spain had 

embraced the very same reformist h e ,  with what seemed to be the cornpliance of the 

a " Th titte says 'de Espaaa", but it nfm to the P d d o  Cornuni- EspcrAol. 



Comintern It was then that the Uhion Cull~raZProletmia came to Me, not just lïke any 

kind of organhtion with any other narne,66 but as an educational and cultural organization 

whose main goal was to provide the working class with the tools to fight against 

refo rmism. 

"Comades", the UCP miuiifesto began, "it is now obvious that the workiag masses 

need an organization. . . to offer them a soiid political education on an ongoing bases". 

"The working masses", the manifesto continue& "are disoriented and tired", unable to 

understand "the internai logic of this historical commotion". "At the same the", however, 

"[they] do hold the deep desire to understand the events better, to have a better theoretical 

knowledge of the problems of the labor movement and the moa hdamental questions in 

economics and politics" (UCP 1922, 1). 

The UCP's manifesto warned workers against the use by the bourgeoisie of the 

term "popular culture", which was but "a re&ed way to create in [them] political and 

ideological confusion" and to "prevent them fiom developing their class mnsciousness or 

a better understanding of theû revolutionary mission" (ibid). Mead, the UCP proposed 

to shift the "orientation" toward the "ciass education" 'of the proletariat, in which 

"revolutionary Marxism" would guide the "revolutionary stniggle [of the masses] against 

capitalisrn" (ibid). 

The UCP made a very conscious decision to be an orgaaization "in the mugins of 

all other proletarian organizations", so that instead of being "dedicated to the practical and 

daiiy issues of poMcsn, it wuld c q  out its program of proletaian culture "as 

" Back in April192 1, the PC had written a mRnifesto protesthg agahm the control which socialisD 
exercised on these culturai institutions, and demanding that they be open to a i l  workers and to al1 parties. 
See "AL pmiuanado macirileibn. 
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independent[ly] and efficientDy] as possible" (ibid). Workers fiorn al1 p d e s  and 

proletarian organizations were calied to join. The goal was to "systematw ail isolated 

individual efforts" in order to respond to the great need of the Spanish proletariat to 

improve their education and intellectual ability" (ibid). 

Cleariy, the founders of the UCP believed that poïitcal parties were forced to 

engage in activities which by then had disenchanted the masses and f?om which it w u  

clear the workers felt disengaged. A working-class Party would eventually find itself 

caught - just like the PCE had so irremediably been - in the question of whether or not to 

adopt ParIiamentarianism as  a political strategy or tactic, regardless of how temporary 

either one of them was meant to be. The question, however, was a political trap. Indeed 

if a Communist Party were to join the reformist organizations in Parliament, those workers 

akeady converted to communism may stiu refuse to be w-opted into an ideology which 

they had jua abandoned, making it more diflicuit for the Party to b ~ g  new workers to its 

cause. On the other hand, if the Party were not to join the reformists, other workers rnay 

not understand a decision which would end up further isolating them, and might accuse 

their leaders of dogmatism,. something which would further ostracize the Party. The fact 

that a proletarian Party could end up facing such a dilemma was the result of one grim 

fact: the poor level of political education of the masses, who wouid not be able to 

understand the Party's move one way or another. This was the problem confiontecl by the 

Gnrpo ~omunisla Espdoiol and which the UCP set out to resolve. 

An organkation independent from aii poïitical parties would not need to face such 

a dilemma, since it could naturaliy work outside Parliament and all other institutions in the 

a 
See my emlier rrfuaia to Meakeis description of the fouuding of the UCP in the RetVo Park 



arena of national politics. Much more importantly, an organiz*ition with a cultural and 

educationd mandate would work on educating the workers for the revolution, thus 

converting them to the communist cause'without any unnecessary political manoeuvres, 

simply by convincing them that the path toward revolution wodd be found in 

revolutionary h4arxisrn and not in bourgeois reformism. The issue of Parliamentarianism 

would thus be avoided altogether, siace workers would join in the anti-refonnist struggie 

guided by their politicai awareness. At the very least, the education of the masses in 

revolutionary Manrism would help them understand the reasons why the Party rnight 

either embrace or reject such a politicai tactic at a given tirne. 

The former mernbers of the PurMo Commisfa EpziioI re-organked in the G m p  

Cornunista Espm70l and later founded the Union Cultural Prolekuia in order to lead 

workers in that anti-reformist path. As it resolved the Parliamentarianidsolation 

dilemma which the PCE was conâoming, the UCP, in fact, provided a way out of the 

contradictions of the Communist International itseE where the issue had onginated. In 

doing so, it managed to be the best of the two worlds for the âustrated remnants of the 

original PC. In the spirit of the founding congres of the Comintem and of the PC, the 

UCP refused to work with reformists and sought the education of workers for revolution. 

In line with the Third Congress of the Comintem, it aimed at bringing ail workers together 

in a basic United Front, under the wing of comunist leaders. 

Bour~eois Intellectuals vs. Proletarian Intellectuals 

During the 19 10s and 19209, socialist inteiiectuals believed that the European 

bourgeoisie should certaialy be criticized for leading the continent to war, but as cikens 





Spain hai iy  "flourish" (ibid). As a resuit, they appealed to the bourgeois intelligentsia to 

"quickly get ready to fi@, get organized and dernonstrate that Spain ha[d] men [sic] who 

[could] use their energies in something more productive than making noise in bullfights" 

(Heraclito el joven 7). 

On the other han& although these inteliectuals argued they were still "socialists at 

hewt", they also believed that only the reformist, bourgeois, and Republican intelligentsia 

could rescue the Spanish bourgeoisie f?om its inteiiectual abandonment ("Presentacion y 

saludos" 1 ; emphasis in the orighai). They believed that what the Generations of 1 898 

and 19 14 had already begun needed to be taken M e r  (Heraclito el joven 7). Although 

they acknowiedged their "essential [ideological] differences", they also argued that a 

"temporary" alliance with them was necessary for the "conquest" of a political regime 

which would "still be bourgeois" but fiom which socialists and the Spanish people at large 

could "benefit" ("Presentacih y Saiudos" 2). The inteliectual regeneration of the counûy 

was indeed an "urgent problem", and socialists found the key for that regeneration, once 

again, in the education of the people, calling on bourgeois intellectuals to take a leadership 

role in making that education possible (Torrent 19 1 7, 10). 

As Antonio Elorza has pointed out, this attitude was clearly in he with the 

Guedist influence on the.Socialist Party. If W s m  was understood as a set of laws 

designed to explain the inevitable course of human evolution fiom feudal to proletarian 

society, "Marxism as a politid strategy [was] abandoned for the benefit of a scientific 

. vision" in which intellectuals would "carry out the adjustments between the 'ideal 

evolution' and the 'social evolution', based on that semi-automatic conception of histoncal 

change" (1984, 57). Socialist intellechah indeed believed their duty was to  pave the way 



for that historical evolution to take place on its owq and that included making alliances 

with all progressive social sectors, so that a bourgeois revolution couid take place. 

Unlike socialist inteilectuals, communid leaders of the Pmtidb Cornunisla ESpanol 

and later the Union Cultural Proletcaia rejected al suggestions about the need for a 

national inteilectual regeneration Instead, they argued that the only t h g  Spain needed 

was a revolution which would fiee the country not only fiom an outdated feudal system 

but also âom the reformist bourgeoisie which had risen against it. Ifinteliectuals were 

needed in order to lead the country toward this kind of revolution, they would have to 

corne fiom the ranks of the proletariat, since bourgeois inteilectuals - regardless of how 

"radical" they could be - would inevitably be infected by the Wus ofreformism. 

Right from its foundation, the Pl~~tl'do Comunista m o l  set out to denounce the 

Uitelectual alliance drawn between socialist and bourgeois inteliechials. An article in the 

PC's official publication, El Comunisia, classified inteilectuds into three categories: those 

who "moved deeply by social inequdty. . . put their lives aad their science entirely to the 

service of revolutionary work"; those who rnerely %[dl a literary perspective on üfe", 

shce they expressed their indignation in their writing; and those who found in socialism "a 

shop whdow for the exhibition of their vanities and a sp~gboard  to get political favors". 

While Bolshevik inteilectuals belonged to the fit category and a number of European 

inteUeauals like those grouped under ~2izrte~' or Die ~ktiod' to the second, Spanish 

sociaiist intelîectuals clearly belonged to the third. That was because socialist intellectuals 

merely "display[ed] their degrees. . . ostentatiously" but brought no ideological or 

" French cultural group and journal fomded by Henri Barbusse in 1919, which was dose in ideology to 
the French Co- Party. 
a German litaary and politicai journal foanded in 191 1 by le&-wing political joirmaüst Franz P f '  



theoretical improvement to the Party, and some of them even "[knew] less [about poïitcai 

theory] than manual workers themselves". Upon entering the Socialist Party, bourgeois 

inteilec?uais had not Ieft behind their democratio and bourgeois education, nor had they 

"do[ne] away with the prejudices and stupidities of the middle class" (ibid). As a result, 

the entry of inteilectuals into the Socialist Party was bound to result in "the end of the 

revolutionary spon?aneity of the working class" ([Andrade] 1920, 3).69 

Young communists believed that al1 "professional" intellectuals were more 

interested in their own personal ambitions and acadernic power stniggies than in 

discusshg Marxist theory ("El congres0 extraordinario" 1). The PC accused aii of them 

"without exception" of being "cowards" and "inconsistent" ("En el mirador" 2), of being 

"apologists of the bourgeois morale" and of behaving like "inteliectual mercenaries" 

("Sociahsta amadio" 4). As far as the young communists were concemed, the working 

clas had been "deceive[dIfl by the petit-bourgeois and bourgeois inteilectual elements 

within the PSOE, and had been "blindedu by sume kind of "pernicious idolatry" into 

following a group of people who were far from defending their intereds ("Contestando a 

inocentes" 2). 

Yet the socialist rd-and-file who regularly attended the activities organized in the 

Casa del Pueblo were "enchanted" with the "fiends of the workers" who attended 

cultural acts there regularly (Andrade 1935,227-8). The language used by El SociaIista 

to refer to socialist or bourgeois intellechiah - "ou wise comade Fernando de los Rios", 

" o u  wise comrade Professor Besteiro" - refiected nothing but the "servility" of the 

"PabIista country bumpkin toward the person of lettersu, a feeling which may have been 

- 

" The erticie appeared in El Comunista on 10 lvIay 1920, but in a letter Juan Andrade m e  to G. J. Gees 



" ap parentiy sincere" but w hich also prevented workers fiom working with '?me 

revolutionary intellectuals" (ibid). While the socialist " bureaucracyu was opening up to 

"petit-bourgeois intellectuals", ail  of whom were "precious auxiliaries in the task of 

cuntrolling the revolutionary spirit of workers " , tmly revolutionary int ellectuals were 

considered nothing short of "dangerous professional agitator[sIM (ibid). 

The quintessential bourgeois-intellectual-tunied-socialist was Member of 

Parliament Femando de los Rios. Young communists beiieved de los Rios was aothing 

but a "social climber", a "fool" and a "deserter of ail fields and beliefs", who, after h a h g  

flkted with every possible ideology, came to the workers' movement "when he saw the 

chance to becorne a Member of ~arliament" ("Adios al Profesor Rios" 2; "Miserable 

profesor burgués"). Their critique, however, was much more than personal. What de los 

Rios symbolized and the young communists so visceraily despised were the idealist 

concepts under which bourgeois inteilectuais operated and which openly contradicteci the 

most basic socialist principles. "Freedom" was one of the favorite t e m  these intellectuals 

used, "an abstract concept" of bourgeois liberalism, accordhg to the young comrnunists, 

"a metaphysical concept invented by philosophers who serve[d] bourgeois interestsu. For 

the young members of the PC, "[t]o cd one& a socialist and to hold on to a @ourgeois] 

concept of fieedom" could only be the result of the "naturd weakuess" of "mediocre 

mind[s]"("La Intemacional Cornunista y el Partido Socialista Espaiiol" 3). 

Yet, young communists were quite aware of the need to bring intellectual and 

manual workers together, a move which was considered to be the only way to 

"consolidate. . . a cornxnunist regimel' (Cardona 192 1,3). The founding documents of the 



PC, in fact, revealed that the Party was quite open to the possibility of working with 

intellechiah, making "no distinction between those who pursued mazluai or intellectual 

work" as long as they "agree[d] with the ideology and tactics of the Communist 

International and accept[ed] its program" ("Proyecto de organizacion local del Partido 

Cornunista de Espaiial' 1 ) .'O 

The leaders of the PC believed that in a society where the "organiring brains" were 

"disorganized", "isolated" and "scattered", "with no contact either physical or spintual 

with the manual proletariat", without any "tiaternal link with [communist] sentiments and 

ideas", the Communist Party had to look for a new generation of inteilectuals in the ranks 

of the proletariat (Cardona 192 1, 3). The intellectuals who were to aiiy with the working 

class and fight side by side with it for the dictatorship of the proletariat couid not come 

from that group of "privileged" people who had acquired their education by means of 

social position or rnoney. Instead, they should corne from the middle classes or the 

working class itself, and they should preferably be orduiary people who would make an 

effort to acquire an education and sone degree of culture, and who would then lead their 

"brothers [sic]" on the same path ("Cultura Proletaria" 4). Those intellectuals would have 

no interest in becomllig "socialist personalit[ies] " . htead, they would be willing to "rnake 

s a d c e s "  and to swear "cornplete obedience" to the Party (Cardona 192 1,3). The matter 

was ver- simple: intellectuals were called to "unite with their fellow oppressed in the 

stniggle against the bourgeoisie". Those who did not foliow the caU shodd simply be 

wnsidered enemies ("Sin prop6sito de enmienda" 1). 

'O It Rfén to the Partido Communlsrci ErpaAof. 



Once the Parrido Cornunista Espmol had disappeared and its former members had 

gone through the experience of the Grupo ComuniFta EpÙ?ol- founded on the same 

desire to destroy the "opportmistic" and "go-getter" bourgeois elements within the unified 

PCE ("A los obreros cornunistas" 2) - the UCP was founded with the same goal of 

excluding the " professional" "bourgeoist' and " idealist" htelligentsia which had already 

compted the PSOE and later the Cornmunist Party itsetf. Having been former witnesses 

and cfitics of the alliance between the PSOE and the reformist intelligentsia, the young 

communists of the UCP aimed at maintainhg their organization in the purest proletaian 

spirit, thus categoricaily rejecting all possible "bourgeois or semi-bourgeois elements who 

under the generd rubric of 'intellemals' may want to penetrate [it] in order to spread 

democratic bourgeois ideology and reformisrn" (UCP 1922, 1). The founders of the UCP 

despised the fact that ody a "bunch of self-appointed 'intellechiais' eajoy[ed]. . . the 

monopoly of proletarian culture" (2). Knowiedge, they argued in their manifesto, could 

not be the prerogative of a few people. Instead, it had to be "spread" among dl workers, 

since aU of them longed for it and "had a great desire to knowft (ibid). 

In line with the promise made by the original PC, the UCP was founded on the 

idea that ody workers could educate workers, that those with a greater disposition should 

be the fist to acquire an education and then help those less prepared (ibid). In order to 

keep the organkation in the han& of the workers, and prevent it fiom becoming a club for 
I 

a selected few, the UCP was founded as a "cultural cooperative" in which all activities 

would be designed and administered by workers. It was believed that only as a 

cooperative could the organization provide the proletariat with a class education and give 



ail workers the theoretical tools and the historical perspective they needed in order to 

intervene in the daily problems of the workers' movement (ibid). 

The program of the UCP was an ambitious one, which included a monthtly or bi- 

monthly magazine on the "theory and practice of the national and international workers' 

movements", a publication which, fiee fiorn the influence of all political parties, couid 

"examine all issues of class stmggle, the organization of workers and the proletarian 

revolution. . . from dfferent points of Mew" (ibid; emphasis added). This emphasis on 

dzerence is, in fact, proof that the organization was not as "dogrnatic" as most scholars 

have suggested." The program also included conf'erences, classes and workshops to 

reach workers not only in the capital city, but also in the provinces, as well as the 

publication of books by foreign and national authors which the workers could easily 

afford. In all, the UCP aimed at transforrning the "few centstf it was going to receive fkom 

each of its members into the "spirit and culture needed to fight against capitalist 

exploitation and bourgeois domination" (ibid). 

It was unlikely, however, that the young communists who founded the UCP could 

cany out such tremendous intellechiai tasks by themselves. When they had founded the 

Partido Cummisia Epdol  back in 1920, they had believed they were better prepared 

theoreticaily and ideologically than their cornterparts fkom the PCOE, an opinion which 

the Comintem delegates who were sent to unify them dso seerned to share (Andrade 

1979, 29). José Antonio Balbontin would Say many years later that the young 

collzmunists' theoretical preparation had not been as great as their enthusiasm (1952,143); 

but other PC members, like Juan Andrade, would defend their theoretical superiority for 



years to corne? A closer look at the political background of the two original comunist 

parties, however - both as scissions from the PSOE - does not seem to support the young 

communists' claim. 

Luis Ananz has pointed out how the young communists had made of their "desire 

for the theoretical renovation of socialism" a reason for "political superiority" and how 

their focus on political agitation and propaganda had made them "dream of being 

recognized as the new revolutionary vanguard of the. . . masses". Yet, stili according to 

Arranz, neither the PC nor the PCOE challenged the dichotomy which the PSOE had 

created between a minimum and a maximum program, or, what was the same, behveen 

immediate reformist change and the revolution as a long-tem project. In fact, the two 

comrnunist parties inherited this same contradiction, but the PC radicalized it to the 

extreme, to the point of cornpletely erasing the possibility of a minimum program. As a 

result, ail political questions which may have been co~ec ted  with it - the question of 

which political regime was best suited for Spain, the issue of the nationalities within the 

Spanish state, an Agrarian Poiicy, etc.- were completely ignored, as if "the acuteness of 

the intemational and national post-war vision and the triumph of the Soviet revolution 

deprived all those issues of ail histokal significance", favoring instead "a scheme of pure 

classist confkontation between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat " for which "only the 

radical objectives of the maximum program in its Soviet version" were usefid (1 980, 89). 

As a result, neither the PC nor the PCOE was able to make a coherent proposal for 

the transition toward socialism in the specific conditions of the Spanish political crisis. In 

" TuWn de Lasa argued that the UWs publication, Comunismo, published works by Lenin and Bujarin, 
which niay bave been a sign, in fàcî, of the organization's "ope~ess" (1973,2 13). 
" See Andrade's leden to O. J. Gan reproduœd in the former's mernoirs (1983). 



a fact, what both the PCOE and the PC inherited fiom the PSOE was not ody this lack of 

national political analysis but also the "fatalist ideology" behind it, that is, the belief that a 

few "generic historical laws guaranteed the transition kom a minimum program to the 

triumph of the 'ideal'". Both Tercerisias and young communists believed in the 

inevitability of this historical process, "their political action king reduced to persuade the 

whole of the working class of the value ofthat formula" (ibid). They saw the crisis of the 

Restaziracih, the death of the system of rotating parties, the failure of bourgeois 

reformism, and the proletarian revolution as nothing more than signs of the crisis of the 

capitalist system. Thus they reduced ail of the issues above to a single one: the 

inevitability of a final confrontation between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, whether 

that confrontation was going to happen, in the eyes of the PCOE, after a period of 

Parliamentary reform, or, in the eyes of the PC, through immediate revolutionary action. 

This was no strong political background for either one of the parties. The PM& 

Comunisia E@ol had been founded not afker a process of plitical discussion within the 

Socialist Party, but as a rejection of the "sclerosis" which European and Spanish social- 

demooracy was der ing  (Pagés 1977, 12). Even when the older socialists were to leave 

the Party a year later, it would not be because of disagreements over the analysis of the 

national situation, let alone a discussion "on the issues of tactics and strategies to use 

within the Spanish workers' movement" (ibid). Accordhg to Juan Andrade, "the Maxis 

interpretation of the revolution which the Communist International represented" was for 

the young wmmunists like "the vision of a new world right before their eyes" (193 Ib, 24). 

Accordhg to historian Pelai Pagès, however, thai "new world" was "often assKnilated by 



way of intuition" and it was a mere "reflection of the passions and desûes of emancipation 

which social-democracy had hstrated" (1977, 13). 

When the UCP was founded in 1922, it was caught up between being an heir to 

this impoverished political analysis and wanting to provide workers with the necessary 

political education to break away fkom it. At a most basic level, the UCP sought to 

provide workers with the kind of political education which would drive them away from 

reforrnism. Its program, however, was abstract enough to include the establishment of a 

dictatorship of the proletkat as its ultimate goal, but unsophisticated enough to make no 

reference to the way in which either one of those two things was to take place within 

Restoration Spain. 

If the political background of the UCP was poor, its cultural one was practicdy 

non-existant. The original PC may have taken a very clear stand against socialist 

refodsm and bourgeois uiteilectuals, but it fded to put forward origiaal ideas on other 

culmal questions. M e r  than those articles studied above on the need for the political 

education of the masses, and those criticizing socialist intellectuals, El Comunista 

published only five articles on cultural issues. AU of them were obvious reprints of articles 

written by Soviet authors for Soviet publications, thus making no reference whatsoever to 

the Spanish national scene. Interestingly, they also arrived at contradictory ~nclusions. 

While in two of them t was argued that the proletanat needed to embrace aU "previous 

human knowledge" and buitd on the previous "works which ha[d] honored humankindt' 

("Cultura Proletaria"; Polianski 1921, 4), an artide on the Russian Proletkulrt defended the 

opposite view, that the October revolution had served to destroy ali remnants of bourgeois 

culture, and that the proletariat had to start anew to build itn o m  ("La piolecultura en 



Rusial! 4)? The UCP itself arguecl that the bourgeoisie 'bot only [hadl the hancial and 

industrial but dso the cultural capital, the cultural instruments which humanity had been 

creating and which the proletariat sustained with [its] effort" and that it "used that 

accumulation of culture and science to spread its ideologyt' and thus "keep its domination" 

(UCP 1922, 1). The cultural organization, however, did not specify whether a proletarian 

culture would be built on the bais of previous bourgeois achievernents or it would start 

anew. 

It is precisely because of this lack of political and culhird maturity that the UCP 

cm hardly be compared with the kind of proletarian cultural organizations which were 

being founded in Europe a r o d  the same time - CIartd in France; Die Ahon  in Gerrnany 

or Ordine ~ovo" in Italy - much less with the Soviet Proletkul't. Kistorian Tufion de 

Lara has, in fact, suggested that a cornparison between the UCP and the Proletkul't might 

be an interesthg way to fill some of the gaps in the history of early communist initiatives 

in Spain (1 973,2 13). 1, however, wouid h d  such a cornparison to be unfounded and 

purely speculative, given the lack of historical records in order to shidy and interpret the 

extent of the UCP's influence on the lives of the Spanish working masses. Indeed, 1 find it 

would be quite unfair to compare a short-lived organization founded by young 

inexperienced communists breaking away from a srnail, practically Ieaderless Communist 

Party, working in clandestine conditions in a feudal country, with a cultural institution 

" mer articles on cultural issws published by El Cornunista induded Anatole Framr and Henri 
Barbusse's message to Latin Amencan intellecîuak and students (Th mensaje de Anatole France y Henri 
Barbusse") and a note on the participation ofsoviet workm in cultural actMties ("Un M o g o  sobre la 
reIaci6n de la Literatum y la revoluci6n") . Thecial pubtications of the unined PCE seemed to care 
liîîie about culûxrai issues. Before the faundation afthe UCP, Lu Antorcha had only publisheA an article 

m on the Proletkd't ("Proletkuitn). Seven mo& later, when Juan Andrade was back in the Party, La 
Antorcha publisbed his Zos fiteratos y la revoIucihH (1922). 
l4 Ordine Novo was an eariy proletarian cultaral organization fmded in M y  by Antonio Gramsci. 



operating under the tutelage of the strongest Communist Party in the world, a Party which 

had Ied millions of people toward the fmt-ever socialist revolution, and which had in its 

ranks a strong inteliectudy-prepared leadership. Pumarega, Andrade and their colleagues 

- being among the brightest of Spanish comunist intellectuals - would have at least 

known the existence of these organizations - especiaily the ProIetM't - and might have, 

in fact, tried to emdate them or even imitate them. The UCP's epherneral Me, however, 

not to mention its sheer stniggle to survive, caii hardly compare with the hes  of the 

European and Soviet organizations mentioaed above." 

Although the UCP was bom with the most revolutionary intentions of dl, the 

organization lacked coherence, stability and çtrength. It was not backed up by a party, 

and it was created as the result of a political dispute and ideological dBerences within a 

Party, circumstances which made it weak rather than strong. The greatest irony was that 

it attempted to give the most politically advanced education to the masses and suggested 

the most revolutionary relationship between inteiiectuals and the working class, wMe 

neither intellechials nor the working class was on its side. The UCP merely represented 

the good wishes of a handful of young radical inteliechials who were unwilling to seek an 

alliance with their bourgeois reformist counterparts and who had, as of yet, no other aily. 

Although it was postulating the creation of a proletarian culture in Spain, and c U g  for 

the emergence of proletarian inteiiectuals, it was a group without a tradition coming out of 

a Party without a tradition, going against feudalism and bourgeois reformisrn at the same 

time, trying to break through a mass of workers who had not previously been exposed to 

an anti-reformist politid education 

0 '' That is, in fact, the reascm why 1 deal with the plitical origins and the cuitmi goals of the 



Thus, it was isolated f?om the Party fiom which it was a schism, it lacked a 

comunity of like-minded intellectuals outside the Party, and, as an offshoot of the PCE, 

it was tembly isolated fiom the masses themselves. The most revolutionw cultural offer 

of the time was no more than a number of good intentions on a piece of paper. It would 

stiii be a few years before some of the founders of the UCP could h d  intellectual allies, 

and could manage to transform those intentions into a new political and cultural practice. 

The same year which had seen the birth - and probably the death too - of the 

Union of Proletarian Culture was the year in which the Comintern held its Fourth 

Congress (1 922). By then, the international organization had to confront a four-year 

balance which was far fiom positive: among other things, the revolutions in Hungary and 

Bavaria had been crushed, aiI while the European social-democracy had regaineci some of 

its strength after the crisis of 191 9-1 92 1. The new situation forced the Third Lntemational 

to direct its efforts toward saving and strengthening, at my wst, the only triumph the 

working class had achieved so fa: the October revolution. Thus the Corninteni 

understood that Soviet patriotism and the defense of Russia would not be the duties of 

Soviet citizens alone, but of ail workers of the world, who should feel obiiged to support 

any international alliances into which the Soviet Union might be forced to enter in order to 

defend itself f?om its enemies. 

At the end of 1922, the Comintern believed that the masses of workers in Europe 

were reformist, rather than revolutionary . If communist parties were to organize those 

masses for the revolution, they needed to strengthen themselves &st, building a structure 

a organization and not with its actual work, which remains unknown and was, most M y ,  niL 



even more centralized and rigid than before. The most important decision made by 

members of the Fourth Congress of the Cornintem was to change its by-laws, which gave 

the Corninteni's Executive and Central C o d t t e e  full powers over the organization's 

national chapters. This move has corne down in history as the "bolshevization" of the 

Communist International, and was to be of great importance in Spain in the coming 

rnonths. " 

At the Communist Party's Second Congress, held in late 1922, with dl intemal 

opposition apparently gone, Humbert-Droz helped draw a new Centrai Cornmittee "de 

concentracidn" [of unity] with the intention of h a h g  former members of the PC and 

PCOE share power equally." The congress' resolutions declared ali "internai struggle" 

had corne to an end, givhg way to a new era of "communist building" (Padilla 1979, 140), 

in which the Party would continue working in iine with the Fourth Congress of the 

Comintem, "intens@[ing]" its political work and seeking further innuence within the 

unions (Builejos 1972,46; Gonzêlez 1923, 1). 

In early 1923, the Comintem urged the PCE to take the final plunge and 

participate in the upcoming national elections, wen though the Party was still deeply 

divided over the issue, many of its leaders were in prison, and its mernbership had been 

radicdy deplet ed." Although the Party won no seats in Parliament, its leaders still 

claimed that the elections had served to "dissipate" all anti-electoral prejudices withh the 

.. - - - -- 

76 For more information on the Fourth Congres of the Comintern, see Outfine Hhtory of the Communist 
IntemationaI (1971); Adler, ed. (1983); McDermott and Agnew (1997). 
" The nav Central Cornmittee of the PCE had five centrist rnembers h m  the former PCOE and five 
leftists from the original PC, induding Juan Andrade. 

Following the caii, the PCE stnick an electoral team made up of former memben &the PCOE. 



Party and to " a f b n  its personality as a 'class party' rather than as an 'apolitical sect"' (qtd. 

in Meaker 1974,462)? 

The Second Congress thus seemed to give way to a new era for the Party, one 

marked by a much-needed ideological unity which could sustain a unified line of action 

and the exercise of some sort of influence on the masses and on the national politicai map. 

None of that, however, would be the case. The onginal Partido Cornunista E e o l ,  the 

Gnrpo Comis ta  Epdol  and the Union Cultural Proletcaia had all disappeared, and 

their rebel tendencies and "leftist" goals had been co-opted into the mainstream Party, but 

the seeds of deeper political divisions had merely been planted, and would become more 

obvious in the months to come. 

The national situation would dso bring new challenges to the Party. The death of 

the political system of the Restarracion and the lack of ability on the part of the Monarchy 

to come up with a govemment of tnie unity to replace it, brought to Spain one political 

criçis d e r  another. As the social war between patrons and workers reached its highest 

point, the national situation simpIy was on the verge of ~ U a p s e .  

As Pierre Malerbe has pointed out, the election of a new liberal reformist 

govemment led by Garcia Prieto and of a new Cortes full of Regeneracionistar in April- 

May 1923 did not bring about any major changes to the political line of the govemment, 

although some sort of tirnid changes were indeed suggested: the refom of the 

Constitution, the reorientation of Spain's policy in Morocco, a new Agrarian Policy and 

a 
See artic1es on the second ~ongnss  in Lu Anto>rha for June and J ' y  1923. 





CHAPTER m E  
Years of dictatorship, 19231931 

We should make nue that corpses are really dead. 

José Ortega y Gasset1 

In his manifest0 of 13 September 1923, General Miguel Primo de Rivera promised 

to bnng to an end the "immoral" situation Spain was expenencing by providing "peace, 

order, work and a good administration of the econorny", to end the "social indiscipline" 

which was making work "inefficient" and turning agricultural and industrial production 

into a "min", and to combat "political intrigues", "homicides", "separatist propaganda"2 

and "unpunished cornm~st proPaganda".' 

h o  de Rivera's discourse of political regeneration and renovation brought to his 

govemment, ifnot the support, at least the acquiescence of an exhausted niling class 

willing to give the military a chance to bring about some degree of social and political 

order, and of part of a rniddle bourgeoisie disappointed in the system, eager to put an end 

to the political inefficacy and degeneration of the niling classes above them whde 

controlling the uproar of the working classes below them.4 As soon as it took power, the 

Miïtary Directorate dissolved the Cortes, brought to a halt all investigations into 

responsibility for the Antnial affair, decreed the suspension of ail senior bureaucrats, and 

DHay que matar bien a los rnuertosR (1950, 1: 279). 
2 In derence to the aspiraiions for national indcpendence in Catalonia, whne the manifes0 was fim 
pblished. 
This mariifesto was originally publishcd in aU daily newspapers in BarceIona, on 13 Scptemba 1923. It 

is reprinted in Tufl6n de Lara coorci (1981,657660). 
Cassasas Ymbert has pointed out that this bourgeoisie reaiiy was the enth middle social sp#tnim, 

made up of organizations afemployers, profdonal colleges, merchanis' associatio~~, private banks, 
agrarian organizations, and even the Chinch (1 983,3O). 



outlawed Cataionian separatist groups (Cassasas Ymbert 198 1, 3 1). Primo's government 

aiso set out to perseeute the workers' movement adding more fuel to a "social war" which 

already seemed to have reached its highest note.' 

P h o  de Rivera's innated discourse on the dangers of "communist propaganda", 

however, w u  not grounded in any greater outbreak of radical workers' advity. 

Communism, in fact - at least as far as the Communist Party of Spain was concerned - 

was far âom posing any kind of serious challenge to the system Overail, there was little 

in the way ofa working class rnovement which needed to be controlled or any kind of 

special upheaval to sutfocate. The dictatorship was not hposed as a way to counteract 

the growing mobilizations of the working class organizations. Instead, it took advantage 

of a moment in which these o r g h t i o n s  were not at their highest point (25). 

A move by communists and anarchists to create a "Comniittee against the War and 

the ~ i c t a t o r s h i ~ " ~  met with a lukewarm response fkorn the PSOE, whose leadership 

refused to participate in any kind of pseudo-revolutionary organized workers' scheme in 

which worken would play the role of easy prey.7 What began as a refùsal to be 

viaimized, however, ended up being fidl collaboration with the system, after the PSOE 

accepted a place in Primo's National A.ssembly8 and settled for the chance to promote 

legislative changes which would improve the workers' lot. Primo's government thus had a 

chance to present itselfas "refomist" (Malerbe 1981,38). 

5 For more information on Primo de Rivera's dictatorship, see Rial (1986); Andrés-Gallego (1977). 
The "ComitC àe Accidn conira la Guerro y la Dictadura" was süuck the Qy a f k  the coup d14taî, with 

the support of the Federacidn MaaFiIeila de los Sindicatos Unicos [Madrilian Fdaation of Unions]. The 
mnnifesto has been reprint& in &min Colomer (1 967, 1 : 164). 

El Sociulista pnblished a ma.n&to of its own on 22 Septemkr. This and other maniféstos are repRnted 
in Andrés-Gaiiego (1977). 
a This was the legkiatm body Primo de Rivera crrated in order to replace the Cortes. 



With the PSOE's fidi collaboration with the system, and a Revolutionary 

Conmittee against the dictatorship made out of communists and anarchists aione, the 

stniggle was to take place on the streets again Given the s m d  size of the Communist 

Party, however, much of the pressure feil onto anarchist forces, which were the focus of 

the state's most fierce oppressioq especially in ~arcelona.~ 

Interestingly enough, it would be in the context of such a gim political and social 

situation, that the first major original avant-garde generation would appear in Spain, with 

the presence of the poetic Generation of 1927, which included poets ke Rafael Alberti 

Fedenco Garcia Lorca, Vicente Aiexaindre and Pedro Salinas, a generation contemporary 

to other intemationaily-renowned Spanish artists such as Pablo Picasso, Luis Buauel or 

Salvador D&." Although in later years some of the members of this generation wouid 

become more politicized,ll d u ~ g  the years of dictatorship they did not concern 

themselves with national or intemational poïitics. The intelieaual opposition to the 

system wouid be found elsewhere. 

Although the relationship between the bourgeois intelligentsia and Primo's regime 

would very soon reach moments of great tension, the truth is that m a q  inteilectuals 

welcomed the covp d'état perhaps not with open joy, but at least with some degree of 

expectation, since they thought it mi& help resolve some of the endemic problems Spain 

had been d e r i n g  for such a long the, and especialiy, the stde way in which political 

For a history and anaiysis of the Spanish workers' muvernuit duRng these years, see Meaker (1974); 
Heywood (1990). 
'O For a critical anai@ of this generation, sec Geist (1980); Ma de Revenga (1987). 

Alberti is o&n studied as the exampe of this 'journef of "radicai.izationn, Qna he began as an avant- 
gardc poet, later got deeply involveci in Surrealism, and, by 1930, had changed both his d e t i c  aad 
poIitical h e ,  becomiag a memkr of the CummuniSt Party and dedicating the rest of his He unfii the end 
of the war to sochi poctry and poIiticaVcuItural activism. For fmther anaiysis of the journey through 



power was being exercised. Femindez Cifuentes has pointed out that when the Military 

Directorate suggested in its public statement that those who had led the coup d'état were 

w i h g  to open the way to "upright, honest, wise and hard-working men [sic]", many 

bourgeois inteiiechials candidiy believed Primo de Rivera was r e f d g  to the- and were 

pleased that finaily, their tirne had corne (1 982,247). Soon, however, the Wtary 

Directorate revealed its tnie nature as an "authonty grounded in force" and although sorne 

inteiiectuals still chose the path of unconditional support, most of those who had dreamt 

of becorning the "brains" of that authonty ended up being its "rnost temble opposition" 

(ibid). In tum, Primo's govenunent would become quite belligerent toward them. The 

resdt was seven long years of misencounten and open co&ontations between the 

bourgeois intelligentsia and the political authorities, with consequences such as the 

dismissal of Miguel de Unamuno fiom his post as Dean of the renowned University of 

S aiamanut, the clo sing of t he Ateneo, and greater government interference in university 

aEairs. This already tense relationship became a matter of "public order" the moment 

discontent reached the University campuses and students took to the streets (Garcia 

Queipo del Llano and Tussel 1988, 535-6).12 

Although most histories of Spanish intellechiai and cultural life under Primo's 

dictatorship have paid a great deal of attention to the political fight of the bourgeois 

intelligentsia and of university liberal students, the mid- and late 1920s were also a t h e  in 

Surreatism and politicai awareness of some members of the Generation of 1927, see Garda Montero 
(1988). 
l2 For M e r  discussion on the refonnist bourgeoisie un&r Primo's dictatorship, see L6pez CampilIo 
(1 974); V i r t a  B a s  (1980 j; Bewnid and Lep Campiiio (1 980). For a history and analysis of the 
student moyement during Primo's dictatorship by his protagonists, see 3ïménez de A& (1930b) and 
Upez Rey (1930). 



which another generation of intelfectuaIs emerged: the generacih dé avmuada, l3 as 

some of its members saw it, or the "Other Generation of 1927", as Victor Fuentes has 

cded it (1976% 39). This "generation" was made up ofa group of young intellechiais 

roughly the same age as the poets of the Generation of 1927, but with a much c h e r  

political position both against the hegemony of bourgeois inteliectuais, because of their 

cultural and political reformist project, and against the avant-garde because of its 

apoliticism. In response to the former, they were the fist among their generation to c lah 

that the ody alternative to the Monarchy and the system of the Resfûuraci6n was a 

proletarian revolution. In response to the latter, they sought an alliance of rwolutionary 

inteilechials with the working class in order to make that revolution possible. The UCP 

had already been dead for quite a while, but it was clear its spirit had continued to ïive. 

These novelists, poets and jounialists were not only pioneers of the "nove Iu 

social", a new literary movement which would boom around 1930.14 They also started to 

bring issues of proletarian art and culture into the national intellectual debates at a tirne 

when those notions were s t i l l  rejected by the mainstream press.15 They brought to Spain 

the best among the post-war European novels of the time,I6 founded their own cultural 

joumafs and eventuaily became leaders in the creation of new publishing houses which 

spread W s t  îheory and the work of Manrist authors. This was a generation of 

revolutionary inteUectuals fiom the petite bourgeoisie, the middle class and the proletariat, 

'"s expression was coined by José Diaz Femdez ,  a nmiist of this generation, whose work wiii be 
later appraised In Spanish the expression "de avcmza&" means "leading* or "in the fkoni". It is thus 
another term fa "amnt-garde". Maz Femhdz, however, cicar@ chose the t e m  "de mamada" so as to 
Merentiate this group of artists h m  those of the avant-garde, who were wideiy seen as apoliticai. 
L4 For fiirther reading on the "Social Novel" mwement, see Estcban and Santonja (1987,1988). 
'' See the editorial in La Guceîa Litenria 42 (15 Septmikr 1928). For a disaision on the debates on 
pmlearian cuiture takkg phce at this time, see W b  (1981); Aaiar (1987b). 
l6 Pariidarly, those dE. Giaeser, Arnold Zweig, and Ench Remarque. 



some of whom belonged to the Communist Party. They were pioneers in bringing a 

M d s t  analysis to the organized students' protest on campus and in making the 

comection between the issues at the univenities and the social and political stniggle of the 

entire nation (Fuentes 1980, 51-52). Members of this "Other Generation of 1927" were 

some of the inteilectuals to whom Spanish cultural history is most indebted, names like 

Jose Diaz ~ e m h d e ~ "  Ioaquin ~rderius,'~ Wael Giménez Siies and José venegas,lg who 

were joined by some of those "young kids" who nwer quite left the scene, such as José 

Antonio Balbontin and Juan Andrade. Among their most emblematic projects were the 

short-iived, but seminal journais Posfguem and El estudiante." 

Although the work of a number of scholars has been quite crucial in order to Save 

these intellechiais and their cultural projects fiom cornplete oblivion, the fact remains that 

the relationship between this generation and the Comniunist Party of Spain has not been 

sufnciently explored. In a study of the journal Postguerra and of the rwolutionary 

publishing houses which were created afler its closure, Victor Fuentes has pointed out that 

" A social nwelist and journalist, Maz Feniande2 (Saiamanca 1898-Toulouse 1939) was also a member 
of the Partido Republicmo R d c d  Socialistu mubtican Radical Socialist Party]. Collaborator of 
Postguewa, he was lakr a founding member of the j o u d  Nueva Espufia. Dfaz Feminda is best known 
as a Litesary tlieorist for hiç work El mevo romanticismo (Madrid: Zeus, 1930), where he put forward his 
ideas on a social literature that would embrace the best of the artistic avant-garde and yet be socialiy 
codtted Maz FezIlsndezls bes t -hm noveis indude El Blocao (1928) and Lu verms mechica 
(1929). For a study of his aru'stic and themetical work, se. Boetsch (1985); Soria Olmedo (1988). 
l 8  Arâerfus ( M d  1885-Mexico 1969) was a weli-known political actMst and nowlist He was one of 
the editors of the journal Numa Espana and pfesident of the &corn Rojo Internacfonul, the Asociacidn 
de Amigar de la Unibn Savidtica and the Unidn lntmaciond de EsmCRtores y Artistas Revolucionarios. 
l9 Both Rafhel Gimalez Siles and José Venegas were key people in the cuitaral actMties with which 1 
deal in t h  chapter, as editors, pubiishers, writérs and actiwts. Venegas' m o i r s ,  Andartzas y 
Recuerdos de @da is a vaiuable source of information for this period of Spanish culturai history. He 
also wroie Losproblemas del lfbro en fengua castellana (Madrid: hprenta de Gate Skz, 193 1). On 
Giménez Mes see: Rafael Giména Sites en la estimacidn & autores que editd y de amigus iiterafos 
(Mexico: 1980). " Generai information abnit the "Other Gtneratim of 1927" and Postguerra can k fnind in Amar 
(1987b); Boetsch (1985); Fuentes (1976% 39765, 1980, 1982); Lapez de Abia& (1983); J ' i e z  MUAn 
(1980). 



the journal was "the work of a quite coherent group of young inteilectuals f?om the middle 

class and the petite bourgeoisie (Balbonth, Giménez Siles and Diaz Fehdez ,  among 

others) and fiom the working class (Juan Andrade, Juliin Gorkin, J. Loredo Aparicio), 

who came together with a common objective: "to bring inteHechials into the social 

struggie" (1976b, 4). Elsewhere, Fuentes has pointed out that the latter group of "very 

weil prepared" working-class intellectuals - and to it he added the names of José Buiiejos, 

Gabriel Leon Trilla, Joaquin Maurin, Andrés Nm and Angel Pumarega - "grouped 

themselves together in the PCE, although they would eventudy go into the Party 

scissions which would take place in the period immediately before the Republic, during the 

years of 1930 and 193 1" (1976a, 38). 

Manuel Aznar has also spoken about these young vniters as an "inteilectual 

vanguard" ofyoung "organic inteîiectuais", and he has given a list of names similar to that 

of Fuentes. Aithough APiar has called this group "deeply sectarian and obrerisiu" in its 

ongins, he has dso pointed out that it was they who joined a number of htetiechials fiom 

the petite bourgeoisie - Balbonth, Diaz Fernhdez, Gimhez Siles, Gram Mars& 

Wenceslao Roces and Joaquin Arderius - in the attempt to create an intellectual bloc of 

opposition to Primo de Rivera's dictatorship. b a r  has also pointed out that this 

"vanguard" came together in the journal Postguerra (1978, 2: 18- 19). 

What Fuentes and Anürr have said, however, sheds litue light on the interna1 

relationships among ali the inteilectuais they mentioned, men less on the relationship 

between the PCE and Posfguem or El esrudante, and none whatsoever on whether 

communist dtural poiicy had anything to do with the creation of those d t u r a l  projects. 

Again, the hck of Party documents âom this period, as weli as the lack of other 



meaningfid archival materid to study the generucidn de mm& makes the study of this 

relationslip extremely dificdt, but there is enough material at least to begin the 

exploration of the relationships 1 outlined above. 21 What cannot be known rnay be 

deduced, and what cannot be deduced rnay be suggested. At the very least, gaps may be 

pointed out and contradictions brought to the foregrouad. This is what 1 will endeavor to 

do in this chapter. 

A good starting point rnay be to offer sorne clarification as to what both Fuentes 

and Amar have said. In the firt place, to Say that these worklig-class inteiiectuals "fira 

grouped themselves in the PCE" and later went into the communist scissions which wodd 

take place afler 1930 begs some clarification, lest it gke the impression that before they 

left the PCE these inteiiectuals were some kind of coherent group acting with the full 

support of the Party. Among the members of the PCE whom Fuentes has mentioned, 

Juan Andrade and Julih Gorkin were members of the Appacidn Cornunistu de Madrid 

(which was de facto, the remnants of the original PC and the UCP),* while Ioaquin 

Maurin and Andrés Nin were members of the Catalonian chapter of the PCE. Both of 

those groups stood in opposition to the Executive Cornmittee, of which Bullejos and T d a  

were memben. Angel Pumarega was in and out of the Party at this t h e ,  had repudiated 

comrnunist ideals publicly in order to get out of jaii, and would not rejoin the Party until 

&er 1930. What this meam is that although Fuentes is correct in pointing out that these 

- -  --- 

a A few h e s  of Postguetfu and El estudiante have &ed and can be found in iibdes in Màladrid (the 
National Liirary and the hiversidad Compluteme Arts Library respectivety). Besides noveIs and 0 t h  
fictionai works by the sbnaI n m h &  of this generation, there is lirtle eise in the way of onginal sources 
to stnây th& mes and wo& especially as it relates to the members of the CommuaiSt Party. 

The Appacfldn Commista de MatMd was a nacleus of opposition to the Party's Caitral Commiffee 
which was active in the late 1920% and in which Andrade, Luis Portela and other former PC members 
found an outiet to continue their opposition to the Party's Exexthe Cornmittee. It was veq  short-lived 
and we-y most of its members rejoined the mah&eam Party or Ieft it altogether. 



young intellectuais wodd go into sGissions of the PCE Mer 1930, it should be taken into 

account that during the period 1923-1930 they already belonged to dinerent streams of 

the PCE which confronted e a ~ h  otheq streams which were, in fàct, the sources of the later 

ofihoots. At no time did any of them participate with the others in any kind of cultural 

project, whether sponsored by the Party or not. 

f urther, it &ouid be pointed out that dthough the Party inteiiectuais meniioned 

above participated in one way or another in the CUItural or inteiiectuai debates of the t h e  

âom within and without the communist parties or organizations to which they belonged, 

not al l  ofthem participated in the j o d  Postguema. Evidence suggests that ody Juan 

Andrade and J d i h  GorkiD did." The j o d  Pmfguerra came out of a very ciiffèrent 

circle, as we s h d  later see. 

Finally, some degree of caution is neededin order to interpret the suggestions 

made by Fuentes and Amar. I n d M  t o  cal1 the "Other Generation of 1927" the "organic 

inteUectuals of the working classfl, to mention that some of them were members of the 

Communist Party* and to acknowledge their collaboration in projects Ilce Posiguerra may 

give the impression that those three things were part of a whoIe; that is, that the 

Communkt Party supporteci a group of revolutionary iateUechiais, or even that the Party 

colaboratesi 6 cultural projects like Pastguerruy both of which conclusioas would be, in 

aay case, Mse. In fact, the communist inteIImals Fuentes and Amar have mentioned 

(although I h d  no evidence to suggest that Bdejos was one, since his professional 

actMty before becoming the Party's Se~retary..Gened was as a postai clerk) did not 

participate in the projects of the "Other Generation" as a g r q ,  and beioaged to a party 



which had neither a cultural plicy nor a program for educational or cultural activities, and 

inside wbich they were in opposition to one another not only in refaence to cuiturd 

maners, but also in terms of national politics. 

In the fkst place, the CommUOia Party itself lacked both a cultural policy - insofa. 

as policy means a bluep~t for action - and a cultural practice. It appears that during the 

years of military dictatorship, no cornmunis t culturai project similtir to th2 Cfi~itn Culturd 

Proleimia - that is, a projeot stemming directly fiom a commUI11:st political group, 

whether the -eam Party or a possible scission fiom it - existai in Spain During 

these years, the PCE founded and admiaistered a srnall publishing house wbich published 

original Marxist works as well as essays by Spanish writers on national political issues, but 

the project lacked as much stability as the Party itselfdid and was rather small in scope. 

That does not meaq however, that the Communid Party remaiaed outside the 

culturai debat es and discussions which were taking place at the time in socialist, anarchist 

and liberal newspapers, as well as in CUIW pubiicatiops across the country, discussing 

issues such as the social and political role of intellectuais or the emergence of a proletarian 

culture. In fkct, althougb the Party did not have a cultural policy per se, it did put forward 

a few opinions on culture and the intelligentsia, and that was the closea the Party would 

corne at this time to having a cultural discoum. Much of that discourse, however, tainted 

as it was by Soviet cultural policy and that nation's political &que ofits inteflectual class, 

was essentially airnless and, for the most part, remaineci sketchy and disjointai. This poor 

collection of cultural opinions was responsible for the Party's lack of actMty in the culturai 

and educational m e s ,  as much as its i n t d  division, lack of politid coberence and 



deficient theoretical preparation were responsible for its lack of relevance in the national 

political map. 

Under a new generation of poiitical leaders which would follow the Comintem's 

tm to the lefi d e r  its Fifth Congress in 1928, the PCE abandoned its former centrist 

standpoint and adopted much of what the original PC and the UCP had once argued back 

in the early 1920s, especidy as it related to the critique of bourgeois and socialist 

intellechials, as weil as to cultural reformism in general. As a result, the Party repeatedly 

called for intekctuais to emerge nom within the ranks of the proletariat, and encouraged 

them to seek the politicai alliances which would make their work socidy relevant. Yet, 

the Party paid mere lip service to its own calls, doing nothing for the creation of such 

alliances and failing as well to tap into the ones which were being done without its 

intervention. Further, although Party leaders acknowledged that the rank-and-file was 

poorly prepared, the PCE seerned to be divided hto  two schools of thought, between 

those who believed that the knowledge of revolutionary theory was an indispensable tool 

for the workers' stniggle, and those who believed that the stniggle could very weii 

continue without intellechial or theoretical study. Unable to find common ground 

between these positions, as much as between the different revolutionary theories to which 

Party leaders subscribeâ, the PCE ended up doing very little for the political education of 

its members or that of the working class. 

These shortcomings, however, were overcome by those members of the P a q  

who, surmounting the Party-% endemic lack of advity and contradictory discourse, 

participateci in projects iike Postguerru and EI Eshrrii'anfe. Less dogrnatic than the PCE, 

these journals were willing to believe that a m e  alliance between the workers and 



revolutionary intellectuals fiom the petite bourgeoisie was not only possible, but also 

desirable, and that such an alliance would be the only way to o f f i  the proletariat the 

inteilectual leadership it needed. On the other hand, convinced that only inteilectual 

preparatioq as well as the study of theory, would make the proletarian revolution 

possible, both Postguem and El estudiante became tools for the intellectuai advancement 

of the working class, a move which was cornpleted when both journals disappeared and its 

founders invested their intenectual energies in the publishing industry. 

Although each of the two joumals had contradictions of its own, and although they 

both had ümited influence in society and lived relatively short Lives, they were the first 

communist cultural projects of some importance in Spain after the fàiied attempt of the 

UCP, whose goal and purpose they in many ways reviveci. In fact, they managed to do 

what the Unibn CulfuraI Proletmia had also attempted to do, but for which it had been 

too short-hed. These journals served, once more, to overume the d d o c k  in which the 

Communist Party found itseif between 1923 and 1930, just as it had been the case in 1922. 

The Communist Party of Spain under Primo de Rivera's Dictatorship 

When Dolores IbBmin and a team of Party members wrote the f~ s t  official history 

of the PCE in 1960, they looked back at the crossroads Europe and Spain had been facing 

in the late 1920s and concluded that the "tasks" to be undertaken for the advancement of 

the Spanish working class could only be done "by a new-style Party", "inspired in 

ManSm-LeniniSm, and thus able to organize and give direction to the struggie of the 

masses on their path toward socialism". Such a Party wodd make no "erron" in finding 

"the right solution" for each revolutionary stage, it would "see the underlying links among 



all social phenornena", "foresee political developments" and "charme1 the spontmeity of 

the masses toward the achievement of specific goals", aii whiie teaching the proletariat the 

original principles of Marxist socialism without. . . opportunistic revision" (3). In 

hindsight, communist leaders seerned to think that the Communist Party of Spain was able 

to meet these grandiose goals fiom 1923 to 193 1. The reality, however, was quite 

different . 

The unity achieved by the PCE during its Second Congress had been as fictitious 

as ever, and merely a year and a half later, in November 1924, the Executive Cornmittee 

resigned in masse. Subsequently, the new leadership team appointed by the Cornintern in 

the summer of 1925, led by José Bullejos, Gabriel Leon Trilla and Manuel   dame,^' 

swiftly considered all "discussion" to have corne to an end and that it was time for the 

Party to "get to work" (Comité Centrai del Partido Comunista ~ s ~ a i l o l ~  1925, 2).26 Yet 

fiom 1925 to 193 1 Party activity would reach levels so low that, by cornparison, the 

previous period would seem to have been three years of fiantic political activity. The lack 

of interna1 unity - caused by new ideological clifferences which divided the Parîy once 

again h o  frictions - and the lack of activity sirnply fed each other in a vicious circle, 

making it almost impossible to discem - probably as much back then as today - which 

one of them was the cause of the other. As a result, Party actMty during those years 

" From among these thnt new leaders, Bullejos was, by k, the most influential. Balbontin has argued 
that the Secrerr~y General was able to operate as nrch only because of the support of his own cornrades 
and f h d y  (1952,188). (Gabrid Le6n Trilla was BuUejos' brother-in-law). That was the reason why, as 
BaIbontln himseffpointed out, the wreduced Boishevik groupu came to be hem, thanks to "some h n i c  
anarchists*, as Lu Sagrada Familia Holy FamiIy] (&id). 

It reférs to the Pd& Comunista de &da 
This mut have been the time at which a large number of the former maobers of the PCOE, induding 

Ndez de &enas, as weii as of îhe PC, left the Party. Bahntin has argueci th& by 1924, most of the 
onpinai group which had split âom the Sociaüst Party in 1919 to join the Third International had 



amounts to iittle more than an endess succession of open codkontations and 

disqualifications coming îrorn Madrid, Bilbao and Barcelona toward the Central and 

Executive Cornmittees in the fint of those cities as well as a meaningless succession of 

trips fiom Spain to Paris, from Spain to Moscow, or fiom any of those two foreign 

capitals back to Spain, ail of them in order for those who traveled to discredit those who 

did not, or to inform the Comintem of crises which the international organization never 

managed to resolve - trips and meetings, incidentdy, of which there are as many different 

versions as tnwelers. The co&ontations between the Comintern and the Pa* leadership, 

or between the CoMntem and the opposition, were equaiiy confusing, since they were 

based on a m b e r  of agreements and disagreements of linle politicai coherence. While 

Comintem delegates kept coming to Spain with the growingly faint hope of finishing up 

the creation of a Party which never seemed to take the right shape, the Party leadership 

was often imprisoned, which meant that only the permanence of BuUejos and Trilla gave 

some kind of coherence to the Party's Exenitive Cornmittee. Throughout ail that, there 

were penods of no activity whatsoever, except for the miradous publication of La 

Antorcha - until early 1926 under Juan Andrade's finn leadership - while the entire 

leadership was either in jail or in exile. Occasionally, the Party had to be run by members 

of the Communist Party of France. Finally, the Party had to M e r  a number of forced 

expulsions as weii as voluntary defetions, al l  of which were quite public and which the 

leadership codd not or did not want to hide. 

AU of the above is well summed up in the suggestion that the Party had "little 

importance in terms ofnumbers, as well as little political and social influence and even less 

- - - - - - 

"dissolved in the air" (1952, 188). A number of significant people, like Juan Andrade and Luis Portela, 
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presence in the workers' movement" (Monred 1984, 25).27 If during the period 1920-23 

there had been two groups within the Party, between 1923 and 1930 there seemed to be a 

number of political leaders fighting with one another, but no real Party behind them. 

Something siniilar has been suggested by Rafael Cruz, who has argued that "the Party was 

hardly a commuaity of members; it was rather a tme apparatus of lonely leaders and 

agitators", pointhg out that the number of afntiates it had previously had (several 

thousand) gradually dropped in such a way that by the end of this penod, in 1930, it 

would only be a few hundred (1987, 11 l)." 

Back in 19 19, a pro-Comintern wing had also been founded inside the anarchist- 

syndicalist Cojederacion N a c i o ~ l  del Tmbujo (CNT). Anarc&-syndicalists beiieved 

that the Comintern had made a serious rnistake by seeking to establish the roots of 

comrnunism in Spain within social-democracy, while ignoring the grassroots saength of 

Spanish anarchism, and, in particular, of the CNT. In December 1922, after the most 

purely anarchist Stream within the CNT had withdrawn its support to the Comintem as 

the remit of what they perceived to be the growing dictatorship of the Bolshevik Party, 

the pro-Comintern anarchist-syndicalists organized in the Comités Smdculistm 

Revolucio-as [Ratolutionary Syndicalist Committees, CSRs], which were meant to be 

active within the ranks of the organi7sition and not to split from it? 

When in its 1923 Congress the CNT voted to have the CSRs removed f?om its 

ranks, the pro-Corninteni organizations were left without a working inûastnrcture, and 

were s î i i i  members of the Party, though 
AU citations h m  Monreai are oripinlilly foimd in Spanish. " For nirtha reading on the C o m m a  Party of Spain during Rimo's dictatorship, see Alba (1979); 

Estntch (1978). 



thus became pol i t idy  inefficient. Their officia1 voice, La BaiuIZu, mmanaged to survive for 

a few more months, disappearing when pressure from Cataionian authorities became just 

impossible to b e a ~ ~ '  In August 1924, a Federacibn Commisfa CataIano-Ba!ear 

[Catalonian-Balearic Communist Federation, FCCB] " was founded in Barcelona, and the 

CSRs gave it a great flux of energy by joining it immediately . In October of that same 

year, the FCCB (with the CSRs already integrated in it) became the Catalonian chapter of 

the national PCE,'~ under the leadership of former anarchists Joaquin Maurin and Andrés 

The new Cataionian chapter, together with the rebel Agrupacicjn Cornunista de 

M d d  (the Party's chapter in the capital city), were soon to become sources of renewed 

political stniggle within the Party. 

The Executive Committee of the PCE argued that the ongin of the "ideological 

struggle" between itseIf and the opposition was "the individualistic load" [hstre 

indivichraZis&] of some Party members who were not able "to separate politicai problems 

from individuais" (Trilia 1927, 1). Juan Andrade and Joaquin M a u ~  acknowledged that 

- - - - - - - - - 

t9 These cornmittees m e  based on the mode1 of the Fmch pro-BoIshevik Revolutionary Syndicaikt 
commiuees. 
30 Lu Batolla started publication in Darmber 1922 and continuai uotil the m e r  of 1924, when it was 
outiawed by the miütary authorities. When it was b t  published, the paper was presented as "neither 
communist nor anarchistN but "revolutionary syndicalistN (Durgan 1996,30). 

The term Catuluno-Balear made rrfmncc to two of the regions into which Spain was divided at the 
the. One of than was Catalonia, in Northeastern Spain, the other the Balearic Islands in the 
Meditenanean. Thse two regions have historicaiiy shareâ a language and a culture. Today they are two 
separated Coinunidudes Autdnomac within the new political division in the Spanish state. 
'' Further infofmation on the foanding and p ~ c i p l e s  of the FCCB can be f m d  in Pa& (1977,1978); 
MoKeal(1984); Meaker (1974); Esbuch (1978). 
" Madn and Nin are among the most h o u s  af Spanish commanins outside the PCE. A school teacher 
and a journalin nspectiveiy, they were among the best prepared communisc M ~ s  in the country. 
Mer founding the FCCB, they w n  also the leaders of aU otha  communisf gmups in opposition to the 
PCE, inciuding the Bloque O b w o  y Cmpesino and the Oposiciidn Commista de Ilquierda, and the lasi 
of them, îhe Partido Obrero de Unifcucidn Mmxfsa. Nin was asgssinated whüe a prkoner duhg the 
civil war, and Ma& emigrated to the United States. MaUrIn's best known work of politicai anaiysis is 
Revolucidn y conbamvo~ucidn en Espdu (reprinted 1966) and Nin's is Lus p t o b l e m  ak ka revohcidn 



Party leaders were not f?ee fiom "personal ambitions", but they argued that the differences 

were deeply "political", as the discussions often were about the tactics of the Comintern in 

Spain (Andrade 1979,36). Once again, intemal political merences cannot be so easily 

dismissed, and Andrade's and M~UM'S statements did point to reai political confrontation 

within the Party. 

First and foremost, the Party's Executive Committee was continuously being 

acnised by the opposition of inactivity. The Party Secretary-General blarned the Iack of 

activity on the reality of persecution and political oppression (Bdejos 1972, ~ 5 ) ~ ) ~  whiie 

Maurin blamed it on the fkct that PCE leaders believed the Party was "powerless" and that 

it should "accept the situation as it was and wait until things could change" (1932, 12). 

The opposition beiieved that the Party should stili do more to oppose the dictatorship, 

even if'it meant being declared iüegal or having to go underground, sornething they 

thought would actuaiiy strengthen the Party, rather than weaken it ("Manifierno del 

Comité Regional" 1). 

A second source of disagreement within the PCE was the EC's decision to follow 

the mode1 of bolshevization imposed by Moscow, d e r  the Fifth Congress of the 

Comintem. At this congress, the rise of fascism and the participation of sociai-democrat 

parties in bourgeois govements were seen as symptoms of the intrinsic wealmess of the 

- - -  - - p p  

esp&ola (reprinted 1971), For further reading on th& lives and work, see Vfctor Alba's Dos 
revolucianmios: Jouquin Mawfn y An&h Nh. Madrid (Seminarios y Ediciunes, 1975). 
" Although the Communist Party was at f h t  tolemteü by the dictatorship and La Antardia was allowed 
to continue publication, the Mîlitary Directorate soon made attempts to awpt the Party. In Vïzcaya, 
where the Carus del Pueblo and the unions were c1osed becanse of political repression foliowing the 
uprisings af August of that year, the Civil Govemor calIed on Pérez Solis and BuIIejos and Offered them to 
reopen those institntions in exchange for the Party's &tien refisai to participate in any kind ofviolent 
opposition to the dictatorship @uliejos 1972,54). When the Party leaders refused to compIy, the 
Dirrao* RIpandcd by Uie Party - more vitioudy. Many Pm membexs were jailed, 



bourgeoisie, which had been forced to resort to them as its only possibility for salvation. 

The obvious recuperation of capitalism and the ~nsobdation of bourgeois regimes was 

interpreted as a "democratic-padist phase" between two revolutions. The Comintern's 

official intetpretation of the fdwe of proletarian revolutions in Europe, however, did not 

achowledge that believing in the imminence of the world revolution had been mistaken. 

Instead, it blamed communist parties for not having assimilated the teachings of the 

Bolshevik revolution in the right way (Esmich 1978,45). 

Since the failure of revolution in Gemiany was blamed on "a right-wing deviation", 

the solution was found in a sharp political turn to the left and the "bolshevization" of 

cornrnunist parties. The Comintern put out a c d  for a United Front to be organized f?om 

the rank-and-fiie. The slogan "for a government of workers and peasants" as a slogan for 

unity among all worhg-class parties was considered "an opporcunistic ight-wing 

deviation" (46). Social-democrat leadership had to be denounced as traitors, and ail 

cooperation or joint program with thern were to be rejected. The congress also 

condemned the ultra-lefkist tendencies which called for the abandonment of social- 

democrat and refonnist unions altogether and for working exclusively in rwolutionary 

unions. Instead, it resolved that the duty of communists was to stay inside those unions in 

order to unmask th& leaders and b ~ g  the masses over to cornmuni~rn.'~ 

At the same tirne, Stalin's feu  of Trotsky forced him to carry out a cleansing 

process inside the Comintern itselfas much as within each of the national sections, as an 

atternpt to drive away fiom communist parties all those suspected of non-cornpliance. 

many others had to go iato de, th& office in Madrid was dosed d o m  by the aidho&es and the Party 
was deciared illegai. 



Thus the Comintern and the national parties were left in the hands of those communists 

who not only had proven their loyalty to the Comintern beyond any doubts, but who could 

also, in turn, expel fiom their organizations aU those who were under suspicion of not 

having done so. This "bolshevization" evenhialty brought about, as Pelai Pagès has 

suggested, "the rise to positions of leadership of second-rank militants who had not stood 

out for their political abilities or intelligence", while creating sorne kind of Party 

"mystique" based on which "di militants and Party members existeci exclusively for [it]" 

(1978, 99). 

This is what happened in the Communist Party of Spain during the five-year-long 

leadership of the tnumvirate made up of José Bullejos, Gabriel Leon T d a  and Vicente 

Arroyo, whom Maurin saw as a team of "office clerks" turned "politicai leaders", a team 

which brought to the Party d the "vices of bureaucratie degeneration" (1932, 13), a 

"despot" group which "used dl means in their hands to force themselves onto [all those 

who] refused to accept their outrages" ("Manifiesto del Comité Regional" 1). 

The Spanish process of "bolshevization" began with a resolution by the Executive 

Cornmittee "agaiast the right-wing attempt to destroy the Party and for the re- 

establishment of discipline within", with the leadership blaming the poor presence of the 

Communist Party in the national arena on the passivity of former members of the Central 

Cornmittee, and setting out to put down an "iron discipline" as the "ody guarantee for 

efficient action" as well as to establish "an internal dictatorship" without which no political 

program would be possible ("Resolucibn del Comité Ejecutivo" 1). The Party fought any 

possible intemal disagreement on the grounds that division would m e r  weaken the 

. . . - . - -. - . - - . . - - - . - . 

35 For fbther informaiion on the Fifth Congres of the Comintern, see Degras (1956-65); Ourline Rtrros, 

136 



position of the Party and that any cds for dernocracy coming âom the opposition (which 

were not tmly for "democracy" but for democratic centralism) were of a petit-bourgeois 

nature (ibid). During the years of military diaatorship, a number of Party members were 

indeed expelled, whüe some others lefi voluntarily. In all, the EC was blamed for 

"breaking the Party apart" ("Hay que hablar claro" 1).36 

A third source of dispute between the central Executive Comminee and some of its 

regional federations was the Party's official stand for a govemment of workers and 

peasants. In the summer and early fail of 1928, a new wngress of the Cornintem, its 

Sixth, was held in Moscow. According to its resolutions, international capitalism had 

entered its "third phase" in which it would suffer yet greater intemal contradictions and 

wouid lose the stability gained during its "second stage". The end of this provisional 

stabiiity would bring about a new radicalization of the masses, as well as new 

revolutionary attempts. A new slogan of "class against class" was launched, social- 

democracy was re-named "so cial-fascism" and was held as the greatest enemy of the 

workers' rev~lution.~~ 

At the PCEys Third Congress, held in Paris almost immediately &er the Sb& 

Congress of the Cornintem, central and regional leaders aüke came to seek agreement on a 

poiitical interpretation of the situation of Spain. They ail agreed on the fact that the 

country was headq toward a bourgeois-democratic revolution, and that the national 

bourgeoisie, too scared of what that rwolution would spark on the proletariat, was unable 

of the C o m n i s t  Interrtationaf (1971); McDemmit and Agnew (1997). 
" A number of Party members wae indeed expelled. Whui Juan Andrade, editor cflo Antorcha at the 
t h e ,  refused to pubiish the list of those who had bcen, he was removed h m  his pst, an action which 
gave way to a polemic between himselt and Gabriel M n  Trilla See Andrade (1926a); Tdia (1926). 



to c q  ii out. As a result, they all agreed that only the proletariat would be able to take 

that democratic revolution t o  term. Yet, different interpretations arose over the issue of 

how the revolution would corne about. The Party's central leadership believed what was 

in crisis was not the archic structures of a monarchic regime, but the capitalist system, an 

analysis which led them to believe that the democratic revolution would immediately give 

way to a socialist revolution and to the democratic dictatorship of workers and peasants in 

the form of Soviets. The Catalonian Federation, on the other han& argued ihat since the 

Spanish revolution stiU had to go through a bourgeois stage, the only political tactic ai the 

moment was that of defending a Dernocratic Federal Repubiic. However, under pressure 

fiom the Comintern's delegate (an Italian communist by the name of Greco), the congress 

rejected the FCCB's proposal as a "right wing" deviation and the organization was 

subsequentiy expeiied âom the PCE on the grounds that its leaders were "bourgeois 

agents" and countenevolutionary elements" ("Acta de la reunion exiraordinaria del PCE"; 

"C6mo se liquida un partido"). Upon being expeiied from the Party, the FCCB joined the 

Partido Cornunista CataIdn [Cataloniau Communkt Party, PCC] and some time later, in 

1 93 1, they founded the BIOC Obrer i Cumperoi [Workers' and Peasants' Bloc, BOC]. 

Yet despite the FCCBts f ia l  scission fiom the Party, other sources of opposition 

remained, mainly coming fiom the ûposiciidn Commista de Irquierda [Left-Wug 

- - 

" For more information on the Sixih Congress of the Comintern, see Outfine H i s t o ~  of the Communist 
International (1 997). 
'13 The P d  Cornmistu CataId had k e n  fwnded in November 1928 by members of the FCCB and of the 
nationalist organization Estat Catald, and, at the t h e  the whole of the FCCB joined if it had around 200 
members. The ongins of the Party are in a group of young wotkers who, during 1926 and 1927, had 
orgarked a Marxist stndy grotq, in a si& fâshion to the Gmp de Ertudimtes Socidistar in Madrid, 
the C b d o  de Eshrdios M ~ 3 h s ,  spollsored by the Atenm Enciclopédic Popular. The mmkrs d these 
organizations coWrated in a jburnal caüed L'Opinid, which was in Bardona what Postguerra was in 

@ M&dricL In Apd 1930, the PCC fiundcd iîs ovn oficiai publication, Thbail. On the Mion of the FCCB 
and the PCC, see Durgan (1 996). 



Comunist Opposition, 0~11.~' Unlike the FCCB, the OC1 focused less on national 

issues and more on the international situation in which the Spanish Communist Party was 

only one of the playen. That is, their "lefi-wing" opposition was exercised not so much 

agallist the PCE's Executive Cornmittee, as directly against that of the Comintem, and not 

so much against the international organization's policies as against its tactics and strategies 

for the international revolution. Indeed, the OC1 believed that the Spanish revolution 

wodd not take place before the masses were freed âom the Uifluence of both anarchism 

and social-democracy (Garcia Palacios 193 1,61), and that the political program of the 

PCE was "completely demagogic and disproportionate" (Andrade 1979, 53), given the 

fact that the Party was led by "charlatans" rather than "real men [sic] of action" (Garcia 

Palacios 193 1,61). 

Although in the interna1 disagreements exposed above, the Party Secretary-General 

and his Executive Cornmittee were mostly on the side of the Comintem, the relationship 

between them during these years was far fiom srnooth. From 1923 until 1930, and even 

for some the after that, the Cotnintem and Bullejos' Executive went through a number of 

political confrontations either because the Spanish Party took its own initiative to react to 

national events, or because the Comintern changed tactics in a way which the Spanish 

chapter was too slow to pick up on. The resdt was bizarre situations in which the PCE 

was accused of being "opportunistic" when it tned to have a say and even a presence in 

the domestic scene, and others in which the Comintern wodd blame the PCE for ca-g 

'' The OC1 was fmded in Febntary 1930 by a gmup of Spanish Trotskyist comTrmnists d e d  in Park, 
among whom were J d i h  Go& (a collaborator of Postguem and Nueva @da). in Mar& 193 2, it 
changeü its name to Izqur'erdo Comista de Esp& For a history and miysis of the first years of the 
OCI, ree Andrade (1 974; Estruch (1978); Pa@ (3 977). For a W-hanci asmunt of the work of these 
communists from their exde in Paris, see Go& (1975). 



out a poltical program which the international organization had previously called for, but 

which it no longer supported. 

Nthough the Cornintern and the Party leadership continued this love-hate 

relationship weU into the 193 Os, the international organization made no official move to 

dismiss the leaders of its Spanish chapter, probably afraid that by the end of the decade the 

leaders of the Spanish opposition were already in iine with the international opposition to 

the Cornintern, led by Trotsiq, Kamenev and Zinqviev against Stalin Most Spanish 
'\ 

scholars have argued, however, that Trotsky did not yet have a group of supporters in 

Spain, that the country was not participating in the international poiemic between 

supporters of Stalia and those of Trotsky, and that the clearest repercussions of Stalinism 

in the PCE were to be found in the internai mechanics of the Party (i.e. bolshevization vs. 

democratic centralism) and not in its ideology (Pagés 1978,99). As Victor Alba has 

suggemed, the Spanish opposition was neither anti-Stallliist nor pro-Trotskyist, but mti- 

BulIejista (1979, 95; emphasis added). It is Likely, however, that the Comintm preferred 

to keep a group of polemic, disobedient and second-rank leaders, like Bdejos and Trilla, 

who were, nevertheless, faithfid, rather than taking the risk of having a more intellectudy 

brilliant leadership which could very weii have been breeding the Spanish version of 

Trotskyism Whatever the case, the fàct that the Party was indeed led by this group of 

bureaucrats while its best intellechiais were being chastised in the opposition, would have 

clear consequences for its cultural We. 



The Communist Party of Spain and the Gener~zciOn de Avan&iz 

As 1 have already pointed out, no communist cultural project would corne out of 

the Cornmunist Party of Spain during these years, whether fiom its mainstream or a 

dissident group, and the PCE did not seem to have a cuitural policy at ali, insofar as the 

word "poiicy" means a blueprint for action. On the other hand, the Party's cultural 

discourse was far f?om straight-forward or wherent, nor was it presented in a way which 

rnight be considered to be "official". The Party did not seem to have an official position 

on cultural or educational issues, nor were these issues dealt with at Party congresses or 

conferences. The lack of any official declaration on these matters meant that the Party 

participated in the d t u r a l  debates of the tirne through newspaper articles excZusive/y - aii 

of thern published in the official paper Ln Antorcha - and that these writings stood alone, 

unsustained by an official policy or practice. As a result, the Party did not express a 

unified view on these matten, but as many as reporters or Party rnernbers decided to write 

on these issues on the pages of the official paper. Thus it is often hard to discern whether 

what was written on the pages of La Antorcha was officiaily accepteci by the Party's 

Central Coruinittee or was simply the opinion of the writer who presented it, or whether 

what was being written on dture at one time or another had any relevance for the Party 

as a whole. There is simpfy no proof that this was so, wfüle there are many indicatiom to 

suggest that it was probably not. 

Comments on the question of whether a future proletarian culture wouid be 

grounded in the previous achievements of the bourgeoisie or whether it would break 

cornpletely away fiom it and start anew were often mntradictory. The Party's generalized, 



unrepentant and searniess critique of bourgeois intellectuals, bourgeois politics and 

cultud reformism, as well as the attention paid to the Soviet Proletkul't âom the pages of 

La Antorcha, rnay be taken as signs that the Pm agreed with the Soviet culturai 

organization on the idea that the proletariat should start the constniction of its own 

culture f?om anew. On the other han& some attention was aiso paid to Trotsky (in the 

earlier years, before his confrontation with Stalin), who argued exactly the opposite. La 

Antorcha had even less to say about the Spanish iiterary scene, merely making a couple of 

uncomected and bnef comments: one on Spanish literature in which Juan Fuenclara wrote 

about the need for the Spanish novel to stop dealing with the lives of the bourgeoisie and 

to begin to show a linle bit more of "social reality" (1924, 1); another in which the very 

same was argued about Galician poetry (Orbdo 1925, 3). The fact that La  Antorcha 

published only two articles on this issue, one of them covering the wide field of Spanish 

literahire as a whole, and the other focusing on the srnd world of Gaiician poetry, only 

came to prove that the Party, in fact, lacked any kind of coherent ideas or policy on this 

issue, and that these articles appeared on the pages of La Antorcha because of the 

personal interest of the individuai journalists who wrote them. 

The AUiance of Revolutionaxy Inteiiectuals and the Working Class 

The Communist Party of Spain inherited a great deai of the aversion toward 

socialist and bourgeois inteilectuals which had emanated fkom the o&hl  ParticiIo 

Cornmista E@&oZ and the Unidn Culhaal Proletmio. In all faimess, it mua be said, 

however, that aluiough such opposition tunieci into even more vile attacks after 1923 - of 

which the favorite victim was stiH Fernando de los Rios - it was stiU clearly ideologicdy 



grounded: amidst insults and dialecticai aggressions of a personal nature, there was an 

ideological critique of bourgeois reformism just as there had been in the PC and the UCP 

(Artege 1924; Torrha Beci 1924). M e r  1923, this critique wodd be to a large extent 

focused on the Ianguage of libeialisrn, that is, the use of terms such as peace, democracy, 

and &dom, which, as far as Spanish communists were concemed, were too HegeIian and 

driven by idealism (Bilbao 1926% 3; "Retorica liberal"). 

As an alternative to the mode1 envisioned by bourgeois intelechiais, the cultural 

writings found in La Antorcha unveiled a communist cultural mode1 grounded in two main 

ideas: one, that the ernergence of a proletarian culture would aot be possible before that 

class had flrst c h e d  out its poiitical revolution, because d h u e ,  as a superstructure, was 

bound to foilow the politicai revolution, and not the other way around; the other, that 

culture could not and should not be used as a tool for the preparation of the revolution, 

because in a bourgeois society any kind of education would oniy serve to spread bourgeois 

ideology, being thus unable to lead the proletariat toward its liberation. The PCE warned 

the proletariat that bourgeois and socialist inteiIectuaIs were doing no seMce to the 

working class by furthering their cultural preparation, and wamed them against the 

dangers of believing in redemption through culture as an altemative to rebeiiion against 

the system. 

Juan Andrade argued that bourgeois intefiechials held pre-Marxist conceptions of 

society, by which it was beliwed that social and economic conditions " depend[ed] on the 

human spirit", which also led them to beliwe that "pure art" was independent of the 

economic structure of society (1926b, 1). Throughout the pages of la Antorcha, Party 

writers defended a more materialistic view, arguing that the elernents of a civilization such 



as its morale, its educational system and its art should be seen as "products" and not 

"principles" of the activity of thought, and that such an activity was, in turq grounded in 

the social relations among citizens. That is, social and economic reality was believed to 

create a social discome which, in tum, created the cultural superstructure (Bilbao 1926b, 

if the cuiture and art of a society were rooted in its economic structure - or as 

Shanti A d a M  put it, if "the culture of a people [was] a consequence of the degree of its 

material progressN (1927b, 4) - it followed that a true proletarian dture and art could 

only be possible after the proletarian'revolution had triumphed and the economic structure 

had changed for the benefit of the working class, that is, one could not "expect a new art 

until the dominant class may have proven that it [was] capable of bringing material we& 

being to  societyn (Ransome 1924,3)." This was best proven by the experience of the 

Soviet Union itself, where a true proletarian culture was emerging, fiee of the economic 

control of the bourgeoisie. That would be the "true art" of a communist society, under 

the socialized means of production and the dictatorship of the proletariat Pilbao 1926b, 

1). The slogan found in the pages of lrr Antorcha summed it up quite effi~ently: 

"[alction for the revolution, and revolution for education" (khb 1924,2). 

Since an educational system could hardly pretend to be "neutral" (Andrade 1926b, 

I), and it would always aim at shaping the political and social consciousness of citizens 

( P h z  Soh 1924% 31, the bourgeois intelligentsia which dominated the Spanish 

"Thenme SbantiAndfaisprobaMyapaendongm, ~itTeSemb1estoadoselythatdafictional 
character created by Pio Bamja, a ml?mbe+ ofthe Generation of 1898, in his masterpiece Las inqziiefudes 
ds ShantiAndia. 
" Arhr  article in La Antorclra was a reprint of an onginal article in The Mrmolrestm 
Gumdim, and translated into Spanish. 



educational system and exercised an ideologicd control over the cultural means of 

production, muid hardly be of s e ~ c e  to the working class (Mhk 1924,2). Thus 

communists dismissed ali bourgeois ta& about "the need to have workers acquire a solid 

education within the bourgeois system before the revolution" as the "ridiculous and 

weeping charlatanism" of a number of "obnoxious and mean" bourgeois intellectuals. The 

prolata& would only be able to raise irs cultural kvd  fier its dictatorship had bma 

established (Pérez Solis 1924b, 3). 

As a result of both these ideas on culture, repeated calls were made for proletarian 

intellectmis to corne forward in order to serve as inteliectual and cultural guides for the 

proletariat before, duMg, and d e r  its revolution. A number of writers in La Antorcha 

caiied for an alliance - "intimate, fiatemal, unbreakable" - between manuai and intellectual 

workers, and called that alliance "a great necessity which aU workers would ceiebrate" ("A 

propc5sito de los intelechiales" 4). The first condition for such an alliance was that 

"iutellechials be able to see themsehtes as workers" that "they bring to an end their 

immoral nirting with the bourgeoisie. . . and move toward the working people", something 

which would "strengthen" both of them (ibid). 

Communists knew weU, however, that the alliance they were calling for was 

rendered impossible by the persistent attitude o f  the bourgeois and socialkt intelligentsia, 

"sel5sh" inteUectuals who had not understood th& "sacfed duty" and for whom "nothing 

mattered outside th& ivory towers" @id). Comrminists did not hide their surprise upon 

s&g that, despite the liberal vision of the world which socialist and reformist 

intellectuals embraced, especially despite their desire for democracy (rad bourgeois 

doniinance) and d peace (rad class harmony), they d e d  themselves- "left-wing 



intellectuals" whiie they were u n d h g  to admit to the existence - let alone the 

professional ments - of other intellectuals who were much closer to the working class 

("Intelechiales a la vainilla" 1). As an anonymous article in La Anforcho suggested, 

however, some communists found no point in discussing who was an intellectuaf and who 

was not ("A proposito de los intelectuales" 4). It was much more important to discuss the 

implications of the co-option bourgeois intellectuals made of the tem "lefi wing", when 

they simply were the left wing of the bourgeoisie (Pérez Sous 1925a, 1925b). 

CommuniSfs believed the use of this terminology only served to rnislead the workers, who 

were confused when trying to discem who their true cultural leaders were. 

Since "the proletariat [had] a great interest in w i h g  intellectuals toward their 

side", a solution was to seek inteilectuals with a proletarian "conscience". The fist step 

was to challenge the bourgeois definition of intellectud as a "wise man [sic]"," that is, as 

a person who was supposed to have a vast knowledge of a particular subject, for such a 

definition excluded individuals aom the working class (Pérez Solis 1925b, 1). Instead, 

communists suggested that an intellechial couid very weli be "a man [sic] with a basic 

culture who may [have] speciaily dtivate[d] a pdcuiar  literary or scientific genre", a 

person who might not even have a university career but instead be "self-educated" (ibid). 

Pérez Solis was wise to point out that many members of the CommUNst Party at the time 

fit that description quite nicely. He believed it was the Party's duty to help them expand 

their education so that they may, in tum, help their feilow Pmiy members (ibid). Ramon 

Merino Gracia actudy went further to suggest that the Party should mate a School of 

-- -- - 

The original says "sabiou which is a mascaline foim, and thus 1 hwe aanslated it as "mann. This issue 
di corne up aga. in Chapter Five. 



Marxist Studies in order to train its working youth, since it was âom that group that the 

new generation of proletarian inteliectuals was bound to corne (1 924, 4). 

A Party rnember by the name of Martin wamed that such a "laudable intention" 

would not be easy to "carry out" only with "good will" or "good wishes", but that it also 

needed "a rational program" to be implemented with "disciplinet' (1926, 3). In an article 

reprinted in La Antorcha, Kari Liebhecht argued that if a Communist Party wanted to 

kee the working class fiom the influence of the bourgeoisie, it had to take action in order 

to encourage the work of working-class hteilectuais, for "the education of the masses. . . 

was the best defense aga* the penetration and the influence of dubious elements" (1927, 

3)." 

Since the Party did not undertake the training of proletarian intellectuals, as Pérez 

Solis and Merino Gracia had cailed for, one would assume that the very least it was 

prepared to do was to support the cultural initiatives which working-class intelleauais or 

those close to the proletariat were pursuing. Six months d e r  the publication ofthe above 

article, when the oppominity arose to put into practice this idea of cooperation with the 

progressive inteliectual forces, the words of the German ~mrnunist seemed to have 

already fden on deaf eus. In the summer of 1927, when the fkst issue of the journal 

Postgziema came out, the Party did uot react with a single voice. An anonymous note in 

La Antorcha welcomed the journal as an initiative "which [came] to fiil the void which 

was felt in Spanish literature" and praised the intellechials who participateci in it for not 

having "made of their minds a merchandise available to the best bidder", and for not being 

" Liebknecht was co-founder, with &sa Luxembourg, of the Spartacus League. The reprint of this article 
does not &et any information as to the onginal source. This is my Ûanslation into English d an original 
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"compted by the flattery. . . of the bourgeoisie". The note suggested that although that 

group may have been "the smaliest in number", it was certainly "the most valuable 

ideologicdy" ("Postguerra" 4). 

Around the same tirne, however, another note was published, one which was at 

best lukewarm. Shanti Andia seemed to be offering a direct response to the question 

posed by the editon of Postgrrem in their first editorid - on the participation of 

intelIectuals in the struggie of the working class - when he wrote that although "it would 

be convenient to have the cooperation of sincere intellectuals", "the working c l a s  [could] 

reach its supreme goals whatever the attitude of inteilectuals may ben, making it clear that 

"if it [was] necessary to guide the workers in order to make of them worthy soldiers of 

their own cause, it [was] even more necessary to offer guidance to the intellectuals 

themselves. According to Andia, intellectuals were "necessary", but certainly "not 

essential" (1 927a, 3). 

This did not mean, Andia was quick to point out, that the Party codd not 

appreciate the sincerity of this particular project, for it did value the courage of those 

intellectuals who decided to join the proletariat, not out of sentimentalism, but out of a 

desire to pursue a just political cause (ibid). S t s  he wmed that "ad intellectuals" had a 

feeling of superiority which led them to believe that they were better than werybody else, 

even those who spoke of alliances with the working class. Intellectuak, Andia argued, 

were "arrogant" and "pretentious", and they ali wanted their personal beliefk to become 

"dopas" (ibid). The working c h ,  howeweq needed inteiieauals whose "intentions" 

were "pure", who did not see themeives as "wise", being open to leam fforn those 

nomdy  considerrd "ignorant". niey had to live with "[s]implicity, modesty, iohince.  . . 



lack of vanity, spint of sacrifice [and] strong judgment" and embody the "perfect synthesis 

of theory and practice" (ibid). 

Andia hm weîi that his ideal description of intellectuals was one which bourgeois 

society couid h a d y  live up to, but perhaps he was not realistic enough when he suggested 

that a communist society would (ibid). In any case, he pointed out that the "first 

objective" for ail intellechiais should be to "proletarize" their way of life - and in that 

Andia included himself, speaking always in the first person plural - so that they would no 

longer be considered to be "foreign objects" inside the workerst niovement. He cded on 

those inteilectuals to seek that "proletarUation" not in books, but "through. . . social 

practice" (ibid). 

This kind of mistrust of revolutionary intellectuals wu also echoed fiom very 

official Party circles, in the words of the Party's second-in-command Gabriel Le6n Trilia, 

who argued that in a society in which the class stniggle between the bourgeoisie and the 

proletariat was so strong, the intellectuais of the petite bourgeoisie and the middle classes 

"~[ould] be dragged by the whirhvind brought about by social struggle" and wodd end up 

playing no "decisive role" (1925, 1). 

The publication of EZ&&znie did not even receive contrrrdictory notes: the only 

note which can be fouad in La Antorcha after the &st issue of the student jounial 

appeared in Madrid was both suspicious and paternalistic, presenting its editor and 

founder Rafael Giménez Siles as a "culturd and enthusiastic young man" who 

"worshipped too much the leaders of the inteilectual petite bourgeoisie" (''EZE&i&uztete" 

3). The journal was seen as the work of "a group ofenthusiastic and idealist young 

people" for whom it would be very diffiniit to do anything "beyond literary dilenantism", 



since the "inteilectual magnates" wbo were their inteilectual models would end up co- 

opting any other alternative thought (ibid). 

The PCE's overall lack of support for projects like Postguema and El fitudiante 

simply came to prove that its fierce opposition to the ideas and cultural practices of 

bourgeois intellectuals and its repeated calls for middle-class and petit-bourgeois 

inteilectuais to join the proletariat's struggie or for the proletariat itself to encourage 

inteDechiai work w i t h  its own ranks simply bore no f i t .  The PCE was aware of its 

own problems as m c h  as it was eager for results, but it was also unable to commit itself 

to the means other organizations had found to carry out revolutionary cultural practice 

(which wouid have meant open support for projects Wre Postguewa or El estudante), and 

even worse, it was unable to corne up with alternative means itself. 

A mere critique of socialkt intellechials - regardess of how persistent, arrogant or 

weii-founded it may have been - did not help to encourage the emergence of proletarian 

inteiIectuals. To foreground personal and collective resentment toward socialist and 

bourgeois intellectuals in no way couid replace Party policy and activity. Mere self- 

inddgence in the undervalued position in which communist inteUectuals perceived 

themselves to be, given the leading role played by socialist and bourgeois intellectuals, was 

of no practicai use either. "1 do not belong to the lineage of illustrious men who have 

Nen up to the top", Andia wrote in 1925, 

either because of their abdity or their luck or whatever, and now 
have made a name for themse1ves, and think they have the right to 
look down on everyone else, and get tembIy angsr when mort& 
due rriticize their work. . . If at least I could be a socialist. . . 1 
could wnte - even ifit were with worse syntax . . than that of a 
know-it-all coo k - m-cent articles, beautifully paid, in the 
great papers which defend democracy . . . But, oh, dear! 1 have 



the misfortune of being a commist,  a terrible condition if one 
wanted to have a place in the local council, not to mention in the 
goverment cabinet. . . But who could have possibly thought of 
staying outside the honorable circle of such honest and good 
people? . . . (3). 

Andia's resentment certainly touched on a real issue, namely, the lack of a 

hardly be considered responsible for such a fact - which was more the r d t ,  as it has 

atready been discussed, of the poor Mamist tradition in the country and the political 

conditions in which the Party had been bom. Yet the Party could certainly be blamed for 

doing nothing to seek the alliance of revolutionary and proletarian intellectuals it so 

actively demanded in its discourse. If pioletmian intellectuais did not exist, the Party was 

responsible for doing nothhg to train them. Yet the Party offered no discussion as to 

who those intekctuals mi@ be, where they could be found, what the workers could do 

to seek them out, what the inteliectuals thernselves could do to seek out the workers, or 

what sort of cultural projects the Party would be willing to design, organize and support. 

It M e r  lacked any kind of official policy on how to encourage the training of proletarian 

inteliectuals, or on how to aid whatever dtural projects those intellechials might purnie. 

As a renilt, the Party's cal1 to middle-class and petit-bourgeois intellectuals to join the 

proletaxian revolution was an empty statement, while the effort to bring revolutionary 

intellectuals and the working class together was done by the revolutionary intelligentsia 

workng outside the PCE. 



Podpuerra. EI estudiante and the Alliance of Revolutionary Inteilectuals 

In the mid- and late 1920s, a group of young intellechiais came together in a 

tertulia Pterary circle] in Madrid's C@é ~avoia." Unlike the bourgeois tertulius which 

were already weU known at the t h e  and which so deeply marked the iiterary and cultural 

activity of the capital city during those years, this one brought together a number of 

rernarkable young inteflectuals from a variety of professional backgrounds, social strata 

(kom the proletariat to the petite bourgeoisie) and political ideologies. They were fiom 

the midde class and petite bourgeoisie (Jose Antonio Balbonth, Rafael Giménez Siles, 

José Diaz Femiindez, Joaquh Ardenus and José Venegas), fiom the haute bourgeoisie 

(Justino Azdrate), and from the working class (Juan Andrade. Julib Gorkin and J. 

Loredo Aparicio). Azkate  was a Republicm, Venegas and Diaz Fernkdez Radical- 

Socialist s (the latter would later be an MP for the Radical-Socialist Party); Balbonth had 

been a member of the Grypo de Esfudianes Socia2i.sta.s who had not joined the PC, but 

would later join the PCE; Arderius was a communist, though he wodd not join the Party 

until 1930, and Giménez Siles may be considered a "feilow îraveler". Andrade and 

Gorkui were active members of the Commuakt Party at the t h e ,  aithough 5rs t  in the 

Agrupucih Cornunista de M&d and later in the Oposicih Cornunista de Irquierda, 

that is, always in opposition to the mainstream Party. With the blood of these young 

revolutionary talents, the circle at the Cgi LkTvoia was but a hotbed of politicai and 

cultural activhy. It was home, indeed, to the very best and the very brightest among those 

h his memoirs, José Vmegas indiateci this Cafë was laated in the haiiagg of the T e c i  Apolo, a 
building which stU exists in Madrid See Venegas (1943,128). 



whom Fuentes has called "the Other Generation of 1927"- and the birthplace of the joumal 

~ o s t g p e m . ~ ~  

In hindsight, some of the mernbers of the h o i a  5 c l e  might have seea themselves 

as "a bunch of youths with literary and metaphysical aspirations rather than tme 

revolutionary irnpetus" (Balbonth 1952, 187) or as a group of "students" with "pseudo- 

communist tendencies" [tendencius comz~istoides] (Venegas 1943, 129); but, at the tirne, 

they set out to accomplish a task and to accomplish it seriously. Indeed what these 

"youths" and "students" aimed at was nothing less than breaking the gap between the 

intellectuals and the working class. 

Postguerra set out to accomplish that task in two dEerent ways: one by 

emphasizing the cornmon political and economic interests of intellectuals and workers in a 

capitalist system which oppressed them both; the other, by embracing the very point of 

view of the working ciass and thus pursuing a critique of bourgeois society, both 

politically and culturally. 

The Postguerra group was M y  aware that capitalism had managed to attract to 

itseifmany intellechial elements, and that workers had leamt to feel an instinctive lack of 

trust toward them. Yet the group also believed that both intellectuds and workers faced 

similar problems in capitalist society and codd even be said to play complementary roles. 

45 Postguerrtz was publis hed between the years of 1927 and 1928 by the gmup of revolutionary 
intellectuals and students of the Savoia cirele. Venegas descff'bed the joumai as one of "pseudocommUILiSt 
tendenCiesu (1943,129). in a letter to G. J. Geers, Juan Andrade acknowIedged that the jourmi was %adn 
because the group did not have people who were "d-infomed about narrnt eventsn and thos it was 
more a "promise" than a 'realityn. ". let&er is reprintai in Andrade (1 983, 178-179). Similar journais 
in other cities were Revista Popuiar in Cordoba, which Postguerru a d v e r k d  on its pages, and the 
Catalonian bi-monthly &'Opinid, both of which, according to M;a& were "dgaiement sympathisanie 
CO a u c ~  contact avec Ie Parti" (qtd. in Caudet 1993,122). For first-hand stories on 
the creattion of the Savoia chde  and the difliculties (finlincial and atherwise) ofpublishing Pmtgueva, 



The journal airned at revealing, first, that inteilectuds were forced to sel their labor in 

capitalist society just as much as worken were, and that, as a result, htellectuals should 

also rebel and become leaders for change, and, second, that the proletariat needed 

intellechials for the ideological and theoretical tasks required in order to carry out its 

historical mission ("Post-guerra" June 1927: 1). 

Yet the group was quite conscious of the fact that the attitude of Spanish 

intellectuals toward the working class had historically been one of paternalism. As if the 

editors of the journal had made the attempt to answer directly the PCE's concern about the 

political commitment of non-proletarian inteliectuds, they promised not to be "indifferent 

to whatever aEect[ed] the working class", and told their readers that they should not 

believe that "[the journalts] desire to defend the proletariat [was] merely humanitaria" 

("El problema de la unidad sindical" 1). "Far f?om ibis", they argued, "we are side by side 

with the workers because we have the same aspiration: we ail wish to have an economic 

and social system in which we codd di be producers, where there wodd not be exploiters 

and exploit ed" (ibid)? 

Posigueva wanted to attract the kind of inteliechal who would not only be 

interested in social issues, but who would also participate actively in them. The journal 

caffed for the participation of inteliechiais in the social stmggie, dernanding they "seriously 

study the science of the proletariat", be fuiiy dedicated to "defend the ecunomic interests 

of ail workers and, in partidar, get ready to fight bourgeois and other reactionary 

influences in literature and art" (Fuentes 1 W6b, 3 9). 

* As G o d o  Santonja has suggested, the kind of alliance these young inteliectuals sought may h m  ken 
so-hat tumahtic, insofiir as Î t  mimted on a "solici, strong and able" woil<srr' mwe- w h i d  simply 
did not exist in Spain at the t h e  (1986, 113). 



Postguerru was, to a large extent, about this alliance between the revolutionary 

intelligentsia and the working class, that is, about the reasoas why it made sense to pursue 

it and about the ways in which it could becorne a reality. The journal, however, was much 

more than an outlet for an apologia of nich an alliance; it was, in fact, an example of it, 

not o d y  because the journaits team exempued it with its mixture of petit-bourgeois and 

working-class intellectuais, but because that team, as a whole, assumed the subject 

position of the proletkat, sethg out to do what they were urging others to do. In that 

respect, Postguemds voice had no shadow of ambiguity. 

Pufiguerra put forward a fierce critique of the bourgeois intelligentsia and of the 

language ofreforrnisrn. Postguem beiieved there were two classes of inteliectuals in 

what they saw as the '"varieci fauna of Spanish sociaüsm~ one was the "pure, abstract, 

almost ethereal" type, ofwhich, not surpnsingly, Fernando de los Rios was the model; the 

other was the "nomadic intellechials" which had managed to move up the ladder in order 

to occupy prominent places in the state bureaucracy, al1 of whom were dedicated to the 

kind of "socio-historical or socio-philosophical speculation" by which notions as politicaiiy 

and ideologically different as Parliamentary Democracy and class stxuggle could actualiy 

be found to have similar m h g s  ("Polémica. Situeta conocidan 4).47 

Just like La Antorcha was doing during the same period, Postguem lmew how to 

combine a coercive and sarcastic language with a real critique of the ideology which 

socialist intellectuds were actually spreading in their works. In bis book Intelechrales y 

accion, bourgeois histonan Alvaro de Albornoz had openly accused the "ignoblekd 

"reactioaary" haute bourgeoisie and the intdectuds who smed it of actually being a 



hindrance to Spain's historicai evolution toward a progressive regime. In a review of this 

book, Posigueva pointed out that what the haute bourgeoisie and its inteliectuals had 

done wu not much ditfrent from what the bourgeois reformist intelligentsia was 

presently doing (t'Intelectuaies y accibn" 14). While bourgeois inteliechials argued that 

human justice could not be achieved without fieedom and that the ody road to fieedom 

was dernocracy, the editon of Postguema pointed out that justice "based on private 

property, with the means of production in the hands of the landowner, and with industry 

owned by big business" was not being true to its name. Indeed, as the editors of the 

journal argued in response to Albornoz, "it [was] not possible to think about the 

achiwement of Justice without having fhst managed to merge al i  classes into a single 

productive class" (ibid). 

Postguewds critique of the intelligentsia was no isolated stand, for the journal 

moved fiom there to a aitique of bourgeois politics, beginning with a merciless critique of 

historical republicaaism and its attempt to mobilize the whole of the people with the only 

goal of estabiishing a bourgeois Republic which would not b ~ g  about any meanin@ 

change in the social and economic structure ("La conmemoracion repubiicana" 1). That 

critique was foiiowed by an equaily strong attack on both modem republicanism and 

socialism, whose "idyilic program" of peace and fiedom had fittle to do with the most 

urgent workers' demands (ibid). POSfguerra believed that the Spanish working class had 

no need for any kind ofabstract politicai eeedom, but for "economic fieedom", which was 

nothing l e s  than fieedorn fiom the salaries which "keep them in slavery " (ibid). A 

democratic system would hardly parantee such keedom, since it could still very weli be 

" Similar argument fnind in "Liberalismo y SoQalismo". For Posgierru's attadcr on Ortega y Gassef 



grounded in social hjustice (ibid). In a similar veh, Pmtguem argued that to idenw the 

word "democracy" with a bourgeois parliamentary system was but a misnomer, since such 

a system hardly allowed for "the participation of people or the masses in the governmentl' 

of the nation ("La crisis del régimen parlamentario" 9). The journal criticized the attempts 

made by the international reformist bourgeoisie to create organizations such as the League 

of Nations, which would rnereiy serve to defend the economic interests of the ruiing 

classes or to defend the imperialist greed of developed nations ("La Sociedad de 

Naciones" 2-3). 

Tabg the side of the proletariat, however, rneant much more than opposing the 

reformist bourgeois intelligentsia and their Liberal vision of the worid, it aiso meant going 

nght into workers' issues. Posiguenu h d l y  shumed away f b m  doing that, openly 

dernanding a number of "temporary" improvements for workers, including salary raises, 

the institution of a minimum wage, social seninty, unemployment insurance fhanced both 

by companies and govemment, the right to unionize, and full amnesty for ali viaims of 

political repression, ail that while protesting against international capitalism, intemationai 

political repression, imperialism, and new military Iaws ("Editoriaies"; "El primer0 de 

rnayon)? Postgnewa, in fa* made a bold rnove, taking it upon itseifto be the 

spokesperson for labor L u G ~ ~ ,  which they thought was not just feasible, but also 

indispensable, since workers, regardless of k i r  different political ideas, were stiil a singe 

class of producers with the same economic interests to defend. " 

see Venegas (1927). 
" See tht whole issue pubiished on the occasion of 1 May 1928. 

@ 49 See "El congres L la UGT y ia unidad sindical"; "El problema de la unidad sindisal y las masas 
obreras"; and 'Historia sobre Ia Semana Iateroacional de la Mrjer". 



Although this kind of political analysis spread over the pages of Posfgue~~a, the 

journal found no better proof of the decadence of bourgeois society than bourgeois art. 

Postgueva denounced bourgeois theatre and cinema as representative in form and content 

of the materiai, political and mord decadence of bourgeois society and the capitalist 

system which sustained it. The film reviews published in Postguerra revealed the 

propagandistic nature of bourgeois cinema, where plots and "outcome[s]" were 

completely "in linel' with the "estabfished bourgeois morde" (Méndez 1927, 11). Part o f  

that "morale" was to present a world without conflict, a society of "wonderful simpficity" 

where there were no "economic or political complications', where everything was reduced 

to the "good intentions" of the "lords of capital" (ibid). Postguerra praised adstic 

production with social content, whether it was coming £kom Chaph's "irreverence" and 

"social satire" ("Charlie Chaplm, artista geniai" 3) or Corn the music of artists who had 

taken a social stand, like Manuel de Falla or Emesto Haifter (Perucho 1928, 19). In the 

same vein, the journal borrowed Henri Barbusse's words to announce a new kind of 

"proletarian theatre which would one day be possible also in Spain, a theatre which 

"[would] attack [bourgeois] vices [and] aistoms", not "just for fun", but in order to 

"destroy" them (1 927, 10). Just like revolution itse& revolutionary theatre would "build 

upon the rullis" of bourgeois society. 

Postguerra set out to demystify avant-garde art and everything else which could 

fali under the category of "dehumanized"" prose and poetry, first, by painting out its 

ideological origins and identifLing it with the reformist bourgeoisie, and, second, by 

looking at its political implications. The ideological ongins of the avant-garde were found 



in Ortega y Gasset's theory of "dehumanized" art. According to Balbonth, Ortega's 

theory might at £ira have looked Like a mere definition of art as "dehumanized, 

inteliectuaiist, ironic. . . art for the minority, unavailable to the masses" @albonth 1927c, 

14). What that theory was reaI.ly doing, however, was "rnetaphoricaiiy " and 

"hypocriticdy" stating that "the p ~ c i p l e  of the equaiity of men [sic] as much in art as in 

politics [was] nothing but an unbearable myth" (15). Balbontin argued that Ortega y 

Gasset himselt: as weii as his "illusory metaphysical freedom" and his theory of 

dehumanized art were "slaves" of the bourgeois economy, and, "under the apparentiy 

h d e s s  cover-up of pure aestheticism", both were "enemies of the new democracy", 

"retrograde forces. . . as rehed as temble" (14). Postguerra did not hesitate to link this 

"dehumanized" avant-garde art with the incipient ideology of fascism, since it was an art 

which only served the interests of the niling classes." 

The boldest suggestion the journal made about artistic issues, however, was tbat 

the critique of avant-garde art and Iiterature did in no way mean that artistic innovation 

and politicai commitment were incompatible. In fact, before the 1930s boom of the social 

novel and of Social ~ealism,'* and before the official proclamation of the death of the 

avant-garde - all of which were going to take place in 1930 - Postguerra was already the 

breeding ground for the theories on Iiteraîzira de a v d  - fint put forward by Diaz 

so This term was coineci by Ortega y Gasset, to speak of avant-garde Literatrÿ.e, in his classic Lu 
deshumanizaciOn del arte (1925). 
See also "Marinetti y la cpiebra del fûturimon; "VmgPardistas trepadons y arte nuevo*. 
Spanish comrnaaist writers oever cared mch for Socialkt Realism, thongh they spoke of "Social 

kaiim", of "dialecticai realiçm" and of "materialist rmlism". R d n  J. Sender argued that wha made 
"bourgeois realisn" diffefenf h m  "matehiist realisn" was that the Iatter was anaiyticai and criticai, it 
mncoved d reaiity ciidecticallly and rmt idcalisocally, as part of an ongohg process of change. See 
Sender (1936). 



Ferniinde2 - an atîempt t O bring together the artistic innovation of the avant-garde and the 

political cornmitment of social fiterahire. 53 

Diaz Fernindez thought that only the avant-garde carried within it the seeds of 

renovation which couid very weii transfomi it into proletarian art, since it M y  erased al1 

artistic elements which codd be considered passé, opening the door for newer ones. In a 

new art de manzada, Yomal experimentation could be combined with a new sensibility 

and the spirit of the new democracy of the proletarian masses" (Fuentes 1980, 54-55). As 

Lopez de Abiada has pointed out, Diaz Fernêndez thought the rehed avant-garde style, 

with its "throbbing and eagmentary style" could best serve to reflect the social problems 

of the time (1980, 1). The novel should be an instrument to analyze society and to 

contibute to its transfomatio~ revealing "the mechanisms which made possible and 

perpetuated oppression and injustice" (Esteban and Santonja 1988, 11). Generally, avant- 

garde art should manage to keep formai experimentation and still be understood by the 

masses. 

In its attempt to break through the barriers which had historically separated 

intellectuds fkom the working class, Posf@em was nwer doue, since it was joined by a 

like-minded journal (edited too by members of the Suvoia circle) which would take the 

same political and cultural concerns to one of the basic grounds of inteliectud life: the 

university campuses. 

In his study of the early We of EI estudante 54- founded by Wenceslao  oce es" in 

the University of Salmanca - Francisco de Luis has pointed out that the journal was the 

a In Postguerra, see Diaz Fe&dezls "Acaca del arte num' and Goiu&z Feniandez's 'Vo1vamos a 10 
humano". Diaz FeLnaxldez Mer expandeci on these ideas in his seminai work El mevo romanticimo 
(Madrid: Zeus, 1930). 



work of a "restiess and reformist youth" who analyzed issues like the incorporation of 

women in post-secondq education, academic keedom, or the participation of students in 

academic Me, all of them Eom a clear "reformist and democratic stand" (1994, 288-9). 

Despite a complete turnover in the editorial team, the journal began its second epoch in 

Madrid still on a very clear liberal note. In fact, judging by some of the articles pubiished 

in the fkst issues of El I3tudimtee, the PCE may have been nght in being so cautious 

about the journal, and in criticizing its editors for paying too much tribute to or even 

worshipping the leaders of the intektual bourgeoisie. 

Although it started on a liberal note, El esrudianre soon took more radical stands. 

If Postguerra had been an alliance of petit-bourgeois and working-class intellectuals who 

aimed at aiiying with the working class and rejecting bourgeois reformism, El estudiante 

played a similar role on university campuses. In Madrid, both the journal and the political 

movernent behind it, represented the oniy l&-wing altemative to the reformist liberai 

student movement, which, in hirn, had been born as an alternative to the widespread 

apoliticisrn of univetsity students and the Asociacidn de Estudiantes C d i c o s  

[Association of Catholic Shidents, AEC] which represented them. Blaming the AEC as 

much as the "old and decrepit social order" which the organization was part of, for the 

pitifid state of the University and for the "death of the Spanish sod" (Ben Ami 1991, 

- 

" El eshcdimte was a studcnt journal originally formded by Wenmlao Roces in the mkrsi ty  city of 
Salam~nm in May 1925. The journal only managed to pnbiish three issues in that city and in the summer 
of that year it moved to Madrid, where Baiôontfn and Giménez SiIes taok over as editors. The j o d  
slwived in the capital city for six months, h m  December 1925 to May 1926. For a study of the journal, 
see de Lias (1994). 

Ross (Ashirias 1897) studied in Germany in the late 1910s and in 1923 be*une a pmfessor of Roman 
Law, a position h m  which he steppeü down in 1929, when the Universidàd Centml was dosed down by 
the politicai anthon'ties. He was the Literary Diredor of the p u b u  house Cenit and a prominent 
editor and ûmshor. He joined the C o m m d  Par& in 1930, and, dming the ycars Q€ civil war, he was 
hd Duaor dPrhay Studis in the Papular Fronts Mmuirj ofPubiic Insûwtion. 



24),56 new student organizations such as the Federacion UnivemitMa Escolm 

[Federation of University Students, FUE], the Unibn Liberal de Estudiantes [Union of 

Liberal Students, ULE] and the Liga de Eduwcibn Social [The League for Social 

Education, LES], proclaimed themselves to be hein of nineteenth-century liberalisrn - 

although they di felt they had to mise it - believing the Spanish University had always 

been "open to generous and progressive ideals" and that students had naturdy been 

"liberals" (Gonzalez Lopez 193 1, 16). Clearly in line with the refoxmist bourgeoisie, 

these groups mked sociaiism with "democratic liberalisrn" and openly rejected what they 

saw as the "phantom" of communism ("De la nueva generacion" 28 June 1928, 3)'' 

Probably influenced by the bourgeois model of Esnrela ~nifi~(2d~,'~ these students 

envisioned their University as an open place of study for aii those who were "thirsty for 

knowledge" and wanted to "cultivate their intelligence", which was a "naturd talent" and 

not a class prerogative. The LES lamented that Little had been done in Spain in t e m  of 

popular education and culture, and they hoped that in the near future University students 

and intellechials would be "in touch with the people" in order to "graciously transfer to 

them [their] knowledge and expenence" ("De la nueva generacion" 27 September 1928, 

4). In order to  do that, they thought it was necessary to offer a munber of "non-scientific" 

and "non-academic" general courses which codd "awaken the curiosity and the interest of 

the worhg class" (ibid). 

56 AU citations fiom Ben Ami origmaiiy fnind in Spanisb 
"De la nunia generaci6nn was the name of a permanent cmlurrm written by likral students in La 

Libertad. The members of the Liga de E'àùcacic5n &cial had th& own coIumn, entitled "Aire Librem, in 
Ef Liberal. 

See Chapter One. 



In clear opposition to what these goups represented, EZEstu&mie brought to 

university campuses the idea that liberalism had been "defitely buried" the day Primo de 

Rivera had corne to power, because of "its lack of orientation, its stupid rnistakes and its 

cowardliness" ("Editorial" 10 January 1926: 1). While original revolutionary iiberalism 

had "lived and died for fkeedorn" with a "rnost honest abnegation, generous ideals [and] 

hopefil innocence", contemporary iiberals - and among them, most notoriously, liberai 

inteilectuals - simply showed a "disastrously great ignorance of the socio-economic bases 

of modem societytt ("La efemérides de hoy" 1). The student journal did not want to be a 

"pulpit for beautiful ideaiist doctrines" of the kind the reformist bourgeoisie was 

spreading, nor did it want to be identified with that "priestly class to which Spanish 

inteilectuals belong[edIn, a "nest of selnshness, cowardhess and pettiness, a flock of 

bdoons more or less philosophicai", who had but "buried" the hope of the working class. 

To overcome the confusion in ideology, El estudiante dso set out to reveal the counter- 

revolutionary nature of the language with which the bourgeois intelligentsia had taken 

workers into a dream of âeedom and democracy. For the editors of the stadent journal, it 

was "property" and not "âeedorn" which should be of concem to students and workers 

(ibid). Further, to overcome the separation between intellechials and the working ciass, 

the journal caiied on the university youth to work side by side with the proletariat, to 

"comect the mistake[s] made by [the] hopeless Republicans" and to search "at any cost" 

for close contact between shidents and workers in "âaternal wmradeship" (ibid). 

El estudiante would seek that union by rejecting liberalism and embracing 

socialism, but most notoriously by getting involved in achial poMd work on campus, in 

order to awaken the intellechial youth to the problerns of capitalist society and of the 



working class. The joumal's open critique of liberalism and its gradua1 opening up toward 

Soviet socialism seemed to have dnven the Catholic Student Federation to cal1 the 

journal's ideas "evii" and argue that they went "against n o m  of rnorality and life normaiiy 

accepted by common men [sic] of aii tendencies". This statement was pubiished by El 

Estudrante in its issue of 28 February 1926 (3), together with a note which made it clear 

that the journai felt "great satisfaction" upon hearing " this darm fiom those who had taken 

it upon themselves to safeguard the etemd health of that tender and inexperienced student 

flock" (ibid). By April, the journal seerned to have lost some of its former self-restra.int 

and made it clear that it believed "the dictatorship of the proletariat . . . ha[d] saved all of 

Russia" (Balbontin 1926, 1 1). 

Although this was the fist time that a defense of the proletariat and a cal1 for 

students to join the working-class struggle were made, it is clear that while they had to be 

extremely careu about what they pubhshed in the pages of their journal, Balbontui's 

group was also working toward the same goals through direct poiitical aaivism inside the 

university, putting forward the same political analysis which the pages of El Estudiante 

could oniy suggest. 

It was obvious as weU that the journal, just like ail other joumals of the t h e ,  

suffered severe censorship before publication, which prevented its wxiters fiom expressing 

their political ideas as cleady as they would have wanted. On one occasion, Balbontin 

suggested that if in the nineteenth cenhiry R o m t i c  wnter Lana had said, "That which 

c a ~ o t  be said, shouid not be said", El Estudante thought that " [wlhatwer mus& be said, 

should be said. . . even if'it is by signs" ("Abogados, abogadismo y chdadania" 6). 



Even before the above editorial was pubiished, on 24 January the journal editors 

had already suggested they were not satisfied with the red t s  their publication was 

achievkg. hterestingiy, they began this self-critique by pointing out that in the previous 

days and weeks other mernbers of the University cornmunity had reproached El estudante 

"its obvious sympathy. . . toward the proletariat" ("Cornentando nuestra labor" 1). Yet 

the fkst time the word "proletariat" or "working class" had been M y  speued out in the 

journal would be a month later in the editorial already discussed. "We want to take this 

opportunity to reiterate our principles", the Ianuary editoriai continued, but the journal 

itself had iittle to "reiterate" ifit had not discussed these issues before. This proves that 

their direct political action on campus was further advanced than their work in their 

journal and that such action di4 in fact, have a much greater effect than the5 written 

words. This suggestion is reidorced by the rest of the editoriai, in which the editors 

suggest they were not satisfied with the result of their journal, which is "constantly cut 

down, reaching the public with a mutned voice, which is apparentiy acquiescent", 

something which was "contrary to [their] will" (ibid). Despite these limitations, however, 

El estudate continued to pursue the alliance of students and the working class via its 

inteliechial work as much as its political actMsm. 

Questions of Theory and Practice 

As we have already seen, neither the Communkt Party leadership nor its rank-and- 

file had a solid theoretical background in Marxist theory. The commulzist opposition 

blamed this lack of background on the process of "bolshevization" the Party had 

@ undergone in the mid-1920s, which had rernoved the best-prepared Party rnembers f?om 



leadership positions. On the ot her hanci, Party members themselves acknowledged their 

lack of preparation, as we s h d  see in a moment, although they took littIe action to make 

changes. 

Scholars have ofien found the ongins of this lack of preparation in the fact that the 

fist cornmunists - whether founders of the PC or of the PCOE - came originally fkom the 

PSOE, a party whose understanding of Manrist theory, as we saw in Chapter Two, was 

rather sirnplistic and whose original contribution to it was nil. It has also been suggested 

that this lack of theoretical preparation was the result not so much of the common ongin 

of them dl, but actudy of the diverse political airrents 6om which they came, fkom 

socialist reformism to revolutionary Marxism to anarchism (Pages 1977, 11). If the 

theoretical preparation of Party members was poor, that of the unorganized working class 

was tnily non-existant. For both groups, this lack became even more critical during the 

years of military dictatorship. 

Party Secretary-General José Bullejos was leader among those who believed in the 

Leninist motto that "without revolutionary theory there would be no revolutionary 

movement" (1926% 1). In fact, he was the first to adnit that "even a most superficial 

look at the PCE made it clear that one of the Party's greatest shortcomings was the lack of 

leadership with a solid political education and strong theoretical training" (ibid). 

According to Bdejos, "thuty years of socialist action" had failed to give the masses "not 

only a theoretid training", but wen a "knowledge of the most essential Mamist 

principles" (ibid), because, among other reasons, "the scientific foundations. . . of Mamisrn 

[were] compktely foreign to the leadership of the Spanish workers' rnovement" (ibid). As 

Bdejos pointed out, however, the movement codd hardly be kept by "enthusiasm, 



abnegation and faith" (ibid). What was needed was "the right understanding of the most 

important problems in the class süuggle, to have a thorough knowledge of the path where 

one [was] walking" (ibid). Bdejos immediately cldeci, however, that he was not 

c a h g  for "clerk theoreticians" or for "philosophers", but for "Party members who [could] 

acquire a solid [theoretical] preparation in order to put it into practice in [their] social 

struggle" (ibid). According to him, that should be done by going to the very original 

sources of Mancism 

The cd1 to retum to those original sources led EC member Merino Gracia to cd 

for the creation of a School of Marxist Studies, a school whose goal would be to train a 

group of proletarian intellectuais who would then take it upon themselves to share their 

howledge with their feliow Party members as well as with the working class in general. 

As a foundation to build such a school, the Party's publishing houses operating out of the 

capital city might be a good starting point, but Merino Gracia pointed out that they were 

hardly enough (1924,4). The training of communist inteliectuals needed much more than 

that, and his cal1 was quite s p d c  about it. He wanted to see bookstores, and once they 

had the books, they would need to look for teachers, then organize conferences, w1ti.l the 

School of Marxist Studies wuid be a reality (ibid). 

Builejos' aclaiowtedgement of the Party's theoretical shortconiings and Merino 

Gracia's c d  for books, teachers and conferences, may have been the closest thing the 

Party had during those years to an educationd program for the political education of its 

members. Needless to say, none of it materialized except in a couple of publishing houses 

which were operated under severe poïtical pressure from outside and no l e s  severe 

financial restrictions fkom inside. 



In May 1923, the ~ommkis t  Party of Spain had established its fust partisan 

publishing house, Bibliotecu IntemacionaZ, under the administration of Antonio Garcia 

Quejido, César R Gorualez and R a m h  Lamoneda, dl members of the PCE's Executive 

Cornmittee. Biblioteca Internacional was founded in order to spread the principles on 

which commuaiSm had been based "ever since the imrnortal hrianc and his fiend and 

partner Engels [had] launched the insuperable Communist Mmifsto in 1848" (Comité 

Central del Partido Cornunista de Espaiia, Secretaria de Interior 1924, 1). 

During the first few months of existence, Biblioteca Intemacional set out to 

compile politicai pamphlets which were already being distributed in the market by different 

publishers or institutions "without a plan or a rnethod", a project for which they made an 

agreement with a "bourgeois publishing h o u ~ e " ~ ~  who had already pubiished titles by Lenin 

and Trotsky "with the a h  of economic speculation" and which had "met that goal" by 

putting out a large quantity of copies (3). Through its commercial agreement with that 

publishing house, the PCE was able to put classic communist tities on the market, but the 

idea was to publish the most important hiaorical documents in the history of cornmunism, 

from Marx's Communist Mrmifem to the resolutions of the Second Congress of the 

Primo de Rivera's fierce dictatorship, however, made it extremely diicult for the 

Party to maintain the publishing house, and atthough it barely managed to survive, it did 

" This is a refmnce to the Compdfa Iberomnericmu de Publicaciones (CIAP), a commercial publishing 
house which established a working relationship with l&-wing p u b W g  houses. 
During its ant months of existence, Biblioteca Internacional published tities sach as M n ' s  El estado 

y la revolucidn proletaria, Copitalismo de estado, La victoria proleturia y el renegado Ka&&, 
Cornunisrno de izquierh y el ideal bolchevista; Trotdsyk El ~Intmfo de del bofcilwismo, Terrorisme y 
cornunisrno. h n g  the Spanish titles were: Torraha Becils h numm sen& del ccïmnismo; Igdoro 
Acatedo's hpresiones de un viqè a Rusiq and men socialist ideologist Jaime Vera's La verdad social y 
la accidn. 



have to face serious problems and constraints in order to publish and then distribute its 

works. In a report fiom the Party Central Cornmittee to the Comintern, dated 15 March 

1924, José Baena, Secretary of Intemal Affkks, told the international organization that 

ever since Primo de Rivera had been in power "it ha[d] been practicdy impossible to put 

out any publication c&g for a change in regime" (Comité Centrai 1924, 1). In his 

report, Baena confessed that although the political events "had not wght  [the Party] off- 

guard", it had been impossible to "address the working class" properly (ibid). "Most 

workers", Baena continued, "fear[ed] becorning the next victim" and only a few "[took] 

the chance of buying a booklet in order to get some social instniction, for fear that [they] 

be condemned without a trial" (2). This fact, together with the daily persecution to which 

the PCE and its official publications were subjected, as weii as the censorship which was 

appiied to ail publications created serious "dBCUIties of distribution" which "notably 

restricted connimption" (ibid)." Baena hhself had to admit that the publishg house 

could not operate as effectively as the PCE had wished, although the Party continued to 

work on it with "red constancy" and the "same onguial hopes", and it nwer stopped 

"printing and distributhg interesthg pamphlets" (ibid). In fact, the Party continued to 

prepare more titles for the publishg house, as they "waited" for the politicai move which 

"the bourgeoisie itselfwould have to make" (5). By the time that "move" took place, 

Baena hoped, the PCE wouid have "an extraordinary mount of writîen material which 

[would then] be very useful" (ibid). 

By the MI of 1924, La Antorcha no longer Med the publications of Biblioleca 

InternaciomI, monnouncing instead the Biblioteca La Antorcha, a "well-assorted" and 

a " Baena reporteci a numbn of police break-ins into the Party offices, in which correspondence and 



"excellent" book service created as a tool for the popdarizhg of some of "the greatest 

works" in fields like sociology, the arts and science at "better prias" ("Biblioteca Lu 

Antorcha" 3). The Biblioteca was created in order to publish the work of the "great 

Manllst theorists" so that Party members could get a "solid theoretical education". 

Unfortunately, by this time the finances of the Party publications seemed to be in such a 

bad shape that La Antorcha was forced to seil pre-publication coupons for a given title in 

order to be able to prht it (ibid). In later years, the publishing projects of the Party would 

be done somewhat more successfully by a new publishing house, sponsored by the 

Comintern itself and founded in Barcelona, ~uropa-~rndn'ca.~ 

As much as these financial ditficulties and conditions of operation presented 

serious difficuities, the wont problems the Party had to face as a consequence of its poor 

theoretical preparation were at least two: one, that not ail Party members seemed to be 

convinced of the need for that preparation in the &st place; and, second, that the very 

Little theoreticai work which was being done within the Party was very often a matter of 

dispute. 

- -  - 

pamphlets were confiscated Further, its directors were often imprisoned. " The Editorial Europa-Amdrico was founded a m d  1928 in Spain, although it would not be beau 
knom untd the early 1930s. It was created directly by the Executive Cornmittee of the Comintern in 
Barcelona. See Matorras (1935). One of the first ref'nces to this publishing house can be found in the 
domment "Res01ution espagnole" by the Corninteni's International Secretariat, dated 18 May 1928, 
which rad: "Etudier et examiner à fond le caracttre de la lutte o w r i h  et cies autres couches travaiUeuses 
et chercher B se mettre en tête de ce mouvement, tant du point de vue d'orientation idéo1oguique et 
politique, ai devenir Yraiment I'avant-garde consciente et couragerise. Si petit qu'il soit actueilement 
numériqnement, le PC espagnol doit - car la p o s i i  objective existe -, Ezire voir et conmitre aux larges 
masses o d h  et tnivailleuses sa physionomie pofitique, ses miendicatiions politiques du jour, il doit 
faVe conmitre explicitemen& la marse par quelle voie clle poma réussir A réaüscr ses revendications. 
Si les conditions politiques que la dictature de Primo de Rivera tait régner empêchent la manifestation 
nette et bnitale des différentes positions et des dif€Qents partis, notre parti Communiste doit arriva quand 
même, par la voie de la presse et des éditions ciandestines, B rendre acassible aux masses le contenu et le 
caractère de ciasse de la dictature et de la poiitiw du gommement, ainsi que les autres partis au 
~rganizations.~ This document can be f o d  in JoaQufn Maurfn's personal archives, in the Hoover 



Shanti Andia was among those who set out to convince Party mernbers that, as 

history wodd prove, htellectuai doctrines had not aven way to the working-ctass 

movement, but that, in fact, it had been the other way around, it had been the workers' 

struggle which had brought to M e  intellectual doctrines in the nrst place, including those 

of Marx (1927q 3). As a result, any worhg-class "doctrine" wouid have to be grounded 

in the practicai He of the movement itself. Andia thus warned against placing too much 

emphasis on political theory, since it was clear that social action begot political theory and 

not the other way around (ibid)? 

Common ground between Andia's emphasis on pradce and the Executive's 

ernp hasis on theory seemed to be found in a foreign article reprinted in La Antorcha, in 

which it was argued that the predominance of theory without politicai practice would 

result in having too many "charlatans" who would use their rhetoricd skills to "create 

unreal expeaations in the masses", and wodd do very little to create "me 

revolutionaries" (V.A 1927, 3)? In that article it was aiso argued, however, that the 

systematic use of practice without a body of theory behiud it, meant to do work "without 

a r d  grip on things", something which would ody create "martyrs" and "heroes", but 

never "conscious revolutionaries". Thus the Yack of theoretical orientation" was only 

"counterproductive to the cause" (ibid). 

Yet, the Party was far fiom embracing such a reasonable balance between theory 

and practice, among other reasons because it was itself divided into conflicting versions of 

Institution, University of California at Berkeley (21 May 1928. A R  no. 6039 [IO]). 1 am thanldiil to 
Professor Ftancisco Cadet for bringing it to my attention and for praviding me with a copy of it " The same point was arguai in otba articles like Wei Marin's 'Za cuihira y la revo1uci6nn, as weii as 
in a series of artides by Oscar P h z  Salis entitied "La wnciencia oueva" (1 921a, 191W. 1 Wk). 
The authois imtials are iikely those of a Soviet author. 



what that theory should be. Bullejos' suggestion that Party members should study 

Marxism âom the original sources had, in fact, been a direct attack on the attempt made 

by Joaquin M a u ~  to take his own theoretical work to the pages of La Antorcha. 

Between the months of January and April of 1926, Maurin pubiished in the Party's officiai 

publication a series of five articles under the generic title of "La formacih historica del 

estado espailol",6' a series which he defined as a heprint for a book on which he was 

planning to work, and in whichJe would study "the root of Spain's decadence" fiom a 

Maocist point of view, as opposed to the "idealist considerations" which bourgeois 

intellectuals had previously used in order to explain Spanish history (1926% 1). 

Throughout the h e  articles, Mau& moved from the origins of the Spanish feudal state to 

his present day, mapping out a historical evolution of the country in which class stniggie 

had been the main driving force. 

In that light, Maurui read eight centuries of war between Arabs and Christians on 

Spanish soil, not as a struggle for religious conquest, but as the confkontation between the 

Christian feudai state (the military and the Church) and the Arab bourgeoisie (the 

merchants). He also read the expulsion of Arabs and Jews in 1492 as the moment in 

which Spain had lost its best-educated bourgeoisie and had therefore begun to decline 

(1 926b, 3). After that, wery national conflict had been led by a feudai state allied with a 

feudal Church (which had not phcipated in Martin Lutheis religious bourgeois 

revolution) attempting to bring d o m  the nationai and the Catalonian bourgeoisie." 

" For Maurints onginai series of artides, see (1926a to l926e). For the response from the P~Q, see 
Bdejos (1926a to 1926~). For Maurfn's response to Bullejos, see (19260. 
66 Subsequently, MMaurIn read the War of Independence waged by the Latin American continent against 
imperialist Spain as another case of the feudal state dealing with a rebel bourgeoisie (1926~). 



In the fkst of his responses to Maurin, Buiîejos argued that Maurin's theses "had 

reached the highest limit of absurdiity" and of "monstrosityt', and that they revealed not 

only the greatest "ignorance" of basic Manrist ideas but also the most flagrant "lack of 

knowledge about the evolution, development and formation of the Spanish bourgeoisie" 

(1926a, 1). Although Bdejos did not specify what those "absurditiestt or "monstrositiesft 

were, he was adamant in his suggestion that the PCE needed to exercise "senous and 

rigorous control" over the political education of its "members", lest the Party as a whole 

lose its ideological foundation (ibid). Eventually, the Secretary-Generai suggested that the 

"ideological monstrosity" commiaed by Maurin had been none other than falling into the 

same idealkt trap of bourgeois historians, for even though he had ernphasized class 

stniggle as the driving force behind historicai evolution, he had stiU f o n d  the root of that 

struggle in ideological factors rather than economic interests. Bullejos argued that Maurin 

had given no thought to the "economic causes" which "nile[d] the formation and 

development of sucial classes", replacing that by "causes of an ideological nature", and 

ignoring Marx's m x h  that political programs were always determineci by econornic 

interests (1 %6b, 1). Othenvise, Bdejos believed, it wouid have been difficult to reduce 

the historical c o a c t  between the Church and the Spanish bourgeoisie to a "rebeilion of 

bourgeois indMdualism against the control of human knowledge exercised by the Church" 

(ibid). This critickm was not completely Wlfounded, since indeed Maurin had placed an 

extraordhary emphasis on ideological conflicts and the war of ideas, while he had made 

very few comments on the economic interests of the social classes as their motives for 

war. Yet Maurin had also made it clear that hh articles in no way atternpted to present a 

@ My-constructed analysis, but were, rather, a work in progress (19264 1). 



Toward the end of the controversy, it became clear that what was at stake was not 

only the persouai dEerences between Bdejos and Ma* but aiso the diEerent political 

readings coming out of the mainstream Party in Madrid and the Federacih Cornunista 

Cutalano-BaIear in Barcelona. Indeed Builejos accused Maurin of thinking about Spain 

not as "a more or less developed bourgeois state" but as a "feudai" one, which meant that 

Maurin was "pitifuly confusing the social figures of the big feudal lord with the large 

landowner class" (1926b, 1). 

Whatever the case, this controversy at least seemed to prove Bullejos' point that 

the Party needed to pursue the political education of its members by returning to the 

sources of Marxism. Certainly, that preparaticn would not be done through journais or 

newspapers, much less the publications of the Party itself. Notwithstanding the work of a 

few well-prepared intellectuals, Party members wrote in Lu Antorcha without the 

theoretical preparation they themselves needed, and without any kind of previous 

agreement on the Marxist interpretation they were to offer, and nonr of that wodd be of 

help to the masses. 

The creation of publishing houes may have served to provide workers with the 

original sources of  Mannsrq but they d d  do nothing for a much more serious problem. 

Simply to publish more titles, as some Party members were calling for, would have been 

beneficial, but would also have been completely useless unless workers and Party members 

themselves could have been initiated as welI in the habit of reading, and of reading on 

poïitics, for that matter, before trying to expose them to h4arxist theory. Indeed that had 

been precisely the problem which the Union Culnnal Proletana had tried to resolve a few 

years earfier, and it was obvious that a solid groundwork was stiIi needed. 



From Barcelona, the communist opposition also adrninistered an EditoriaI 

M m s t a  and a Biblioteca ~ n t e r n t l c i o ~ ~ .  ." In line with the mainstream Party, Catalonian 

leader Joaquin Maurin argued that ifworkers could not have access to political books, it 

would not be possible to pursue the revolution, given that some of the basic Mancist 

works were "to the politicai interpretation of revolutionary phenomena what Euclid's law 

[was] to Geometry" (1923b, 2). The dBerence between what the FCCB attempted to do 

and what the PCE was doing, however, was that the Catalonian chapter undertook that 

project at the same time it began to prepare a School of Marxist Studies, an idea which the 

Party had already envisioned, but had never put into practice.68 

What the communkt opposition was calling for was not only more books for the 

working class, but an "inteliectuai" rwolution, in which cornmUIYSts would acquire the 

intellechial preparatioa they needed in order to guide the workers' movement. La Batalla 

spent litde t h e  in discussing the relevance or lack of relevance of theory for revolutionary 

practice. As soon as Catalonian cornmunists fond  some degree of politicai stability with 

the dissolution of the FCCB and the creation of the Bloque Obrero y Campesino, they 

made their educational dream corne tme by founding the first Wy-operative EscueIu 

M-istn, wwch was to prepare workers on Manrist theory. 

67 The Ebi~oriaZ M~l~f's ta  w a ~  founded with the goal of 'spreading among the masses the revolutionary 
iddogy a€ h4àntimw, and according to La Batalla, h m  its foundattion in Juiy 1926 mtil March 1927, it 
had soId more thao 50,000 volumes ("Desde N o "  4). Bibhteca Intentacionai was dedicated to ciassics 
such as Marx, Engels, Lenin and Tmtsky. In mid-1924, the name changed to Servicio de Librerfa La 
Batalla. which may have meant that the paper could no longer &ord to print its own books, and moved to 
*'bution, mhez than pUbIication. 
68 La Batolla muid not publish any other original articles on questions deducation and culture, only 
reprints dforeign articles, such as Troky's "La poesfa de la molnci6nm and Bujarin's "La bmca~ota de 



Postpuemz and El eshidiante on Theorv and Practice 

While the Communist Party had got lost in the analysis of the relationship between 

theory and practice, and had been unable to heed its own cd for action regarding the 

political education of its members, Postgueva and El estudiante argued that all political 

and social practice needed theory, and that it was, in fact, theory itseK which gave birth to 

practice in the first place. In thek defense of revolutionary theory as the bais for 

revolutionary practice, the two joumals criticized both the bourgeois intelligentsia for 

being aâaid of new political ideas, and the working-class leadership for its pere~ ia l  lack 

of abiiity to use political theory in order to boost the actions of the revolutionary 

movement. In the process, the two joumals set out in different, but complementary, ways 

to seek the "intekctual revolution" of which opposition communist leaders had spoken, 

and which the UCP had attempted, but had, dtimately, been unable to b ~ g  about. 

In a country where the lack of ideas was precisely one of the greatest 

"misfortunes", Jose Antonio Balbontin argued fiom the pages of Postguerro that it was 

quite "disheartening" to hear "the same old story" about the supposed "danger of ideas", 

an attitude which continuai to deprive Spain "of the scientinc and technical preparation it 

needed in order to survive in modem fifeu (1927b, 11). He pointed out that for decades, 

Spanish social scientists had been cornplainhg that Spain lacked a national body of 

thought and ideas, arnong other reasons because it did not have a true Renaissance period. 

Yet whenever new ideas appeared on the scene, those same scientists rejected them as 

"dangerous". Balbontin argued that Manrism, as a scientific theory in which Marx 

@ obsetved social reality objectivety, may be refûted, but what was unacceptable was that it 



should be rejected nght out as a "dangerous" idea which was "punishable in and of itself'. 

He argued that there were no "dangerous ideas", just as much as there were no "bad 

ideas". There were "me, wrong, appropriate or inappropriate" ideas, but none of them 

could be "reprehensible". The ody "intolerable" thing was not to think, and what was 

even more intolerable was that those who had never produced any ideas believed "they 

had the authority to put up borders and customs posts to the infinite realm of pure 

thought" (ibid). For the Postguerra group, part of the reason why M h s m  was "dead" in 

Spain was that Spanish sociaiism had lacked the most basic hteilectual reflection on any 

political, social or culturd issue, and had not practiced seKcritique (Loredo Aparicio 

1928, 7-8). 

As both a politid and culturd journal, Posrguema believed that political theory 

and iiterature were tools to be used for revolutionary practice. Balbonth argued that 

when "literaturew was widentood as the "fiivolous game" of a "number of decadent 

bourgeois Literary men [sic] who [were] cornpletely unconcemed" with any kind of 

"human anguish", and when the word was taken to mean artistic work without 

"humanistic passion, without der ing  or hope, without happiness or tomire", the 

" disdainfl which many revolutionaries felt toward it wodd be justified. He warned, 

however, against launchhg that very same "passionate diatribe" toward the literature of "a 

Gorki or a Barbusse", which were not only the "purest treasure", but dso the "most 

combative weapon" in the hands of the proletariat (1927% 4). 

Despite the fact that he w u  "wntinuously hear[ig]" that " [it was] not the t h e  to 

make fiterature", that "fit was] the t h e  for action", Balbonth was "coxrvinced that without 

previous literature there [wouid] be no valid action [because] the triumph of action itself 



need[ed] to be oriented and stimulated by. . . thought" (ibid). Postguerra believed in a 

mode1 of histoncal evolution which was quite different from the one which Party member 

Shanti Andia had articulateci, emphasizing that all great revolutionary movements had been 

preceded by a tirne of "Iiterary excavation" without which politicai action could have 

neither begun nor prospered. Thus the French Encyclopedia had been "the preface of the 

bourgeois revolution" and Russian literature "the seed. . . for the 19 17 social revolution" 

(ibid). Similarly, the coming Spanish revolution would have to £ind its theory and its 

literature in order to be successfhl. 

In Line with the concerns expressed by Balbonth, Postguewa was a journal 

dedicated to the theoreticai exploration which would help the working class improve their 

understanding of Manrist theory. A School of M d s t  Studies itse& Postguerra 

attempted to d e  workers understand the nature of both capitalism and refodsm, 

providing a theoretical analysis of a variety of political and economic issues, âom chah 

work to economic growth. The journal endeavored to demyst* political and econornic 

language, so as to reveal the intentions of the niling class, for behind aseptic notions such 

as "the scientific organization of worktt there was nothhg but the same old exploitation of 

the workers and the "sharpening of class stniggle" (Cbsar G o d e z  1928, 7). 

EI esfudimie invested practically no time or energy in arguing that revolutionary 

practice should be informed by revolutionary theory. Ln that respect, the j o d ' s  goals 

were much more grandiose and yet tremendously dom-to-earth. As a journal created by 

young revolutionary intellectuds operating on university campuses, El eshrdimte &ed at 

tackting the problem of practice vs. theory at its very roots. With shidents writing to 

@ studenti. the idea that rwolutionary theory was needed in order ta have efficient 



revolutionary practice was accepted as a premise which needed no further discussion, the 

real issue being how to get to that revolutionary theory in the fist place. 

The writers of El estudante understood in ail its powerful and painful reality a 

v e q  simple fact: that even before any kind of revolutionary theory could be possible, a 

solid inteilectual groundwork had to be prepared. Thus the most important revolutionq 

activity to be &ed out was not only the direct opposition to the dictatorship or the 

struggle for a Soviet Spain. In fact, the greatest revolutionary action of aii was, fkst and 

foremost, to improve the state of education and culture in the country. 

"We walk aimlessly, seeking a change for the better, but not knowing what to do 

in order to improve", the editors of El estudante argued, because of a generalized 

"problem of culture", and thus a problem which was "the students' responsibility to solve" 

("Lo que entendemos por ehidiante" 1). As a student journai, El esrudante would begin 

to explore that problem by working on what was closer to students: the university itself. 

The journal was born of a desire to change the Spanish university system, which 

was seen as moribund. The eaiton believed that university campuses were places of 

intellectual emptiness in which neither professors nor students left a mark, a "ridiculous 

fiction", a "bureaucracy. . . with a payroll", an institution which was littie more than "just 

an administrative windowVesigned "to grant professional diplornas" (Roces 1926, 5). 

One of the most urgent changes the system needed was to g u m t e e  the highest degree of 

academic fkeedom This meant that the universisi once it had assurai "the basic 

guarantees of scientific seriousness and professional experience" could open its doors to 

all those "who had anything valuable to [say]". That, Wenceslao Roces admited, was not 



much of "a revolutionary measure", but reaiity forced him to admit that "when speaking 

about a corpse, just to walk would be a revolutionary a d t  (ibid). 

Changing the spint of a dead institution was an impossible task without creating a 

nurnber of needs fkst, and for El Esdadiionte the first priority was precisely that, "crear 

necesidades". From the very first issue of the journal, the editors pointed out that Spanish 

students Iooked at their universities with "childish inciifference and ignorance", going 

through thek classes "with a chitdish and uncontroiled desire to pass", behaving as mere 

outsiders ("Al reaparecer" 1). The jousnal set out to search for those "exceptional wiiis" 

who were out there, perhaps unaware of themselves, certainly unorganized, but who 

surely had an "extraordinary desire to live" ("Los problemas de la ensefiama primaria" 3). 

El estudiante wanted to hnd the students with the wiil to pursue change, and then b ~ g  

them together so that they codd advance in their intellechial and political search together. 

For those who did not feel the need for change, the journal also &ad a recipe: "Ifthe 

majonty of shidents does not feeithe need for any changes we will find the means to give 

them a h e r  sensibiiity, so that they may begin to feel their former ideas are unbearable" 

("Al reaparecer" 1). As far as El esfudiunte was concemed, Spain did not need more 

professionals whose only goal was material gain. What the country needed was "citizens 

willuig to offer the best of themselves for the benefit of aü. . . citizens with knowledge, 

with a desire for justice" ("Los problemas de la ensema primaria" 3). EIEsfudimte was 

not only adamant that this khd of student existed. It was also willing to find it and to give 

it a voice. 

Interestingiy, although El Wch'mte was published within the University and it 

uîed that institution as a reference for the institutional changes Spain needed, it alrio 



insisted on the fact that when they said "students" they were addressing not only those 

registered at the University and attending classes. For El Estudiante, students could be 

found both on and off campus, and the term encompassed ali those people who had a 

desire to leam, who felt curiosiîy toward science, the arts, and, more importantly, toward 

politics ("Lo que entendernos por estudiante" 1). 

Although the journal's cultural discourse might seem at kst  to have a touch of 

Regeneracionzsmo, El estuaz'anfe and nineteenth-century reformisrn had very different 

points of depamire and extrernely different goals. WMe nineteenth-centwy reformists had 

believed thnt the pursuit of the generai and political education of the people was already 

part of the revolutionary change to be achiwed, El eshrcii'anie was cahg  on the Spanish 

youth to acquire the education which would allow them to understand revolutionary 

theory, which, in tum, would make the proletarian revolution possible. Pablo de Luis has 

further suggested that El estudiante never fell hto the kind of 'pedagogical utopia" which 

had so strongly marked the Regeneraczonista project, for aithough the student journal also 

believed in a future of "fkeedom and culture" for a& it dso made it ciear that such a fume 

wouid only be possible after achieving profound economic change (1 994,294). 

For the members of the Smoia circle which produced both Poslguerra and El 

esfudi'mte, theory was so much the basis of practice, that when it became obvious to them 

that the potential of the journals to initiate theoretical discussion was so drarnaticdy 

restrahed by govenunent cen~orshi~,6~ they were intelligent enough to change their format 

@ Womed about the penetration of "dangerwus ideas" into the masses of workm through the publication 
of newspapers, joumals, magaines, short noveîs or pamphlets, Rimo de RÎvera had established a sevae 
and rigid system ofp-publication ansorship @roof5 had to be submitted to the censors for publication tu 
be auttiorized] for aü periodid (Sanfonja 1189, IO). This b d  af~msonhip meant that a c i m h k ~ ~ r r  
and writers "either avoided deaüng with certain issuesw snîe they knew they muid suffér "a r o q  of 



and become a publishing house. Throughout its Ue, Postguerra had estabiished a 

successfùl relationship with two communist publishing houses: La Antorcha - the official 

publishing house of the Comrnunist Party - and Biblos - founded and run by Angel 

Pumarega as a personal project.70 From the very begiMing, Postgrderra had sold the 

publications of those two houses through its own Biblioteca and its Servicio de Libreria. 

As Gonzalo Santonja has pointed ouf the quick growth which the journal experienced in 

its book sales," "opened the eyes" of the group as to the possibilities of the enterprise, as 

they became aware of "the great abyss which separated the small ideological profit they 

made with Posfguema and the very positive effects which publishing houses could have" 

cross outs", which made it very diHicul t to 'publish a legal j o d  of opposition which wanted to have 
some dignityn (ibid). The govemment seemed convinceci that the masses muid have no interest in 
publications over two hundred pages, &en the lads of education and Iow levek of literacy in the countxy, 
as well as their reiatively high price ( f i e  or six pesetas, as opposed to the few cents journals cost), so it 
ledl those publications, whatever their content, fiee cf contml. Postguema's publisher José Venegas 
argueci that to have to submit the proah of the journal to the censor was like "publishing an anti-clericai 
joumal with the previous authorization of the Bishop" (1 943,138-1 3 9) and he tned to convince his team 
that by pubiishing a journal iike Postguerra they were, in facS doing a scMa to the dictatorship: on the 
one han4 the censor was there to remwe ali politid efféctiveness h m  the journal so there was iitîie 
they could do to be üuiy revolutiomy; on the other, the fàct that th journal continued to k published 
could be used by the authorhies to prove either that they were very " h W "  or that k was a real 
"communist thream in the country, whatever excuse they may need at a given time (Venegas 1943, 138). 
'O Like evg.thing else done or touched by Fhmuega, Bible$ Iife and history remains obscure but it is 
Iücely the publishing house oust like the UCP in previous years) had an cdmnely short life. Postguewa, 
in fan. began its joumey into the book industry inspinxi by its fruitfûl relationship with Bibios. 
Pumarega's entreprise pubiished two different editions of some tities, one of which was sold in bookstores 
at the regdar price of 4.50 pts., while the other was sent to the network of newspaper stands at the special 
pnce of 90 cents. A number of copies h m  the cheaper edition aiso went to Postguerru, which sold them 
lhrough ik Servicio de Librerfa with an added discount of 10% Some of the titles pubiished by Bibios 
were 1A donde vu lnglaerrq Europu y Amerka? by Tm*, Cdmo t omon  el p d a  los bolcheviques, 
by John Reed; La caballerio Roja, by b y c  Babel; Los de Ab*, by Mariano M a  GoIualo Santonja 
has argued tbat Biblos disappeared preasely becsuse what it wanted to do was iïmnciaily non-viable, and 
his atfempt remaineci "isoIated and preacîous" (1986,128). 
" Fe-nine M e s  werr a&nd in the xcond issue, seventy-nine in the third, and eighty-six in the tmth. 
Pnces ranged between twwty cents and nine pesetas (Santonja 1986,126). 



(1986, 152). As a result, in late 1928, and under José Venegas' leadership, the j o u d  

became Ediciones oriente. * 

Despite the £àct that most people looked at them as "seiioriros tumed disturbers" 

(Venegas 1 943, 149), " Ediciones ûriente was an immediat e business and p olitical 

success. The new possibility of n i h g  a successful business and, not surprisingly, 

political Merences among the founding members, gave way to the branching out of the 

original group, thus bringing to He other pubiishing houses, among them H i M a  Nueva, 

Editorial Cenit, Zeus, and Ediciones Ulises. 

This m y  of publishing houses has been credited for the boom of lefi-wing books 

in Spain in the late 1920s and early 1930s, for the reai introduction to the working masses 

of Marxist theory, for the growth in reading levels, and, in generai, for contribuhg to the 

theoreticai preparation of the masses, factors which contributrd to the proclamation of the 

Second ~ e ~ u b l i c . ' ~  The PSOE and the PCE had been publishing Marxist tities for quit e 

sorne the ,  but the moment these pubhhing houses hit the streets, the publication of social 

iiterature, ManOst theory and political textbooks becarne a social and dtural event, 

surpassing whatwer srpectations the Sovoia circle had, and giving way to an expenence 

which proved to be quite dBerent fiom that of the Comrnunist Party. Indeed, ifwe 

compare these publishing houses with those of the Cormnunist Party, we find that while 

This name, whidi translates literally as Tastem Editions", was pmbabiy chosen as a way to challenge 
the name ofOrtega y Gasset's veq w d - k n m  but much more elitist jonrnal, Revista de Occidene, 
which literally tramlates as fl Western Journal". 
73   or an expianafion of the rneaning d the word n ~ e A ~ r f t ~ n ,  see Chapter One. 
'4 For a hkîory and analysis of these publishing houses, see the seminal work of Gonzalo Santonja (1986, 
1989; 1994); Fuentes (1980, 1982); E s t e h  (1972); Bizcarrondo (1980); Erteban and Santonja, &. 
(1988). 



s m d  communist and even Party publishg houses served as inspiration and mode1 for the 

ones whic h came out of Posfguerra, the former failed, wMe the latter succeeded. 

Although these pubiishing houses defined their objectives as "ideological and 

politicai", rather than commercial, they were aiso quite innovative in the techniques and 

administration of book pubiishuig, in ways which Party pubiishing houses could not be. 

M e r  all, as Gonzalo Santonja has rerninded us, behind every successful business initiative 

there is an appropriate marketing plan, and in that respect the innovations which the 

Posigueva group introduced into the publishing industu were rather meanin@ at the 

time, dthough today they may seem so obvious that it is difncdt even to notice them 

(1986,20 l)." 

On the one hand, the publishing houses burst oato the book market with original, 

colorfùl and striking book coven with exclusive designs. On the other, they advertised 

their books and those of others, kept files on their readers, and encouraged them to 

subscribe to entire collections. According to Venegas, advertising "gave great results" 

and the readers' files could be munted by the hundreds, mostly "people spread out in little 

cities and villages" which meant that "hundreds of books were maileci as soon as every 

new edition appeared" (1943, 15 1). 

A good marketing plan also had to be accompanied by a good ideological project, 

and these publishing houses had one which was "coherent" and "not at aU simplistic" 

(Santonja 1989, 53). This ideological plan had variety in fom and content. It had variety 

in form, because what the publisbing houses put out in the market was much more than 

books. W1îh coiiections like Cenifs CuQdemos de Culturu Proletaria or p ci on es 



Oriente's C m  de Iniczacih Marxisfa, aii of thern by installments, these publishing 

houses made political materiai more accessible to the working class. It had variety in 

content, because of the multiplicity of voices and interests coming out of the original 

group which had founded Eaiciones Oriente and which could no longer be wntained 

within one project. As an example, while Cenit paid special attention to the social 

sciences, and Historia Nueva to history, Ediciooes Hoy, run by Andrade, researched "the 

LUiks between Trotskyism and the Bolshevik tradition" (Bizcarrondo 1980,236). 

Party publishing houes, on the other hand, had neither the capital nor the political 

energy, let alone the eeedom of movement, to get involved in special projects, and were 

forced to focus on standard books done (in later years they would copy the h d  of 

"courses" which the revolutionary publishing houses had pioneered). It is unlikely, 

however, that even if they had had al1 of the above, they could have reached the same 

degree of variety in fom and content. Furiher, none of the publishing houses which came 

out of  the k o i u  circle carried the stigma of being a communist project.76 That was 

never the case with Lu Antorcha, which had to saer pressure and repression korn the 

govemment, which could not distribute its books fieely and which operated without 

capital. hdeed, everything the publishing houses managed to do was because of the 

fieedom their independence gave them. On the other han4 aii that the Party houses never 

managed to do was because of the politicai pressure they suffered. 

- 

" These publishing houses appeared in a pubLishing in- whiçh had been in crisis for a long t h e .  
See Venegas (1943); Andrade (193 Ta). 
'13 There seemed to k a grrat deal of suspicion at the time that these publishing houses were king bded 
by commnnists, either diredly h m  the Cumintern or by the Spanish Commnnist Party. Venegas himl;eLf 
has pointed ont, h~wevet, that he and his fiends "laughed a lotu whenever thqr heard m o r s  that they 
had "great resoufcesn which must have m e  hm the Soviet Union (1943,149). 



Short of providing the working class with its own means of production, which 

these publishing houses could not yet do, they did manage to give that class at least a 

cultural tool which had previously been the prerogative of the bourgeoisie. As Victor 

Fuentes has suggested, the former "white" novels published for the "masses" of readers, 

novels of an escapist and romantic nature, had been an ideological tool in the hands of the 

bourgeoisie, used to keep the "masses1' preoccupied with other things. These new books, 

however, were a tool for culture, for political awareness, created with the intention to 

instruct workers, and thus to empower thern (1976% 41). These publishing houses "did 

not make great scientinc or artistic contributions, but they did much work for the creation 

of a new culture" (1976b, 4). They understood "popular culture" not as it had been done 

until then, as the mark of anything "vulgar", but as the atternpt to bring to the Castilian- 

speaking public the best that had been pruited in ternis of revolutionary theory (1980,3 1). 

Yet, none of these publishhg houses were âee of contradictions or shortcomlligs 

themselves. In the fmt place, their d e s  were not aiways as numerous as to suggest that 

they were always a good business, or that th& books were "swept away"? Secondly, 

although they wanted to escape fiom the contradiction of publishing a journal which was 

first approved by the censors and then read by the converted, they ended up falling into 

another contradiction: publishing books for the iuiterate. 

Whatever the case, both Posiguema and El WdZ:ante were much more than mere 

printed words. The literary circie of the Cc# Suvoia, out of which both jomals came, 

and the university campus on which both jourds were distributecl were two hotbeds of 

77 While in 1928 Edieiones Onente semeâ to be a good business, later correspondence betwcai C'nit and 
Joaqufn Abrh  ru~gests that the pubkhhg h-'s stocks were high, that bwks wmt very slowIy and 
that Cenit siiffered finSncial difnculties. This correspondence is reproduced in Caudet (1993). 



political activity. Active opposition to the dictatorship was c d e d  out in both 

communities, to the point that in the Savoia cûcle can be found the ongins of the Jaca 

 risin in^'^ (Captain Fermin Galin was in fact a member of the group) and to some extent 

of the Smjudadz as weil. As I have already pointed out, El estudiunte seemed to cany 

out a progmm of political activity on campus which could hardly be refl ected on its pages, 

and for which the group needed different strategies. 

Both Postguerra and El Estudante believed that a tnie proletarian culture would 

only be possible after the triurnph of the revolution, once the proletariat had established its 

dictatonhip and achieved a good level of material progress for society. It was also clear 

for the leaders of these two projects, however, that the political education of the 

proletariat in anti-reformism was a condition sine qua non for that revolution to happen in 

the first place. IfPostguerra was to encourage inteliectuais to embrace both political 

activism and the cause of the working class wMe supporting the rise of hteilectuals within 

the proletariat itself, El Esirrdimte set out to provide the bases needed for that ambitious 

goal to become possible: the university - training ground of the fùture intelligentsia - 

would have to undergo deep reforms as weU as a deep internai evaluation of its intellectud 

and political pnorities. In both cases, their work served to introduce comunist thought 

into the petite bourgeoisie and the middle classes. That contnbuted, as Manuel Amai has 

pointed out, to the penetration of "bourgeois communisrn" in wide sectors of the petit- 

bourgeois intelligentsia, which would pave the way both for the artistic and dtural 

" In 1930, a prpmahin prodamation of the Second Repubiic took place in the aty of Jaca, led by 
Republican army &ciais. Its Ieadery Captain Fermin Ga& was executed by the anthogties, qnickiy 
becoming a nationai Republican hem. Venegas has, in fact, argueci that the sofa group, moze than a 
literary circIe was a "conspiracy against the dictatorship" and which had strong tieç with politicians h m  
the opposition and paliticai W s t s  (1943, 128-9). 



change which would happen around 193 0- 193 1 and for the stronger political cornmitment 

of this petite bourgeoisie (1978,2: 21). Fiaily, the publishing houses wodd take both the 

petit-bourgeois inteiiectuals and the working masses "directly" to the sources of Marxism, 

just as the Party had cailed for (though not foiiowing the orthodox lùie the Party wodd 

have wanted), but without some of the senous obstacles the Party had to confront, most 

notoriousIy without having to foilow a list of appropriate or inappropriate authors, and 

without having to agree on a shgie poiitical line. In the process, Spanish society was 

forced to acknowledge the presence of cornmunist thought and anti-reformist poiitical 

activism, until then stigmatized or perhaps even ignored, as it had been the domain of a 

reduced Party circle. The h a 1  goal was to prepare both the d t u r a l  leaders of the 

proletariat and the working masses themselves for the upcoming revolutioa That was 

nothing short of the preparation for the "intellectual revolution" for which the communist 

opposition had been calling, and without which poiitical change would be neither possible 

nor sustainable. 

1930: The Beginning of the End 

As editor Antonio Espina put it in the Communiqué he sent to the Madrilian press 

before the release of the first issue of the new j oumal Nueva Espda, in Spanish history 

the year of 1930 was an "enigmtic historical date" for the country, and a date, for that 

matter, tu which many "attendeci with enthusiasm" (Espina et al. 23). Indeed, as Espina 

pointed out, an o v e ~ e w  of Europe's modern age revealed that "the secular rhythm of 

modem ideas [had] always seem[ed] to culminate around the thirtieth year" of a given 

century: the Refomation had swept over Western Europe in 153 0, French Neoclassicism 



in 163 0, Rationalisrn and the breeding of the French revolution in 1730, and Romanticism 

in 1830. Thus it was surely appropriate to suggest and hope that Europe would also go 

through a similar process of cathartic change in 1930, a process which would mark the 

beginning of a new age in the history of the continent. This time, however, Espina's hope, 

and that o f  rnany other inteiiectuals of his time, was that Spain wodd not rernain aloof 

from the thhieth-year tum, as it had been the case in previous centuries. Everything 

seemed to kidicate, in fa* that the tirne was ripe in Spain for the country to go through a 

ciramatic tum of events of its own (ibid). 

hdeed, by 1930, the agony of the Bourbon Moaarchy was already too long and 

the political and economic contradictions within Primo de Rivera's govemment were much 

more than just a political or economic cri si^.'^ Thus what could have simply been the fall 

of yet another govenunent put up by a mortified Monarchy, was the beginning of the end 

for the politicai system under which Spain had suffered for almost three hundred years. 

Before being able to accept that it was over, however, the King replaced Primo de Rivera 

with the more "benevolent" figure of Generai D h o  Berenguer, who made timid moves 

toward constitutional normaiity, and set out to appease the reformist intelligentsia, ad 

whiie making a few token Iiberal moves such as lessening the control of censorship and 

reinstalling local f o m  of politicai administration (Santonja 1986, 60). 

'' M051 histonans agree that Primo de RNera's dictatonhip tried to implement a new ecunomic poiicy 
without m=rking any changes to the national social slnicture it had inheriîed h m  the Restmaci&n. The 
dictatorship eventually fell prey to its own contradictions, indading the ikcî that it continued to be based 
on comrption and fkvoritism - the reason why large sectors of the bourgeoisie evenhdly withdrew their 
support - rhat it iacked politid strategies in order to perpetuate itseif in power and thaî it exacerbated 
s~i~ForaMdiwussimaftbe~dthcdictatonhip,weCasasasYmbm(1983);Maurin 
(1 966). 



Yet a change in goverment tumed out to have very iittle meaning in a country 

which was so deepiy imrnersed in crises of d sorts. That year the value of the national 

currency went d o m  dramaticaiiy, as a result of govemment deficits, giving way to an 

explosive situation which was added more fuel when the second economic crisis which 

had aiready swept across the world in 1929 also hit spain.'' Unernployment in the 

country reached numbers theretofore unknown. Agriculture exports and industrial 

activities were practically paralyzed. As a consequence of aU that, popular unrest grew 

dramaticaliy . 

Stiil, nothing significant would happen yet, except for a new Republican pact - the 

Pacto de Sm Sebastih (supported by the PSOE as wefl) - whose signatories were de 

facto setting themselves up as a transition govemment and which Ied to a new attempt at 

revolution in the rnonth of December and to a premature proclamation of the Second 

Republic, led by Captain Fermin Gaiin, which ended up in tragedy and blood~hed.~~ 

The "end" of the Monarchy was still more than a year away. In 1930, the 

Monarchy did not fall, the reformist bourgeoisie did not claim power, the workers' 

movernent did not improve in the least after a new revolutionary defeat, and the 

Comuaist Party was stiil non-existant as far as the rest of the country was concerned. 

Primo's fdl fiom grace and the severe econornic crisis the country was experiencing added 

a few more drops of fuel to a situation which had already been b W g  for a long t h e .  

1930, however, was not be a year of change, but one of transition. 

-- 

" See T n d h  de Lam, ed (1981); Gumian (1973). 
" This was the Pacto de Sm Sebarth. The signing ofthe Pacto Ied to the revolutionary attempt, but 
Captains Garda Hernhdez and Fermin Gath's premature rigng w d d  make the whole attempt coiiapse. 
Further analysis of the 1930 attempt at rwolntion can be fond in G u m h  (1973). 



In the interpretation of the cuitural scene put forward at the time by writer 

Francisco Pino, we find a Spain in which the "acute political crisis" brought about by an 

"ancient and impossible regirne" had ended with the %aie and fded formula of 'art for 

art's sake"'. Pino's suggestion that "al1 writers, especidy the youngt' began to feel the 

responsibility of "uiterven[ingJN in and actudy "lead[ingIM the "political and social 

struggie", and that they began to "put their pens to the service of an idea", may be a 

somewhat romantic view of the situation, but still it was not a far cry from reality (1930, 

2-8). 

Indeed the weight of social reality was so great that there was a heavy sense of 

iiving tbrough a moment of politicai transition and of social change. Pino was thus correct 

in sensing that a new epoch was beginning in which inteiIectua.1~ living in a "turbulent 

world" could not longer "remain aloof' from it as the "passive or bored spectator[s] of an 

insubstantial spectacle" and would now be forced to take that social reality into account, 

for it was the refiection of the "psychological moment of rnany thousands of soulsn (9). 

As Pino put it, it was no longer the time "to hide one' s head under the wings" (1 0). 

The year of 1930 has ofken been seen in Spanish dtural history as the beginnllig 

of something new, the move toward the "popular", the awakening of a whole generation 

of intellechiah toward a social and political r d t y  and the "radicalization" of the youngest 

ones among them (MAher 1983,274). This was true, indeed, in many respects. 1930 

marked the boom of the "social novel" movement which had emerged in the late 1920s 

under the leadership of the "ûther Generation of 1927", aide& arnong other things, by the 

publishing houses this very same group of intellectuds had created. On the other hand, 

the wllapsing political system and the greater presence of the organized working class 



throughout the previous decade (even ifit had not translated into a final victory) made the 

cultural and inteiiectual debates move toward questions of proletarian and popular 

culture.'* Further, in 1930 the officiai death of the timid avant-garde rnovement which had 

flourished in Spain in previous decades was loudly proclaimed,83 while there was greater 

openness toward what Manuel APiar has cded "a new 'neo-romantic' sensibility" (1978, 

2: 20). This new "sensibility" may have not entirely fit Diaz Femiindez's definition of 

what he wanted the new literutura de avamada to be (insofar as it should combine socid 

content with artistic experimentation), but at least it was a literary rnovernent which had 

woken up to the realiv of the social and political clirnate which the country was living. 

It is partially m e  that the year of 1930 achidy marked the "beginaLig" of a new 

social or political awareness in writers who had not previously had it, as it was the case 

with some of the memben of the Generation of 1927. The reformist bourgeoisie, 

however, went through no consciousness SM at aü. What happened for them in the 

"mythicaltl year of 193 0 was that they actually reached the pinnade of their political and 

intelieaual opposition to the monarchic regime and to whatever rotten and despicable 

form of govemment that regime may have sustained at any partiaila time. As part of that 

process, the radidkation of the workers' rnovement forced them as weil to corne to terms 

with the social codict  they had been tqhg to ignore for quite some t h e .  

In fact, what happened was less a change of consciousness and more the coming to 

the forefront of intellechial and cultural Me of a whole generation of revolutionary 

intellechials who had been working in the shadow d u ~ g  the previous decade. It was, as 

Laurent Boetsch has suggested, a "critical year which marked the transition between the 

~2 For these debates, sec Cobb (1 98 1); Fuentes (1 980). 



domain of the inteilectuals who were isolated fiom the masses and those other intellectuals 

who symphatized with the problems and the destiny of the people" (Boetsch 1985, 53). 

This was indeed a transition, on the one hand, between the prominent role which the 

bourgeois intelligentsia of the so-cailed Generations of 1898 and 1914 had played and the 

coming to rnaturity of that other generation of inteliectuals who had done projects iike the 

UCP, Postguerra and El estudiante; on the other, in purely artistic terms, it was the. 

transition between a whole generation of avant-garde artists, which included the 

Generation of 1927, and the coming to life of a whole new generation of writers and 

artists "de avmuada", at first iduenced by Diaz Femindez's theory of New Romanticism, 

and later by their very specid kind of Social Realism. What this means is that if in political 

ternis, 1930 was the beginning of the end, in cultural terms it was the prelude to a 

beginning. 

The UCP had long been dead, and Postguem and El eshrdianie had aiready 

disappeareû, but the array of revolutionary publishing houses which had been founded in 

previous years were still in operation, and continued to influence the publishing industry as 

much as the inteliectual scene, inundating both with national and intemational political 

works, and b ringing communist and revolutionary intellectuals, writ ers, translat ors, and 

editors out of the shadow. In the years to corne, there would be literdy dozens of 

culturai revolutionary projects (mainly joumds) which wodd be the venues for them. 

These inteliechials were certainly not "newwmers" . As communist writ er Graco Marsa 

argued, " [they had] been fighting the dictatorship for seven years; [they had] gone to jail 

repeatedly; and [they had] been the ones leading the December [193 O] revolution" (1 93 1, 

83 See the 1930 issues of Lu Gaceta Litamla For M e r  reading, set Soria Ohedo (1988). 
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12). Spain wodd vev soon be living under a liberai, bourgeois Republic regime, in time 

for this generation of revolutionary intellechiais to have reached maturity and becurne the 

opposition to it. 

The joumey of the bourgeois reformist intelligentsia toward more radical positions 

and toward greater awareness of the existence of the struggie of the working masses 

meant that intellectual alliances were beginning to enpand, and that what untii then had 

been ailiances of rwolutionary intellectuals (i.e. inteilectuals from the petite bourgeoisie, 

middle class and proletariat with a working-class agenda) became alliances of "left-wing" 

inteliectuals (which included the left of the bourgeoisie). As a remit, the revolutionary 

cultural discourse of comUNst intellectuals would be merged for the first time with that 

of bourgeois cultural reformism. This was a major tuming point, hardly eight years after 

the coming and going of the Uni& Cultural Proletana and its radical proletarian 

program, a tum which would mark the movement of communist cultural politics toward 

new courses. 

Some of these alliances of "lefi-wing" htelectuds were rather short-lived, and did 

no? survive the later proclamation of the Republic, such as was the case with the 

intellechial organization Gmpo de Inlelectuales y AM& RevolucioMnos [Group of 

Revolutionary Inteiiectuals and Artists, GIAR] - nin by José Bergamin, ALfonso Garcia 

Valdecasas, Felipe Shchez Romh and Wenceslao Roces, among others - whose goal 

was, according to TuÏ~in de ha, to study "the national problems @orn a Marxist 

methodology" (1984,28 1). Even international organizations of a more proletarian nature, 

such as the Spanish section of the RAPP, the Unibn de h i m e s  Proleturios 

Ratolucionmfos, were founded by groups which included working-class and c o r n &  



inteilectuals as weil as some âom the bourgeoisie.84 From among ali those projects, the 

most successful left-wing alliances were put into practice by two joumals, Nueva @da 

and Nosotros, aithough each of them approached the nature of the political and intellectual 

ailiances rather differently, as we s h d  see. 

~ u e v a  E~pz-&z'~ was founded by Antonio Espina, Jose Diaz Femhdez, and 

Adolf'o Salazar - the three of them close to the Parfith Republzm Radical Socinlista, 

[Radical Socialist Republican Party, PRRS], though Salazar was almost immediately 

replaced by Joaquin Ardenus (a comrnunist). The contributions to the journal came fkom 

iwo main sources: one, a group of reformist inteiiectuals who had been active in the 

opposition to the regime, such as Marcelino Domingo, Alvaro de Albornoz, or Luis 

Jiménez de Asua; the other, a smailer group of communist inteilectuds, some of whom 

were already members of the Communist Party, such as Isidoro Acevedo, Julih Gorkin 

and Juan Rejano, and some of whom would join it some t h e  later, such as César M. 

Arconada, Luis Fernhdez Sendin (Fersen), R a d n  J. Sender, and Ferniinder Arme~to.*~ 

Nueva ~~ was a deeply politicai journal, quite "radical" from a reformist 

bourgeois point of view, and definitely boisterous. It had no patience for the bourgeoisie 

of the Restauraci&, the avant-garde, any other kind of bourgeois art or the dictatonhip, 

and even Iess for the Monarchy, against ail of which it launched angry slogans and used a 

laquage which was anythuig but cornpliant. 

" Joaquh Ardaus, Ricardo Baroja, Antonio Espina and Pedro de Repide were the directors of this 
organizatioa 
" The arst isme of the journal was published in January 1930. N m  was meant to be a 
bimonthly publication, but a h  the meenth issue it became a weekly. The journaI closed down in April 
193 1, as soon as the Second Republic was procfauned M 6 n  de Lara has pointed oirt that the name of 
the jannial was a clear attanpt to evoke the Miiélntiar jounial Esma published by Ortega and other 
members ofthe Generation of 1914 (19û6b, 403). 
86 For biographies of some of these commanist intelIechrals, see Chapter Four. 



As José Carlos Mainer has suggested, very few cultural enterprises were able to 

symbolize, as much as Nueva Espu& did, the "moral hope" which the year of 1930 

already ment for many, an obvious "threshold between a pst of iudic avant-garde and a 

real, or more often imagine& fuhüe with glows of utopia and shades of revolution" (1953, 

272). The exact date of the release of the journal, on 3 0 Ianuary 1930, may have been a 

"coincidence", as T u a h  de Lara has been willing to a ~ c e ~ t ; ~ ~  but the greater time h e  

was not. The national scene had aiready showed signs of being ready for a "change in 

hegemony", a change which "the reformism of the Socialist Party, the utopia of the CNT 

or the obvious voluntarisrn of a few communists could not carry out" and which was thus 

left in the hands of the reforrnia bourgeoisie (Tuiion de Lara 1986b, 403). 

Nueva Ekpaiïa has corne down in Spanish cultural history as an alliance of 

progressive, "left-whg intellectuals* (408), all the way from "right-wing Republicans to 

international Marxists" (Fuentes 1976a, 41), the "greatest attempt made between the 

dictatorship and the Republic" to have such a wide range of inteilechials "involved in 

social issues" (Duefias 1994, 159). Mainer has emphasized that Nueva Ep& managed 

to keep some kind of a "balance" among ail the tendencies included in that wide range 

(1983, 274). W~th Diaz Fernhdez among its founders, the journal had a clear inclination 

toward Radical-Socialism, but it could as easiiy defend the Socialist Party, write a 

benevolent biography of Pablo Iglesias, hail Republican hero Fermin Galh, or report on a 

The fint issue of Numa EspoAa saw the light on 30 Jannary 1930. Thaî was exactiy fiffeen y e m  afkr 
Ortega's joumai Esprriia, two d q s  after Primo de Rivera's resignation, and on the very samc day in which 
Berenguer's goverment was swom into office. T a n  de Lara has argued that though the day itself may 
have ken a coincidence, the p0Iitica.i arcumstances and mext in which the j o d  was born, were not 
(1986ô, 403). 



Bolshevik literary meeting in ~eningad,'* all that without d n g  away Eom openly 

criticking reformist, liberal, bourgeois art and thought (ibid). Historian Tuiion de Lara 

has argued, however, that in the project "the border between the Manrim left and lefl 

repubhcanism was not dways weil drawn" (1986b, 406). 

What has been said about the journal, as exemplified by the comments above, is to 

a large extent m e .  In the light of the opposition which it exercised against the status quo, 

Nueva -m?a was indeed the symbol of an inteUectua1 "lefi-wing" alliance with a class 

enerny in common. However, despite the fact that a number of collaborators of 

Postguema were also part of Nueva Esp& (Arderius, Acevedo, Diaz Femindet, Julian 

Gorkin, Juan Rejano), and many of them communists, Nueva Epi ia  should not be 

considered to be Posfguerra's heû? 

This is so, among other reasons, because the evidence of the work being published 

in the jounial would suggest that such an alliance was far fiom enjo ying any kind of 

political "balance". The fact that Nueva Espmfa was open to all "progessive" or "left- 

wing" intelechials, from nght-wing Republicans to Marxists actually meant that the 

journal was host to the two critiques of bourgeois culture which had emerged in the 

country during the previous years. On the one hand, the journal was home to the critique 

which a liberal, reformist, lay inteiligentsia had been dohg for almost half a cenhiry of the 

monarchic, feudal, catholic regime and of the haute bourgeoisie of the Restauraci& which 

sustained it, a critique which was just then reacbhg its angriest and most radical as weîi as 

its most impatient stage, precisely because it was felt the end of the regime was near. On 

" This was the Kharkuv Congress. See Chapter Four. 
" In this rrspec~ 1 disagree with the suggestions made both by Fuentes (1980,56) and T u f l h  de Lara 
(1986b, Q05). 



the other, Nuevu EkpcSia also had space for the critique of that critique, that is, the 

cultural commentary of a whole generation of revolutionary, pro-communist (and in some 

cases working-class) intellectuals who had been opposing bourgeois reformism for about a 

decade (since the founding of the UCP), a generation which was reachhg then its 

intellechial and political maturity. These two critiques emanated from the pages of the 

journal in ways which were not always unequivocal. 

Throughout the pages of the journal, the editors of Nueva Epufiu foregrounded 

the image of a country in which civil power was subjected to the power of the fuiancial 

and Church oligarchies, in which individuals lacked any basic civil rights, and in which the 

proletariat was made up of "irresponsible and miserable individuals", a country in which 

60% of chilken were fiterate, and higher education was the privilege of the moneyed 

classes. For them, Spain was a nation "for which the dock ha[d] stopped in the 

seventeenth century" and in which "everything remained to be done" (Domingo 1930,4). 

To such a state of flairs they offered an d y s i s  and a solution verging on 

Regeneraczonismo: they believed the idea of Spain did not work because the "masses" 

were "inteilectudy weak" and "low in dignity", as a result of wbich they could neither 

"understand" nor "react to" the "violence and hiimiliation" to which they were being 

subjected. Intellectuals had thus the duty to "lift" the masses, so that they would be able 

to "overcorne the lack of permeability of the. . . Spanish characteru, so that people could 

be "soakedn with "emotion and thought", with "words, books, new wnducts", with 

"democratic bleaches" and "senims of fhedom" (Espina 1930% 28). This included the 

belieg as Tuil611 de Lara has pointed out, that the "civilization" Spain needed would be 



done via a combination of "laicism, social legislation, Escuela Unica, a new tax system, 

public hygiene [and] the Europehtion of [the country]" (1986b, 409). 

Neo-liberais and lefi-wing Republicans like Diaz Fernbdez himselfor Luis 

Jiménez de Ma, criticized the old bourgeoisie of the Restauracion for compting the 

system and for betraying Spanish liberalism, for havhg been "domesticated" by "long years 

of patiently waiting" (Jiménez de Asiia 1930% 3). Diaz Femindeq in fact, suggested that 

the new poiiticai question was not so much about poïitcal programs, but about "conductstl 

(1930a, 20). The new iiberals made great efforts to differentiate themsehres fiom the old 

liberal Party which had been part of the system of rotating parties, and had betrayed the 

true concept of political pluraiism. 

Although Nueva Ep& was never the officiai publication of a political party, the 

political expectations of its ecütors, the Regeneracionist cultural attitudes and the political 

search for a new hiberalism seemed to fit quite weU into the program of the Partido 

RadimZ SociaIista (Radical Sociaiist Party) to which Diaz Femindez belonged, a Party 

whose program Nueva Espmu hailed as "a repertoire of the most politicaily advanced 

solutions for Spain" and one which should be Ydess ly  defendred]" ("Editorial" 15 

Febniary 1930, 2). That program included overthrowing the dictatorship and building the 

basis of a new Republican, democratic, and federal state as well as revishg the Civil Code, 

abolishing the death penalty, pursuing a land reform, having the workers participate in the 

econornic rehabiiitation of the country, transforming workers' ~ g h t s  into constitutional 

rights, instituthg âeedom of expression, fieedom of religious practice and the p~c ip l e  of 

lay education (ibid). 



While this kïnd of liberal refomist program took over the opinion pages of Nuevu 

E:q&a, comrnunist intellechials began their contributions in the journal in a rather timid 

manner. The fact that the articles written by commUmsts were occasionai during the firçt 

few issues, that they were d e n  by Julih Gorkul âom Paris and Femhdez Amesto 

from Ber@ and that they began by dealing exclusively with literary issues, rnay have, in 

fact, placeû these commmist intellectuais as simple "coiiaboraton" of the journal, rather 

than fùil partiupantq symbolically apart by their physical distance, and by their initial lack 

of participation in the political critique which the journal was carrying out. While the 

contribution of these c o r n m b  writers may have been scarce at fkst, th& aitique of 

bourgeois reformism was as loud and clear as the critiques of the status quo by bourgeois 

For one, in an article entitled "La wolucih de las letras en Espaiia", Gorkui (at the 

t h e  a member of the comrnUDist intellectual group emled in Paris, seedbed of the 

O p C i d n  Comunisto de Izquierh) presented one of the very first Manast critiques of 

Spanish literature and culture when he spoke about the three generations ofwriters and 

inteliectuals who were aiive in 1930-3 1 as "the product of a backward, d é u d a l  society 

in whioh the [ r e f o d  intelligentsia], humiliated by the ruling classes, and afiaid of the 

revolutionary proletariat", had been "gestidating and yelling iu the void in the attempt to 

control th& intemal skepticisml' (1 93 1,2). 

In h e  with the critique of bourgeois reformism which the PCE, the UCP, 

POSfguewa and El estudante had already estabiished, the CO& writers in Nuwa 

Espana opposed the r é f o d  bourgeois discourse of fkeedom wtiich spoke about 

improving the lot of the workiug classes, but did nothing to address class differences. As 



Rodnguez Miguéis pointed out, cornmunists were not interesteci in a new political system 

which would give workers "the right to vote" but in one which would give them "the right 

to govem" (1930,8). They saw hiberal democracy as a mere "fàcade of democracy and 

new liberalism" - a fàcade which the rnost reactionary part of society took oa by adopting 

some socialist ideas through "a bunch of eloquent lawyers, professors of ~ e t a ~ h ~ s i c s ~  

and Cinian workers" in an unsuccessful attempr 10 survive @id). 

Given the fact that Spain had not yet gone through its national bourgeois 

revolutiun, the Spanish masses still had faith in the benefits of liberai, democratic 

refodm. F e d d e z  Amesto, however, pointed out that in the rest of Europe, 

democracy had only managed to actuaiiy "feed the ranks of that part of humanity which 

exploit[ed] the other part", "raaks" which were actudy "panicking" about the upcoming 

proletarian rwolution so much that they were forced to include the defense of workers in 

their political democratic program (1930, 10). In later issues, those communist authors 

would end up openly defending the dictatorship of the proletariat (Baleriola 1930,20) and 

even the use of proletariari violence against the bourgeoisie (de Mendoza 193 O, 1 1). 

These writers accepted the idea of participation in electoral alliances with the reformist 

bourgeoisie only as a rwolutiomry tactic and as a means of revolutionary propaganda 

persen 1930b, 10). 

To some extent, Nueva Espm?a seemed to have accepted the dualist nature of its 

dh ira l  critique quite as a matter of course, &en the fact that, as a political project, the 

journal was quite open to the u i t y  of all anti-rnoxlit~chio forces, independently of their 

politicai program. N i  E p a k  repeatedly caiied for the mity of the 'YefY' as much 



more than just a temporary tactical union for the sake of overthrowing the Monarchy or 

the dictatorship, but indeed as the basis to build a minimum program for government. As 

editor Antonio Espina put it - an argument made repeatedly throughout the Me of the 

journal - the union of the Spanish "lefi wingtt was not only a matter of "tactical needs", 

but somethiag made possible by the similarity of "doctrine". Espina argued that "one 

muld t& endlessly about the Merences in creed" of ail the parties, but that no one couid 

deny "the fiindamental similarity" which brought them together, which was their 

opposition to the regime7 sornething they ail shared, fiom the "extreme-right 

Republican[s], historical Republicax$s]. . . lefi-wing socialist[s] ver& on communisxn., 

and even. . . radical comm&[s]'' (1930b7 28). Everythiag else was a question of 

ideulogical "subtleties" (ibid). Indeed, for Espina - and he represented very weil the spint 

of the journal - nothing short of such an'ideological variety was the essence of democracy 

it self 

Espina's political naivete in linking "radical communistst' with any desire to achieve 

politid plurality and Vemocracyl' became somethhg much more cunaing when writer 

Carlos Alonso spoke of modem republicanism as an "extensive" ideology, embracing 

"areas hereto rtnknown", an ideology "e~ched" by "new followersn and "great ideological 

variety" which d d  no longer be represented by a single Party (1930,g). Botella Asensi 

built on that idea, by suggeaiing there was a new republicanism "organicaiiyH stnichired 

into different politid p d e s  wbich d d  come together as much "for permanent actionm 

as for temporary tactics (1 93 0,23). lasofar as Alonso's words applied to what Nuew 

E p d u  set out to achieve, he was effeotively wnverting w m m d  into a current of 

republicanism and oospting it into the idea of political plurahm. 



White the liberal and the radical were thus blended (albeit uncowiously), Nueva 

E s p h  also seemed to make a number of very conscious moves to suppress its most 

radical voices within via editorial comments. That was the case with Fersen's b o u s  

article " P e  quk pretende convencemos hhrcelino Domingo?", in which the author set out 

to respond to the Republican leader's cali for "serenity" in the midst of the "exaltati~n" the 

country was experiencing j 1930% 10). Fersen interpreted Domingo's call as a counter- 

revolutionary rnove and used it to accuse the bourgeoisie of lacking political drive (ibid). 

Fersen did much more than that, however, for he also identifid both socialism and 

bourgeois repubiicanism as enemies of the proletarian revolution, accushg them both of 

seeking "the Republican-democratic conscience of the people" as much as that of "the 

Monarchy" (ibid), and of seeking to achieve a democrati~ state in order to destroy the 

revolution of the working classes. 

That moved the editm of Nuevu Epdh to add a disclaimer to Fersen's article, 

arguing that Domingo was not necessarily the one to blame, but that ai l  critiques should, 

instead, be diraed toward the "old lefi" @y which, presumably, they meant the old 

Liberals). The editon argued that Fersen was not tnily criticking the reformist 

bourgeoisie, but actudy "interpretingn their "attitude", the attitude of what the editon 

cded the "new leftn (ibid). This timely intervention by the &ton made it clear that 

Nuevu E p W s  line was to be a liberal refonnist critique of the old bourgeois regime, 

while more radical perspectives would be foregrounded as coming fiom a voice foreign to 

the journai. 

Indeed, as Javier Tussel and Genoveva Queipo del Llano have argued, 'despite 

[Nueva EspaAds] concomitance with the elLtFeme i&" its politics were "danocratio and 



Republican" (1988, 84)." After the proclamation of the Second Republic in 193 1, Nueva 

&& believed its dream of a progressive governent alliance had become true. The fa11 

of the Monarchy brought a new air of radicalkation to the journal, which soon started to 

cd for the proclamation of an "atheist, anticlerical" Republic "of producers", supported by 

a popular army ("Empieza la revolucion" 1). The fact remains, however, that once the 

Republic was proclaimeci, political positions needed to be clearly defhed, and Nueva 

& d a ' s  "lefi-wing" alliance was no longer suitable. In Aprii 193 1, the journal published 

its very last issue. 

The journal Nosotros, however, followed a very Merent trajectory" Founded in 

May 1930 by Penivian/Spa.ish communist César  alc con," Nosotros was, above dl, a 

political journal, with linle space dedicated to literary or art criticismg4 and much more to 

news from the five continents and whatever crises ancilor revolutions might have been 

'' Communist writer Fenianda h e s t o ,  however, Mght have disagrwd with the conclusions reached by 
most s c b h  1 quote here and my own, sinœ hardly a year afler the joumai had closed down, he 
remembered Nuevo Espaila as a project " in which young communist h t e r s  collaborated", and "behind 
[them] a confusing bunch of sympathtzers" (1 932,3 6-37). 
* NOSO~OS was founded in May 1930 and was published untii August 193 1, well after the proclamation of 
the Republic. 
" A journalist and political actMsî, César Fak6n ( P d  18924970) was a founding meruber of the 
Communist Party of Peni together wiih José Carlos Man$tegui. In 19 19, he was deported to Europe, and 
sought residence in Madrid, where he worked as a joumalist. He was a key playcr in the creation of the 
left-wing publishing houses in the late 1920s and eariy 1930% fo&g and mming Historia Nueva with 
José Venegas, &er the split of the original Ediciones Oriente. Mter fmding and worlgng for Nosobos 
over the period I%O-l93 1, he joined the Commirnist Party and cuilaborated in Mundo Obrero and Frente 
Rojo. He was one af the most active ParQ members during the war, as leader of the agit-prop and cultural 
organization Altmoz dol Frente. Among his best hown political works an I m h i s m o  y mti- 
imperiaiimo (Madrid: Nosotros, 193 1) and CS1tica de la revolucidn eJpaifoia (Madrid: M. Ag&, 193 1. 
In this seose, 1 obviaasly disagn+ with the mmments made by hisîorians Queipo del Llano and Tusse1 

who have argued that Noso~os' "thesis" was not to defend the "radical militaacy ofinteUectuats against 
the politics of the Mollztrchy, but the submission af arastic and literary crration to the Mcial revoluîionn 
(1988,86). 



taking place in t h e q  f?om China to the USSR to India, with a strong emphasis on L a t .  

~merica. g5 

Needless to say, however, the politicai focus of the journal was the national 

situation in Spain itself, in a year where the fall of Primo de Rivera was filling the air with 

the novelty of change. As a journal dedicated to national m e n t  issues, Nosotros 

exercised a fierce opposition to the Monarchy and the dictatorship and defended a 

Republic grounded in social justice and equaiity, ideas which the journal defended 

passionately and adamantly fiom a radical revolutionary perspective. As the editors of 

Nueva EspGoiu actudy put it, Nosofios was a journal of "strong le£!& tendencies, 

defended with gennis, culture and a great combative spirit" ( " R @ - ~ e t e "  1 5 May 193 0, 

12). 

N o s o m  was edited and mostiy wriaen by comrnunist intellechiah, though none 

of them were members of the PCE or any other communist organization ai the t h e  (most 

of them would join the PCE in 193 1).% Like Nueva E k p h ,  Nosohs foregrounded itself 

as an alliance of a l l  progressive, Id-wing inteiiectuals who opposed the status quo and 

who wished to replace the Monarchy with a Republic and the dictatorship with a 

dernocratic government. As a tme representative of that wide alliance, Nosoftos was open 

to an array of political voices, all of them allowed to be expressed With equai respect, to 

the point that the journal seemed to be making a conscious effort to let all anti-monarchic 

95 Faic6n's Latin Amencan origin, doubtlessly, ucplains the journal's emphasis on the revoluîionary 
changes going on in thaî contiaent. Nosotros defended the i&a of "Hispanisme" @spanicisn], which 
meant that Spain, as much as the South American continent, were fighting against Anglo-saxon 
irnperialism and donai dictatoships, albeit in diffirent circumstances and for diffefeat historical 
reasons. See the article "O". 
% Nosoiros always defhkd itselffiom the accusations that it was a comrmmist j o m  arguîng thaî it 
was open to aii progresive voices and that neither its director, nor the collaborators, belonged to the 
Co=& Party or any other Party. 



views stand on their own. Among those voices were that of socialist Julih Zugazagoitia 

and his c d  for a socialist Republic (1930,9), or that of liberal Alvaro de Albornoz and his 

wamings that a future Republic could not be left in the hands of the conservatives (1930, 

5). Nosotros printed interviews with liberals, Like Marcelho Domingo or Pérez de Ayala, 

and with Radical-Socialists, iike Alejandro Lenoux, and gave a great deal of space to 

liberal students writing on the renovation of the university, c a h g  for fieedom of speech, 

academic tenure and lay education. A number of socialist and liberai authors collaborated 

in the j o u d  and many of them were actuaüy praised, aii the way from Joaquin Costa to 

Ortega y Gasset. 

Unlike Nueva Espath, however, Nosotros believed that the political alliance drawn 

by all pro-Repubiican forces was to be "cirnimstantid", temporarily grounded in a 

minimum agreement of opposition to the status quo, but unable to hold together for a 

comrnon program for govemment once the Stahis quo had f d e n  Pursuhg what it called 

a "politics of reality", the journal numireci that alliance as a way to bring about the 

Republic and called on each and every one of the parties which supported political change 

to work on strengthening its own program, since each of them wodd have to work on its 

own, and probably against one another, once the Republic was proclairned ("Politica de 

reaiidades" 1). 

Nosotros argued that the reformist bourgeoisie could only b ~ g  about "moderate", 

changes, and that the "profound political, sociai, and economic transformation which 

Spain needed codd not be d e d  out by a group of politicai parties representing "the 

whole spectnim of modem politics" (Falcon 193 1,2). That woufd be especidy difncult 

considering that the two ends of that specflim were so far spart. While liberai 



Repubiicans based its program for poiitical change on freedom (of speech, religion, 

education, etc) and economic laisse-faie, cornmunists stood aga* "ali basic freedoms 

within capitalism" (Falcon 1930, 5). 

While liberal and socialist voices criticized the Monarchy, the dictatorship and the 

society of the Restauracion which sustained them both, Falcon and his team wamed the 

refodst  bourgeoisie that it should no longer attempt to carry out its revolution done. 

Nosotras believed that ia 1930 a revolution of the national bourgeoisie was nothing but a 

"dream" which could have been fuldlled back in 18 12. A hundred and eighteen years later, 

the Spaeish revolution was to be a proletarian one or not to be at al1 ("La revolucion 

burguesa" 5). 

NOSOPOS attempted to link Republican aspirations with the need to have profound 

poiitical and social change in the country, and believed that any political movement should 

be diiven by class interests and should aim at achieving the Iiberation of one or more social 

classes. While the bourgeois intelligentsia viewed the Republican system as the conquest 

of universal liberries, or while Catalouian nationaiists viewed it as a journey toward 

independence, workers and peasants viewed the Republic as a poïitcai tool which wouid 

give them not oniy the ownership of the means of production, but aiso their complete 

"economic redemption". Nosob.os cded for a Republic 'of Eeedom, bread. . . justice and 

land" ("Primeras palabras" 1). The journal was not interested in a "&e" Republic which 

would "give the vote to the poor", but in one which wouid actuaiiy resoive the problem of 

poverty (Zugazagoitia 1930,9). Nmoz?os was hoping for a "full jump" toward a 

communist society. Its writers considered the year 1930 to be not a moment for 



minimum, but for maximum programs, not the time for evolution, but for revolution, not 

for construction, but for destruction (Manteiga 1930, 1). 

Whiie Nzieva E@da had aiiowed its comURist writers to speak out against the 

political and cultural reformisrn of the bourgeois intelligentsia and had then proceeded to 

co-opt them into that very same discourse, the communist writers in Nosotras dowed 

bourgeois intellectuals to inundate the pages of the joumd with a humanistic and iiberal 

critique of the Spanish feudal system, while they themselves tackled their critique of 

bourgeois society through an economic analysis, something which was rather unusual at 

the t h e .  Uitirnately, it was because of t h i s  anaiysis that the journal's voice was so clearly 

a Marxist one, as the journal made it clear the issue was not whether the goverment 

should be sustained by a monarchic or by a Republican system but who had economic 

power, 

Nthough Spain was timidly embracing capitalism, the country did not have strong 

capitalist foundations. The joumai thus called for a new economic policy which would 

abolish protectionisrn, expand credits, aUow Spanish capital to stay within national borders 

and even repatriate Spanish capital already invested overseas, ail in the attempt to break 

through the outdated economic structure of the feudai state. At the same the ,  a number 

of economic demands of the proletarian revolution would have to be met, beginning with 

the redistribution of the land and the nationaiization of big capital. '' 
This unequivocal Mannst and communist d y s i s  in the pages of Falc6nts journal 

meant that despite being published concurrently and being both alliances of "lefi-wing " 

intellectuals, NuevaE@ia and Nosotros were grounded in very Merent discourses. 

rn See for example David Maz (1930); "La 9hiacibn economica: el caso de fa peseta"; Benito (1930). 



TuGn de Lara has seen Nueva Esp& as the "sentimental proposal of a group of young 

writers, journalists and professionals firom the petite bourgeoisie" which codd be nothing 

more than a "Jacobin option" and that, aiready in 1930, was "anachronistic", without a 

solid politid analysis and a tendency to generalize (1986b, 413). In the iight of future 

events, however, I do not think the journal was "anachronistic". Rather, 1 find it was 

simply ahead of its the ,  for the kind of progressive ailiance on which it modeled itseifwas 

not possible at a time when revolutionary and reformist intellectuals stiU had different 

agendas. An alliance of revolutionary and reformist intellectuals wodd be possible some 

time later, when those two groups found a common enemy in fascism, just as in 1930 they 

had found it in the dictatorship. 

Indeed Nueva ET& was the first hint of what the Popular Front would Iater be: 

an alliance of bourgeois and rwolutionary inteilectuals with a minimum program into 

which communism would be clearly co-opted. The Werence between Nuew EspaTfu and 

Iater "left-wing" jounials was, in fact, the degree of awareness comrminist inteuectuals 

themselves would have of that co-option. Nueva &$p.fia fded where other j o d s  

wodd later succeed because it was a cultural initiative unsustained by a similar political 

move. In Iater years, as we s h d  see, the legacy of Numa EspiZa would prove to be very 

sisnificant. 

Nosotros was the other end of the equation, the resistance to the co-option of 

communist discourse into the "pluralisrn" of reformism, a symbol of the detemiination of 

corn& intellechials to keep a maximum poiieical program even as they understood the 

need for tactical temporary alliances. Mer the Republic was proclaimed, and thus the 



basic goal of the tacticai alliance achieved, Nosotms felt fke to break away from its ties to 

other political forces, as it promised it would do. 

Interestingly, while the Party alliances were getting narrower, the intellectual 

alliances being sought by communist intellectuals (for now either in the opposition to the 

mainstream Party or working independentiy) were getthg wider. Frorn the Union 

Cultural Proletaria to Postguerru to Nueva Espafia, communist intellectuals had corne 

out of their isolation and had taken an active role in the cultural scene, all the while they 

had managed to hold on to a comrnunist strategy. From a bunch of "kids" dreaming of 

cultural change in the Retko Park in early 1922, through the alliance of communist 

intellectuals with the petit-bourgeois rwolutionary intelligentsia in the late 1920s 

(Postgaerra and El estudante) to their tadical alliance with the reformist bourgeoisie 

itself in 1930 (Nueva Ep&u and Nosotros), a completely new generation of inteiiectuals 

had moved fiom the background to the foreground of the cultural scene. Spanish society 

as a whole still had to come to terms with their presence. Irremediably, the Comrnunist 

Party of Spain wodd have to do much of the same. 

I have suggested earlier that 1930 was a year of transition, both in political and 

cultural tems. In eariy 193 1, however, the transitional period would suddenly come to an 

end. The radicalization of the social and political crises brought Berenguer's goverment 

to its f i a l  collapse in February 193 1, and the Monarchy found itself again without any 

political means to contrd the situation. Municipal elections were called for 12 April, and 

the result of the vote was so overwhelmingly antimonarchical that King Alfonso Xm was 

forced to abandon the country, a move which was, as Paul Heywood has pointed out, "the 

most gracious act of a wholly undisthguished reign" (1990, 109). The very next day, a 



provisional Republican goverment (made out by the leaders of  the Pacto de San 

Sebhh) took the reins of power. There was no bloodshed, no Street violence, no riots, 

no burning of Churches, no public executions, no panicide, ody the cIarnor of joy in the 

streets. The reformist bourgeoisie which had been fighting intellectualiy and politically 

against the statu quo for more than eighty years was now peacefully coming to power, 

rnarking the end of an era. As José Antonio Baibontin would write many years later, that 

may have seemed a reason to celebrate back then, but historical perspective would Iater 

convince many that, in fact, the peaceful proclamation of the Repubiic could not have been 

more unfortunate (1952,215). 



CHAPTER FOUR 
Years of Republic, 1931-1936 

Never before had aii of us, together, been so happy. 
That is because we had never been happy, 
and rarely had we been together. 

Maria 2ambrano1 

Whenever a description of the Second Spanish Republic has been sought, it has 

been impossible to avoid that definition which every sensible scholar admits has become 

commonplace, and yet still h d s  the most accurate: bat it was the Republic of the 

bourgeois intelligentsia, a "Republic of intellectuals" or "professors" (Miratvilles 193 1, 4). 

lndeed the presence of university professors, teachers, philosophers, journalists and 

writers in the Republican cabinet, the Parliament and most other state institutions was 

clearly overwhelming, especially since it included a large number of high-profle 

intellectuds in key positions, beginning with playwright and ex-president of the Ateneo 

Manuel Azab as president of the Republic, and with philosophers like Ortega y Gasset, 

Fernando de los Rios and Miguel de Unamuno as Members of ~arliament.' In an attempt 

to "rnake up" for the lack of "cadres" in the Republican and socialist parties (Becanid 

1978, 3 5), these intellectutils tumed the Republican goverrunent into what Antonio Ramos 

' "Nunca habiamos estado todos juntos tan contentos, poque nunca habiamos estado contentos, y muy 
pas vecesjuntosm (Zambrano 1977,44). 

Miguel de Unimuno himself began an intervention in Parliament by pointhg out that "there [were] too 
many professors and teachers in [the] chamber" (qtd. in Pdrez Gakh 1975,941. Meai among the new 
Republican mtnr.ctefi 

. . here were hv&e uniYerSity professors and six other pIof&ods in the fidd of 
&cation (Becaruâ 1978,33). Among the Memt>ers ofPariiament then were also forty-fie universi@ 
professors as weU as forîy-men joumalists or writers, including first-rank thinkers like Manuel Azaifa., 
Jurian BestWo, Feniando de los Nos, Luis J i i e z  de Asha, Miguel de Unamuno and Ortega y Gasset 
(Menéndez -rite 1977,81). A nambef afwefl-known, first-raak inteiiectuals, Iike Salvador de 
Madariaga or Ramon P b  de Ayala, were a h  ambassadors (Arbeloa 1981,29). 



Oliviera Iater cailed a "rnagisfoct~~ciia",~ as they swiftly moved ftom having been the 

"pariahs of society" to being its "new aristocracy", becoming the new "masonicJ and 

Republican clergy" which would set out to "displace the catholic clergy in its spiritual 

government" once and for all(148-50)? 

Because the Republic of 193 1 was proclaimed via national elections rather than 

through the violent overthrow of the monarchic regime and of the feudal system which 

sustained it, the bourgeois intelligentsia in power was to atternpt to govem a country 

where politicai change had been most radical, but where the socio-economic structure as 

weii as the state apparata of the Ancien Régime remained practically untouched. Lacking 

any practical models to foiiow and unable to counteract the power of the state institutions 

and parties fiom the conservative-authorit aian tradition which remained hostile t O it (Cruz 

1987, 109), the new Republican reformist governent would h d  it very difncult to carry 

out its program of national regeneration6 

At the tum of the decade, Spain was std deeply tom apart by the effects of a 

overextended feudal çystem, and deeply divided between socid groups with antagonistic 

economic interests. Yet Repubiicans wanted their governent to be a solution of "middle 

- - - - -- - - 

Denved h m  the Latin tam "magistern and the Spa& one "mgisterio", Iuiguishc root of words 
related to the actMty and praféssion af teaching. 
4 It is a weli-laiown fact in Spanish history that a Iarge proportion of the bourgeois intelligentsia of this 
t h e  belonged to the Masonry. in facf during the Civil War and for a long t h e  after, Gen Franco would 
often argue the stniggie of Nationalist Spain was not only against communism but also agaiast the 
"""y. 
In fàct, the entire struggie for modemity in Spain my be read as a stmggle between the Iay bourgeoisie 

and the Chtuch. A nuruber of scholm have argued îhat the Spanish reformist bourgeoisie saw itseif as a 
"acw clagy" seeking to q f a c e  the power and i.nfiuence of the Chmh, Sec Alvarez Junco (1993); Camo 
AEII (1997). 
6 Further idormation on the poiitics, as well as the çocial and ecunomic policy of the First Repubican 
government can be fbund in W6n de Lara mrd. (198 1); Tamames (1977). 



term" (Azaüa 1939, 73),' pursuing a "politics of cooperation", rather than a "politics of 

class" (1966,2: 40). This spirit of "reconciliation of interests, ideological fieedom, 

tolerance and compromise" (Huertm Vizquez 1988, 18), of class collaboration, rather 

than class smiggIe,* was indeed a "political utopia" (Abellin 1993, 440). President Azaiia 

later admitted that the liberal bourgeoisie (still very much a leadership without a class) was 

incapable of defendhg the new regime "against the. . . attacks coming from the extreme 

right and the extreme lefi" (1966,Z: 465). 

This "conciliatory" line and the "halfway" policies which redted ffom it (Cruz 

1987, 109) failed, in fact, to deal in any resolute way with Spain's endemic problems such 

as the UIlfaU distribution of the land, the lack of education of the masses, social unrest, or 

the overpowe~g influence of the Church and m y  in the state and in civil society as a 

whole (especially the latter's iduence in education). As a response to these problems, and 

always in a most non-confkontational spirit, the Republican government altemated 

between solutions verging on conformism Cui its dealings with the army, for instance) and 

others verging on authoitarianism (in its dealings with the workersf movement), a 

combination which made it accurnulate enemies, rather than allies, on both sides. 

Despite nich a precarious position, the refodst bourgeoisie in power set out to 

make a reaiity of the alternative program it had been devishg for decades. Political power 

was conceived as a "school of civil moraiity" which wodd build the "backbone" of a new 

country and which wodd "boost the advancement of civilization"(A.ragon 1991,339-40). 

7 These are the words of Azana's alter-ego in his play on the Spaxisb C i d  War, La veluda en B e n i c d .  
In bis memoirs, José Antonio Balbo& argued that in the early 1930% th= were "two ways to 

understand what the Republic meantu: one, (i la de los Rios, as "a pl-t and gentle hallway 
conversation wiîh the dominani cias in order to persDadc it to be 'just' and 'chantable'. . . the other as an 
active stniggie against the oppressor" (1952,22 1). 



Education and culture thus became "essential amibute[s] of the State" (Consn"tucz6n de la 

Repiiblica ep j io la  ait. 48-50). For the Republican g o v m e n t ,  culture was both the 

"essence" of its existence as weii as the tool with which it would perpetuate itself, for if 

the Monardy had sustained itself "through lack of culture and bayonets", the Republic 

would perpetuate itself by "improving the lives of a i l  Spaniards" (Linacero 193 1, 3). 

Republican school woufâ, once and for ail, mate the "new man [sic]" which the 

Krausistus had drearnt about, it would "regenerate" the country in the way both the 

Generation of 1898 and Costa had demande4 and it would do it ail by giving the 

bourgeois intelligentsia the politicai leadership which the Generation of 19 14 had wanted 

for itself. Ia 193 1, "the old principles of Spanish liberalism, the modem pedagogy of the 

1mtitucioni.stcu and the educational ideas of historical socialism" converged into a single 

project, giving Life to a govemment which sought, above al l  things, the secuiarization of 

education and the transformation of the individual into a dignified citizen of a progressive 

state (Tuiion de Lara 1 !BOb, 3 3 1). In line with the cultural reformism which the 

bourgeoisie had defended for decades, a "new Spain" would be the resuk not so much of a 

revo1ution, but of a process of education and of the acquisition of knowledge and culture. 

Through such a "revolution of consciousness" (Molero Pintado 1977, 5 l), the Republic 

wodd create a citizenship ready for democracy. 

The Repubiican educational program, whose blueprint had already been designed 

as part of the Pucto de Sm S e b ~ ~ f i * h ,  coconcefved of education as a " human and social 

right" (qtd. in T a o n  de Lara 1990b, 334), and included the creation of general as well as 

technical schools for school-age cMdren and aduits, the institution of an extra-cwicular 

educational program, financial support for low-incorne famiües, the implernentation of 



teacher training, and the legalization of coeducation (Llopis 1933,23). Among the most 

important educatiod projects of the new government were the attempts to put into 

practice the mode1 of the Escuela Unzpcadz (fiee and lay education available to ail 

~ ~ a n i a r d s ) ~  and the creation of the Misiones Pehgdgicas, cuculturd brigades sent to mral 

areas in order to teach peasants basic literacy skills, so that they m g  receive a "breath of 

progress and the means to participate in it" (Decree 29 May 193 1). Even though the 

Misiones PeCiirgOgiccar were seeking to educate people who were living in the most 

appalling conditions, the goverment saw them as  tools for "social justice" (qtd. in Tufion 

de Lara 1986a, 167). A number of scholars have been less benevolent, and have seen the 

Misiones Pedagdgicas as a cultural project designed by "the eIitestt to "give" culture to the 

people, and as such, the " highest point" of "Spanish inteilectual populism" (Mainer 1983, 

289), a project of "dtural charity" which perpetuated the "Regeneracionismotl of the 

Republican government because of its "idealkt conception of the people" as "depositories" 

of unchangeable "popular essences" (Bilbatiia 1976, 3 3-4). 

What Republicans called the "politics of cooperation" or "liberal politics", as 

opposed to "class politics", was often referred to as the "politics ofpeblo" (Garcia 

Santos 1980,25). Spain was proclaimecl a "democratic Republic of workers of all classes 

organized in a regime of fieedom and justice" in which sovereign power came fiom the 

people (Constihrcidn, art. I) . Uniike their nineteenth-century counterparts, modem 

Republicans seemed to be clearly aware of the social divisions which existed within that 

The project d the fimela Unifcah was the subject of lengthy debaies in the Republican Parliament, 
but was not implemented during this first legkhtm. For the eduationd and cuitUral policy of the fbst 
Republicân gwemment, see Molero Pintado (199 1); de Meer (1978); Millh (1983); Domingo (1932); 
H m  VazqneZ (1988). 



pueblo, since they often addressed the bourgeoisie, the middle classes, and the workers as 

separate groups. 

Santos Julia has argued that this "double reaiity" of Republican discourse, which 

appealed to the people as a whole and yet established a ciifference "between patrons and 

workers, the bourgeoisie and proletariats" means that the discourse of the Repubiican 

government should not be defined as "populist", since it did not attempt to "replace" those 

othenvise well-differentiated social groups, but to "integrate" them (1988, 37). Other 

authors, however, have argued that Republican discourse (and practice) around 193 1 was 

"populist" even despite this awareness of chss d~s ions ,  because of the way it perceived 

people to be a mass of passive recipients, whether of cultural products or of political 

change. These authors have argued that the "pueblo" of the Republicans was hardly a 

political abject with full historical agency, but rather an amorphous mass which wouid 

benefit fiorn, rather than lead, the revolution. The peb lo  was mobilized to take on a 

greater leadership role in society, but politicai power was to remah in the hands of the 

inteiiectual eiites (Alvarez Junco 1 WOb, 1 66). 

Earlier in this work, I adopted the definition of populisrn given by Ernesto Laclau, 

according to whom a populist discourse would appear when the "popular democratic" 

interpellation of a class or class &action which needs a substantial transfomtion in the 

power bloc in order to assert its hegernony is presented "as a sjmfhetic-~~tagonistic 

cornplex with reqpect tu the dominant ideofogytf (1977, 172; emphasis in the  rig gin al).'^ 

Although in 193 1 the bourgeois Republican government was interpellahg people above 

classes, it did not immediately inscribe thepueblo as one of the "antagonistic poles" in the 



dominant contradiction which expressed the relations of domination. Instead, the 

bourgeoisie itself had moved to occupy the position of the status quo (even if only at the 

political Ievel) and was now hterpellating the people in order to have them collaborate 

with the govement, an institution which saw itseifvery much as an integral part of the 

civif society and of the pueblo itself. This discourse was to last a rernarkably short tirne, 

however, since toward the end of the period covered in this chapter, around late 1935 and 

early 1936, the political circumstances would have undergone considerable change, afler a 

right-wing coalition had taken the reins of power in Spain and fascism had become an 

overwhelming threat aii across Europe. By then, the terms of the equation would have 

radically changed, and the reformist bourgeoisie would find itseK yet again, interpellahg 

the Spanishpueblo to rise against the feudal powers-that-be, putting forward a political 

discourse which resembled the populist discoune of nineteenth-centuy Republicanism 

much more closely, as we s h d  later see. 

Not aii of the Spanish intelligentsia, of course, was part of the group in power. To 

their right was another group of intellectuals (though perhaps smalier in number too) who 

felt rather "nostalgie" towards the Ancien Régime: in some cases the political system itself, 

in others the kind of "pure intellectud environment" which it had ailowed (Becarud 1978, 

98). To the left of the bourgeois intelligentsia were revohtionary intellectuals who 

exercised a great deal of opposition to the Republiwi government in d aspects. For the 

majority of these writers, the revolution was to be led by the people and them done and 

not by inteUectual elites. As far as they were concerne4 what those elites were, in fact, 

bringing about was not the "revolution" but the "counter-revolution", as Fersen had 

already predicted fiom the pages of Nueva Espdh in early 1930 (1930% 11). 



The Spanish Second Republic may have been a "Republic of inteUectuals", but the 

cultural debates which took place within the intelechial opposition to it were indeed 

extraordinary. Mer the change in goverment, dEerent culturai and artistic strategies 

which had been pursuing their owa stmggie against the feudal system a d o r  the reformist 

bourgeoisie, moved to the foreground of the cultural scene, as if al i  their hours of truth 

had W e d  at once. Whatever avant-garde art Spain had in previous years had aiready 

been declared "dead", but there were new avant-garde artistic projects - by now in the 

pre-Surrealist mode - which aimed at becoming leaders of both the artistic and political 

vanguard, most notoriously the journal Gaceta de ~ r t e .  " Further, the tirne was also ripe 

for the discussion of proletarian literature and culture to corne to the fore, as the 

revolutionary intelligentsia interpreted the end of the Monarchy to be a mere step which 

would lead to much deeper revolutionary changes. On the one han& the proclamation of 

the Second Republic gave extraordinaq momentum to the social literatwe of which the 

"Mer Generation of 1927" had been Pioneer throughout the 1920s. IZ On the other, 

questions on the social and po iiticai involvement of intellechials, on the possibility of 

producing proletarian literature in Spain, and on the s o c i ~ t i o n  of d tu re  so as to 

include the masses of uneducated people had an extraordinary presence in public life.13 

Many of the writers and intellecniafs who participated in the creation of social iiterahire, in 

the political and cultural critique of the Republic and in the debates which ensued had been 

'' Guceta de Arte was edited by Domingo PCnz Minür and Ednardo Westerdahl. Further information on 
its bistory and ideology can be found in Westerdahi (1981). 
I2~etailed information about the deôates on proletarian culture can be hund in Fuentes (1 980) and Cobb 
(1 981). For the M and dcvelopmenî of the social me1 duRng the Republic, see Estebaa and Santonja 
(1987, 1988); Gil Casado (1973); Fuentes (1980). 
" For general cuitnral dcbatff &und this tirne, see Mainer (1983); TuÏidn de Lara (1973); Cano Ballesta 
(1 972). 



communists for a long time, some of them already in the ranks of the Communist Party or 

soon to be. 

Upon the proclamation of the Second Republic, the Communist Party exercised a 

fierce opposition to the reformist government, in all aspects of its social, political, 

economic, and cultural policies. As a result, cultural historians have found no reason to be 

more benevolent with the Party at this stage, and have often judged the Party's cultural 

discourse between 193 1 and 1933 to be as "dogmatic" and "sectarian" as ever before, as if 

nothing had changed &om the mid- 1920s. Very Little is said about the cultural evolution 

of the Party between the years of 1 933 and I 93 5 except for the fact that to some extent, it 

opened up to embrace like-minded revolutionary intellectuals, like Jose Antonio Balbontin, 

Joaquin Arderius, Ramon I. Sender, Rafael Alberti, Cesar Falch, Cesar M. Arconada, 

Maria Teresa Lebn, and Josep Renau (just to mention the most prestigious), who became 

members of the PCE as part of the "generalized climate of radicalization" and because of 

their admiration for the Soviet Union ( C m z  1993, 1 5 9). 

In February 1936, Mundo Obrero, the Party's oEciaI publication,14 published a 

manifesto signed by more than three hundred intellectuals - most of whom were liberal 

and bourgeois, very few proletarian, and even fewer Party members - giving their support 

to the alliance of the Popular Front. By then, the Party was no longer attacking socialist 

intellectuals for their alleged betrayal of the proletarian revolution, but was trying to prove 

l4 Mwzdo Obrero first appeared on 23 August 1930 as a weekly with the subtitle of Tub l idon  for 
workers and peasantsn, because of the difficulties of publishing aqthmg with the word "Communist" 
(Esteban and Santonja l988,3 19). The publication became a dady on 14 Novernber 193 1, with Jod 
Bullejos and J& S i h m  as editors. Mundo Obrero had a difficult and unsteady life, and it disappeared at 
least four times before it achiwed same kind of stabiIity in early 1936, &r the electoral victory of the 
Pogular Front Throughout those years it was always directed by high-profile members of the Party, h m  
Vicente U n i  to Jestls ]Hernandez. 



how fascism was a backward political force which had historicdiy destroyed inteliectual 

and culhird life (iicluding, of course, bourgeois intellectual We). By then, as most 

scholars point ouf the Cornmunist Party was participating in thefrentep~pl~sta15 

movement of the Spanish anti-fascist intelligentsia, a move in defense of the democratic 

revolution. 

These bits and pieces of commentary on the culturai evolution of the Party and its 

Party intellectuals during the pre-war Republican period thus touch on the years of 193 1, 

1933 and 1936 and very little on what happened in between 1 have stated the purpose of 

this thesis, however, to be one of " f i h g  gaps" and of exploring the transition between the 

Communist Party's original proletarian discourse in the early 1920s to a democratic one in 

the mid 1930s, and, therefore, I am interested in what happened between 193 1 and 1936. 

Thus it is in this chapter that the goal of " f i g  gaps" materiahes in its most literal sense, 

for it was between 193 1 and 1936 that the evolution from one poJiticai position to the 

other took place, gradudy and yet somewhat abruptiy, as we s h d  see. 

One of the most important shifts which had aiready taken place, even before this 

penod itseifbegan, is that the Party had already let go of a whole group of intellectuals 

who had been in the PCE from its foundation (who had, in fact, founded it), and 

welcomed (though not quite literdy at first) a cornpletely new group which began to join 

the Party in 1930 and continued to do so until 1936. This change was not a generational 

one, for many of the intellechials who lefl the Party and many of those who joined it were 

much the same age. Instead, it was a political one, since inteilectuais abandoned the Party 

as a consequence of the final political splits which &ove the communist opposition to 

l5 From the Spanish "Frente PopuImn, the tam ~ t e p o p u I m s t a "  would make derence to people or 
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found its own political organhations. In the process the Party was divested of its most 

brilfiant intellectuds (notwithstanding the brightness of those who were to corne), even if 

they had been part of the reason as to why the PCE had had such an unsteady political Me. 

Unlike those who left (Andrade, Gorkin, MaUrin, Nin, arnong others), those who joined it 

were to be no dissidents, although very few of them would actually have an active political 

role to play within the Party before 193 6. l6 

1 think it is reasonable to suggest that the entry of new inteilectuals into the 

Comunist Party was, in the first place, "accidental", for they were really kterested in 

being part of the Communist International, "like the rest of the European writers they so 

admired" and not so much a part of what they saw as a rather Uisignincant Communist 

Party in Spain, which, in any case, wodd not be able to offer much support to their 

cultural projects (Cruz 1993, 159). Precisely because of this lack of interaction between 

the Party and its intellectualq it is often argued that there was no "organic relationship" 

between the PCE and the creative work of cornmunist intellechials. l7 

To some extent, this lack of "organicity" was quite reai, if that simply means that 

the Party played no role in the creation and administration of the d t u r a l  projects these 

intellectuals led. I fin& however, that such a statement is more a comment on 

administrative m e r s  than on political issues, since it still sheds no Light on the questions 

of whether or not the Party he affected these intellectuals or whether or not the cultural 

projects they undertook, in tum, affected the Party's dtural  evolution. In fact, if we take 

a closer look at how the Party and the work produced by its intellectuals evolved between 

organizaîions in line with the Popular Front, 
16 Cruz rnakes the exwtion of R d n  J. Sender (1993,159), but the names of BaIbontln and Fafc6n 
shouid also be indaded 



193 1 and early 1936 we should be able to find a great deal of political and cultural 

connections operating rather "organicdy", insofar as the PCE and Party intellectuals 

influenced one another, despite their clear "administrative" independence. 

During the first few years of Republican government, the presence of these petit- 

bourgeois revolutionary intellechiah in the PCE did very iittie to raise the level of the 

intellechial and cultural analysis put out by the Party. in fact, the entry of these 

inteilectuais in the Party wouid bear Mt in the medium and long term, first d u ~ g  the 

middle years of the decade, as fascism 'Decame more of a politicai and d t u r a l  threat, and 

later in early 1936, when the climax of the aati-fascist stmggle gave way to the creation of 

the Spanish Popular Front. How the Party benefited fkom the culhual discourse and 

practice of its inteilechials wouid not become obvious until the end of the penod covered 

in this chapter, during the first half of 1936, and it would be most simcant afler the 

outbreak of war in July of that year, as we shaii see in Chapter Five. The relevance I waat 

to point out here, however, is that the extraordinary fmit which was eventuaiiy borne afker 

1936 - when the Party and its intelligentsia were indeed working in a much more 

"organic" relationship - was the result of the evolution which started here, between the 

years of 1931 and 1936. 

In the first section of this chapter, which covers the years of the frst Republican 

government (April 193 1-lanuary 1933), I look at the Party's rather schematic dturd 

discourse. 1 say "schematic" not because it was "dogrnatic", which is an issue of no 

concern to me here, but because it was scarce and poorly presented. The cultural projeas 

which the Party was able to produce during those two years, as weli as the independent 

l7 At the time, Party intclleauals also agned with this conciusion. See Monter0 (1977); Renan (1977). 



projects of Party intellechiais, were clearly grounded in a proletarian, anti-bourgeois, anti- 

democratic line, although none of it was able to Save the Party fiom the cultural poverty it 

had inhented f?om previous years. 

The political context for Section Two (January 1933-July 1935) is drafnatically 

different. In early 1933, the first RepubIican govemment was voted out of office and a 

right-wing coalition of parties took puwer, giving way to a new proietarian anempt at 

revolution in October 1934 and, therefore, to new political instabiliîy, all while fascism had 

begun to spread dangerously in the rest of Europe. Spanish cultural history has dealt to a 

large extent with the "radicalization" which this new "Odober" revulution generated in the 

Spanish intelligentsia as a whole, who begm to find positions in the upmming anti-fascist 

stniggle. 

Caught between the need to join wide mti-fSLSCrSt alliances and its desire to keep 

anti-fascism as a solely proletarian cause, the Party put forward a contradictory and 

ambiguous political discourse at this tirne. This discourse wodd not be reflecteù so much 

in the Party's dtural  discourse - which, in fact, during these two years fell to an absoiute 

historical low - but in the work of comrminist intellectuals, whose work began to be 

infomed both by their original proletarian line as weli as by a new d-fascia üne which 

demanded greater opemess toward more democrati~ concepts. This tension was most 

obvious in the journal Octubre. Less than two years later, the growing pressure of fascism 

had moved Party inte1lectuals to take an extraordinary leap and previous tensions were 

resolved by moWig M y  toward a cuIturaI discourse of clear popular-democratio 

overtones in which the protagoniçt was no longer the proletariat, but the whole of the 

Spanish people, and in which class struggle was replaced by the redemption ofhilmiuiity. 



Such was the political and cuitural discourse which the journal Nuew Culma embraced 

right fiom its foundation 

- By the time the Seventh Congress of the Comintern was held and international 

comniesm moved to embrace the Popular Front anti-fascist alliance, the Communist 

Party of Spain had been ready for quite a white to d e  of anti-fascism a common cause 

with the inteiegentsia and the 'bourgeoisie. In Section Bec (juiy i93 5-iuiy i Y 36 j we 

witness the Party moving to adopt the democratic revolution as a new political strategy, 

and opening up to 

begun to produce. 

embrace the historical nanative which Nueva Culturu had already 

As a redt, the PCE no longer saw itself as the representative of the 

proletariat in stnrggle against the bourgeoisie, but of the Spanishpueblo in its stniggle 

against the feudal system, shifting emphasis from the production of a proletarian d t u r e  to 

the resurrection of a popular one. 

In the early days of 1936 - as the time for national elections approached, and at the 

height of propaganda for the Popular Front - the proletarian cultural dismurse which had 

been the original tradernark of the PCE and the national-popular discourse it had more 

recently embraced were completely merged into a single discourse, one in which old 

revolutionary t e m  were given new demoaatio meanings. The PCE had thus cornpieteci 

its transition, a drarnatic joumey of hardly five years, without which it is impossible to 

undersfaad the Party's discourse and practice in the years to corne. 



SECTION ONE: April1931-April1933 
The Pirst Biennium 

The Spanish Communist Party and the Second Republic (1931-33) 

The political crossroads at which Spain had found itself in 1930 were analyzed by 

the Third International as a political crisis which could end in two possible ways: either 

with Spain still a Monarchy but "with a new coalition govemment. . . which would restore 

constitutionai guarantees" and wbich wodd have the support of socialists, the petite 

bourgeoisie and "the aristocracy of the working class"; or as a Republican govemment led 

by "traditional Republicans, radicals, socialists, and anarchist-syndi&sft (Cruz 1987, 

115). Whatever the case, the Comintern did not expect the change in datus quo to be 

deeply structural. 

As a result of this andysis, the Comintern urged Spanish communists to make sure 

that the Republican govemment would h d  no political stabiüty whatsoever, that it would, 

indeed, be as transitory as possible. In line with the resolutions of its Sixth Congress and 

the policy of United Front, the international o r g e t i o n  ordered the Communist Party of 

Spain to refuse alliances with socialists and to try to unmask their ad-rwolutionary 

strategies (Estnich 1978, 67). It was assumed that political events would then happen 

relatively quickly, and that a time would soon corne when the new Republican govenunent 

would fail to satisfy the social demands of the working masses. The revolution would 



then enter a new stage, led by the proletariat, eventually gihing way to the creation of 

Soviets (Buliejos 1972, 127). l 8  

In iine with the Comintem, the PCE continued to believe that both the reformist 

bourgeoisie and the landowners' class were the enemies of the working masses. It was 

irrelevant whether the political alliance which held these two classes together in power 

would take the form of a fada1 Monarchy or of a reformist Republic, since the only reai 

diEerence between those two systems was which class would play a hegemonic role over 

the other. The new govemment may have seen itselfas "popular", but it was "essentidy 

counter-revolutionary and demagogic" and communists wanted nothing to do with it 

(Cruz 1997, 128). It mattered linle to them that the masses had welcorned the 

proclamation of the Republic with such joy, and that ordinary people on the streets were 

being quite hostile to cornmunist slogans and propaganda. lg Instead, Party leaders " felt 

quite proud of going against the m e n t " ,  arguing that "although communists. . . aiways 

[had to] be in a position to lead the massestt, they did not necessarily have to "foiiow the 

crowd", especialiy when the masses had "chose[n] the wrong path", and were rnoving 

toward goals "which went against their class intereststt (Bdejos 1972, 123-24). 

l 8  Further information on the relationship between the Comintem and the PCE during the early 1930s can 
be found in BuUejos (1972); E. H. Carr (1 982). 
l9 A symboI of the la& of synchronism between the PCE and the masses who whed to the streets to 
ceIebrate the proclamataon of the Repnblic were the evem on 14 Aprii, when a trnck fuii of Party 
members arrived at the Madrilian square of La Puerta del Sol, the very beart of the capital and a focal 
point for the demonstrations and celebrations. José Antonio Balbondg who was in the crowd, has told 
how the "good masses" of people who were there believed that the "bunch of Communist youthsn who 
started to yeii slogans iike "AU power ta the Soviets" were "pmocatemfl, anci, as a dt, reacted guite 
aggressively a- them (1952,216). In his own memoirs, José Bdejos has also suggested that the 
masses were qnite "hostile" toward Communkt slogans during "several daysn afterwards, and stormed 
aga% whatever Commtinist flags, pamphlets or newspapers they found in their way. Buiiejos has 
acknowldged that the isolation of the Party dming those days was "completen, aIthough its leaders were 
rtiumwimdfhattbrrswasnorrawin~shangcthe~arty'r~earthetone~iïipmpaganda. 



Naturaily, the PCE opposed ail aspects of the Republican program, and the 

renewed political institutions which were to give life to it, because, among other reasons 

the new Cortes ConWuyentes parliament] had been unable to bring any change to the 

state apparata of the previous regime (PCE 193 1, 5-6), because the proposed Agrarian 

Reform would not be able to get rid of the remnants of feudalism (Adame 193 1, 9, and 

because the administrative and political reorganization of the state, which iacluded the 

creation of Estatutos de Autonornul, clearly feU short of full self-govenunent for the 

histond nations of the Spanish state (Cruz 1987, 130-1). As an alternative, the PCE 

presented a program which included the revocation of the Law of Public Order, the 

closure of govemment prisons, the disarrnament of police forces and of the Civil Guard, 

the distribution of weapons among the proletariat, the creation of a government of 

workers and peasants, self-govemrnent for Catalufia and  usk ka di,^ and the end to the 

occupation of Morocco (Estnich 1978,66). 

According to the communists in the opposition to the PCE, these were "abstraa 

slogans with linle relation to the political situation of the day" and thus "dernagogic and 

out of proportion" (Andrade 1979, 53). In liue with ~ r o t s k ~ , ~ '  the Oposicidn Cornunista 

de Izquietdz beliwed Spanish workers were still too weak to seize power by themselves 

and thus what was required was "a broad and bold policy of United Front" which would 

bring all Republican forces together (E. H Carr 1982,237-8). That meant that wMe the 

Party shodd keep its maxixnum program of a govemment of workers and peasants, it 

should &O put forward "the most radical democratic slogans" (ibid). As far as the OC1 

was concemed, the objective conditions for a proletarian insurrection were not quite in 

Basquc Country. 



place in Spain yet, nor was there a strong Communist Party to create thern (Andrade 

1979, 46; Juan José 193 1). 

Like the PCE and the OCI, Maurin and the Catalonian Bloque Obrero y 

Campesino also beiieved that the Spanish revolution should go directly âom a democratic 

revolution toward a sociaiist one. Unlike the other two communist organizations, 

however, the BOC beiieveci Uiar the aemocratic revoiution haci to be given a chance kst 

and be aiiowed to fulfill its goals, evenhidy under the leadership of the working class ("La 

revolucion ha entrado" 1). Cleariy because of its anarchist-syndicalist origins, the BOC 

argued that the source of the revolutionary impetus of the working class would be found 

within the unions and not in Soviets, which were institutions with no tradition in Spain. 

The BOC hoped that a renovated CNT, led by communists, could actually play that role.* 

Caught between these two oppositional forces, the Party was simply left to foIiow 

the political guidelines given to it by the Comintem. The relationship between the 

international organUaton and its Spanish chapter, however, still lefi much to be desired. 

In fact, during the little more than a year which went by fiom the proclamation of the 

Republic until a few months after the celebration of the Party's Fourth Congress in March 

1932, the Party experienced a number of clashes vvith the Communist International, the 

r e d t  of a Iack of personal agreement between the leaderships of the two organizations as 

much as the result of the fact that the Corninteni put out contradictory analyses of the 

situation in spain" 

" See TrotsYs Lu revulucih q d o l a  (1977). 
For more idormation on tbe BOC's political analysis of the Republican govemment and its politicai 

activity daring the early years of Repubiican gwernmenc see Aiba (1977); Aiba and Swchartz (1988). 
While some memben of the Executive Committee of the Corninkm encourageci the Partg to seek an 

active mIe within the bourgeoisdem~cfatic molution underway, oothus mged tbem to fight against the 



Aithough the Party% Fourth Congress, in fact, has corne down in the Party's 

official history as "el Congresu del gran viraje" [The Congress of the great change in 

direction] - on the grounds that the national leadership changed and the Party corrected 

"its narrow and dogmatic orientation" (Ibamin 1960,34) - the fact remains that the 

congress was not able to make essential changes in the Party's political line, and in that 

sense may not be considered to be a congress of "renewal" (Cruz 1987, 143). 

A few months after the congress, and in a political climate marked by tensions over 

a possible miiitary coup d'étai against the Republican govemment, the Cornmunist Party 

spiit over the strategy to adopt. Bulejos and part of the PCE leadership believed that 

facisrn was the worst of enemies and that the Party wodd have to seek temporary 

alliances with the Republican bourgeoisie in order to fight against it. The rest of the Party 

believed that the enemy codd be found in boîh fronts: in the fascist threat as much as in 

the Repubiican bourgeoisie (Cruz 1987, 148-9). Mer a fded coup d'état led by General 

Sanjurjo against the Republicaa govemment on 10 August 1932, Bullejos launched a new 

slogan: "For the defense of the Republic" for fear that the previous sectarian slogan of 

"class aga& class" would confuse the masses (Bullejos 1972,190). The Party thus 

caiied for a "coalition of di democratic and popuiar forces on the bais of a democratic 

revolutionary program which wodd defend the Republic, and which would include the 

CO rnplete disannament, milit ary, political, econo rnic and ot herwise, of al.i reactionary 

forces", a move considered so reasonable within c o m h  ranks that both the OC1 and 

the BOC offered their support for it (Andrade 1979, 57). The Comintern, howwer, 

couter-revohionary Repubiic and "destmy aii expectations of democracy " (Estnich lW8,67). As had 
been the case in prwious years, the intemationai organization called the Party "sectarian" and accused it 



accused the Party of being "oppoministic" and Bdejos himseif'of beiag "counter- 

revolutionary " . A few days later he and his team were expelied from the Party. 

That would be Bdiejos' dennite fa £iom grace and the Comintern's opportuaty to 

appoint a new Executive Cornmittee with the new blood of leaders Uce José Diaz, Dolores 

Ibamin, Jesiis Hemhdez or Vicente ~ r i b e , ~ '  who then, as well as throughout the 

foiiowing years, showed great disposition to foilow Comintern guidelines. This change in 

leadership would indeed b ~ g  about the rnost profound politicai changes, but not quite 

yet. In fact, there were no immediate changes at all. BuUejos' suggestion to join with the 

Republican forces in order to close the doors on the advance of fascism did not prosper, 

and the Parîy continued fdithful to the resolutions of the Sixth Congress of the Comintern 

and the policy of United Front throughout 1932 and into 1933 .z 

The Communist Party of Spain and the Party's Revolutionary Intelligentsia 

In an article about the Communist Party of Spain and fiterature during the earfy 

years of the Repubiic, Manuel Amar has argued that after its Fourth Congres in ~March 

1932, the Party experienced a drarnatic tum in its literary and cultural policy as weii as in 

its relationship to intelieccuals (1990, 292). This is me, but only partidy. The interest of 

the Party in literary or cultural issues f?om 193 1 util 1933 was still so smaii, that it is hard 

to discuss what appeared on the pages ofMundo Obrero as any kind of "policy" whether 

of a "literary" or a "cultural" nature. h fàct, since Party statements on literature and 

of being unable to function democraticaiiy, although the hct was that the Party had been following 
prmious Nnelllies the Corninteni had &en to it (67). 

Diaz, I b h u i  and Unbe wen caiIed t be the leadership which wodd take the Party h u g h  the years 
of civil war and de, completeiy wershadowing aU other Ieaders who had corne More them. 



cultural issues were in no way a program for action, to use the word "policy" for this 

penod would still be misleading. Even more importantly, the little cultural discourse 

which the Party may have put forward at this t h e  did not seem to change at aii after the 

celebration of the Fourth Congress and would not, in faa, do so for a few years more. 

Before the celebration of the Party's Fourth Congress, a few revolutionary 

inteliechials entereâ the Party quietly and without public debate, among them César M 

~ r c o n a d a ~ ~  and Toaquin Arderius, both of whom were also popuiar social novelists. The 

cultural discourse put forward by the Party, however, was not affected by the presence of 

these inteliectuals, whose cultural activism and inteliechial work took place efsewhere. In 

fact, the influence went quite the other way around (at least during this period), for the 

political message found in the fictional work ofthese authors foliowed quite iiterdy the 

PCEts poiitîcal line." 

The few articles on culture to be found in the Party's official publications (one in 

the newest publication BoZcheMsmo, with which 1 will deal later, the others in Mundo 

Obrero) touched on a variety of topics - ranghg ftom revolutionary literature to refomist 

* Further reading on the poiitical eyolution of the Party between 193 1 and 1933 can be found in Cruz 
(1987). 
26 A poet, novelist and culnual aitic, C h  M. Arconada (Pa lda  1898-Moscow 1%4) sMcd his 
lit- career as an avant-garde novelist and his career as a d c  as the subeditor of the avant-garde 
joumal La Gaceta Liretaria. In 1930, he became a Communist and joined the P a Q  in 193 1, subsequently 
becoming one of the kt -hown social novelists. mer 193 1, he wmte much of the calturai d c i s m  
which was to appear in M'do Obrero. During the Civil War, he worked as a jounialist in the north of 
Spain, and a&r the connict he continuecl his Literary cana in Moscow, when, among 0 t h  tbings, he 
became the editor of Literatwa Internacional, the Spanish-hguage version of the international Soviet 
j o d .  Ammg his best-known novels were La Turbina (1930), Los pobres contra los ricos (1933) and 
R e p m  rlc tiemus (1934). Hîs journalistic work hm been compiied by Christopher CoW in De Asfudilio 
a Mis& (VaMiid: Ambito, 1984). 
" As M e 1  Cruz has suggested, in the 1930% Spanisb social lit- "served to spread the political 
dis- of [dBerentJ organizations which were part af the sdcial movement, in the anempt to mobilize 
ordinary people toward a particuZar political interestn (1 993,155). h n a d a  and Ardafus - and iater 
Sender - would k good exampies of how this happened in relation to the Communist Party oI Spain See 
aiso Aaiar Soler (1990); Castanar (1 992). 



Uitellectuals - but what those adcles revealed was nothing more thaa a collection of 

slogans, rather than a body of sophisticated cultural analysis.28 

h line with previous years, the Party continuai to argue that a proletarian culture 

wodd not be possible until d e r  the proletarian rwolution had tnumphed, and it continued 

to attack as viciously as ever sociaiist and bourgeois inteîiectuais now occupying 

goverment poas.29 For the moa pan, M d  Obrero puoiisheci Spanish uansiauons of 

weil-known writings by outstanding Russian revolutionaries (including Lenin hirnself) and 

reprints fiom foreign publications. If "La opinion de Lenin sobre la titeratura" published in 

December 193 1, presented Lenids weH-hown m h  that literature had to be Party 

titerature, a week later "La literatura en la Union Soviética" echoed the equaily weil- 

known slogan of the Soviet RAPP: "Writers to the factories! Workers to literat~re!".~' AU 

those slogans were in line with curent Soviet iiterary poiicy, but, as Christopher Cobb has 

suggested, once extrapolated to the Spanish conte* in which a bourgeois Republic had 

just been proclaimed, they turned out to be rather "simplistic" (1 98 1, 47)." h December 

1932, Mundo Obrero encourageci workers to participate in the Spanish Union of 

Proletariat and Revolutionary Writers even though its mother organizatioq the RAPP, had 

Christopher Wb's suggestion that the person behind Mundo Obrero's anonymous articles on cultural 
issues couid have been hgd Pumareg is probabiy weii-fowided, since the futinder of the U B  was naw 
back in the Party, was the subeditor ofMundo Obrero, and the ofnciaï cuItural line to follow was not too 
different fmm the one he had ddended in 1922 with the UB. See Cobb (1 98l,47). 

See " 1 A la lucha contra el poder de la Igiesia! A la lucha contra la -si&n de las Cortes!", "El partido 
sociaIfaSciSta", "Don Fernando de los Rios y los &ores de la revoInci6nn, 'Amma ia revouci6n". 
" Acronym for the Russian Association of Prof etarian Writers, fmded in 1925 under the auspices of the 
P r o l ~ ? ,  and aAer other ot&anizatiom mch as the Organization &Proletarian Wntas  and the Moscow 
Association of Proletarian Writers W P ) .  
'' AU citations fiom Cobb ûanslaîed h m  originals in Spauish 



been closed down by the Soviet Comrnunist Party and a new organization, the Union of 

Soviet Writers, created in its place ("Aviso importante" 3).32 

Although during these eariy years of Republican government the intellectuals who 

had once been "dissidents" fiom the PCE - Andrade, Gorkin, Mamin, Ni - were now in 

the ranks of the OposiciOn Cornunista de Izquierah and the Bloque Obrero y Campesino, 

the three organizations SN s h e d  some important ground regarding their analysis of 

culture. They a l i  believed that since culture was a superstructure, cultural change could 

only corne about when social conditions had also changed. The three communist parties 

also shared a passionate rage against the ideology of cultural reformism, and the belief that 

the education of the working masses within a bourgeois systern could only make them 

more s e d e  to it rather than educating them for the revolution. Needless to Say, they dl 

expressed an aversion to bourgeois and Socialist intellectual~.'~ 

Despite these common points of departure for cultural analysiq there were 

important differences among the three organizations. While the PCE refused to give a 

revoIutionary role, not just to the reformist bourgeoisie, but also to the revolutionary 

intelligentsia ( " C h o  y cuintos" 4), the Oposicidn Cornunista & Izquierda was weful to 

establish a clear ciifference between these two groups, arguing that revolutionary 

intellectuals were a natural d y  of the proletariat (Andrade 193 1 b). The OC1 wanted to be 

reconciliatory toward them, among other reasons because it believed the intellechial 

povew of the PCE was, in fact, the result of the Party's historical rejection of 

" The RAPP was dosed down in December 1932 by the Soviet C o d s t  Party. For more information 
on these and d e r  Empean culturai institutions, see Egbert (1970). 
33 Among the adcles on culturai issues pablished by the BOC were "La Batalla diario por la educacib 
manrista del proletariado"; G. Garcia (193 1); Mirahrilles (193 1); Marti (1933); and Xurigera (1933% 



revolutionary inteIIectuals (arnong whom had been most of the members of the OC1 itseE 

including Juan Andrade). 

Whereas the OC1 embraced the Trotskyst Iuie that a proletarian culture would 

have to be grounded in the former achievements of the bourgeoisie, and that it would be 

as short-lived and transitional as the proletarian dictatorship itself (Fersen 1932), the BOC 

argued that a proletarian culture could exkt and, in fact existe4 in the midst of a 

bourgeois and capitalist regime, and that it could be found in the cultural mode1 the 

proletariat was building as an alternative to the statu quo ("La literatura proletaria"). 

Moreover, the BOC argued that such proletarian culture should reject completeiy the 

bourgeois culture of the pst and star& anew (Monserrat 193 1). While the OC1 declared 

that the artidation of artistic and cultural policy was not to be the domain of the Party 

(Trotsky 1933), the BOC moved right into action in order to contribute to what they saw 

as an incipient Spanish proletarian culture by officidy sponsoring a Mass Theatre, which 

carried the official name of " Artistic Section of the BOC". This project, also known as the 

Teatro Proletmio, was the oniy artistic project of the time officiaiiy organized and 

administered by a communist party (Vallespinos 193 1 a, 193 I b). 

Despite the above Merences, the three conununist organizations agreed that oniy 

some degree of political education would prepare the working and peasant masses for 

their revolutionary role ahead. We have already seen how, in previous years, Party 

publications had repeatedly echoed the Leninist m x b  that without revolutionary theory 

there would be no revolutionary movement. Yet the Party had failed to put that into 

practice because of wnfiicting opinions on the need for the theoretical education of the 



working masses and because of the limited social influence its publisbug houses had. In 

the early 1930s. the PCE could no longer afEord to maintain such a degree of self- 

satisfaction The kind of ideological pressure coming out from the communist groups in 

the opposition - whose ideological dissent could no longer be explained as personality 

clashes or power stniggles - forced the Party to stop paying lip s e ~ c e  to the slogans 

which it had mechanically repeated in previous years and to move right into action. 

As a result, the Party's most important cultural initiative during the early years of 

the Republic was the creation of its first theoretical journal, ~olchevismo," as a means to 

meet the educational needs of its members and to counteract the influence of the two 

j o d s  published by the opposition groups - ~ornrnismo~~ by the OC1 and La meva 

e r d 6  by the BOC. 

The editorial published in the first issue of BoZchevimo confirmed once more that 

the "extremely low theoretical level" of the proletariat was one of the reasons for its 

political "weakness", and it pointed out that the "disproportion which exist[ed] between, 

on the one hanci, the revolutionary ability and the heroic spint of the working class, and, 

on the other, its political training" could only be resolved by "raising the level of 

theoretical analysis of the workiag class, and providing better training to the Party cadres" 

("Nuestros objetivos" 2). The Party seemed to be more wnvinced than ever of the fact 

educacidn marxista de la opositibn espanola". 
Bolchevi'o was fht  published in March 1932. W y  the fint two issues have nwived in the P a ' s  

historiai archives. 
'' CornuniSrno was published h m  May 193 1 to Septmber 1934, with a total of 38 issues. It was 
pubiished in the City of Oviedo. For commentaq on the jourmal and an anthology of tex& xe the volume 
edited by Iesh Pérez (1 978). 
36 L& nueva era was published between 1930 and 193 1, edited by Joaquin Maurfn, as the unofficial 
theoretical j o d  of tbe Bloque Obrero y Campesinu. The j o w n a l  reappead in 1936, under the 
direction of Andrés Nin. For more information and a seiection of arîicles, see the volume edited by Aba 
(1976). 



that politicai theory wu "a powerful weapon" and an "essential tool" for the revolution 

(ibid). 

In this firt editorial, the emphasis placed on the study of theory as a practical 

revolutionary tool was so great that the editors introduced Bolchevisme as a journal which 

would not be "academic" but "Wy active in the [poiitical] stniggie" (3). What that meant, 

of course, was that they were not interested in publishing a journal so highly focused on 

theoreticai discussion that it would forget the implications of political theory as a source 

for revolutionary practice itself. What the editors wanted was a publication which would 

allow the Party to find a balance between theory and practice, somethhg which, they 

adrnitîed, had eluded the Party for so long. 

Accordingly, the first issue of the journal declared the PCE's main goal to be that 

of "transfom[ing] the Party into a Bolshwik mass party", which meant "putting hto 

practice. . .a just policy regarding the national question", that is, having "a just national 

political iine, a clear interpretation of the nature of the revolution, the forces in which it 

[was] grounded, its development and its future perspectives" (2). This apparently simple 

and worthy statement of purpose, however, was simply covering up a slightly more 

convoluted state of affairs undemeath the surface, since throughout Bultejos' Editorial and 

all  other articles in the first issue it was never made clear whether such a "just 

interpretation" of nationai events was something the Party aiready thought it had, or 

something it was eagerly looking for. 

The fear of "acadernicism" was taken too far, to the point that the "theoreticai" 

contribution ofthe journal was reduced to behg an d y s i s  of how the Party's program 

was informed by a particular reading of national events. This undue focus on Party 



program tumed out to be, in fact, the journal's greatest shortcorning right f?om its very 

first issue, for nich an emphasis meant that Bolchevimo tumed out to be less about 

political discussion and more about ideological indoctiination. 

If the Party, in fa* beiieved it aiready had a "just interpretation" of national 

events, the journal was merely acting as a transmission charnel, passing on information 

from the leadership to the rank-and-fiie for the benefit of the latter. on the other hanci, 

Bdejos' statement meant that the Party was searchg for that interpretation, the mere 

publication of reports in preparation for, and as a result oc the congress did not seem to 

be the right tools in order to undertake that search. 

Nowhere in Bolchm'smo was there any hint that the Party was iooking for the 

"right interpretation of events". In fact, everything that was published seemed to be an 

indication that the Party had already achiwed it. The publication of a letter by D. 

Manuilsky (1932), a member of the Comintem's Executive Committee who had criticized 

the Party's Iack of action in the national politicai arena, could be read, at first, as a sign 

that the Party was acknowledging its weakness. The mere publication of congress 

resolutions, however, seemed to indicate thai the Fourth Congress had semed to soive 

those problems and had, in fact, given the Party that "just interpretation". There was no 

discussion about why the Party may have been confkonting the Comintem and two other 

coxnmunist organizations oves the interpretation of the unfblding of the Spanish 

rwolution, nor about what the resolutions of the Fourth Congress had rneant for that 

interpretation. 

AU this seemed to indicate, sadly, that what the Party had meant all dong by saying 

it wanted to "raise. . . the levei of theoreticai analysis of the working class" was that it 



wanted ta have its interpretation of events be understood as clearly as possible ("Nuestros 

objetivostt 2). In this vein, BoIchevismo argued that what the Party needed to do in order 

"to achieve" its goals - that is, in order to become "a Bolshevik mass party" - was to 

intervene more directly in the evqday events of the workers' movement, to be involved in 

aii acts of defiance against the nilllig classes, and to mobilize all workers and peasants 

around a specific program In other words, it had to "behave as a party of fighters and 

not as an organization of propagandists" (Bdejos 19329 8). Al1 that, however, was done 

by launching a number of slogans cailing for poïitical action, something which could have 

very weii been done from the pages of Mundo Obrero and wbich hardly warranted the 

need for a new publication, since it was not accornpanied by any inteilectual reflection at 

ail. Utimately, the "just interpretation" of events seemed to have been found between the 

£?ont wver of the first issue (just before the congress) and the back wver of the second 

issue (right d e r  it). The message coming out of Bolchm'mo seemed to be, to a large 

extent, that the masses were to be blamed for the Party's ideological problems, because 

they had fded to understand the Party's program (Romero 1932, 13). 

Bolchm'smo published one article on cultural issues, but that article also had very 

little to add to what Mun& Obrero had already said. In "La minbn de la iiteratura 

proletaria en Espafia", Fernhdez Arrnesto (former collaborator of Nueva Espaikr koom 

Berlin), put forward a number of cultural slogans much in line with the 1930 Kharkov 

Congress of the Soviet RAPP oust a month before the organization was to be dissolved). 

Annesto aiso reiterated the Party's position that the revolutionary potential of the working 

class would be found not in acquiring an edudon or possessing a vast culture, but in 

M e r  developing their class consciousness. The workers' lack of politid preparation - 



the result of socialist and anarchist influence - would be resolved by havhg proletarian 

fiterature fdf3 its role, which was to m e r  the PCEts own mission: "to incorporate the 

anarchist and socialist masses to the Bolshevik revolution" (1932, 36). Literahire could be 

considered proIetarian and revolutionary insofar as it revealed the revolutionary stniggle 

of the working class, but it also had to meet two other conditions: it had to promote the 

revolutionary stniggle fiom within and it had to be subjected to it (34). 

The creation of Bolchevisme was accompanied by a new impulse &en to the 

Parîy's publishing houses, including the Biblioteca Mundo Obrero and Europ-Amerka. 

During the early thirties, the Spanish-Ianguage editions of the Marx-Engels Institute 

(including Lenin's Obrm Completar, Engels' Anti-düring Luxembourg's La anrmulacidn 

copitrrlista, and the e s t  volume of El Cqitur) were negotiated directly between the 

headquarters in Moscow and Cenit (Bullejos 1972, 156). The Party, on the other hand, 

continuai to distribute the books of its own publishing houses or those of the Comintern, 

and even ventured into the pubfication of new collections for the study of Marxist theory, 

clearly following the lead from the revolutionaq publishing houses, such as the Cursos de 

Iniciacih Mmsta ,  the Bzblioteca Cmlos M m  and the Cuademos memaZes de 

d~cfi?~nupoliticu, the three of them directed by Wenceslao Roces. Mundo Obrero 

distributed Cenzfs collections Lectiauspopulmes and Cuauémos de mItwaproletmia, 

whose fmt volume was El Capifal, edited and translated by Roces. Finally, Mimdo 

Obrero also published a number of pamphlets on the Spanish revolution and the role of the 

PCE in it. 

This move to -and the size of its publication projects did not necessarily mean, 

howwer, that the Party was now able to offer a better inteliechta1 or ideological 



preparation either to its members or to the proletariat at large. The list of Mankt  authors 

included by these publishing houses had shnink considerably, &en that people like 

Andrés NQ Zinoviev and Trotsky (who had been published on a regular basis by 

Biblioieca Intemacional) were now on the list of authors chastised by Staiinism (Uria 

Gonzdez 1996,270). This resulted, to a large exfent, "in the Marxist-Leninist classics 

[being] replaced by. . . simpî.iiied versions of the communia program, anonymous works 

of poiitical propaganda and documents outluiing Paxty resolutions" (ibid). Marta 

Bizcarrondo has suggested that these publications provided politicai idonnation relevant 

to the particular historical moment [infomacih coyuntwar] rather than a coherent 

program for political education, which means that what was published could have hardly 

tumed around the state of "ideological poverty" of the Spanish proletariat during these 

years (1980,228). 

Accordhg to the ûposicz6n Cornunistu de Izquierda, part of the reason why the 

working class lacked a basic theoretical preparation in Marxism was to be found in the 

"theoretical degeneration of the International and its sections" ("La labor de la educacion 

mamista"). According to the OCI, the PCE's attempt to make up for the lost time by 

publishÿig Bolchevisme was fiitile, since the journal was not resolving the problem. The 

OC1 argueci that the Party wodd continue having the same problem for as long as it were 

nin by "second-rank" leaders and by "Stalinists" who were &aid of M g  educated 

followers, since a thorough lmowledge of revolutionary Marxim would actually drive 

workers against "what [was] being presented as Stalinist theory" (E. Ruiz 1932,29). 

Both the OC1 and the BOC believed the role of a strong CommUILiSf Party was to 

provide the masses with a soüd ideological and political education, a prerequisite for the 



revolution to be properly organized in the fkst place. Both organizations referred to this 

theoretical preparation as an "inteilectual revolution", a "revolution of consciousness" 

which needed to take place before the political revolution proper, in order to ensure that 

social change would be both meaningfui and that it could be sustained (Xwigera 1933b, 

4). 

According to the communist opposition, workers urgently needed to acquire a 

Marxist political education which would "tiee [them] fkom ali the prejudices which the 

bourgeoisie ha[d] instiUed in them" ("La batda diario" 4). The "backbone" of such a 

stniggle against bourgeois hegemony was to be the &melu Mmrisa warist School] . 

Encouraging the study of subjects like Hhtoncal Materialism, Political Economy, 

Economic Geugraphy or the History of the Workers' Movement, the Manrist School 

wouid be able to train "worhg-class joumalists, speakers, technicians [and] organizers" 

and prepare them to take on leadership roles ("La Escuela Manrista" 4). Another tool for 

M-st education was the academic j o d s  the two organizations published, the above- 

mentioned Comunismo (OCI) and La meva era @OC). Unlike Bolchevisme, these two 

journals seemed to be rather obsessed with using Mankt theory in order to read national 

events. They placed a great deal of emphasis, for example, on explahhg the evolution of 

S panish society âom the perspective of the failed bourgeois revolution and the incipient 

proletarian one, al l  of it using a popuiar, rather than a purely scientific, style which aimed 

at providing readers with an easy-to-understand historical narrative which wouid d o w  

them to understand the background to current wents. This style, which David Ruiz has 

cded "historicism" (1990,271) had already been used to some extent by Postguerra and 



El estudi'ante, but would become much more widespread in cornmunist circles in the eariy 

1930s. 

Overail, the most obvious shortcornhg of the P a w s  cultural discourse as outlined 

in this section was that it made fittie direct reference to the cultural policy and practice of 

the Republican govemment. AU of the cultural slogans put forward by international 

proletarian dtural organizations in Europe and the Soviet Union, and faithfùiiy 

reproduced by the PCE in Spain, in one way or another redected cultural and politicai 

ideas which were unequivocally against bourgeois cultural reformisn Yet the Party failed 

to tum those slogans into any kind of cultural mode1 which might have served as an 

alternative to the officiai program. The precariousness of the slogans and the lack of 

analysis exposed the Party as an organization without the tools to t r m f o m  its visceral 

opposition to dturai reformism into any kind of serious critique of the cultural changes 

which were taking place. The Party's supedicial and erratic collection of cultural slogans 

amounted to iittle more than a blurred and insigdicant cultural discoune. During these 

early years of Republican govemment, the most solid communist cultural analysis (other 

than in the opposition to the PCE), and, most importantly, the attempts to establish the 

bases of a proletarian culture, were not to be found within the Party, but elsewhere, most 

notoriously in the journal Nue~fro Cinema. 



Nuesiro Cinema was the est major cultural project to be canied out by Party 

intellectuals after the proclamation of the ~ e ~ u b l i c . ~ '  Founded by Juan ~icperas~' in Paris 

in June 1932, the journal set out to criticize bourgeois society through the analysis of film 

and of the 6hn industry, as weii as to set the ground for a theory and practice of 

proletarian cinema in Spain. The journal believed cinema was a powexfid symbol of the 

decadence of bourgeois and capitaiist society: in fom, because it needed a fairly high 

degree of technological development which, in turn, needed large amounts of capital; and 

in content, because fiims reflected bourgeois ideology and the bourgeois way of We, with 

powerhi messages that were reaching large masses of people. 

The basic assumption made by Nuestro Cinema was that the birth of the cinema at 

the mm of the century had given it a historical mission to fulfill: to be the artistic means of 

expression for the working masses in a way which no other art form codd have ever done. 

Because of the historiai penod in which it had been born, cinema had a clear objective: to 

have a "reai", "social" content, to be "combative", to be "art for the masses" (Pérez 

M e ~ e r o  1975, l8)." The crisis of the nIm industry was not the result of wrong 

"commercial decisions", but of the wrong "political orientationtt, because most cinema 

produced around the world - except in the Soviet Union - was simply ignoring its tnie 

goal (as descnied above). Instead, cinema outside the Soviet Union was f&g into the 

The journaI had a first nin h m  hue 1932 to Juiy 193 3, with a Iater issue published in October 193 3. 
then reappeared in Jan- 1935 and was pubLished until August of that year. 
Juan Piqneras (Valencia 1904-Burgos 1936) was a poet and film critic who, like Arcanada, started his 

career in avant-garde circies, as a film Éritic in La Gaceta Litercuia. Between 1930 and 1936, he resided 
in Paris, fiom where he &îed Nuestro Cinema, and, in the first mon& of 1936, he was the fïim critic for 
Mmdo Obrem. 
'' See Juan PIani (1933% 1933b, 1933~). 



bands of bourgeois and Edscist capital and into the trap of commercial advertising 

(Piqueras 193 2, 7 1 -73). 

According to the coiiaborators in Nuemu Cinema, capitalist cinema was "faise" 

not only because it did not reflect the issues of "real Me1', but, more importantly, because 

it set out to fake it quite conspicuously, seekhg refuge in technical sophistication (Pérez 

M e ~ e r o  1975, 18). Bourgeois cinema did not seem to be aware of the fact that the 

world was being "shaken by all kinds of unexpected and violent revolutions", that "banks 

[were going] bankmpt", or that "thousands of workers and peasants [were dying] of 

starvation". Rather, it only seemed to be concerned with how to "get a cute couple 

m d "  (Casteiion Diaz 193 2, 95; "Problemas actuales"). Whiie such cinema "masked 

the disgrace of society", Soviet cinema was the only kind which had not "betrayed" the 

"txuth", the oniy one which had rernained "authentic" to its raison d'être (de Mendoza 

1932, 191). 

Io capitalist countries, of course, proletarian cinema could oniy exist in a very 

"indirect" and "isolated" way, shce it was bound to d e r  officiai cenxinhip (Arconada 

1932, 20). A tme proletarian cinema codd only &st d e r  the triumph of a proletarian 

revolution. In the meanthe, what cinema could do was to support the only tnie 

proletarian cinema of the t h e ,  which was Soviet cinema, to convince the proletariat of the 

value of cinema as a powerful tool for cIass stniggie, and to produce cinema which would 

be as proletanan as possible inside capitaîist society foiiowing the Soviet mode1 (21). This 

kind of cherna wodd be a tool for both education and dture rather than a "chloroforrn 

for consciousness" (Castellon Diaz 1932,96). Shce it codd not fulfill its histoncal goal in 

the kind ofrepressive society where it had been bom, it shouid set out not to "reflect" it, 



but to "destroy" it and, in the process, aid in the construction of a new proletarian society 

(Juan Plaza 1932, 195). 

Spain itself was used as an example for that argument. As Pérez M e ~ e r o  has 

pointed out, the very same year Nuestro Cinema was founded, the Orphea film studios of 

BarceIona were just releasing the est Spanish sound films (1975, 13). Nuestro Cinema 

comidered that the incipient Spanish film industry was "bound to fail", because it lacked 

the most basic human and technical resources as weli as distribution channels, it was 

subjected to censorship, and it depended too heavily for content either on sentimental 

cornedies or on typical Spanish folkloric genres iike zmel' or sainetes (14). Further, 

Spain codd not compete in the international market, where such huge amounts of rnoney 

were invested in the making and distribution of movies. As a result, Spain could only 

aspire to have a true national film industry after it had gone through a revolution and a 

socialist system were in place (Arconada 1 93 3 a, 42). 

The role which revolutioaary inteilectuals were to play in this process was clear. 

Party member César M. Arconada wamed all those inteliechiais and artists who 

" hallucinated with Russian cinema' and who might be "rehears[*ig]. . . proletaxian 

g e ~ e [ s ]  against the bourgeoisie" that their joumey wodd not be a "cornfortable move", 

nor would it be done without new "baggage" (41). In thei. attempt to ally with the 

proletariat aga& the reformist bourgeoisie, these intellectuals would fâil if they couid not 

"break away with all the bourgeois principles on which their previous world was based and 

could [not] move to embrace a proletarian consciousness" as weil as a "serious study" of 

W m  (ibid). Even more importantly, what Arconada had to say to the revolutionary 

intellectuals who, like himself, had chosen the most "uncornfortable" of moves, was that 



the revolution was not going to be accomplished through arf literature, or cinema. 

Inteliectuals might first get in touch with the proletariat via their artistic or d tu ra l  work. 

Eventudy, however, they wodd have to "get off' that "vehicle" and move into the 

question of the revolution itseE wonying lesa about "professional" issues and more about 

direct politicai action (42). Bourgeois cinema, as a product of bourgeois society, would 

W v e  for as long as that society itselfwould, and the production of a subversive 

proletarian cinema would hardy be enough to destroy it. Ultimately, only the proletarian 

revolution and its struggie agauist bourgeois society as a whole would be able to bring to 

an end the kind of coercive influence cinema had in society, because it would destroy not 

just the cinema, but the system which sustained it. 

The editors of Nuemo Cirzemo wanted the journal to be a project in which both 

the critique of bourgeois cinema and the practice of a new subversive proletarian cinema 

wouid meet. On both counts, the journal made extraordinary efforts. Most attempts to 

provide a M d s t  analysis of cinema, howwer, were stiU ill-fated, since wTiters like Juan 

Piqueras himselfor Josep Renau (a renowned visual artist whose prominence in the 

Spanish cuitural scene would be greater a few years later), barely managed to emp hasize 

the main thesis of the journal, that the birth of cinema was the "superior stage" in the 

"dialectical" wolution of art, an evolution which was rnoving to "transform classic visual 

art techniques" by providing a "new and fundamentai resource", a "new objective 

dimension" in "movement", a "resource" with which artistic activity could break away with 

the "narrow technical limitations" ( R e m  1933,47). In this veb, "pure cinema" could no 

longer for society was coming out of an "idealist" period and entering a "matenalist" 

one in which other art forms were bound to die, and be replaced by the new art fom of 



cinema (Juan Plaza 193 3 a, 5 1)? This thesis was presented by using the same popular, 

rather than scientific, "historicism" which had aiready been used by comrminist 

inteiiectuals from both the Party and the opposition and which would later become such a 

trademark of communist intellectual thought. As Pérez M e ~ e r o  has pointed out, 

however, most of the theoretical work published in Nuestro Cinema was the r e d t  of an 

"impulse" to embrace a number of concepts in quite a "mechanical" way, without much 

"critical refiexion" or "self-critique" (1975, 35). Similarly, the journal's attempt to sponsor 

a proletarian füm club which wouid show proletarian cinema (mainly from the Soviet 

Union) to the masses of workers and would encourage the production of proletarian 

cinema in the country was a M c u l t  goal to rneet. With the means available to if the 

journal managed to be littie more than a cine-club which exhïbited Soviet films. It was 

clear that a project which lacked the logistical support of a strong Party would be unable 

to carry out a serious cultural prognim. 

" See also Josep Renau (1933). 



SECTION TWO: January 1933- Summer 1935 
The Rise of Fascism 

Before the Asturian Revolution: The National and International Context 

As eady as 1927, informal meetings among intellectuals fiorn countries Iike France 

and Switzerland had already begun to give shape to what would later become a continent- 

wide cultural fiont against fascism and against the increasing possibiiity of a new 

European war. The rnovement was given mornentum with the creation in March 1932 of 

the Association de Escrivains et Artistes Revolutionnaires (AEAR)~' and the celebration 

in August of the same year of an anti-war congress in the city of Amsterdam, in which a 

number of European inteiiectuals (led by Gemian Wiui Müzenberg, and including Maximo 

Gorki, Hain Barbusse, and Romain Roland) created the International League Against 

War and Fascism. In the manifest0 of the Amsterdam Congres, participants denounced 

capitalism and the hypocrisy of international bourgeois organizations such as the League 

of Nations, whiie calluig for the defense of the Soviet Union and for widespread 

mobilizations against the upcoming war (Caute 1973, 132). By the t h e  these inteiiectuals 

held a second meeting in Apd 193 3 in the Parisian Salle Pleyel, fascism was no longer an 

Itaüan domestic problem, as it had already begun to cast its powerful shadow over the rest 

of Europe, with Hitler's electoral triumph in Gerrnany, and Doffiss' coup d'état in 

 ust tria. " 

Although Hitler's coming to power and the nibsequent N e  of fucisrn all over 

Europe had served to give a boost to the rnobiIization.of inteflectuals, it did not necessarily 

bring about immediate changes to the international poiicies of the Comintern, which 

41 The AEAR's official publication was Commune, whkh began publication in M y  1933. 



remaineci f a i W  to the political analyses and strategies of its Sb& Congress, most 

notonousIy to the poiicy of United Front. It may be impossible to prove whether or not 

the Comintem looked positively on the anti-fascist intellectuai alliances taking place in 

Europe, but the clear fact remains that the comrnunist o r g h t i o n  did not reject them. 

Instead, it accepted them "with reservations", especidy as time went by and as the height 

of the anti-fascia intellechial fiont coincideci with the Comintem's own internai crisis, 

prompted by dissident voices on the issue of the United Front and communist participation 

in anti-fascist alliances (Alba 1 975,44). 

Sti l l  in early 1 93 3, however, the international organization beiieved - or pret ended 

to beliwe - that the rise of fiscisrn was a mere symptorn of the decadence of the 

bourgeois/capitalist system, which was undergohg its last (or "third") historical period. 

Thus the stniggle against fascism would be no different from the previous stniggie against 

reformism and therefore it should be considered a solely proletarian cause. Official 

documents from the meetings of the Plenary of the Executive Collvnittee of the Comintern 

in late 1933 and through the summer of 1934 confirm that the international organization 

held on to that interpretation, at least officidy." 

Meanwhiie in Spain, the year of 1933 would prove to be an inauspicious one. A 

confising and far fiom h o u s  anarchist c d  for a revolutionary uprising launched at 

the end of the previous year had ended up in a number of disorganized insurrections taking 

place across the country, most of which had simply been either aborted by local 

revolutionary leaders or immediately suffocated by the authorities. Into the new year, 

" For m e r  reading, see Caute (1964, 1973). 
43 Firrther commcntary on the relationship of the Comintern and European intellatuals cm be fond  in 
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however, the insurrection proved to be successful in the srnail Andalusian village of Casas 

Viejas, and the disproportionate attempt by the Republican authorities to put it down 

ended up in a massacre. These events gave way to the most serious cnsis of the reformist 

Republican goverment to date, shaking to the core the Socialist-Republican alliance, and 

radicalking even further the workers' movement led by commmists and anarchists. As a 

response to the workers' growing beliigerence, landowners and patrons organized 

thernselves even more tightly, getting ready to counteract the power of peasant 

associations, political parties and unions, as much as to fight govemment policy in matters 

of Agrarian Reform. The "social war" which ensued was reminiscent of earlier decades 

and a sad reminder that a bourgeois Republican government had been so far unable to find 

a compromise between the economic interests of the oiigarchy and those of the masses of 

dispossessed. 

In Aprii 1933, having already seen its worst fears corne true with Hitler's electoral 

viaory in Germany and wncemed about the tum to the right in Spanish municipal 

elections, the Bloque Obrero y Cmnpesino held its Second Congress and b c h e d  h t o  the 

Spanish political arena the idea of the Aliumm Obreras workerst ~~iances]." The 

underlying theme of these alliances was that the main enerny of the working class was not 

what the mrnrndsts of the PCE liked to cd "social-fàscisrn", but, rather, pure and simple 

fascism That rneant it was not the t h e  to try to discredit socialist leaders, but to seek 

them as allies." 

44 For more information on this Congress, see AIba and S w c h î z  (1988). For m e r  reading on the 
origins and evo1uîion af the Al imas  Obreras, see AIba (1978). 
" The first contacts songbt by the BOC brought the Unio kiaiisfc de CataIunya ((miall socialdemocrat 
party of nationdistic tendencies), the Caîalonian UGT, the PSOE Cataîonian federation, the OC1 and the 
Unid de rabassaires to a meeting held in Barcelona on the 27" of M y .  



The Communist Party of Spain, however, continued to abide by the resolutions of 

the Sixth Congress of the Comintem. Although the term "fascism' was promptly 

incorporated within Party terminology, the content of the discourse underwent no change 

at dl. For the PCE (in line, of course, with the Communist International), there was no 

merence between fascism, capitalism, and bourgeois democracy, ali of them being one 

and the same thing: the "clashing forces of the bourgeoisie. . . against the revolutionary 

advance of the masses" (qtd. in Cruz 1987, 163). The rise of fascism simply meant that 

the crisis of the bourgeoisie was following its due course. As a result, there was to be no 

change whatsoever in the political tactics to pursue, much less in the overd strategy. The 

PCE held on to its maximum program of "govemment of workers and peawits" in a 

Soviet Spain, which the proletarian wouid reaiize despite the "fascist dictatorship" of the 

bourgeoisie, the Republican govemment and its d e s ,  the "social-fascists" (Cruz 1987, 

165)? 

Very soon, however, Party discourse began to show some subtle eachires, an 

indication that the Party was experiencing some degree of tension between its natural 

impulse to keep a uniquely proletarian he and the extemal pressures which were forcing 

it to open up, however timidly, toward other progressive and anti-fiiscist forces. In 

response to the creation of the AZimuas Obreras by the Catalonian communists, the Party 

moved to sponsor a number of anti-hcist alliances whch, unlike the Alianzas, were of an 

exclusive proletarian nature. One of these alliances - which, being made up ahost  

exclusively of communists and a few community organizations," wodd have little social 

" See also 'Contra la reacci6n y d Fanisnon. 
" The Anti-Fascist hiIanikçto was s i p d  by a p u p  of PCE leaders and inteiileçtnas (although not 
ofSciaiiy by the Wrty i&if), amang whom were Baiùon<io. Sender, Rous, I b h u i ,  and Francisco Gakh 



incidence - was the so-caiied Frente Antifaîcista [Anti-Fascist Front] launched on 1 April 

1933 with a cd to "al unions, workers, political parties [and] cultural organizations. . . 

which accept[ed] the struggie against fascism" to join ("MaBana domlligo" 1). " The 

"tension" 1 referred to above was perhaps more evident in the fact that while the PCE 

argued that its Anti-Fascist Front was "free of aii sectarianisrn" because "fascism [was a] 

common enemy" to aU ("Frente Antifascista" 4), the pages ofMundo Obrero continued to 

be Wed with attacks on social-democrat leaders, and accusations that fascism was a 

product of the poiitical manoeuvres of social-democracy and the Republican 

govenunent . 

Before the end of 1933, Spain would expenence the effects of rising fascism on its 

very own soii, with the electoral victory in the month of November of conservafive (and 

monarchical) parties organized under the urnbreila organization Confederacibn Epaniola 

de D e r e c h  Auidnomas [Spanish Confederation of Autonomous Right-Wing Parties, 

CEDA]. With the CEDA assuming power and dominating the Cortes, the Second 

Republic began a new epoch, &O known as the "bienio negro" black biennium], which 

continueci under the presidency of Republican Niceto Alcala-Zamora, but with the leader 

of the Parti& RacIwh Alejandro Lerroux as Prime Minister. Defeat plunged Republiwi 

They were joined in this enterprise by the CommUDiSf Yo- the Corniré de Unibn Sindical, he 
Federacibn de Bibiiotecas Cimiantes de Ma&d [Federation of Itineraut L'bdes ofMac&id], severai 
workers' sport ciubs and the Asociacidn General de Dependientes de Comercio [Association of Service 
Workers], a list which may give a W1y accuCate idea of the level of sacial incidence the Front would 
have. 

The Manifest0 of the Anti-Façast Front was published by Mmdo Obrero on the fint of A p d  (the fint 
meethg of the Front was held on the third). 

Sce Mvndo Obrem of 3 April 1933. 



and reforinist bourgeois parties into their own intenial crises, out of which would corne a 

great deai of restnicturing.'* 

The PCE had not failed to see the fascist nature of  the new govenunent of the 

CEDA, but seemed unwilling to believe that full-blown fascisrn was actuaily in power 

(Cruz 1987, 182). On the other hanci, the electoral victory of the CEDA was the cue for 

the BOC to launch the first Alimua Obreru, with the acknowledgment of aii those 

involved that they had "diverse doctrines and aspirations", but also a "common desire to 

safeguard the wnquests of  the Spanish working ciass" (Alba 1976, 257). From the 

moment the AZianzas were launched, the Communist Party became their most boisterous 

enemy. 

The PCE's stand for Frente Unico and against the Alimzas Obreras was by no 

means unanimous, however, for there were intemal unofficiai voices of dissent - 

reproducing to sorne extent what was happening inside the Comintem itself - which 

believed that some degree of rapprochement toward the PSOE or Republican parties had 

to be pursued in order to seek unity of action against fascisrn. The Party leadership, 

however, was u11wiIiing to take such a step, refùsing to "deviate fioom. . . what [was] the 

essence of [the PCEts] stniggle and [its] existencei': a United Front led by communists 

(Hemhdez 1934, 1). The Comintern would very soon move toward anti-fascist 

experiments such as the Popdar Front, bst sought in France in June 1934. Officidy, 

however, neither the Party nor the Comintem had abandoned th& proletarian line.51 

Sec Tuiibn de Lam, coord (1981). 
For M e r  dixnssion of Comintem between the spring of 1933 and the summer of 1935, see E.R Carr 

(1 982); Poulantzas (1974). 
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The Communist Party of Spain and the Party Intelligentsia 

In the eady months of 1933, with the new national leadership (Diaz, Uribe, 

fiamiri) aiready weii in place and the Party on its way to the "viraje" which had not quite 

taken place after its Fourth Congress, the PCE opened up timidly to revolutionary 

intellectuals for the fist t h e .  The "new openness" codd be seen in small details such as 

the Party paying attention to the state of the university and the student organizations 

working within it, now considered to be an important part of the "revolutionary forces" 

which would bring about the "dernocratic dictatorship of the workers and peasants" ("A 

todos los eshidiantes" 2). The PCE attacked the FUE Federation of University Students] 

for its "reformist spirit" and for having historically behaved as a servant and collaborator 

of bourgeois Republican and Socialist interests. The Party cded on ail students to 

transfomi the organization hto a tmly rwolutionary one, so that it would join the stniggle 

of workers and peasants, thus transforming the university into "a cultural tool for the 

working masses" (ibid). 

Yet the clearest sign that something had changed in the Party was perceivable in 

the kind of open debates which M d o  Obrero maintained with the revolutionary 

intellectuals who during previous years had played an important role in the Spanish 

revolutionary cultural scene. These were César Falcon, José Antonio Balbonth, and 

R a m h  J. s ender. 

" A j o d s t ,  noyelist and critic, Rm&n J. Senda (Huesca 1902-Lus Angeles 1982) slarted his carwr 
working in newspapers Like El Sol and anadist pubfications like Solicimidad Obrera. He ediîed the 
journal Tensor and was a couaborator on m n y  othm iike ûcfubre and Lhen. In 1934, the PCE asked 
him to dit La lucha, a Party publication in d e f i  af the United Front. After the Civil War, he mwed to 
Mexico and latex to the United States, where he became a professorat UCLA. Amwg his best-known 
novek wert Imdn (1930), Siete domingos rojos (1 BS), and Contrmfaque (1 938). His best-known book 
of culîural critique is Teatro de musas (193 2). 



Throughout 1930, in his role as editor of Nosotros, César Falc6n had repeatedly 

argued that the union of the "lef't" should Se considered a temporary tactic "for a fkst 

strike" against the govemment of the dictatorship, d e r  which "everyone would go back 

to its place in order to fi@ for its own ideology". In May 193 1, Nosohos' coilaborator 

Luis Manteiga announced that such a tirne had already corne (10). Nosotros welcomed 

the proclamation of the Republic, but would not gant any peace to its provisional 

govemment, making it clear it had welcomed the new regime as a first step toward a 

deeper revolution. It was then that N m m  felt âee to be the journal it had aiways 

wanted to be and to Say the things it had always wanted to Say, taking on quite a 

belligerent tone which hardly resernbled that of the previous year. Gone were its liberai, 

socialist and bourgeois collaborators and the journal's acquiescence with them dl, and 

cornmu& analysis became the predominant note. 

As soon as the Republic was proclaimed, Nosotros "went back to its place" by 

offerkg its open and most unconditional support for the Comrnunist Party (Gaos 193 1, 

1 1). Falcon and his group, however, did not agree wholeheartedy with the reading of 

events put forward by the PCE, and di4 in fact, believe the Party was rather "naive" in its 

conviction that Spain was experiencing the objective conditions for a proletarian 

revolution. Instead, Falcon argued that the revolution the country would have to go 

through first wodd have to be "popular" in nature, that is, for the benefit of ail social 

groups below the bourgeoisie (including the middie classes, merchants, professionals, etc.) 

(Baieriola 193 4 3 ) .  

Nosotrus, however, and Falcon in particular, beiieved in the unity of what they 

d e d  ail "Manrist forces" - which included the radical petite bourgeoisie and even the 



anarchist-syndicalistç - and this not just as a temporary tactic (as had been the case with 

the reformist forces between 1930 and 193 l), but as a fidi political strategy which would 

eventuaüy make possible the workers' victory over the reformist bourgeoisie. In an 

attempt to bring all those revolutionary forces together, Falcon himself founded his own 

Party, the Izpierda Revolucionaria y Anti-imperialista [Anti-Imperialist and 

Revolutionary Lefl, IRYA], with a sidar program to that of the PCE?' Durhg 193 1 and 

1932, the IRYA rematied as an independent organization and chose not to join the 

Communist Party. Falc6n would change his mind afker getting involved in an open debate 

on national politics with the Party and José Antonio Balbonth. 

The former editor of Posfguera and EI estudrcznte s h e d  some basic common 

ground with the PCE, since he agreed that a govemment of worken and peasants should 

lead the country through the democratic revolution the bourgeoisie was unable to bring. 

about. Bdbontin was convinceci, however, that such a govemment would have to be 

brought about by an alliance of aii revolutionary forces, and not just by communists, much 

less by the Cornmunist Party alone. In line with that thought, in 193 2, Bdbontin began to 

write for Lu Tierra, a newspaper of progressive leanings which had historically made 

space on its pages to accommodate a wide range of political voices, fkom the radid 

petite bourgeoisie to pure anarchists, includhg everything in between. It wouid be fiom 

the pages of La Tima that the former editor of Postguerra would expose his political 

analysis and, in fkct, address it directly to the Communist Party itself 

The PCE, however, had never looked positively on the kind of political variety to 

which Lu T W a  was playing host, and over the years had become its most vociferous 

" The IRYA's political program was pubLished in Nosob.os on 30 May 193 1. See lVIBIfa (193 1) and 
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e ~ ~ e r n ~ . ' ~  When Balbontin argued that La T W a  could, in fact, be a "very useful tool to 

organize the rebellion of the masses", the P w  accused him not only of being "confused" 

and of having "contradict ory" ideas, but of defending an " ab solut el y chaotic" position ("La 

ganziia y Balbontin" 27 December, 1). Balbonth, however, warned the Party that if it 

continued to reject the radical petite bourgeoisie, that class would end up ninning away 

fiom the revolution and into the arms of fascim, a move which would benefit XIO one 

(1932,4). Although he was not a member of the Party yet, Falcon got into the debate to 

offer some kind of reconciliation between Balbonth's line and that of the Party, suggesting 

that the most urgent task for Spanish communists was to make sure the democratic 

revolution under way was taken to full term, regardless of who would lead it (1932, 1). 

Falcon himself suggested that ai l  Mancist forces would be responsible for seeing that 

revolution through (ibid). 

From then on, the debate as such died away, because Mundo Obrero simply 

moved on to publish a senes of articles in respoase to Balbontin which were less of a 

direct response to him and more of a sofiioquy about the Party's official interpretation of 

events." In January 1933, F d d n  decided it would be useless to continue the discussion, 

since al points of view had already been made clear. In an open letter to the Party, he 

achowledged that the previous debates had helped him "clarify [his] own positions" and 

announced that the IRYA woufd join the Communist Party, c a h g  on Balbonth and his 

- . . . . -- . 

"Nuevo partido poLiticon. 
Mmdo Obtem called it "fa g d o *  [the piddock], and repeatedly acnised it of king a "govemment 

newspaper" which %id" its political aiiegiances unduneath "vague and confirsing revolirtionaryn slogans 
("La ganziia y Balbondnu 26 Deçember 1932). For Mun& Obrem's comments on Balbondn's ideology 
and his work in La Tierru, see the other articles in the Series "La g a d a  y Balbon!fnm published in Mundo 
Obrero in Deamber 1932. " Behveen DeCernber 1932 and January 1933, Mundo Obrem published eight articles under the general 
titk of "Contstado a Bahntin: Aclafemor ias psicionsr". 



Social Revolutionary Party @SR) to follow the lead, since ody "within [Party] discipline" 

couid the "correct line of the Spanish revolution" be found (1933, 1). Balbontin compiied. 

On 20 Febniary, Mundo Obrero reported that, at a congress of the PSR, Balbonth had 

proposed to its eight thousand members that they join the PCE, a motion which had been 

accepted ("El camarada Balbontin" 1). From that tirne on, both Falcon and Balbontin, 

experienced joumalists and editors, wrote on political issues for Mundo 0brero.j' 

This move, however, did not bring to an end the debates with inteflecniais. Just 

around the same t h e ,  the Party had started a new debate with social novelist Ramon I. 

Sender, a debate which, for a paper like Mundo Obrero, surprisingly turned out to be less 

about politics and more about iiterature. 

The publication in Mundo Obrero of a review of Sender's best-known book to 

date. Cerar Viejas - a report on the tragedy which had happened in the village of that 

narne - gave way to an exchange of opinions between the cornmunist paper and the 

author, &st on the question of Parliamentary participation and rwolutionary sources of 

local power, and later on iiterary questions. M& Obrero beiieved that what Sender had 

done in Casar Viejas was not oniy to present (as Sender himseifwouid have it) a 

collection of "tableaus of the sentimental Life" of people (Sender 193 3 a, 4), but a thorough 

depiction of cIass stniggie ("Respuesta al camarada Sender" 2 Febmary 1933,2). The 

j o d  cd& on Sender to be "consistent", and to abandon "on aZZgrounds", even in the 

literary or sentimental sphere, the amrchist line with which he had been fiirting, since he 

had already admitted that anarchisrn wouid not bring about the iiberation of the proletariat 

(ibid; emphasis in the original). Sender, however, kept his doubts, and aithough he 

'  alb bon th wodd lave the ~ a r t y  in earIy 1934, as we rhall laîer see. Faic6n wouid stay thmugh the 



recognited that, "in terms of doctrine", he was with the Party, he also said he could not 

accept its "tacticsu, and argued that a Spanish Cornmunist Party would have to have a 

"certain degree of flexibility and fieedom of movement", rather than foilow foreign 

guidelines (Sender 1933b, 2). The debate was dropped at that point. Sender would join 

the Party shortly der?' 

The fact that the Party, through Mun& Obrero, would get involved in this kind of 

debate with revolutionary inteiiectuals was si@cant in itseE but no less significant was 

the way in which the newspaper dealt with them, or the kind of language it used to speak 

to them as much as about them. Falcon, Baibontin and Sender were neither insulted nor 

cnticized. Although the paper rejected La Tierrds goals as "prejudiced confusionism", it 

was more than w i h g  to believe that Balbonth himseifwas acting out of "good faith", 

that he was "sincerely interested" in the revolution ("La gannia" 27 Decernber, 4) and that 

he was, in fact, "attacking" the PCE in a "sweeî, aff'le and fiatenial" way ("Contestando 

a Balbonth" 3 1 Decernber, 4). On the other han4 Mundo Obrero addressed Sender as 

"comrade" in a marner which the publication itselfconsidered to be "affable" ("Unas 

palabras cordiales" 4). This was a far cry fiom the style previously used to speak of 

"radical" hteliechials, not to mention the style that was still used to speak about bourgeois 

intellectuals. Remarkably enough, the Party was not only engaghg in debates with these 

inteliechials, it was aiso calhg  on t h  to join the organization, an extraordinary move 

indeed, given how the PCE had treated revohtionary intellectuals in previous years. With 

Falujn's Itquierda RevoIucionania y Anti-fmcisfa and Balbontin's Socialist Revolutionary 



Party merging with the PCE, the Party received the first large flux of petit-bourgeois 

revolutionary inteiiechials. 

In Apd 1933, some of those inteiiectuds were w-signatories to the PCE's Anti- 

Fascist Manifesto. In fact, Manuel Amar has hterpreted the signing of this hlanifesto as a 

move by the Party to bring together the Spanish ad-fascist intelligentsia h o  

organizations where a communist minority wouid play a leading role (1990,292). I h d  

such a conclusion, however, to be somewhat hasty. In the first place, the Spanish 

"progressive" intelligentsia as a whole (that is, both refonnist and revolutionary 

intellectuals t ogether) had not been mobilized under a cornmon ad-fascist banner quite 

yet. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, the April 1933 Manifest0 was not a direct 

cd to intellectuals as a group, and those intellectuals who signed it (Balbonth and 

Sender, arnong them) did so exclusively as Party members. Instead, the Frente 

Antjcarcista may have just been a way "to bring communist inteliigentsia doser to the 

Party" (Cruz 1987, 167; emphasis added), that is, to cater to those inteliectuals who, like 

Falcon or Balbontin had akeady joiaed the Party. 

The presence of these intellechials in the Party, however, was to bring about no 

immediate changes to the Party's cultural discourse, at least in t e m  of what was 

published in Mu& Obrero. What is found on the pages of the official publication during 

these years is mostly book reviews, bnef notes of support for cuihrral organizations, and 

reports on meetings, congresses and other cultural events. '* Even this superficial 

" The deba be$ween the PCE and Sender may be Mlowed in the foilowing articles: Sender (1 933% 
1933b); "Respuesta al camarada Sender, Part 1"; "Respuesta al camarada Sender, Part II"; and 
"Contestando al carnafada Sender". 

See "Las mentiras y embustes de la Wosofiat contempodnea"; "Octubre: ûrgano de los Escritores y 



reporting was done in quite a schematio way, however. As Chnstopher Cobb has 

suggested, the report on the congress of Soviet Writers, for example, revealed nothing 

about the discussions which took place there, and the paper's dealuigs with Falc6n1s 

theatre group, Nosotras, arnounted to no more than "senseless words of praise" which did 

not touch on the "serious problems W a r  groups were fkcing" (198 1.48). 

As had been the case during the previous penod, communist culturd cnticisrn and 

practice were found elsewhere, in a journal which was produced independently fiom the 

Party, but which was to reproduce some of its most obvious politicai tensions. 

Octubre 

In his introduction to a contemporary facsimile edition of Ociubre, Enrique 

Montero has suggested that the work done by the journal had such %ide implications", its 

presence was so "overwhelming" and its energy so great that the journal has always been 

mounded by "a mythical halo" (1977, .ioaaii). Indeed Ocwbre has corne down in 

Spanish cultural history as one of the most important and most mythical cultural initiatives 

of the 1930s, perhaps because it was, as Manuel Amar has pointed out, the first case of a 

group of c o d s t  writers pubiicly taking an mti-fascist stand (Amar et al. 1987b, 2: - 

46).j9 

The j o d  was founded by a group of Party iatelleotuals - among them, Cdsar M 

Arcmada, Juan Piqueras and Xavier Abd - under the leadership of Rafael Alberti and 

asaitaron la exposicit5n proletaria de3 Ateneo. Sus nombres y sus &iasn, a i i  of them pubiished between the 
summer d 1933 and early 1934. 
" The politics afthcjoamal. howcvn, havs harcnp rraiwd eny 8~8demic atterrtioa Most scholarship 
has been concerned with Ockrbre as a literary j d .  Fu* reading on Ockrbre mn be f o d  in 
S&I.&Z.- (1986). 



Maria Teresa Le64 avant-garde writers who after a long journey across Europe and the 

Soviet Union had completed their conversion to c~mrnunism.~~ 

In its May 1933 ff~de~aniot',61 Octubre defined itseifas a publication for 

"revolutionary wnters and artists", although it denied being the official pubiication of the 

Spanish chapter of the AEAR" Despite the fàct that the job was founded by Party 

members and bat  its poiiticai iine wau unequivocdy communist, antifauciut, aad pro- 

Soviet, Octubre did not have a direct relationship with, nor did it depend ideologically, 

financially, or otherwise, on the CommUIUSf Party of spaid3 Yet the fact that such a 

cultural project waa created, directed, and animateci by militant communist intellectuals 

clearly established a iink between the journal and national and intemational cornmunist 

ideology of the t h e .  Alberti, Lebn, Arconada and the others might have escaped Party 

A PO*, piaywright and dtaral a- RafaeI Alberti (Ca& 1902) was a lading figrae of the 
Generaîion of 1927, and one of the most renomed intellectmis in Spain throughout the 1920s and 1930s. 
After fIirting with the avant-garde for a nnmber of years, he became a Commimist and begm to mite 
poeûy of deep sociai and political content. He joined the Comnmnist Party in 193 1, and t~aveIed to the 
Soviet Union and Gcrmany in iate 193 1 and eariy 1932 with his wife Marfa Teresa Mn, Among the 
many literary and cultuai actMtties he carried ont ig Spain, he was cwditor of Ocnrbre, and driring the 
Civil War was a founding member of thc Aliplt~o dg IntelecluaZes Antifmistus and of the journal El 
mono ml. A f k  tht Civil Wm, he lived in severai countnes, Wuding IWy and Arg- before he 
reaanedtoSpainIn1i77,underthespomrshipoftheCbmmunistParty. AttheageofW,heisthecmiy 
miMMng member of his gaieration, and is still (mit symboIically) a member of the Communist Party. 
Collst'gnas (193 3), Un fatuma recorre Europa (1 933), and De un moment0 a ope (1935) arc among his 
best-known books afpre-war poetry. He has written sateral volumes uf memoirs, iinder the general îitie 
&La arboleda pgl'djiqb (197548). A novelist and cultural actMsf M a .  Teresa LeCm (LogroiIo 1903- 
Madrid 1988) was çoleditor of Ochrbre, as weii as CO-foandet af the Alitama de InteteclurJles Anh@cistas 
ami El mono ml, with Aïbcrti Htr f i c i i d  wnrk inchdes Cuentar para soflar (1928), La bella dei mar 
(1930) and (3rrento.s cte la EspaAa uc&d (1935). Menroria de la melmwISu (1970) ia the M e  of her 
memob. 
" The "Adeiantom was an m o r y  issue, The jomnat publistied six more, h m  h e  1933 to April 
1934. A k s M k  edition ofaU six issues was published in 1977 by Vaduz and Topos VerIag AG. 
Q~scholan,hawcver,havestilllinkcdthejonmalwithtbo~pamshchapteraftbeinteniati~nal 
organization, and even with the Comrmmist Party. See hmr (1987) and the entq on Octubre in Bonet, 
DiCCiondo & la? vangtrardias en EspclAa (1995,449). 
" In his pnisce to the femmile edition af Ochrbrr, Enripe Momero has pointed out that Ramh J. 
Sendet once sugges&l Ihe joaniat was bang finanœâ with nSoviet g d m .  Monter0 clariiries, however, 
thatWjdwasbeing~fry~aiidLR6nout'oftheirmpocketft Heisprobablyn~in 



influence andior censorship at the individual level as much as Ochrbre as a project surely 

did. However, being both a politid, as weli as a culhirat communist enterprise, the 

journal muid not escape the hfiuence of the ideology, cultural policy or tradition of 

cornmuniSm in Spain, nor could it be âee of the idluence of communist m e n t  policy, ail 

of which were in fact embodied by the Communist Party. 

Previous anempts to deive inio Uie reiationship behueen Ocïubre and the 

communist discourse under which it was produced seem to have reached opposite 

conclusions. On the one hanci, Manuel Amar has argued that Octubre was "a clear 

example of the new anti-sectarian politics of the PCE" and "[its] new anti-sectéuian literary 

policy, because once it had been acknowledged that proletarian iiterahire was not the oniy 

possible rwolutionaxy literat~re,~' the journal was open to all Spanish writers, whether 

they were bourgeois or working class, whether they were Party rnembers or 'feilow 

travelers'" (1990,292). On the other hanâ, Jean Becanid has suggested that despite its 

"militant aspect", Ocfubre put forward poiitical propaganda and slogans *ch seemed to 

be more "radical" and "revolutionary" than those put out by the Party at the the .  

Becanid argues that the "degree of autonornyH whi~h Octubre enjoyed in relation to the 

Party, meant that the journal would not "fd behind the general radicalization of the time", 

and that was precisely what explained its success (1 978,97-98). 

In order to understand these commeLXfs, some of the terininoIogy must be placed in 

context. In Spanish dtural history, thete has been a clear tendency to recomtruct these 

middle years of Republican govemnent with a narrative of the political Hradicalization" 

experienced by the Spanish intelligentsia as a resuit of the rise of f k i ï r n  both in Europe 

h reference to the change experienced üy Soviet literary orgmbwions. 



and Spain Accordhg to this narrative, to be "radical" during those years rneant to take a 

clear anti-fascist stand and to join with a l l  other inteUectuais taking a similar one, 

regardless of political mation or class ongin Those who held on to a class analysis or 

to a reading of  the anti-fascist struggle as a solely proletarian cause, are considered to be 

"sectariant'. As a result, the participation of the PSOE in the AIianurs Obrerus is seen as 

the resuir of the Parj s  "raciicaiization", under pressure fiom its rank-and-nie (Becanici 

1978, 9 1). Similady, the fkot that the PCE had a number of internal focü of dissent i s  

explained on the grounds that Party members expected the same degree of "radicalkation" 

fiom the PCE. Accordhg to this narrative, the Socialist Party was more "radical" than the 

PCE, the Second International more ço than the Comintern, the Spanish bourgeois 

intelligentsia began a process of "radicalization" at this tirne, and the Communist Party 

remained quite "sectarian". 

In their readings of Octuhre, both Amar and Becanid embrace this narrative of 

"radicalkation", except for the fact that they reach different conclusions. Whiie b a r  

argues that the journal reflected a Party policy which was already adsectarian, Becanid 

argues that the Party was stiU sectarian and that Octubre was more "radical", that is, more 

open toward wider anti-fascist alliances than the Party itself was. 

In my readiug of the journal, however, none of this wu the case. -In May 1933, 

when the joumal was founded, the Communist Party still refiised to enter the Alianrus 

Obrerus and elung to the idea of  a proletarian United Front against the socid-democrat 

leadershipy a line which was hardly nanti-sectariaa" or "radical" in the sense of the word 

already discussed. Further, wen ifthe Party d d  be seen as "mti-Sectafiad at this point, 



it would be cüfEcult to maintain that such a political attitude affecteci its culhual or hterary 

policy, because the Party had simply nothing of the sort. 

Becarudts reading of the C o m m e t  Party's politics is, I believe, sornewhat more 

accurate, for he beiieves the PCE had not quite "radicaikd" yet, since it had not 

embraced anti-fascism as a common.cause with other political forces. Yet 1 would still 

 halla ange his suggestion that Ociubre w u  more "radical" and "revoiutionary " than Uic: 

Party itseE because the journal was still far fiom opening up to anti-fascism as a cornmon 

cause with other progressive politicai forces. Instead, the journal took a .  anti-fascist 

political stand which was stiU exclusively proletarian and the invitation to participate in the 

project was only extendeci to revolutionary intellectuals. That was neither more nor less 

"radical" than what the Party was doiog at around the same the .  In fact, it was very 

much the same position the Party had taken with its hti-Fascist AUiance. 

Ocntbre may have been mythical., energetk, overwhelming and much more, but it 

was certainly not "radical" (in the sense outhed above), insofar as it was not a journal 

open to a wide anti-fàscist intellectual aihnce. Instead, Octubre was a journal 

experiencing a growing politicai tension, for it was caught - as much as the Party was - 

between its allegiance to a national and international cornmu line of proletarian United 

Front and its desire to join the anti-fascist movement of European inteUecttlais which was 

opening up to a wider aati-fMst stand, after the RAPP had been closed down and the 

new Association &s i!kmiWm et &s A m e s  Revolzctiomres had been formed. César 

M. Amonada could hardly have predided later events when he cded Ombre the ''journal 

of the pre-revolution" (Arconada 1936b, 5). Having the benefit of historical perspective, 

however, I think it would not be unfair to suggest tbat by the time the revolutionary 



intelligentsia was to participate in a revolution, it would be done in terms very different 

fiom those originaiiy embraced by Octubre. In early 1933, Ocz'tîbre was the clearest 

symbol ofa Spanish Party intelligentsia in fr-tion f?om a proletarian anti-fascist Illie to 

a democratio one, and a syrnbol as weil of the tensions which such a transition was to 

create. 

Li his above-mentionzd introduction, Enrique Moatzro ha suggzsted that Oclubre 

did not deal diredy with national or international issues fiom an "informative" point of 

view, but mostly as the content of fictional work (1977, xxk). 1 k d  this afknation 

aimost impossible to sustain, however, for the pages of Ombre d i 4  in fact, rweal a great 

deal of interest in national and intemational issues, although the andysis it offered was of 

uneven depth and quality. The editors of Octubre may have described their journal as a 

publication for revolutionary writerq but it was nothing close to a literary journal. Most 

articles dealt, in fact, with national a d  international political issues, so Ocntbre - like 

Postguem, Naroirhî and others before it - could very weil be desaibed as a political and 

cultural journal of the revolutionary petite bourgeoisie. 

Throughout most of the social and political analysis Octrr6re provided, especially 

in the very fit issues, there was only one protagonist, the proletariat, and only one 

antagonist, the bourgeoisie. In all cases, the proletariat was presented as the class which 

had historically d e r e d  the vexations of the bourgeoisie and the only possible leader in 

the struggle toward lieration Fascism was portrayed as the latest attempt a decadent 

bourgeois society was making in order to survive, and as a wunter-rwohtionary force 

which couid only be canftonted by the force of a proletarian revohtion. Workers were 

calied to join in a United Front - the journal used the voMbulary of international 



communisrn - against socialdemocmcy, the "intermediary for the criminal plans of the 

bourgeoisie" (Abd 1933, 1). 

The journal's views on cultural matters were grounded in a similar proletarian he. 

Ociubre declared itself to be in line with the remlutions of the Kharkov Congress of the 

Soviet RAPP: "against the imperialist war, for the defense of the Soviet Union, against 

Fascism [ad] wirh ihe pmietariat"("Deciaraci6n de principios!' i)." It also presented 

itseif as an intemationalist journal, which believed in the fuhue of proletarian Literature and 

would provide a diaiectical matefialist critique of bourgeois culture ("Por una literatura 

proletaria" 21). Octubre defended the existence of a proletarian art, which in the Soviet 

Union existed under a proletarian regime and in the rest of the world could stil l  appear 

under a capitalist one ("mede existi. un arte proletario?" 20). The j o d  also believed 

fiterature was not the prerogative of any "superior caste", but of ail the people, and was 

collvinced of the fact that a tnie proletarian literature would corne out of the workers' 

ranks @id). 

The journal was open to alliances with all revolutionary, radical and petit- 

bourgeois intellectuals who wished to join the proletariat in the anti-fascist struggie, aven 

the fact that all ofthem were dering the consequences of a capitalist system "in 

decornposition" as m c h  as the proleta--;Lat were. Indeed, Ochrbre set out to prove that as 

the economic crisis deepened, the n u m k  of unernployed workers in the middle classes 

grew: Thousands of poor office workers, doctors, engineers, teachers and iateUectuals 

[were] on the streets as the surplus of the techicai and professionai layers of the capitalist 

system". Since the inteUatd petite bourgeoisie was also an Hexploited class", it should 



mate a ~itedfront  with all the exploited" ("El teatro en Espaila" 39; emphasis added). 

Its most effident "guide and fhend" in that joumey would be the vanguard of the 

proletariat itseK 

AU c d s  to create anti-fàscist inteilectual alliances were directed exclusively at the 

proletariat and at the radia  or revolutionary petit-bourgeois intelligentsia, consciously 

~ c l u ~ g  the rdorsist bouïgeoisic FiWe Octubrz admitkd +iai fascsm ~hzateiled al l  of 

human culture, the journal also made it clear it was &g only on the rwolutionary 

intelligentsia md the proletariat "to combat. . . it" ('La verdad sobre el incendio del 

Reichstag" 16- 1 9). 

This anti-fascia proletarian lise wu expressed repeatedly throughout Ocnibrefs six 

very packed issues, but was perhaps most obvious in the very fkst. A letter fiom Engels ' 

to  Minna Kautsky," which the j o u d  published in lieu of an editoriai in the Jme/Jdy 

1933 issue, made it clear that Octubre waa to reject the bourgeoisie both as a collaborator 

and as an audience ("Engels y la literatura Socialista" 1). The first issue continued with an 

article on cinema by Juan Piqueras which repeated the thesis he had exposed in Nuestro 

Cinema (1 93 3,2092 1) and later with an open attack on the bourgeois int eliigentsia 

(Octubre had changed victims âom Femaado de los Rios to Ortega y Gasset), which was 

rejected and despised for its idealist philosophy and its b i m i d  selfidmess and injustice" 

(Prados 1933, 14-15). 



The feature article in this fkst issue was "Quince aüos de literatura e ~ ~ a i ï o l a " , ~ ~  in 

which César M. Arconada set out to explore "the ongins of Spanish decadence" from a 

"dialectical rnaterialist perspective" (3). In this article, Arconada used the "popular 

historicism" discussed above in order to point out that the schisms between the bourgeois 

intelligentsia and the people had been one of the reasons behind the repeated faiiures of 

the democratic bourgeois revolution In line with the journal's po titical line, Arconada 

suggested that wch schisrns had akeady been overcome by a group of inteliectuals who 

were ready to work "with the working-class. . . for the creation of new f o m  of Mett, 

intellectuais who were ready to "merge" with the proletariat, in the conviction that the 

"Future" and the "new culture1' were to be born "in the bosorn" of that class (7; capital 

letters as in the original). 

Mer having Arconada voice such a proletarian, ad-bourgeois he, and just 

before closing the first issue, the editon of the journal pointed out that the "international 

cal1 for the stniggle against fàscism" which was aiready being heard around the world, 

was being Ied by "writers, artists and i n t e l l e d s  of aZZ fendencies", acknowledging a 

reaiity quite dxerent fiom that which Arconada had described ('Nuestra Protesta" 19; 

emphasis added). Yet when retuming to national soiI, it was made clear that they spoke 

on behaff of Spanish "revolutionary writers, artists and inteiiechials", and them alone 

(ibid). 

" Manuel Aniar bas said of this article that it was "a piece of Uarxist aoaSps which Rflecieci the 
inteiiecnial consciousness of the Cammunist intelligentsia Wore the crisis of the petit-bourgeois 1iterary 
tradition" (1987,501. Chxistopher Cobb has pointed out that the article may have been somewhat 
"schematicn in its treatment of some periods, however, for the author swept over the 1920s suggesüng that 
duRng that pdod there had not ken a single good poet (1984,34). For firrther commentary on this 



Octubre managed to hold on to its proletarian line for the entire next issue. In the 

third issue, published in August/September 193 3, the editors welcomed the anti-war 

meeting celebrated by the European intelligentsia in Amsterdam (exactly a year &er it had 

been held, however), and interpreted its resolutions to be a c d  for a "United Front of 

workers against fascism" (jUnios contra la guerra imperiaiista!" 1).68 The journal was also 

fiAl of references to fascism as the extemai cover of a confikt which was tmiy about class 

struggle M T .  Leon 1933, 5). In the third issue, however, Octubre let Romain Rolland 

bring forth the issue of anti-fascisrn as a stniggle for the liberatim of humanity rather than 

just the politicai stniggle of the proletariat, and it also let Lunacharskii reassert the 

cornpatibility of the many sources ofanti-fascist struggle (Rolland 1933; Lunacharski 

1 933).69 

By the time Octubre pubiished its sixth and last issue in April 1934 - d e r  a double 

issue dedicated almost exclusively to the politics and culture of the Soviet Union 

(OctoberMovember 1933) and five months of suspension -'O the journal was clearly 

struggling to hold on to its view of the anti-fascist stmggle as a proletarian cause, as it 

started to present political voices coming fiom other mti-fascist platforms. 

Octubre's sivth issue began with a couple of notes by Gaman writ ers Waldo Frank 

and Michel Gold on the issue of fascism in Europe and the world, and more specifically 

" When making rcfémce to the 1932 Con- in Amsterdaq Ochibre suggûted it had been attendeci 
by "wo&ers, oppressed h m  the wfiole world, inteiiectrials, ex-combatanis, men and wornen of di 
workers' o r ~ o n s " .  David Caute gives the exact breakdown of participants as 1,865 workes, 72 
peasants and 249 intefleçhials, although he has pointed out that the categories were by no means clear, 
and has suggested a nimiber of intell& might, in fa@ have attended under the category of workers 
(1973, 132). 

Rolland was a distinguishexi French intektuai, a "feiIow travelef. Lunadiarskü was the nrst Mininer 
of Education of the Soviet State. 
'O The joirmal was apparently clased down €y the authonties on the grounds that its fiscai records were 
not clear. After it reappeared, Octubre ody published one mare issue. 



of Geman Nazism, waming that "Kitlerism [would] spread aU over Europe and [would] 

reach America" unless a "United Front of all working-clms parties and a21 Ziberal 

organizations" was created, a front of which "ail anti-fascists", "whateverparty they 

belong[ed] to" needed to be part, "even a g h t  the will of their leadership" 

("Antifascisrno" 1; emphases added). For the first tirne, Octuore was publishing a cd for 

the unity of all anti-fascists, inchding liberals. What was most remarkable was that such a 

cal1 was published in lieu of an editoriai, that is, in the space assumed to represent the 

voice of the journal itself. Thus Octuore had effectvely moved fiom praising wide anti- 

fascist alliances to lending them the space to make their voices heard. If Engels' letter had 

opened up Octubre's life by rejecting the bourgeoisie, the "editorial" in the last issue 

acknowledged the relevance of bourgeois ideology, reaching the conclusion that if fascism 

were not fought against, "ali traces of liberulism [would] be suffocated by streams of 

blood" (ibid; emphasis added). 

Octzibre was not openiy embracing Iiberalism, however, nor was it opening up to 

be part of a democratic alliance against fascism The politicai tension which was so 

obvious in its last issue was caused precisely by the fact that the journal was not quite 

embrachg that alliance, but had already moved fkom achowledging its existence to 

emp hasiang it s meaningfûiness, only to move on to argue completely ciiffirent point S. 

Indeed f i e r  such an expression of concem over how liberalism was being threatened by 

fascism, Oczîdre moved on to criticize the hguage of liberalism itseE the language used 

by those inteliectuals who had recentiy "appeared" using words iike "nation", "race" and 

"pueblo" with great fluency, but who under no cir~umsfances want[ed] mything to do 

with theprolefarrfarrut" (Serrano Plaja 1934, 20; emphases in original). For the coilaborators 



of Octubre, those terms were "grandiloquent", "abstract", and, ultimately, "voici of 

meaning" (ibid). Further, in the same issue it was argued that those intelechials who 

were pursuing the anti-fascist stniggle outside the proletariat were enemies of class 

struggle (Olivares 1934, 12). The journal continued to accuse bourgeois idealism and its 

"abstract" view of the world of dnving the world toward "confusion" and "pessimism" 

(Delgado 1934, 3 1). in much more specifk t m ,  the journal's permanent section on 

national poiitics and social issues presented a Spanish intelligentsia tom apart by class 

smiggle, and interpreted the wming to power of the CEDA (coaïition of right-wing 

parties presently in power) as the last strategy of a national bourgeoisie trying to 

perpetuate itseE a move aga& which only the union of the proletariat would be a 

feasible alternative ("Puertas adentro" 2). 

That was aiso the thesis of Arconada's last article in Octuore, "La dochina 

infelectud del Fmcimo" (1934,22-24), in which he presented the histot-ical evolution of 

the refodst iiberal bourgeoisie, a class which had first piaced ail its hopes in democracy 

and, once it had becorne disiuusioned with capitalism, was seeking refuge in fascism. 

Arconada drew a historical line all the way from medieval feudaiism to modern 

rationalism, arguirig that they were merely different stages of a single cultural evolution. 

He was thus suggesting that the reformist liberai bourgeoisie ha& in fact, not provided 

Spain with a new cultural model; it had merely &en the cdhual model of the feudd 

bourgeoisie M e r  toward its demise. This is to say that the reformist iiberai bourgeoisie 

and the haute bourgeoisie were one and the same thing, and that the former was not only 

cornpliant with fascism, but &O one of its protagonists. Between that and the Party 



slogan of "social-democrats are social-fkscists" there was only a Merence of intensity and 

style. 

That would not be Ocrirbre's nnal word, however, for the jounial stiU had to Say 

something else about liberalism before disappearing £iom the culturai scene. In the last 

pages of its last issue, Octubre hailed poet Antonio Machado as "the geatest bourgeois 

poet oiùlis century" an & wwiiose coma with tne "comuysiae ana its men [sic]" iiao 

"filied his poetry with peasant themes" (Untitled notes. April 1934: 3). Unlike other 

bourgeois pets or members of the Generation of 1898, Machado was respected by the 

revotutionary dters of Octubre, because he had treated those themes with "such human 

understanding and respect" that his poetry was far fiom sharing in the "pastoral" view of 

classic bourgeois literature, but was filied with "social rneaning" (ibid). The comments on 

Machado spoke of an artist who envisioned a "human commuaity" based on "co- 

existence" and on good will among people, a poet who had found his "communisf lyric" in 

the search for the "metaphysical foundation" which was the spinhial equality-of d human 

beings (ibid). Remarkably, the article accepted the poet's h d s m  at face value, rather 

than offering a critique of it. Nowhere in the d e  was there a critique or wen the rnost 

superficial analysis of Machado's confusion between "communism as a political path and 

the creation of a "community [of3 men [sic]" as a final politicai goal (Machado 1934,4). 

In a literary study of Octubre, Mpez de Abiada has suggested that the publication 

of these notes on Machado proves that Ombre was not a "private club" [coto cerrado] 

closed to all those who did not have a Manrist interpretation of literature (1990, 198). 'l 

Lopez de Abiada has argue.  in fact, that the inclusion of this piece on Machado 



symbolized the "wide, independent and iiberal piatfonn" on which the journal was 

founded, and which "was designed to combat fascism by ail means possible" (ibid). 

Certainly, 1 do not think Ochcbre was founded on such a platform, as 1 hope I have made 

clear in the above discussion That, however, was very much the political line which was 

starting to corne through the pages of the journal starting with its sixth issue, which also 

iiappened to be its iasr one. Haci the jojouniai conrinueci to be publisheci, it wouid have very 

likely contimied to evolve dong these lines. 

It was on that note, however, balfway between its onguial proletarian line and its 

opemess toward liberaiism, that Ociubre ended abruptly in April 1934, leaving the 

S panish cuitUrai scene without a nation-wide orthodox communist cultural voice, a void 

which wodd not be filied until eight months later with the publication of the hst  issue of 

Nueva Cultura. 

When Octubre disappeared in early 1934, the place of cultural critique within the 

PCE had hardly improved at ail, especially as its official publication, Mundo Obrero, was 

outlawed as a consequeme of the post-Asturias repression A few articles on culhual and 

artistic issues, however, wodd be published in La lucho, a publication created by the Party 

with the sole purpose of defending and spreading the idea of a United Front, and which 

the PCE asked Ram6n J. Sender to direct.R Lu luch engaged in no attacks on bourgeois 

intellectuals nor did it maintain open debates with revolutionary ones. In &CA, the paper 

-- --- - 

" la his artide, Lopz de Abiada assumai that Alberti himselfwrotc the biographical notes previous to 
Machadors article. Those notes, however, are unsigned. 
72Lducha waspnt,Eishedfrom9Jamiaryto8March1934.Itwasan~newspaperforthe 
Workers' United Frontn. Esteban and Santonja hme pointed out the papa had a very 'magh" l&, being 



hardly acknowledged the existence of inteliectuds at all, except for the fact that it 

published a few notes about University issues, c&g on students to participate in the 

proletarian United Front (" Ante una ofensiva"). 

It would be, however, in a few scattered film and theatre reviews that La Zucha 

sent out its most powerfui, though subtle, culhird message. In line with what other 

communist publications like Nosotros or Nuestro Cinema had already done, the newspaper 

set out to foreground the decadence of bourgeois society and culture through a critique of 

its cinema and theatre. In cornparison with what the other two publications or wen 

Mundo Obrero had done before, however, the film and theatre reviews published in Lu 

Zucha were rather insignificant, for they were fm in munber and of a rnuch poorer quality . 

Yet the political message in those aitiques was loud and clear. Once that message is put 

in perspective, it is obvious that it was the very first step the Party took in its move from a 

proletarian to a democratic he, although that would not become obvious until some t h e  

later, as we shall see. 

La lucha accused bourgeois cinema of i g n o ~ g  crucial social issues and investing 

time and money on stories of liale interest except to the most ignorant and uneducated 

bourgeoisie. For the communist papa, bourgeois cinema was ltmonotonous", "poor", 

predictable and uncreative, and it was high time Spain saw some good "social cinema" 

which would pay attention to some of the many "mord issuesft which were of great 

relevance ia society (del Amo 19344 3). The writers of La Iuch would, in fàct, cornplain 

that it was not even worth writing about bourgeois cinema or theatre, since they were 

- - -  -- - 

contuluouçly closed down by the authorities (1988,3 18). Sender was the editor of the & forty-one 
issnes. 



hardly worthy of criticai attention (1934b, 3). Instead, they hoped such "filth" would soon 

disappear and be replaced by some doses of "intelligent rebelliousness" (Gorki 1934b, 3). 

AU this would at £kst seem to be one more in an endless series of critiques written 

by Party and other communist intellechiais against the bad taste and worse social 

conscience of a decadent bourgeoisie. It was not. For, in fact, this was the first tirne that 

a Party ofIlcial publication dedicated any space at ail to criticking the tastes and cultural 

practices of the haute bourgeoisie rather than to c r i t i c h g  the cultural reformism or liberal 

humanism of the much more educated middle bourgeoisie. This was no insignificant 

move, for, in fact, once these critiques are seen in perspective, they make it clear that, 

wbile fiom the pages ofMundo Obrero, the Party was still accushg social-democracy and 

the reforrnist bourgeoisie of "social-fascism", its cuiturai critique (srnail as it was) had 

moved a step back &om them and had found a new enemy in the haute bourgeoisie of the 

Restauracion. 

Mthough the shift in the object of critique had already started, the point of view 

had not changed. The critique of the Spanish haute bourgeoisie was canied out fkom a 

proletarian perspective which was as fhn as ever, accorciuig to which the uneducated, 

ignorant, and âivolous bourgeoisie of the Restawuciion had been able to survive because 

the reformist bourgeoisie, while in power, had catered to its tastes, rather than proceedmg 

to bring about radical change. 

As fu as the &ers in La luchu were concerneci, if the former Republican 

refomiist government %ad t d y  been revolutionary, the new social fabnc would have 

been refiected on stagett (Gorki 1934% 3). Since such a revolution had not taken place, 

the arts scene (most notoriously, the stage) was still dominateci by old bourgeois taae, and 



bourgeois audiences were "laughing" at a number of "characters" and "customs" which 

were put on stage "with the Fonsent of the government", ail of it proof that such "rnisery" 

was "admitteci" as a "spectacle to entertain the ignorant bourgeoisie" (ibid). The critique 

was thus not only that artistic We was still dominated by the tastes of a decadent 

bourgeoisie, but the fact that the reformist bourgeois government had ken  both 

compiacent with and responsiioie for it. Xevertheless, a shift liad taken place, prwisely 

because the reformist bourgeoisie was attacked as an accompiice of the feudat status quo 

and was no longer the sole protagonist. That sbift planted the est seed of a new cultural 

narrative which was to reach maturity in the years to corne and which wodd redirect 

communist cultural critique toward the nation's democratio stniggle agaiost feudal Spain. 

From then on, the Paws cultural criticism wodd never be the same. 

Yet the Communist Party of Spain was clearly unwilling to acknowledge its own 

cultural poverty, even though it was obvious to Party leaders that they were losing ground 

in relation to the communisf opposition, which was much more active culturally. The PCE 

claimed that it waa not "by chance" that those " M e  counter-revolutionary groups of 

renegades" "showed. . . more activity", since they had been "created" and wntinued to be 

"stimulatedu and "fed" by the bourgeoisie and the Spanish state as "chsinnefs through 

which to infiltratet' its ideology (Uribe 1934, 1). At a time in which the bourgeoisie was 

reaching the pinnacle ofits decadence, it needed groups "covered in 'co&sti clothi.ngfl 

in order to reach workers with their "load of fdse ideas, contrary both to the revolution 

and to the Communist Party" (ibid). The advities of those groups were but a response to 

the "impulse and tmst which the Communist Party was badually] achiev[ig]" and they 



were rnereiy seMng to "seed confûsion" among workers, and "remove them" fiom the 

path of cornmunism (ibid). 

The Asturian Revolution and Af'ter: The National Context 

Although the Party had received such an important flux of revolutionary 

i m e i i d s  in eariy 1333, it Oia not manage to keep them all for a iong t h e .  Iri Îact, 

some of the intellechiais who had signed the Anti-Fascist Manifest0 in early 193 3 were 

amoag those who by early 193 4 were pressuring the Party to join the Alianzas Obrerar or 

make a similar move toward reconciliation with other anti-fascist forces. Since the Party 

would still not change its official line, some of them - most notoriously, Balbonth k f f  

- abandoned the ~ a r t y ?  

By September 1934, however, pressure had built up drasticaily both in the 

Comintern and the PCE, and while preparations for a Popular Front were already 

underway in  rance," the Comintem ordered the C o d s t  Party of Spain to enter the 

Ali- Obrerm. The Party, in tum, encouraged aii its chapten to follow the lead at the 

locai level." 

Entry into the Aliamm, however, did not bring immediate changes to the PCE's 

politicai discowse, whkh remained largely centered aruund the issue of the United Front. 

In Cnct, Party leaders argued that they had joined the Alianzas Obreras because they were 

"the logical consequeme of the tactic of United Front" ( C o d 6  Central 1934a), and as 

'' See Balbonth (1952,276); La Iucha 6 March 1934. 
" The poli y driopaler Front wes adopted by the Ex& Conmittee of the Fm& C o m m a  Party 
as early as March 1934 and by its National Conference in Jnne dthat year. 
'" Sa Comité Caitral Partido (l934b). 



such they would serve "as permanent organs for the United Front, evenhlally becoming 

Soviets" (Cruz 1987, 194). 

A month after the Party had joined the Ali- Obrerus, the workers' 

organization led a nation-wide revolutionary insurrection against the Republican 

conservative govemment. As had been the case so many times before, however, the 

uprising was either aborted at the local or regional level even before it started or was 

quickly put down by the authorities, leaving only a few true focü of revolutionary tension. 

In October 1934, the main focus was the northern mining region of Asturias, where the 

miners became the leaders of the most important atternpt at revolution since 19 17. 

Eventually, however, their rebellion was dso put dom by the authorities and a great wave 

of political repression en~ued.'~ 

For the commUNst opposition, the defeat in Asturias marked the begiming of the 

"third" or "democratic-socialist" period in the Spanish revolution, one in which the 

working class orgaaized in the A2icmza.s Obrerm was cded on to complete the 

democratic revolution the bourgeoisie had lefi &shed and to seek the economic and 

politicai iiberation of d popular classes (Maurin 1966, 224). The PCE, however, blamed 

socialists and anarchists for the defeat in Asturias, and argued that it had fought with the 

Aliatlza~ Obreras and that it wodd continue to do so "for the defeat of fiscim. . . and for 

a govemment of workers and peasants through Soviets" (PCE, Buro Politico 1934, 3)." 

'6 For m e t  commentay on the October revoluiion in Astrinas, see Bizcarrondo, ed. (1977); Qjeda 
(1985). 

Maurui blamed Socialists and CornmuniSI, fbr joining at the last minuîe. The Comintern, however, 
read the Octobex defeat as cdmation that objective rwolutiomuy conditions were present, buî that the 
Spanish proleta& was not pRpared to lead the revolution The Corninteni blamed the poor r d t s  of the 
October qr i s ing  on the fàct that it had ken led by the bourgeoise, while the PCE had hardly ken 
invalMlandpeawin~androldiarhadbemucluded(Cruz1987,111). 



Clearly, although the PCE had joined Republicans and socialists in the AZimas 

Obreras, neither the Party nor the Comintem was w i h g  to concede that it would accept 

a new political program. E. H. Carr has suggested that "the bloody defeat of the Asturian 

miners and the prospective emergence of yet another fascia regime in Europe, sent a 

shudder through the ranks of the Comintern" (1982,3 14), so it was probably around this 

time that the intemational communist organization was W y  convinced of the need for an 

anti-fascist fiont which would inciude not only the proletariat and peasants but also the 

petite bourgeoisie, the intelligentsia and social-democrats, for the sake of safeguarding 

basic dernomtic (bourgeois) Liberties (Cruz 1987, 177). 

Bareiy a few days after the insurrection in Asturias, and clearly under the influence 

of the events which had already taken place in France, a Party document addressed to its 

local anti-fascist committees argued that the PCE had been challengeci by the need "to 

group in a single anti-fàscist bloc all those who want[ed] to figtit aga& reaction and 

fascism" (Comité Central 1934% 1; ernphasis added). Although the Party continued to cal1 

that bloc a "United Front" (ibid), the dekition which it gave to that diance had 

drastically changed, since it was now to be "as wide as possible" in order to inchide 

"cornmunists, sociatists, anarchists, Republicans [and] nationaliststt, although still under 

communist leadership (ibid). M e 1  Cruz has pointed out that although this new "United 

Front" was made to look like the organic successor of former anti-fascist proletarian 

initiatives such as the Frenie Anf$zscFcis, it already carried the social and political content 

of the future Popdar Front (1987,230- 1). 

The following month, the Party continued to speak of the "goverment of workers 

and peasants" in a Toviet Spain", but somehow the struggle had been &en a prelimiaq 



stage by which "the reconquest of the democratic liberties of the people" would be 

pursued first ("Después de las gloriosas jomadas" 1). In subsequent correspondence 

between the PCE and the Communist Party of Catalonia, it was clear that the Party was 

getting ready to open up to "all anti-fascist elements", including "the intelligentsia and the 

petite bourgeoisie" (Comité Central 1934c, 1). 

Needless to Say, the "theoretid consistency of this new proposal" was not only 

"fiagile", but also rather "contradictory and ambiguous" ( C m  1987,23 1-2). Yet by 

December 1934, the Party seemed to have reached a greater degree of "maturity" (232) 

when it put out a cd for the creation of a Concentracidn Poplm AnnYasccisra [Anti- 

Fascist Popular Bloc] which sought to transform the "popular sentiment" which already 

existed in the country by giving it the form of an anti-fascist alliance ("Por una 

Concentracih Popular Antifascista" 1). While this new alliance was to d o w  each of its 

members to "maintain its independencet', it would a is0  "bring [hem all] together. . . 

against the monarchical-clencal-fascist forces" by demanding the basic social change they 

all wanted (ibid). Their joint "program of action" wanted to represent the aspirations of 

the "hard-wotking people", calling for "the de fense of poplar-dernocratic vincircatrcatrom" 

and the stmggie for "democratic liberties", including fiee speech, the right of assembly, the 

redistribution of land, unemployment insurance and political arnnesty (ibid; emphasis 

added). 

As Rafael Cruz has pointed out, the rnanifesto of the Concenz?acidn Populur 

Anh~mcisfa already contained the new political t e d o l o g y  which the PCE was going to 

use fkom then on, teminology in which the words "proletariat" and "proIetarianH wodd 

move to the background, whiie t e m  like "hard-working people" [pueblo laborioso] and 



"popdar-democratic struggle" would corne to the foreground, all whiie class stniggle and 

the goal of a Soviet Spain were surreptitiously replaced by that of a new "popular- 

democratic" Republic. As t h e  went by and the PCE continued to open up even more 

toward the anti-tiiscist stniggfe, it remained unclear whether the Party was ready to accept 

the minimum democratic program of the A l i m a s  or whether it would settle for nothing 

less than its own maximum prograrn (Comité Centrai 1934a; "Después de las gloriosas 

jomadas" 1). 

From late 1934 aii through the summer of 1935, Party discourse would be rnarked 

by this ambiguity between a revolutionary and a democratic program, as the PCE 

continued to issue calls which ranged from joining the refomist bourgeoisie to celebrating 

a Red May Day ( P d d o  Cornunista de Euzkadi 1935). This ambiguous discourse - which 

Rafael Cruz has named "a tandem Alimizas-revolution and Popular Front-democracy" 

(1987,221) - reveaied a Party tom apart by, on the one hand, the need to join the 

bourgeoisie and, on the other, by the fear that workers' organizations would lose control. 

This was neither a taaical nor a strategical change, because officiaüy it was no 

change at d. It was just a nebuious position which sought to have the best of two worldq 

revealing a Party simultaneously pressured to face up to a new political reality which 

dernanded new strategies and unwihg to give up former policies. As 193 5 rnoved on, 

howwer, it became increasingly clear that the Party was opening up toward wide 

democratic anti-fkscist alliances. B y the t h e  the Seventh Congress of the Comintern 

made the policy of Popdar Front officiai, the term had aiready been incorponited to the 

PCE's political lexicon and the Party had been going &er the Spanish reformist 

bourgeoisie for quite a while. 



October 1934: The Bourgeois and Revolutionary Intelligentsias 

No other political event before the Civil War exemplifies better what scholars have 

cded the "radicalkation" of the intelligentsia during the middle years of Republican 

governent than the October rwolution of 1934 and the long rnonths of political 

repression and working-class mobilizations which ensued after it. In the first place, 

intellectuals themselves were very much victllns (physically and otherwise) of the post- 

October repression., with joumalists and writers being killed, tomired andor imprisoned." 

The response of the intelechial comrnunity to these outrageous acts was immediate. A 

wide range of inteiiectuais - members of dBerent generations - participated in the 

organiPng of public events, the Wnting of manifestos and the distribution of petitions, aii  

of them "against govemment comption and repression, the fascist threat in [the country] 

as weU as oveneas [and] for the defense of âeedom" (Fuentes 1980,60). In partinilar, 

inteilectuals demanded immediate âeedom for aii political prisoners in Ashirias and across 

the country, as well as the clarification of political and criminal responsibilities. They took 

these issues to politicai institutions, ail the way âom the National Parliament to the 

president's office. In December 1934, Radical-Socialist Félix Gordon Ordas called on a l  

members of Parliament, and especiaily on the bourgeois intellectuais there, to exercise 

pressure on the govemment so that the -th about d crimes ~ u l d  be known. The 

Executive Cornmittee of the Ateneo de Mu&d wrote a letter "on behalf of Spain" to the 

79 Joumalist Lais Sirvai was kilied in a police station in the city of Oviedo by a Rnssian lieutenant in 
charge af the Spanirh Legion troops which had ken sent ta the region of Asturias to put down the 
rebeilion. Another joumdist, Javier Bueno, was tortured and sent to prison. Writer and actMst Antonio 
Espina was jailed for a month for writing an article about Hitler. For commentary on the Ashtrian 
rev01utkm and Spaoish intel.iectuals, see Aznar (MM). 



president of the Republic demanding he "clan@ what [had] happened and [was] stiU 

happening in the villages and cities of Spain, in its jails and police stations" (qtd. in b a r  

et al. 1987b, 2: 64). 

As proof of the "radicalkation" of the Spanish intelligentsia after October 1934, 

Manuel Amar has argued that, at that tirne, most S panish writers were no longer 

concerned about the Spanish "people", but had discovered the "proletariat" instead, thus 

undergoing a "serious crisis of identity" (1987, 16-17). Such a crisis, according to h a r ,  

moved "ail Republican writersU- catholics, liberal-bourgeois, anti-fascists and communists 

- to be "collectively cornmitted" (ibid). 

uideed they may have been cornmitted, but I do not think it was necessarily 

"coUectively". In 1934, the Spanish intelligentsia as a whole was hardly the h d  of 

coherent unit it had been Meen years earlier - before the emergence of the fist 

revolutionary inteilectuais with the Partido Cornunistu Qu&ol. Furîher, the fact that 

reformist and revolutionary inteiiectuals were signing manifestos together did not rnean 

they had embraced a common cause or that they understood anti-fascism in the same 

terms. Just as the signing of the PCE's Anti-Fascist ManSesto by a few Party hteilectuals 

in early 1933 had not marked the beginning of the Party's call to the anti-fascist 

intelligentsia, the "radidkation" of the bourgeois intelligentsia d e r  October 1934 shouid 

not be confused with the coming together of the reformist and revolutionary intelligentsias 

on a common program, sornething which would not happen until some time Iater. 

This enthusiastic eruption of political actMty and organized protest on the part of 

the bourgeois intelligentsia, something which cannot and should not be denied and which 

was of great historical importance, certainly came to prove the political and social 



"sensibility" of Spanish inteiiectuals and writers, who experienced the events in October 

1934 as a great impact, a political shock which sped up their conviction to adopt an a d -  

fascist stand and a stronger social cornmitment. 

The explanation for this outburst of political activity, however, should be searched 

not in a process of "radicalization", but somewhere else. First and foremost, the 

explanation for such outburst is found in the fact that bourgeois inteliechials were 

organinng in a political movement of opposition to the statu quo for the first time since 

193 1. Whiie the proclamation of the Republic had brought to an end their oppositional 

politics and had tumed them into policy-makers, the coming to power of the CEDA had 

subsequently baaished them fiom government and relegated them to a secondary (and 

once again, oppositional) role. As a consequence, when the danger of fascism arose, they 

organized themeIves into an oppositional movement much in the same way they had done 

in the early 1920s in opposition to the Monarchy and Primo's dictatorship. The fact that 

they feu into the category of oppositional forces again, and that they had to fight the new 

status quo (although it very much resembled the former one) may have brought an halo of 

radicalicrrition to their acts and their demands. It was, however, merely a new outbreak of 

oppositional activity cornhg fiom the same contender, the bourgeoisie, and toward the 

same enerny, those representing the feudal class, all of it the kind of political activity to 

which the country should have been very weil acnistomed. 

Barely a few weeks &er the revolution had broken out in Asturias, an open letter 

ftom the Ateneo & M&dto the president ofthe Republic demanded "justice' in the 

Asturias events. As ifthe leading signature of Fernando de los Rios had not been enough 

to prove that this letter represented the feelings of the reformist bourgeoisie, the Ateneo 



presented itself as the "historical f i t  of the liberal movement" in Spain, the "safekeeper" 

of "universal values" in intellechial Ise ("El Ateneo al Presidente de la Republica" 1). In 

its letter, the Ateneo "solicited" the "immediate judicial regularization" of Spanish He and 

the clarification of "al1 actions, whether by the govenunent or by the revohtionary 

workers", lest the country lose the "patrhony of freedoms. . . which [were] the moral 

bases of [its] modem civil culturett (ibid). 

A few months later, in another open letter to the president of the Republic, a group 

of "people dedicated to the inteiiectual professions" who "lack[ed] any political intention" 

which may have "belittled the[ir] noble impulse" argued that after the repression which had 

taken place after Octaber, there couid be "no peace in any spirit who [felt] the fratemity 

between men [sic]" ("Un escrito al Presidente de la Repfiblica" 8). These inteUectuals told 

the president of the Republic that a political pardon would " b ~ g  to all [the Spanish 

people] a more human understanding of peace and would be a sign for everyone to 

channel their political activity through good feilowship and understanding" (ibid). 

Indeed, what kind of "radicalization" could manifestos like these possibly reveal, 

when it was not even admitecl that the impulse behind them was of a "political" nature, 

when the organized proletariat was completely erased aad replaced by "men", class 

struggle replaced by "fiatemityt' and violent political action against an oppressive stahis 

quo dismissed in the name of peacefid "coexistence" and "understanding"? 

The demands made by these bourgeois intellechials were as "radical" as they had 

always been, for they did nothing but defend the vev same bourgeois, liberaf, democratic 

Republic they had been defending since the tum of the century and which they had 

successfully brought to Spain in 193 1. While they had previously defended this 
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democratic Republic against a traditional, catholic and monarchical system, in 1934, they 

found themselves forced to defend it against a government which was operating within the 

Republican legai and political hmeworlg but which could not be tnisted to maintain it. 

Their analysis ofthe situation was hardIy "radical", as it hcluded neither new points of 

departue nor more revolutionary aims: est, because it was grounded in a deep sense of 

equanimity and fkeedom which continued to be quite blind to the most basic notion of 

class struggle; and second, because their intellectual discourse was stiil dominated by the 

presence of a politicaiiy abstnia entity cded pueblo. The reformist bourgeoisie had corne 

a long way fiom seeing this puebh as an abstract and difise mass of uneducated people 

to achowledging the? political agency. However, this discourse failed to give political 

agency to the revolutiomry proletariat, or to acknowledge that the events in Asturias had 

been the result of the ongoing class stniggle in Spanish society. 

Most Spanish scholars have, in fact, acknowledged that the reasons which &ove 

the majority of Spanish intellectuals to declare their soüdarity with the Asturian revolution 

were rnerely "ethical", because, as a result of the failed insurrection and the repression 

which ensued, their "democratic bourgeois humanism" gave way to "a semimental feeling 

of sympathy for the generidy-cded Spanish 'pueblot" (Anÿir 1984, 87). Thus bourgeois 

intellemals were responding to the politicai events fiom a collective sense of mord 

indignation, of disgust vis-à-vis the repression in Asturias, all of it mixed with horror at 

Geman Nazism and Itaüan Fascism and the rise of Spanish Fascism (86)." 

. . - - . .. . 

79 As Manuel Auiar has pointed out, the description which social nmiist  Max Aub gave in his awel 
Cmnpo de S q r e  of one of his characters, Paulino Cuartero, a catholic intellectual, atexnpMes the 
reaction of the whole of the bourgeois inintegentsia. ?He was honest and puren, Aub said about his 
chara*er, 'the October repression £üied him with dis@ and got him more interested in the 
popular causem (qtd. in 1984,87). See also Tua6n de L m  (1989a). 



As a result, it might be more appropriate to suggest, as Victor Fuentes has, that 

October 1934 "mark[ed] the moment in which there [was] a movement of [Spanish] 

inteilectuals toward the populm cause" (1980, 108; emphasis added). Aniar himself has 

pointed out that the Spanish intelligentsia in late 1934 and early 193 5 rnay be divided 

into those who still referred to the "generic ghostff ofpueblo, "rnanipuiated as the new 

hope", and those who made reference to the proletariat (et al. 1987b, 2: 76). It would 

follow then, that only cornmunist writers codd be considered to be "revolutionary" 

writers, since they were the only ones who spoke about class struggle and codd 

understand the meaning of the Asturian revolution as an action carried out by the 

proletariat (Cruz 1993, 87)." The conclusion would then be, as Chnstopher Cobb bas 

suggested, that the October revolution "widened the g q  between liberai reformists and 

the more radicalited groups" (198 1,90). 

1 think the key to understand the October revolution (in the iight of the evolution 

of communist cultural poiitics) is that it represented neither a "coilective" act of 

"cornmitment" by the whole of the intelligentsia, as Amar would have it, nor a complete 

"widening" of the "gap" between the reformist and the revolutionary ones, as Cobb would 

have it. Rather, it is my understanding that what the October revolution meant for the 

Spanish intelligentsia was something in between, a stage pnor to such a collective 

commitment, sornethuig which couid perhaps be defined as an "encounter". In that sense, 

the revoIutionary events neither brought the refomiist and the revolutionary intelligentsias 

together, nor &ove them M e r  apart. Rather, it marked the moment in which they were 

about to discover a common cause, the moment in which the seeds of fuhue "collective 

" Cruz says "Communist Party membasH, but thû shouid be uctended to all comunists. 
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cornmitment" were planted. On the one hand, even though the reformist bourgeoisie was 

not "radicaltt enough to embrace a proletarian cause (something it would never do), it had 

taken enough of a step f o m d  to give that t'ppueblo" some political agency. On the other, 

although the revolutionary intelligentsia was stiU fighting a proletarian cause, it was also 

movhg very rapidly toward anti-fascist alliances with reformists and it was about to rnake 

signifiant changes to its discourse. 

In late 1934, these two intelligentsias were stiu hvo weU-ditferentiated groups 

reacting to different versions of the same event and for dEerent reasons. At the same 

t h e ,  however, the months between late 1934 and early 1935 would mark the time in 

which two journeys started to converge: on the one han& that of a refomiist bourgeoisie 

rnoving from an elitist to a popular conception of democracy; on the other, that of a 

revolutionary intelligentsia moving fkom the proletariat to the popular revolution. As a 

result, it would be premature to speak of the response to Asturias already as 

'IfrentepopuZbrista", for bourgeois and revolutionary inteliechials wodd not move toward 

a cornmon stand on anti-fascism untif some time later, toward the middle of 1935 and, 

more clearly so, in early 1936, when the Spanish Popular Front came into being. The 

journey which the revolutionary intelligentsia was about to undertake in early 193 5 was 

best exemplifieci by the communist journal Nueva Cultura. 



Nueva ~ u ~ t u r a ~ '  was founded in January 1935 in the Eastern Spanish region of 

Valencia, by a group of Party intellechiais under the Leadership of visual artist Josep 

  en au.** A 1977 auto-biographicai introduction witten by Renau himselffor the facsimile 

edition of the journal has put an end to the controversy and confusion there seemed to be 

in academic circles about the founding of the journal and its relationship both to the 

Valencian chapter of the Association des f i v a i n s  et des Artistes Revolutiom2~1?es and 

to the Communist Party. 

AIthough a number of scholars have referred to Nueva Culhrra as the official 

publication of the local section of the Uni& de Escritores y Artistus Revolucionmios 

(Spanish version of the French AEAR), Renau himseif has denied aii connections between 

the journal and that cultural organization, not to mention the Communist ~ a r t y * ~  As was 

the case with Octubre, this independence was obvious in the way the journal was founded, 

" Nuevo Cultura was pubiished @ Valencia h m  January 1935 to July 1936, and in a second epoch from 
March to Augudseptember 1937. A facsimüe edition af a i i  itç issues was published in 1977 by 
Liechtenstein and Topos Verlag. For a history and critique of the j o u d ,  see APiar Soler (1985); Aznar 
Soler and Blasco (1985); Renau (1977). 

A vimal artist and cultural acovist, Josep Renau (Valencia 1 907-East Berlin 1982) starteci his artistic 
carrer influenceci by Modemism and art d b .  In 193 1, he joined the Communist Party, ami, in 1932, he 
founded the Uni& de Escritores y Arfistar PLoletonoJ in his native Valencia. During the Civil War, he 
was the Generai Dinaor of the Fine Arts -ce of the Minimy af Public hstmctioa He is best kno~11, 
howevu, for the beau& and intengty of his war-time posters. His views on the political role of the vinial 
arts can be found in Funcidn socid del cartel publicitanio (1937) and Lu batalla per una nova nrlîuru 
(1978). 
" Set Eskha and Santonja (1988); Caudet (1993). Renau explaineci that the AEAR as such did not exist 
in Valencia, as the result of a bureaumatic problem raised when the Govemor of Vaiencia r e m  to 
register an organization with the word "revolucionmiosn in its title, forcing the association to change it to 
"proletmios*. T6al change fiirther forced lhem to change the word "association" to Wonm,  so tbat the 
acronym wouid sound better. That is why Vaiencia had an üAEP rather than an AEAR On the other 
hanci, Renau bimseifhas admitted that the term "pml*ariatN was wd rather symbolically, since the 
organhation did not hwe a single proletarian artist in its membership at the time of foundation During 
the war, the UEAP would join the Valencian chapter of the AlimPn de Infelecfuoles Anhj%scistu.s. In any 
case, Renau has made it duu tint Numa Cirliruo was nwer the atnciai publication of either the AEAR 
or of the UEAP. 



and the kind of arms-length relationship it had wiih the party. 84 Yet, Nueva Culturu was 

founded and produced by cornmunists, aU of whom were also leaders of the local chapter 

of the national PCE, and thus I would aiso argue - as 1 did in the case of Octubre - that 

despite its independence (ideological, financial and otherwise) corn the Communist Party9 

the project was iduenced by comrnunist national politics, dthough, as we s h d  see in a 

moment, not exactly in the same way Ocfubre was. 

In an analysis of culturd policy and practice in the Spanish region of Valencia 

during the 1930s, Manuel Amar and Ricard Blasco have argued that the founders of 

Nueva Culture believed "that intellectual activity was inseparable fiom political activism 

and that bourgeois culture had to be replaced by aproletmim culture ofpopular rooting 

and a Mamisi doctrinal base" (1 985, 173; emphasis added). '' According to these authors, 

in Valencia, in early 1935, "to speak of popular culture meant to speak about the kind of 

'popular cultural expansion' for which generations of intelleauals had been calling ever 

since the 1920s" (170). 

The description which b a r  and Blasco have made of the journal is both concise 

and comprehensive. The editors of Numa CuliMa wanted their journal to be not an 

academic project, but one of political and cultural activism, seeking the roots of an 

" In his introduction to the nicsirnile edition of the journal, Renau has relateci how he went to Madrid to 
nieet with the Ieaders of the Comxnhst Party, who told him thaî "the p0pd.a.r character of the j o d ,  as 
weii as its anti-fascist tone were quite appropriate", tliat the publication should be "national" and "openiy 
animatedm by Communists, but also "open" to al1 othem. The Party leaden also told Renau he shouid not 
"count on" help fmom the Party (1977, xvii). Renau has M e r  argued that &g the five years of Me of 
the jounial neither the centrai cornmittee of the PCE nor any members af thc lower leadership "censured 
even one tinte" the activity cf the jourmi, which was always "fke and independenin in the seme that the 
journal editors were "cornplelely respamWe for what [thqr] decided [or] di# (xiq emphases in the 
onginai). Further, tbough the editors of the journal were openly C o r n m m  Renau argued that 
everyone who couaborated with the journal Mt "right at home* and that the list of collaborators was 
indeed as long as it was polit idy mixed (Md). 



alternative culture which would be found nght in the people, both as recipients of culture 

as well as active creaton. The combination of the adjectives "proletarian" and "popular" 

which Aznar and Blasco have used in their description is neither casual nor accidental, 

because indeed Nueva Culhua was founded on a line which strongly identified proletarian 

and popdar cdture as one and the same thing, to the point that, throughout the Me of the 

journal, the two ternis came to have the very same meaning. 

Nueva CuZtura syrnbolized the transformation Party inteliectuals were 

experiencing, as they moved from a discourse of proletarian culture toward a discourse of 

popular d t u r e  and from the need to pursue proletarian anti-fascist alliances to the 

pursuit of much wider ones. In the historical narrative Nueva Cdtura put forward, the 

protagonist was no longer the proletariat, but the more generic "pueb20" and class struggie 

had already been replaced by the redernption of h d t y  against the dark forces of 

fascism. What was rnost remarkable about Nueva Culturu, however, was that it was a 

pioneer in the creation of this cultural discourse in communist circles, that it was not so 

much infruerzced by national communist politics, or the PCE, as it itself ntfuenced the 

Party, which in the upcoming months was going to produce a cultural critique foflowing 

Nuau Culiurds he. The Party, in fact, was still in the process of evolving toward such a 

discourse, and had Octubre surviveci, it is UeIy the same would have happened to it. 

Nueva Cultzm, however, expenenced no discursive evolution of which to speak. The 

journal was f d d  on a discourse of "pueblo luborioso" and of "democratic liberties" for 

a "popuiar-dernomtic Republic" just as ifthe project had been devised with the nianifesto 

of the PCEfs Concentraciion Poplm Antjmcisfa as a base document. In this respect, an 

a I have translated this and other citations nom the 1985 article by Aznar and Blaxx, h m  th onginai 
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analogy may be drawn between the relationship Nueva Culfuro had with the Communist 

Party of Spain and that which the European anti-fascist alliances had maintained for a 

number of years with the Comintem. Just as the European intelligentsia had always been a 

step ahead of the international organization, so Nueva Cziltura was a step ahead of the 

Communist Party of Spain itself since the j o d  was ernbedded in the popular- 

democratic iine toward which the Party itselfwas wolving but had not quite reached yet. 

Nueva Cultura, however, would inherit none of the ambiguous or contradictory discourse 

the Party was producing. What Ocltrbre had expenenced as a tensioq for Nueva Cultara 

was more a cause for liberation, and the journal exploded Born the very fint issue with a 

new cultural discourse which would becorne the trademark of Party intellectuais and the 

Party itself for years to corne. 

Much like Octuore and other projects of the tirne, Nuevu Cultura was an anti- 

fascist journal. Renau himselfpointed out how the speciai issue which Nueva C u l m  

pubiished on fascismS6 - "with its wealmesses, gaps and d" - seemed to have been "the 

ody documented and responsible waniing against the imminent danger wbch threatened" 

the country (1977, mc). Indeed, and-fascism was the "vocation of ai l  writers and 

collaborators. . . âom the very fisi issue" (ibid). 

Unlike Octubre, Nueva Cultura showed no reticence about the kind of anti-fascist 

alliances to be sought; it felt no quiet admiration toward the wide anti-fascist inteilectual 

alliances which were being pursued in Europe at the t h e ,  whiie remaining on the terrain 

of the proletariat and revolutionary intellectuals at home. Unlike Octubre, Nueva Cultwa 

was openly calling for an alliance of dl mti-hscist inteliectuais, regardless of their original 



political he, whether they were "liberal, Socialist, democrats [or] anarchists" ("Los 

intelechiales espaiioles en esta hora" 3). Nueva CuIz'ura saw itselfnot ody as part of such 

a wide anti-fascist alliance, but clearly as one of its leaders, organizers and mentors. 

As a communist project, Nueva Cziltura was still bound to provide a critique of 

cultural reformism. As an openly anti-fascia one, however, it was also moving toward the 

defense of basic democratic liberties. While that very same dichotorny had been at the 

root of the ideologicai tensions Octubre experienced, Nzïeva Cultura was able to merge 

those two options into a renewed politicai and cultural proposai: one which sought to 

overcome the shortcomings of bourgeois-democratic reformism while keeping and 

bdding on it s great est achievement s. 

Nueva Culhrra accused the Republican intelligentsia of reproducing in the 1930s 

the same cultural categories of the Golden Age, fkom "its mysticism" to its 

"pseudopopuiar Picaresque", 4 of it tainted with "individualism, aestheticism and 

fatalism"." The journal also declared its opposition toward the fiausi- conceptions 

"grounded in German ideaiism" of the Inrtirucidn Libre de Ensefima and "its" Misiones 

~eda~dgiccx.*~ As Eu as the writers ofNuwa Culîwa were concerned, these cultural 

projects "may have done a great deai of good in the pas", but they were obviously 

"insufncient" in the new political scenario, where there was no place for their "elitist 

p a t d s m " ,  or for their vision of the popuiar masses as an "empty sack" which could be 

" A p d  1935. 
87 In later years, Renau wouid suggest that in the Iaîe 1930s he and his fellow rnembers of Nueva Cultura 
rnight have been anaiyzing their past with the cnticai terms of the present He suggested, however, that 
even thougfi their interpretation may have been "methodologidy incorrecîu it was at Ieast "politically 

(1977, xix). 
The Mistones Pedagdgicm, of course, had not been a project of the U, but of the f k t  Repnblican 

govanment. Nueva Culhurr was making a poinî, however, by idmtifyrng the fïrst Rcpublican 
gwernment Mth the d o m k t  bourgeoisie of the nineteenth mhuy. 



"Med" with "lefi-wing versions of the Spanish Golden Age". For Nueva Culma,  the 

"conscience of the Republican intelligentsia was weli below. . . the real existence of [the 

Spanish] people", for that intelligentsia had never truly been interested in "feedba~k"~ 

(Renau 1977, xx). 

Nueva Culhrra believed that the Republican intelligentsia had, in fact, been a victim 

of an "unsolvable contradiction", namely that while it had "instituted basic democratic 

freedoms", it had also been too "adamant" in its attempt to "take advantage" of those 

"new f?eedomsM in order to "reatnmi its own personality", all while "obsessively looking 

into the ontological raison d'être of the 'Hispanie essence' in the nanow geographic- 

cultural complex of CastiUe and Andalusia" (Renau 1977, mi). The journal also accused 

the reformist bourgeoisie not ody of being elitist, but also of having been too weak and 

ignorant and faiiing to take a stand against fascism ("Editorial" February 193 5: 1-2). 

Nueva Culturu believed fascism was both "anti-Mm&" - insofar as it was a 

"formulat' created by bourgeois society in order to perpetuate itself- and "anti-Liberal" - 

insofat as it sought to re-organize capitalism in ways which denied its democratic content 

("Pernl y entraîïa del Fascisme" 3). In either case, fascism could ody mean a retum to the 

Middle Ages, thus re-enacting a struggle against which the reforrnist bourgeoisie had 

already fought (ibid). 

Although Nueva Culhua rejected the cuiturai categories of the Golden Age and 

criticized harshly the atternpt by the reformist bourgeoisie to revive them, its two-fold 

definition of fascism meant that the journal also wanted to "respect" the "humanist 

tradition" of Spanish "old culture" menau 1977, xk). Nuevo Cultwa did not agxee with 

~ng i i sh  tom used in the original. 



the elitist vision of democratic revoluîion originally put forward by the reformist 

bourgeoisie, but it did agree with its "humanistic" essence. The joumal just gave a greater 

leadership role to the popular masses w i t h  that political effort. 

Renau has suggested that the intention of the founding group was not to do a 

literary journal per se, but rather a journal which would make an effort to "understand" 

what was happening in the cultural field. The group also considered it more important to 

"disseminate" political or cultural ideas "widely" rather than keeping them in "pure form", 

that is, "the rnost important thhg was to categoricdy underhe the abyss which had 

historically separated UlteUecîuaIs fiorn their people". The attempt was not to do a 

"political" journal either, but rather, one of "intellechial guidance" (Renau 1977, xk). The 

uitimate goal was "total fusion with the people" (ibid), a goal as grandiose as seK 

consciously modest, tinged as iî was with an air of reciprocity which very few (if any) 

previous progressive cultural projects had knownW 

Thus the journal wodd replace elitism with a greater leadership role for the 

masses, and ignorance with knowledge and "feedback". It would also combat fascism 

with ail its strength, attempting to uproot it nom Spanish society the way the reformist 

bourgeoisie had failed to do. To fulfill this latest goal, Nuevu Culma provided a great 

deal of information on the history of fascism, embracing the "historicist" style of the 

communisî intellectuals who came before it, and exploring the history of the Spanish 

empire, through the years of the govemment of Restmraciidn and of rnilitary dictaiorship, 

right to its present day. 

" Indeed Ruiaa has ingsted - at Ieast in hindsight - that the word in the subtitte was in Iine 
with the journal's &aal mandate, and that both should be understood to be "two dimensional", for the 



As a remit, Nuata Cultura rnoved toward a humaniste cultural critique stiU 

fmsed to some extent on bourgeois reformism, except for the fact that it would not 

criticire what it &ad attempted to do, but what it had been unabie to do. The most 

important consequence of such a new critique was that the journal put forward a narrative 

of the evolution of Spanish cuiture in which the focus was no longer the struggle of the 

proletariat against bourgeois reformism, but that of the popular masses and the liberal 

bourgeoisie (aibeit separately) against feudalism, a nanative in which the journal inscribed 

itseifas part of "the best of the Western and Spanish cultural tradition" (iEl fascisme es la 

guerra! 7). 

In this new popdar-democratio narrative - ofien presented in the most 

grandiloquent and inflated of discourses - '' Nuevu Cultura brought to the fore the history 

of a country dominateci by the influence of the army and the Church, the cultural evolution 

of a "negative Spain" which had plunged the country into "repression" and "darlmess" 

("Editoriai" Jamiary 1 93 5,2).  Aga& a "dark" society d e d  b y the morale of feudalism 

and imperialism, the ody tme "essence" of Spanish culture had been that of the people in 

their stniggie against M s m ,  and the culture of those people wu the only "true" Spanish 

culture, continuously stniggling to sunive. 

goai was "to pide others while guiding [them]sehd, or perhaps 'to guide [them]seives to be able to 
guide others"1977, xxi). 
'' The joumai's fîrst editorial, for instaricq read: 'The sword and the ms cast nMhing but deadiy 
fhfakm. . . on the hisbry of sur culture. The fie& air ofthe Renaissance coilapsed in oar borders, and 
the dom af Spain wen dosed to the testless and impaative calts dEmope. But on the 1- of this 
cleadb quittness, Gmmtm Lope de Vega, and vindicated a strong and healthy peopk 
irnmotatizing an era uf Spanish cuitare. Today, after fom centuries af history, when Spain is but a 
secamhy loop uf Wesiem tbought already in &cIine, thase who take it upon î.bm&m to defend an 
erctreme nationahm. . . go against the healthiest part uf our artistic patrimony" ("EditorialR Jamiary 193 5, 
11, 



From the "popular tradition" of Lope de Vega, Cervantes, Quevedo and Goya, 

they would take the best, disposing of both the "mistakes" and the "darkness" of that the .  

From that past of anti-feudal struggle, they wanted to rescue a listory of courage, while 

erasing the oppression In Line with the* desire to embrace the most positive "humanistic" 

essence of Spanish liieralism, the ditors of the journal argued that "MAN[sic] [was] the 

tme protagonist of communism, and, that ultimately, the Mai goal of comunism [was] 

W. Acwràingly, the struggie against fascism was a stmggle "around MAN and his 

destiny" and the dichotomy was clear: "[elither we Save him and his life and keep them as 

the primary buis of culture" or the *ph of fascism "will plunge the nation into a stage 

of fanatism, intoxicated masses, cumption, terror and spintual death, which will lead 

toward. . . an anti-historical, momtrous, inbuman, absurd and impossible Empire" 

("Editorial" December 1935, 3; capitalization as in the original). 

Fascism would need to be counteracted by the same popular culture which had 

already struggied against feudaiism for centuries. Despite the title of the journal, such a 

dture was "new" only insofar as it had to h d  its way to be reborn. A national anti- 

feudalist popular dture was not dead, t was merely dormant. To awaken it, Nueva 

Culiuta had no "fmished" or "magie" formula, but the editors did know that it would be 

found in the work of the popular collective, rather than in the eïtist aotivities of the 

reformist bourgeoisie ("Sigamos trabajanâo" 2). Nueva Culîwa wanted to have "di the 

tools" needed to carry out that work within the collective, withia the "ccmmdty of men 

[sic]" which was heir to the best of the Spanish tradition, and still had plenty of "raw 

material" on wwhich to build @id). Such was the meaning of the "happiness" Nuevu 

Culma was after, a "collective" happiness whkh would inchde "di@ed human 



relations", rather than der ing ("Manifesto Electoml" 6). This was the cultural narrative 

which Numa CuZiura embraced months before the Party was to seek a leadership role in 

the popular-democratic revolution. It was also the popular-democratic discourse which 

the Party was soon to adopt. 



SECTION THREE: June 1935JuIy 1936 
From the Popular Front and into the Civil War 

The National and International Political Context 

After more than two years struggling to keep the proletarian United Front as a 

viable poiiticd alternative in the fight against fascism, by the surnmer of 1935, the 

Comintern seemed to be ready to concede. The theses presented by German comrnunist 

G. Dimitrov, in preparation for the Seventh Congress of the international organization, 

suggested that the definition of social-democracy as "social-fascism" and the suspicion that 

ail refonnist leaders were traitors to the working class had simply been "incorrect" and 

"arbitrary" (Alvarez 1990, 122)" B y the time the congress ended, fascism had been 

redehed as "the open, terrons dictatorship of the most reactionq, most chauvinkt and 

most irnperialist component of capital" (Cruz 1987, 177; emphases added). The 

implications of this new definition were at least two: one, that the reformist bourgeoisie 

and social-democracy should no longer be considered the allies of fascism, but two of its 

more immediate victims; and two, that cornmunists should no longer conceive of anti- 

fascism as a solely proletanan cause. The Comunist International caîied for the creation 

of a broad anti-fascist Popular Front, mobilinng not only the working c h ,  but all Iayers 

of society which were also victims of fascisrn - workers fiom both Intemationals, 

peasants, intellectuals, and the petite bourgeoisie. As the Comintem yielded to the 

pressing need to combat the rise of fascism, it was also forced to defend what fascism 

sought to annihilate: bourgeois democratic ri@ and fieedoms. Thus the international 

" From a letter by Dimitrw to Staiin, daîed June 1934 (qtd in Alvarrz 1990,123). 



organization had to forego the idea of the proletarian revolution which it had defended for 

over Eteen years. 

In its move fiom the United Front to the Popular Front, however, the Comintem 

could af5ord neither a complete break with the past nor too irrational an allegiance to 

former tactics. There was thus a need for the international organization to avoid the 

question of whether the new resolutions meant a rejection or a revision of its previous 

ones (E. H. Carr 1982, 424). Because the new resolutions still spoke about a United 

Front, they looked like the result of a logical progression &om a former tactic; shce they 

emphasized the struggle against fascism, they also looked as though they were adapting to 

new politid demands. Yet amidst the attempt to balance the importance of political 

coherence and the wisdorn of adaptability, the question of proletarian revolution remained 

unresolved, since the congress resohitions included no discussion on whether the 

revolution had been temporarily abandoned or whether it had simply been added a 

preiiminary stage in the fom of anti-fascist stmggle. 93 The only thing which was made 

clear was that the fight against fascism could no longer be maintained on the basis of the 

old-style United Front (4 18).% 

If, as E.H. Carr has suggested, the PCE originally had some dScu1ty "digesting" 

the Comintern's him in policy (1982,3 12), it was aiso true that envisaging "a broad 

popular anti-i5iscist alliance gave the Party the first opportunity to enter effectively the 

troubled arena of Spanish politics" (1984, 1). Entering this "arena", however, was not 

" In his unpublished notes for the congress, Dimitrw ddended the idea tbat "the proletaxian revolution 
. . . may begin as a peapIets ananti-façast moiution led by the prolet8riat" (qtd in E. K Carr 1982,425). 
For more hfbrmation on the creation of the Pop& Front and its impact in Europe, see the volume edited 
by Helen Graham and Paul Preston (1987). 



something the PCE codd do at a s m d  price, for in order to become a My-equal member 

of an alliance like the Popdar Front, the Party had to accept a minimum program which 

would be irnplemented by a coalition govement. 

hmediately after the celebration of the Moscow congress, a Comintern manifest0 

addressed to "the Sociaiist, Com~st, Anarchist and Syndicaiist Toilers of Spain", as 

well as to "the Toilers of Catdonia, the Basque country and Morocco", exhorted the PCE 

to Iearn the lessons of the Bolshevik revolution of 191 7; it also cenxired the PSOE for 

having previously foiiowed the "reformist path of coIlaboration with the bourgeoisie", and 

it urged both parties to seek "unity of action", both at the national and local levels, in 

order to build "a comprehensive anti-fascist Popular Front" (qtd. in E. H. Cm 1982, 3 16). 

The Comintem d e h e d  that Popdar Front as an alliance which wouid lead toward the 

establishment of a "provisional revolutionmy govemment", although it did not quite define 

the nature of the revolution to be pursued (ibid; emphasis added). 

Party Secretary-General José Diaz was somewhat more spedic, as he tried to 

convince bis fellow Party members that the new "dilemma" for the country was that 

"either democracy w[on] over fascism, or fascism [would] destroy democracy, that either 

the revolution w[on] over the munter-revolution, or the counter-revolution [would] tuni 

Spain into tnie ruins of misery, aamation and terror" (1 936b, 98). That meant "Popular 

Bloc now, and Popular Bloc d e r  the [upcoming] elections. . . so that the Spmish 

dernocrutic r d u t i o n  may hally be done and the country may do what France [had] 

already [done] in 1 789: destroy the remmmts of FeudQZism, the "material base of the 

reactionn (ibid; emphasis added). 

94 For more information on the Seventh Congress of the Cominteem, see E. H. Carr (1 9 82); Claudfn 



This tremendous discursive leap fiom the govenunent of workers and peasants to 

democracy and fkom anti-refomism to anti-feudalism was a sign that the Party was ready 

to create the conditions for the "developrnent of the democratic-bourgeois revolution in 

Spain" (Diaz 19364 79). Diaz was unable to spece how long it would take for the 

democratic revolution to becorne a proletarian one - since that would have meant "to 

make prophecies" - but he did assure Spanish comunists that such a transformation 

would eventually take place, as long as the working class could continue organized under 

the leadership of the Comxnunist Party (ibid). Thus what had previoudy been a taaical 

change (enter the Alimms Obreras with the goal of  transforming them into a United 

Front) eventudy became a full change in strategy (joining the Popular Front and 

embracing a bourgeois poïitical program for government). 

The PCE entered the Popular Front negotiations with a List of demands which 

included the confiscation of land fiom ail large Iandowners, the right to seü-govemment of 

Catalonia, the Basque Country and ~alicia,~' and the improvement of working and living 

conditions for the proletariat (Diaz 1935, 60-1). The finai electoral agreement, however, 

was a "rnild and anodyne document, evidently designed to raily a wide coalition of 

divergent interests and sectors of opinion, united only in their cornmitment to the Republic 

and to some fom of democratic goveniment" (E. H. Carr l984,3). The "most 

remarkable feature" of the electoral program to which the Party M y  subscribed on 15 

J a m i q  1936 was, in fact, "the absence of any serious social and econornic demands" 

(ibid). M e 1  Cruz has pointed out that the final document was far fiom meeting aii the 

expectations of the Commuaist Party, but that Party leaders admitteci to being ready to 



"sacrike" other demands for the sake of a common anti-fascist stand, so long as the very 

minimum demands for generai amnesty were included (1 987, 252). 

If the Popuiar Front agreement feu short of meeting the expectations of the 

Communist Party of Spain, it was certainly fa. fkom satisfjhg the opposition, now united 

under the banner of the Pmtido Obrero de Unz@ucidn M m s t a  workers' Party of 

ManSst Unification, POUM] .% Although the POUM would also join the Popular Front, 

forced by the need to stop the advance of fascism, the anti-Stalinist opposition envisioned 

the anti-fascist alliance as a mere electorai tactic which would serve to counteract the 

power of the nght-wing parties, never as an alliance for a minimum program which would 

affect the overd communist strategy. Yet when on 16 February 1936, the Popular Front 

alliance obtained a majority vote," the PCE marked the victory with a speech in the 

Cortes in which Diaz celebrated "democracy, fieedorn, welfare and peace" (1936~~ 182). 

Members of the communist opposition, in fact, were outraged at how the PCE had started 

to see itseifas "patnot" rather than "revolutionq", swiftly t rdo rming  itselffiorn a an 

"ultrarrevolutionary wolf' into a compietely reformed "democratic sheep" (Andrade 1979, 

71). 

9s Northwest region of Spain, north ofPortuga1, one of the historic nations within the Spanish state. 
" Uaurfnts BOC and Nin's ICE came togahcr in the summer of 1935 as the Partido Obrero de 
Ujzijicacidn Mamistu, whose officiai publication was La Butafia. The POUM has often been identifieci 
with the Spanish pro-Tmtskyist le& The fact is, however, that the BOC had never had a Trotdyst h e ,  
since the OCI/ICE had withdrew iîs support for Tmtsky when the Soviet leader had asked them to join the 
PSOE. Estnich has argued that the POUM was neither Tmt';kvist nor Stahîst, but a Comdst party 
which wanted ta opeme in a new style, f b r  fkom international influence (1978,W). The Party was 
severely persecufed by the PCE and the Comintern dmng the Spanish Civil War and niany of its leaders, 
inciding Andrés Nln, asassi~ted. For a history and politics of the POUh4, see Andrade (1986); 
Estruch (1978); Alba (1977); AIba and Swchartz (1988). 
" The Popular Front won in 37 of58 electoral districts, and in a.U cities with more than 150,000 
inhabitants, a vote which gave it 257 seats in Parliament, as opposed io the 139 of the rightwing 
opposition or the 57 obtained by other parties (Tah de Lara coord. 198 1,2 12). The elections of 
Febniary 1936 wouid be not ady the 1st ones in Spain until1977, they were also the Iast ones ever to be 



The Communist Party of Spain and Party Intelligentsia 

The m e r  of 193 5 was not ody a hotbed of political activity, but of intellectual 

activity as well. In June of that year, what had been known as the Amsterdam-Pleyel 

movement had its most important landmark in the celebration in Paris of the First 

International Congress of Writers for the Defense of ~ulhire.~* By that tirne, however, the 

European intelligentsia had completed a long joumey of its own, traveling Eom the 

critique of the "'estabiished disorder' of bourgeois mediocrity" during the post-war years 

to facing the "challenge posed by its fascist successors" in the mid- 1930s (Wilkinson 198 1, 

19). As a result, the 1935 congress was not so much a critique of bourgeois culture or of 

capitalism, but a move to counteract fascism Ied by a wide group of intellechials from a 

variety of political stands whose common goal was to defend the achievements of 

European cu1ture from what was perceived to be retrograde forces. 

As Socialist Alvarez del Vayo made it clear in his speech to the congress, the 

writers who had gathered there had done so for a variety of reasons: some of them 

believed that fhcism would b ~ g  about a spiritual degradation which was irreconcilable 

with culture; others wanted to produce anti-capitalkt iiterature; others beiieved that only 

the prolnariat would Iead the rest of humanity toward its final liberation (Fuentes 1980, 

59)? As a resdt, the cougress was heavily embedded in what participant Klaus Mann 

called "socialist humanism", an ideology which set out to "oppose, point for point, the 

practice of fascism" and to "defend wbtever [fascism] would destroy" (qtd. in Wilkinson 

canied out with this kind of electoral system. The r e n d  electoral system in modern Spain does not 
take kto accouIlt eIectoral districts, but popular vote. 
!a The Spanish speaker in the Paris Congnss was Sociaiist Ahfarez del Vayo. For a detaiied midy of the 1 
Congress and its idinence in Spanish cultural Hé, see APiar et aL (1987a). For furthex reading on the 
European inteUectuai movement against h a a n ,  see AIba (1976); Caute (1964,1973); Wilkinson (1981). 



1981, 21). As Victor Fuentes has pointed out, many h v e d  at this "socialist humanism" 

from an original "bourgeois-demociatic humaaiSm'' (1 980, 108). It is dso true, however, 

that many others amived there kom a place further to the lefi. 

The Paris Congress had a great impact in both the reformist and the revolutionary 

Spanish intelligentsia as a whole, who after the joumey of encounter they had begun in late 

1934, were now ready to join in the kind of "socialist humanism" the Fird International 

Congress inspired. This was perhaps the point where the dernomatic revolution of the 

intellechial elites and the proletarian revolution of the revolutionary intelligentsia would 

converge into a popular-democratic revolution. Such, 1 believe, was the meaning of the 

"socialist hurnanism", which would later be, to a large degree, the inteliectual bais of the 

Popular Front of Spanish culture. As Ramon J. Sender said in response to the June 

Congress, the Spanish intelligentsia was ready to "defend the conquest offreedom. . . of 

liberty [and] of the dignity of mm" which far f?om being the achievements of the 

bourgeoisie, had been "conquered [throughout the centuries] by the people [and] the 

workrng masses, with their blood. . . and sacrifice" (1 93 5, 158; emphases added). 

One of the most immediate and extraordinary effects ofthis "encounter" between 

the reformist and the revolutionary intelligentsias was that cultural debates began to Iose 

much of their radical edge. In late 1935, José Bergamui - a progressive Christian - and 

Arturo Serrano Plaja - a member of the Communist Party - engaged in a public 

conversation about the nature of the inteiiectuais' cornmitment to political stniggie and 

their relationship to the people. In their intellectuai exchange, Bergamin and Serrano Plaja 

picked up their mes fiom the speech which French writer André Gide had delivered at the 



Paris Congress. There. Gide had spoken about a progressive literature which would be 

rooted in the people, a literature which would not be imitation, but '+information" and 

"creation", helping the incihidual human being grow and develop (Fuentes 1980, 62). 

With Gide, Bergamin and Serrano Plaja befieved that the creation of literature 

needed to be an "act of communion" between the &ter and the people, and believed that 

such "communion" wodd be impossible 

tant que le peuple n'est encore que ce qu'il est aujourd'hui, tant que le 
peuple n'est pas ce qu'il peut être, ce qu'il doit être, ce qu'il sera, si 
nous l'aidons. Ii ne reste possible que de s'adresser au lecteur 
iaco~h &tur, et d'être certain de l'atteindre dès que l'on atteint en 
soi-même ce que l'on sent de plus profondément et irréductiblement 
humain (Gide 1950,93). 

Ifthere is a "new man" [sic] in communist society - they thought - art's mission 

was not to refleci it. Rather, it was to create it. Serrano Plaja, however, differed from 

Bergamin on a key point. As much as he shared in the hope that a "new man" would exist, 

he disagreed with the expression "si nous I'aidons". He argued that, in fact, that 

expression summed up the Merences between Christianity and Marxism. While the 

former "mut accept the dering,  capitalist exploitation. . . searching for an individual and 

subjective faith for its own sdvation", he said, the latter sought "social efficacy, in which 

people, workers, the masses. . . [couid] conquer much more than th& own solitude" 

(1 935,6667). 

What is important about the debate between Bergamin and Serrano Plaja, 

however, is not the smaii details of their discrepancies, but the soiid strength of their 

agreement. As a number of scholars have suggested, both authors shared some important 

"common ground", nameIy, the "desire to discover the new man [sic]" of a more humane 



society, and a "wiilingness" to "understand each other" in the process of building that 

society (Zambrano 1977, 31). ' O 0  Whether that "new man" was being sought from a 

commUIÙst or from a Christian revolutionary perspective, and whether the role of the 

intellechial was to "help" in the transfomation of that "new man" or to "make" it, the two 

authors were st i i i  speaking about the same politicai and cultural subject. In that respect, 

they had much more in common than wodd have been possible hardly a couple of years 

eariier, especially considering that Serrano Plaja had been a collaborator in Octubre and 

that he had so passionately attacked the inteliectuals who spoke about the Spanish pueblo 

and who were no longer concemed with class ~tru~gle.'~' 

The cultural journal which best symbolized this intellechial encounter on the 

grounds of "socialist humanism" was Linea. 'O2  Lineu has not corne d o m  in Spanish 

cultural history as a particularly meanin@ or relevant cuitural projed. Certainly, it did 

not have then, nor did it acquire later, the "mythical halo" Octubre had. Tt did not have 

the powerfd presence of Nueva Culturu, nor did it put fornard a similady grandiloquent 

discourse. Yet, short-lived and low-key as it was, Lhea was the first major Spanish 

journal in which the reformist and the revolutionary intelligentsia came together for the 

h t  time on equal t e m .  

Lfneas like Nuew Espalia, was a journal of the t'lefi-wing" intelligentsia, that is, of 

a combination of reformist and revolutionary hteUechiais. Unlike Nueva Erpmïus 

however, L h  did not have a reformist editorial voice which ended up CO-opting its 

communist voices, simply because by then, cornmuIlla and reformist discourses had found 

'Oo See also Fuents (1980,62). 
'O1 See Serrano Plaja (1934). 
l m  Lheds fint isme was pubfished in Oaober 1935. Very few issues of the joanial h m  nwived 



common ground and had become something else, and because the situation was ripe for a 

political alliance of the same nature, which is what Nueva E p z k  had never had as a base. 

Linea, like Ochrbre and Nueva Cultwa, followed an anti-fascist line. Unlike Octubre, t hat 

line was no longer proletarian. Like Nueva Cultura, Lhea was open to the whole 

spectnim of the anti-fascist intelligentsia. Unlike them both, L h  was produced by both 

the refomist and revolutionary intelligentsia, and, âom the very beginnuig, they both had 

a single, united voice. 

Founded in "defense of the Republic and the popular iiberties vis-à-vis the advance 

of the reaction, and the threat of fascism", and echoing the reso1utions of the Paris 

Congress, Lhea foilowed a popular-democratic line "in the service of social progress" 

("Editorial" 29 October 193 5). As such, the journal was the true precursor of the 

inteliectud Popular Front which was to take shape in the following months, in a way 

which Ochrbre and Nueva Cultwa couid not be. 

Lhea presented itseifnot as the j o d  of a poiitical Party, but as a project which 

wanted to "express the strength of a movement" in which there was room for "aiI 

ideologies", so that it couid tnily represent the "collective consciousness of the Spaoish 

people" (ibid). The only "line" which the journal was to foilow, the new "general line",'a3 

was one of unity among the "lefi" for the sake of the ad-fascist stniggie and that "line" 

was indeed "the most advanced liae of social stniggie" (Diaz Femhdez 1935, 1). The 

j o d  was, indeed, "open to afi ideologies", proven by the fkct that among its 

collaboraton were members of the Generation of 1898, such as Antonio Machado, of the 

- - 

l m  In the Editoriai of the &t issue, Maz Fernhdez offerrd the background to the name of the j o d  
"La h e a  geneml* had ken the title of Eisenstein's film, a t e m  widely used in the Russian molution, 



Generation of 1927, such as Lorca, Radical-Socialists, such as Diaz Fernindez, and a 

number of younger communists, such as Eusebio Garcia Luengo, Sender, Serrano Plaja, 

and Arconada 

However, the most extraordinary cultural changes which were to take place after 

the celebration of the Seventh Congress of the Corninteni and of the Congress for the 

Defense of Culture, were those to be experienced by the Communist Party of Spain itself. 

As a r d t  of these congresses and the creation of the Popular Front, the Party found itseif 

facing a number of new circumstances. Among the most important of those circumstances 

was the fact that socialist, social-democrat, lefi-wing, or otherwise progressive reforrnist 

intellectuds were no longer the enerny. As a consequence, it was necessary for the Party 

- just as much as it was for the Comintem - to be on the side of that wide circle of 

SpaDish intellectuals who had already organked against fascim. Only this new set of 

circumstances, and the reaction of the Party to them - three and a halfyears after the 

much-mentioned 1932 congress of the "sharp turn" - would bring about a real change in 

the CornmWLIst Party's cultural discourse. M y  fiom mid-1935 onward could the Party's 

cuiturd discourse be t d y  called "less d~grnatic".'~~ 

Just as the Comintem could not pursue its anti-fascist goals without taking into 

account the anti-fascia fiont of European intellechials, so the Communist Party of Spain 

could not avoid being iduenced by the Spanish anti-fàscist intelligentsia, especiaüy given 

its long history of politid involvement, its consistent stmggle against feudalism and 

fascism and its ovemhelming influence in Spanish society as a whole. 

which meant not ody to be a Commun&, but also to be "in linen with politicai change. See Diaz 
F d d e z  (1935)- 
'" See Amar (1990,298). 



Some time in 1934, the Party had timidy included the word "inteiiectuals" in its 

political manifestos. In August 193 5, however, very shortly after the celebration of the 

Seventh Congress, the Party addressed intellectuds with a rnanifesto of their own. In "Por 

la niltura y el bienestar de los intelectuales", "inteLiectual workers" - a category under 

which the Party included school teachers, university professors, public employees, 

technicians, artistq medical doctors, lawyers and office employees - were reminded of the 

recent aggressions perpetrated by the right-wing Repubiican govenunent and were 

exhorted to joh the fight agauist fascism. They were not asked to join in the anti-fascist 

struggle as a dernonstration of solidarity with the people, however. Rather, the P a w  

asked intellectuals to fight for themselves, for their own nghts, for the development of 

intellectual and cuiîural iife, for a good educational system, and, no less importantly, for an 

improvement in their working conditions (PCE 193 5, l).'OS 

Shortly before the signing of the Popular Front alliance in January 1936, the 

Communist Party of Spain resurned publication of Mu& ~brero ,  'O6 and with the release 

of the fia issue on 2 Ianuary 1936 the paper began its fourth penod of publication Just 

as if the spirit of the Popular Front alliance had been a magic wand, the Party's official 

publication reappeared with a much larger section on cultural issues and with the best 

team of cultural critics ever engaged by the PCE,"' all of it a far cry fiom the immediate 

los For other manifestos which made similar derences to inteiiectuals, see Mun& Obrero 3 1 Janmy and 
13 Febniary 1936. 
'O6 As pointed out earlier, Mundo Obrero had been outlawed soon after the failed revoluhon in Ashirias. 

Chrisîopher W b  has pointed out thaî, in 1936, Mmdo Obrero showed signs of "obviotis 
improvement", eqetiaiiy in the cuihmi section, led by Amnada, and with a team made out of Eusebio 
Cimorra as theatre d c ,  Carios Palacio as music nitic, Juan Piqueras, Mariano Peria and Antonio del 
Arno as fiim &tics, and Jose Luis Cano, Burgos Leaa, Axmando Bazan and Adolfo Shchez VaZquez as 
general collaborators - ail of them with "wry dear ideas on the importance ofcreathg a pop& cultnral 
idenîhy" (1984,38). 



period before the Seventh Congress of the Corninteni, when cultural critique in Party 

publications had reached a historical low. 

From January to July 1936, and as a symbol of the M y  new "epoch" which the 

Party was entering, what was published in the new Mundo Obrero made it clear that the 

PCE had made important changes to its schematic and scattered cultural discourse - not 

only in temu of size or quality, but, more importantly, in temis of content. Indeed, the 

Party moved - and not inconspicuously, for that matter - to embrace some of the cultural 

principles it had previously rejected and the very people it had previously despised. 

Quite symbolicdy, Mmdo Obrero began its aew epoch with an article by 

Arconada welcorning the closing of the AEAR and the creation of the International 

Association of Writen for the Defense of C~lture.'~' As Arconada pointed out, the 

change which had taken place ali across Europe was not just an organization closing down 

and being replaced by another (1936% 4). Such a change had taken place because the 

goals and methods of the former had not "given the result it [had been] expected of it" 

(ibid), and that was the reason why the new organization had to have a more "open" 

poiicy in order to be "efficient" for a %der cornmunity" (ibid). After years of calhg on 

intellectuals to join the proletarian cause, kconada now cailed on ali the writers who felt 

"the need and the responsibility to defend culture" to join the struggle against fascism, "to 

create an anti-fascist bloc of the intelligentsia" (ibid). M e r  such an announcement, the 

culturai section o f M i  Obrero hardly resembled its former self. 

One of the fbst signs that something had changed was the content of the theatre 

and film citickm published in Mzatc;l0 Obrero in early 1936. A few of those articles stiil 

- 

los The association whkh had or- the Fim Congres~ in Paris in the summer of 1935. 
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used the language which Arconada and Nuestro Cinema had made so popular in the early 

19309, a language implacable against a cultural industry which symboiized, like no other, 

the decadence of bourgeois Society and which sought fiiture possibilities for the 

proletarian control of the cultural means of production (Puértolas 1936% 1 B 6 b ;  "En el 

teatro espaiiol"). Most reviews, however, hardly managed to hold on to such uncompted 

language. Back in early 1934, when it had been necessary to blame the reformist 

bourgeoisie and its sociaiist allies for making the rise of fascism possible, Party cultural 

critique in Lu lucha had focused on the artistic productions of the haute bourgeoisie, 

blaming the reformist bourgeoisie ( d l  seen as "social-fascist") for allowing Spanish 

feudalism/&cism not only to survive, but also to corne back to power. It may not have 

seemed so in 1934, but by early 1936, it was clear that it had been quite wise to have 

brought the bourgeoisie of the Resiuzitacih to the foreground, because the fierce 

criticism which the PCE had duected toward sociaiist inteiiectuais and the reformist 

intelligentsia d the way from 1920 und 1935 was no longer possible and a new enemy 

was found in the uneducated, ignorant, and f?ivolous haute bourgeoisie for which the PCE 

had never really cared much, and who just happeneci to have been brought out of obhion 

some months earlier. In this way, the discourse couid just continue focusing on theq 

without having to make too sharp a turn (V. Le6n 1936; P. Espina 1936). 

Once the dturai  enemy was no longer the reformist bourgeoisie, but the feudalist 

one, the Party had opened its doors to the cultural narrative of popular Spain, a narrative 

whose main dichotomy was not that of bourgeoisie vs. proletariat, but that of feudai statu 

quo vs. popular Spain, the operative words having changed fiom proletariat to peblo and 

t o m  c h  stniggie to the redemption of humanity. Mundo Obrero thur presented a 



culhirai and politicai narrative of Spanish history which was a smd-scale carbon copy of 

that r h i à  Nuevu Cuhm had aiready piooeerîd a few month iarlier (and would continue 

to do through the years).lOg As refl ected in the pages of the new M ~ d o  Obrero, the 

history of Spain had been a "battle between a da& d-rninded,  barbarous Spain" and 

the "popuiar" Spain which "wanted to corne out of the shadow [and] conquer the highest 

pinnacles of culture, and light", the "Spain of the workshops, of the factories, the fields 

[and] the universities" (Cimorra 1936% 3). The stmggle between "fascism" and "anti- 

fascism", between "rotten senility" and "lively youth", between "affected piety" and 

"culture", had been the stniggle of the "revolution" against the "counter-revolution" (ibid). 

In 1936, M d o  Obrero reconstnicted the background for the current "popular" 

spirit of rebeiIion against fascisrn on a historicai he which went aii the way from the 

Chivalresque spirit of the Middle Ages to the liberaf rebeiiion of the individuai in the 

modern age, thus rnerging the efforts of ordinq people and those of the refomllst 

bourgeoisie against feudalism. In the process of building such a historical he, an attempt 

was made to recreate the history of Spanish literature with an emphasis on those authors 

who had reflected the sentiments or actions of the Spanishprreblo, and who were now 

considered to have been "revolutionary": Lope de Vega, Ramon Maria del Vaiie-Inclin, 

Cervantes, and Gustavo Adolfo Becquer, among others (not surprisingly a list very similar 

to that aiready used by Nueva Culturu in previous rnonths) (Lunacharski 1936; Vega 

1 93 6; " Cervantes, genio popdar"). 

Eusebio Garcia Luengo ofien attempted to give that "pueblo" the same 

"revolutionary" spirit which had once been the exclusive property of the proletariat. Kis 

'09 ~ u e v a  ~ u l w a  pnbkheû its M issue in Idy 1936, just before war broke out, and mppeared in 1937. 



attempts were of little avail in this new discursive tum, however, for they ody served to 

create, once again, an abstract and ambiguous discourse in which old @ut recently 

embraced) bourgeois terminology became imbued with the meaning histoncally given to 

communkt terms (1936% 5). Eventually, the two terms, "pueblo" and "proletariat", were 

used indistuzctively, as if they meant the same thing, and, more rernarkably, as ifthis had 

aiways been the case (Cimorra 1936b, 5). 

As the Party moved fiom addressing the proletariat to addressing the pueblo, it 

also let go of its interest ia proletarian culture and started to speak about a popular one. 

Custodio Pefianocha defined "popular culture" in various ways, fkom making a "collective 

effort" in order to "break f?ee from the blind forces of Nature" to "liberating citizen[s] 

fiom prejudice" (1936,3; capitalization as in the original). The subject in Peiiarrocha's 

appeals was no longer the "proletariat" or the "worhg class". Instead, he addressed his 

work to "man", "men" or the more encompassing "humanity", arguing that the effort for a 

popular culture was the one made by that humanity to be "fiee, happy [and] conscious" 

(ibid). 

Revolutionary literature was stiu haiied, but began to lose some of its original 

meaning, since it was no longer clear for whom that literature was meant. Arconada 

continued unfailingiy to call on Spanish inteiiectuals to join the revolution, which he still 

defined in apparentiy proletaian terms as "the reflection of the wishes. . . of a particdar 

class at a given moment in its historicd evo1ution"qtd. in Delgado 1936, 5). Il0 Yet his 

argument began to [ose its usual ground when he suggested that "revolutionary artists" 

wouid have to pay attention to the "clamor of thepeoplefl, whose stmggie they could 

'Io Arconada's WO& in a review of one of his books by Emilio Delgado. 



reflect in novels with "universai themers1 " (ibid; emphasis added). Elsewhere, to be 

revolutionary was defhed as being able "to intuit what [was] human", to "sense and value 

man [sic], to feel both pride and hurnility for being the best, for being men; to feel oneself 

and the others as men" (Garcia Luengo 1936b, 5; emphases added). 

In Iine with this new humanism which took over the d y s i s  of culture, class 

stmggle was replaced with the self-reaüzation of the human being. Precisely because it 

was perceived as impeding individual seKrealization, fascisrn was identified with 

everythuig which stood against culture. Fascism, indeed, meant nothing but prisons, 

slavery, embezzlement and illiteracy ("Votad al Bloque Popdaru 1). 

Since the a h  was no longer to prove how the reformist bourgeois had betrayed or 

continued to betray the working class, but how fascism and backward forces had 

destroyed inteliectual life, those who had histoncally struggied against fascism - or its 

former self, feudalism - were hailed as the forces of culture and progress to be honored 

and respected. The result was that d e r  sixteen years criticizing the reformist bourgeoisie, 

the Party started to address them as "wise men [sic]" ("Chno honra a los sabios" 6). 

It would be in March 1936, already after the electorai victory of the Popular Front, 

that Mzmdo Obrero would make reference for the first time to the cuitural work done by 

the fist Republican govemment between the years of 193 1 and 1933. Mundo Obrero was 

not hailhg the giories of Republican reformism quite yet - that would corne a Me later, in 

the rnidst of war - and the official tone in which it referred to the former dtural projects 

of the refomist bourgeoisie, such as the Misiones Pea'agdgicm, was neither cornpletely 

critical nor whoUy cornpliant. In his article "Uns biolioteca en cada pueblo", Arconada 

spoke about a time in which "books @ad been] flying alI over Spain like partridges in the 



seau or Like "parrots in the snow", because people had been given books, but had 

continued to iive in the very same "political. . . backwardness" (1936c, 5). Despite this 

negative comment on the Republican government's Iack of vision, Arconada regretted the 

fact that the second governent of the Republic had failed to even conceive simila. 

cultural projects, and now urged the Ministry of Public Instruction of the Popuiar Front to 

"start again". "That's right", Arconada explaineci, "to start agaiq with the Libraries, the 

books, the culturd projects". "Start agaid', but not "repeat ourselves", he clarified, for the 

"fïrst impulse" must be "the limit which was achieved before". Arconada believed the 

government would have to start with "momenhim and without any fear", to nart, that is, 

"in a revolutionary way" (ibid). 

According to Arconada, to start "in a revolutionary way" meant, first and 

foremost, that while the new Ministry of Public Instruction wodd give peasants books and 

cinema, other govemment departments would guarantee them access to land and would 

provide them with the financiai means to exploit it. That is, people needed to have access 

to culture at the same time that social reforms were irnplemented in order to improve the 

quafity of thek lives. Although this was an important political consideration, it stdi lefi 

undefined the content of the cultural work itseK which remaineci suspiciously similar to 

the one promoted by the first Repubfican government. Indeed, to "take a library to each 

village", to teach villagers to read, "to comrnunicate, to relate to others, to raise fiom the 

ground, fiom isolation and illiteracy and leam to live the issues of their t h e "  (ibid) were 

ideas which, in principle, codd very weli have been "revolutionary". Arconada Med to 

clare, however, how they would be so, how a cuiturd initiative born of a reformist, 

liberal, bourgeois goveniment codd be @en a completely new "revolutionary spirit". 



This proved, 1 believe, that despite such a radical change in its cultural discourse, 

the Communist Party of Spain was still unprepared to make a solid proposal for a cultural 

policy, much less for a cultural practice - whether of "revolutionary" undertones or not, 

and regardless of the meaning attachai to that tem at one time or another. Despite the 

repeated efforts which Party intellectuals had made since the turn of the decade - fiom 

Nuestro Cinema to Octubre to Nueva Culfura, in early 1936 - the Party had yet to 

commit itseifto any kiad of cultural practice, other than via its participation in Culturu 

Popular, an umbrelia cultural organization which had been founded under the wing of the 

Popular ~ r o n t .  '" 
In his study of Ocizibre, Enrique Montero pointed out that by calling on workerç 

and peasants to send contributions, the j o u d  was leaving the initiative for the creation of 

a proletarian literature to  the proletariat i t~elf."~ According to Montero, this was a 

"sornewhat passive" attitude, taking into account the national circumstances in 1933 and 

1934, when it was practically impossible to build a "disciplined network" of "working- 

class comespondents" across the country. The obvious limitations of the journal would 

make such an attempt materially impossible. Montero has argued that only a journal like 

El mono ml would be able to cany a similar program to success during the Civil Wu, 

since it was a journal supported by "a wide front" (1 977, fi). I l 3  

Montero is making reference here to the fàct that, during 1933 and 1934, Ocfubre 

was the project of a few revolutionary and communist writers who received no support 

"' See cornentaria throughout Mmdo Obrero after the victory of the Popular Front (February 1936). 
"' In its fint issue, Octubre launched a caii for workers and pesants to send lite.rary contri ions to the 
journal, m e  of w6ich were later published. 



and worked in isolation, and that El mono m l  would later be a project which - although 

still canied out by many of the same people - would be supported by the political alliance 

of the Popular Front. Montero may also be r e f ehg  to the "wider front" in the cultural 

field which would also exist during the war, since El mono onrl was the official 

publication of the A l h a  de Intelecruales Antijàscistm, in tum, part of a bigger network 

of cultural activities, projects and publications organized by independent organizations, dl 

of them enjoying the open support of the Muiistry of Public Instruction. 

Aithough Montero's argument is weii-founded, the presence and role played (or 

rather not played) by the Communist Party shouid not be forgotten here. In fact, it could 

aiso be argued that part of the reason why the cal1 put out by Octzibre was only partidy 

heeded - and indeed the reason why the attempts at producing a proletaian culture made 

by Nuestro Cinemu and Nueva Culma also failed - was not so much that workers and 

peasants did not want to participate, but that they Iacked both a tradition of participation 

in cultural projects, especiaiiy of a communist nature, and the means of production to do 

it. 

Indeed, whatever cultural or educatiod work had histoncally been done among 

Spanish workers and peasants, it had been led by the Socialist Party and afnliated 

institutions such as the C m  delpueblo or the Escuela Nueva and had reached mainly the 

rank-and-fiie of the PSOE and its labor union, the UGT. Being last in a line of communist 

dtural projects - beginning with the Union CultwaIProle#ariù - which had hardly 

managed to get to the workers, Nuemo Cinema, Octubre and Nueva Culturu were 

"' EI mono ml was the official publication of the A f i m a  de Inteiectuales Anh!ascistns durhg the years 
of m. Unlike Ocnibre, it managai to put fanvard some khd of nilW practia. 1 will dEal with El 
mono azul in Chapter Five. 
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expecting workers to participate in the production of culture in a context in which there 

had been no previous organkational or structural work done by a commuist organization. 

In other words, the tbree jowals were atternpting to "produce" proletarian culture 

without the materiai effort behind it. Such an effort should have begun with a very basic 

move to teach workers and peasants to read and write and it would have ended by hirning 

them into worthy producers of their own dture .  Further, the attempt to produce a 

proletarian culture needed to be supported by a network of communist-oriented cuiturd 

and educational organizations working anywhere f h m  factories to fields to community 

centres, ail of them fùUy govemed and run by proletarian intellemals and workers, just 

like the UCP had envisioned. In such an ideal wntext, the production of proletarian 

Mema or literattue would be the 1st step and never part of the groundwork 

It is in this sense that the fdure of these joumals was to a large extent the fdure 

of the Communist Party itsex since part of the reason why Nuestro Ci~zema, Octubre and 

Nuevu Culiura tumed out not to be what they could have been was that the PCE had 

never done the kind of cultural and educational work it should have done. It is certainly 

true that El mono anrl would be able to achieve much more during the Civü War (we will 

see that in Chapter Five), but the reason was not only that the new journal and the 

association behind it would be part of a "much wider" Popular Front, as Montero has 

pointed out. El mono azul did manage to succeed where previous communist joumals had 

fded  because during the years of war there would be both a Party cultural discourse and a 

cultural practice behind it; because workers and peasants would not simply be caiied to 

participate in the work of far-away urban joumals, but wodd actually be taught to read 

and write, would be given books and liir&es to use, would have the means of production 



to create their own culture and would see themselves as full participants in that creation. 

In nich a process, writing a poem or a son& or discussing a film, wodd be part of the 

whole and not an act in isolation; it wodd be a final producf and not part of the 

groundwork. Indeed, El mono anrl would be successful precisely because it would be 

able to rely on the kind of cultural groundwork which Nuestro Cinema, Ocizibre and 

Nueva Culiura did not have, and in that cultural groundwork the Communist Party would 

play a leading role, as we shall see. 

Had any of those jounials enjoyed that kind of cultural groundwork, they may have 

very well been able to overcome the contradictions which had killed both the Unih 

Cultural Prole tda and Postguenu. Had the Party been strong enough to understand the 

value of the projects its intellectuals were developing, the above jounials may have very 

weil been the opportunity for the Party to begin a long overdue communist cultural 

practice. As it was, however, the only changes which were taking place in early 1 93 6 

were of a discursive nature. 

In faa, the height of the new cultural discourse which the Party had embraced 

would corne during the February election campaign. Two weeks before the Febmary 

elections, the Party published a manifest0 directed exclusively to inteUectuais - to "honest, 

free and progressive" inteliectuais, that is - warning them against the h d  of "persecution" 

they had been de r ing  under a feudalist system and which they would continue to d e r  

under fascism, promishg them a program of goverment which would meet their 

professional and politicai expectations ("A los intelectuales' 4). The Party caiied on 

intelleauals h m  diverse social and poiitical backgrounds, mging them to support the 

Popular Front, for "an educated Spain . . where. . . all intellectuals [would] serve the 



people and not a minority" (5). The day before the elections, Mudo Obrero published 

what is now perhaps the best-known inteilechial manifest0 of pre-war Republican Spain, 

in which a "considerable representation of the Spanish inteilectuat class c o h e [ d ]  [their] 

adhesion to the Popdar Front", in their hope that "freedom be respecte4 the quality of Me 

of citizens be improved and culture be extended to the masses of people" ("Los 

intelectuales, con el Bloque Popular" 3). 

With the publication of manifestos like these, not only in Mundo Obrero, but also 

in the pages of many cultural journals such as Nueva Culiura and Lhea, the Spanish 

frentepopulcaisu intellechial movement had truly been b01n."~ From then on, the cultural 

discourse of the Communist Party began to lose some of the ambiguity of previous weeks, 

once the discoune of revolutionary proletarian culture and that of popdar culture began 

to merge, achieving a perfect synthesis. Eventudy, a time came when they no longer 

appeared as two separate discourses in contradiction, but as a single and coherent one. 

That synthesis wouid be achieved by one of the most authontative intellechial voices in the 

Party, that of Wenceslao Roces. 

In June 1936, on the occasion of the closing of the first Book Fair organized by the 

Popular Front govemxnent, Roces gave a long speech, printed in its entirety in Mundo 

Obrero. The overd titie of the newspaper report was "RevoIutionaq Culture in the 

Europa-Amaica Book Stalln, and one of the many subtitIes which followed, read: "If 

Culture Must Be Effective, It Must Serve Class StniggIett (1936,2). 

"Revolutionary culturet' and "class stniggle" were terms which the Party had used 

for many years and which could be considered normal in a speech by any of its mernbers. 

Il4 See maniféstos in Nuevo Culhm and Lineu in Febniary 1936. 
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Yet to the question "mat is revoMonary dture?", Rems answered: "tilt is the culture 

wtridr teaches the oppressecl and expioitedpqfe of onot'm the path toward iiberation; 

it is the mitme f i c h  prts in their hand the ideotogicat tools in order to fi@ fbr the 

e m d W o n  ofhrrmani9' @id; emphases added). Bourgeois culture, on the other ha&, 

"betrayed the people, giving them entertainment and m a h g  thm a h i d ,  so that diey 

[wodd) not rise to fi@ for wtiat belong(ed] to themu. White bourgeois colture was 

" r e s e d  as a privilege for a mhonty ofparasites and their s e m t s ,  keeping the masses 

s f * h d a i t m e s s [ a e d ] ~ ,  ~ ~ ~ m o v e t k e * ~ m e n  

f sicl who h f d ]  in mise ry tomrd a more colugW, guy, happ hjk" @id; emphases 

added). 

Afkr Roces' speech was p d e â  m Mmdo Obrero, wht haad pmvionstp. been 

unconnecteci pieces ofrepotntionary and hmnamst discamses no tonger had to w-habit in 

more or tess mccessfat t em.  They ha4 in fkct, been b m @  togecher, to a point where 

they meant the same. The idea ofm&tionary crdtme log wMmr possible meaning it 

mag nad in the past and came to mean the redemption afhnmanity and the Weration of 

the people. A question forrmrlated stiü with wmMomf tenniflofogyms ammred 

ushg bgmge nomdiyideded with borrgeois c&xaf reformism. As a resaft, the idea 

of Weration of the masses of peopte, as asfi as rliat of the redemption of hmnanity, wxe 

no bnger simple terms added to the texicon. Theg, in facg came to be the new rneaaing of 

revoMon itself José t m s  Cano, another mhal critic h h c b  Obrero, put it p i t e  

smrptgwhen he argueâ that wanmmhm and &e ideai ofthe W d o n  ofhmnamtgmre 

one and the same thing, becanse onty in comnmnism CODfd %ope fbr man fsic] f for 



Emestc) Laclau has suggested that the rurd ia communist political dismurse, to 

interpeiiating the pue& rather than the praletariat, and ta foregrounding dernacratic 

change, rather than class struggle, should wt be understood as an indiaatian that socialisrn 

has taken on ideaüst or liberal undmones. Acaarding ta Laclau, while alass stmggle is the 

"dominant conuadiction" at the "abstract level of the mode of production", the 

conLronrauon people-power bloc is the "dominant convaciiction" at the saciai ievel. The 

latter iq in faot, a greater "cornplex of interpeliati~m" because they represent the 

"ideological crystallization of resistance to oppression in generai, that is, to the very fm 

of the State" (1 977, 167). The democratic interpellation of the people of a nation is the 

residue of a unique and ureducible historical experience which, in fact, preceded class 

differentiation, and, as a remit, it has a more solid and more durable structure of 

rneanings. Those meanings 'WU be longer las- than class idealogies and wiU constitute 

a structural kame of reference of greater stability". Laclau thus rads the shift in 

communkt discourse as the possibility to "widen" the field of class strtlggle with the new 

possibiüty of integrating in a socialist revolutionary discourse other elernents and 

interpeUations which, util then, had seemedto be ody possible as part of a bourgeois 

ideological discourse (1 977, 170- 17 1). 

Thus if nineteenth-century Republicaa discourse was an example of what Laclau 

has calleci the "populist discourse of the dominant classes", cormnunist discourse after 

1935 would be an example of the "populist discourse of the dominated sectors" or 

"socialist populism" (174). Unüke that of the dominant classes, social& populism does 

have a revalutionary goal, for it seeks not to comteract the revohitionary potential of the 

masses in order to reassert the hegemony of part of the power bloc, but to articulate both 



the popular and the proletanan stmggies together. Thus the new stniggie of the working 

class is an effort to achieve msurirnum fusion between a popdar-democratic ideology and 

socialist ideology; or, what is the same, to establish the hegemony of the proletariat in the 

popular stniggle against the power bloc in order to pave the way for the whole of society 

to move toward socialism. In this sense, "socialist populism" is not the most backward 

form of working class ideology, but the most advanced, for it marks the moment at which 

the working class has succeeded in condensing the ensemble of democratic ideology in a 

determinate social formation within its own ideology (174). 

Indeed this is where Gramsci's infiuence in Laclau is most obvious, for the latter is 

merely adding a process of ideological interpellation and constitution - now originating 

from the working class leadership, rather than fiom the dominant classes - to the former's 

deftdtion of the national-popdar stniggie. Gnunsci defined the national-popular stmggle 

as one which would "unite a whole people against a minority of exploiters and oppressors, 

thereby creating a new national identity". As Anne Showstack has mggesteci, such a 

defmition assumes that the "question of the nation and of specific national traditions, as 

weil as the neeùs of people at large are essential to the working class rather than marginal" 

(Showstack 1982, 15). Revolutionary transformation is thus redehed to indicate a 

change in which a variety of social groups participate under the hegemony of the working 

class, in the process forging a new "historie bloc" which would go beyond the narrow, 

sectional interests of its components and would ernbrace a politicai cause which is 

common to all (ibid). The ultimate goal of this national-popular democratic stniggie 

would thus be to win democratic consent for the advance of socialism. 



Since the goal of the working class in joining this "histonc bloc" is to establish its 

hegemony, the national-popular struggie should be understood, not just as a politicai goal, 

but also, and perhaps more importantiy, as a political process. In Gramsci's words, this 

process would seek to "detach" the masses from traditional ideologies, so that "their ties 

to the dominant modes of thought rnay be ruptured"."' As Joseph Femia has put it, in the 

process of a national-popular struggie "the d g  classes must be stripped of the spiritual 

prestige that has embled them to d e  with a large measure of popdar consent", they must 

be "lefi naked, berefi of their ideological robes" (198 1,207). In this sense, what is most 

important about the national-popular stniggie is that it is dso an intektual revolution, a 

pre-requisite so that the proletarian revolution may be not only possible but also 

sustainable. The creation of a national-popular alliance would thus be a link between an 

existing bourgeois society, the socialist revolutionary process, and the proletarian society 

which is the dtimate goal of the workhg class. 

Following both Laclau's theory of sociatist populism and Gramsci's definition of 

the national-popda. stniggle, the discursive changes which the Communist Party of Spain 

experienced after the summer of 1935 d d  be read as a rnove by the Party to incorporate 

the working class into the national-popular struggle in which S p a .  had been involved for 

centuries, a stnigsie which had first been conceived as ad-feudalist and was being 

redeked as anti-fascist. The Party would have made this move as a way to acknowledge 

the validity of such a struggîe for the whole of the Spanish nation and to gain the support 

of the pop& masses for the communist cause by embracing what, in effect, had been 

their historical fight. Presumably, 

'' From Gramsci's Passato e presenfe. 

the Party was hoping to establish the hegemony of the 

Cited in Engiish by Joseph Femia (198 1,207). 
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proletariat in the new "historie bloc" to be formed, that is, that it was hoping to engage 

itselfand others in a subtle ideologicai stniggie against the bourgeoisie, in order to ftee the 

popular masses fiom their passive consent to bourgeois hegemony, in the process, 

transforming their political consciousness so that they may embrace the proletarian cause. 

Indeed aii that would have been an intelligent tactical move in order to add a much-needed 

preliminary stage of intellectual change to the process of the proletarian revolution. 

That may or may not have been what the Comintem and the Comrnunist Party 

intended to do when they johed the Popuiar Front. What becarne more obvious d h g  

the years of war, however, is that if the popuiist discourse which the Communist Party of 

Spain was beginning to embrace was to produce a shift in consciousness at aii, it would 

not be in the terrns Gramsci had envisioned. 



CHAPTER FllVE 
Years of War, 1936-1939 

Let us get rid, once and for dl, of hatehl expressions such 
as low people', 'mob' and 'rabble', 
because one day those 'low people', 'mobs', and 'rabble' 
will liberate spain. Il6 

Despite the victory of the Popular Front - or perhaps because of it - the social and 

political co&ontation between two opposing forces - a popdar Repubtic supported by 

the reformist bourgeoisie, socialists and commmists, on the one hand, and fascism and the 

privileged classes which supported it, on the other - Il7 continued reaching levels which 

the government wuld hardly control. The rank-and-fiIe of the workers' organizations 

which made up the Popular Front demanded of it more radical actions. The oligarchy and 

the army demanded that it maintain control. If in 193 1, the first Republican govemment 

had endeavored to h d  some degree of appeasement, five years later the government of 

the Popular Front found itself stnrggling against sheer powerlessness, and the social war 

which Spain had been d e r i n g  for decades was far f?om coming to an end. In fact, if 

what had already taken place âom 1900 until 1936 seemed a long war, it turned out to 

have been a mere prelude. The war had hardy begun. 

1'6t'Desaparezcan de una vez esas d o s a s  expfesiones de heblo bajo', 'plebe' y 'canalla', p o r p  este 
'pueblo bajo', esta 'pl&', esta 'canaüa', es la que h i  a E s p a n .  AEcording to a pamphlet put out by 
the Communist Parp of Spain during the Civii Wuy these words wcre utterai upon the constitution of the 
Cortes of Ciidiz in 1812 ("Nuestfa Espaaa, nuesha tradicion" 15). 

Throughout this chapter, I wii i  refn to Spanish Fascimi or the military coup d'dtat Ied by the Spanish 
army as having the support of the ntling oligarchy and the dic ia i  repre~egtatives afthe Church. This is, 
of course, a political simplification, but one which is to m e  extent necûsry for the sake of working 
with the poWcal and cultual dismurse ofthe Commun& Party and the Popuiar Front, which confronted 
the Spanishpuebfo wiîh the f é d  oligarchy both before and during the Civil War. A closer aaalysis, of 
murse, would weal that the Natioaatist si& during the wax &ed a gmt deal of support h m  
ordinary people who by no means klonged to the niling classes, iacluding peasants and a large section of 



A military uprising which originated in Morocco on the evening of 17 July 1936 

quickly spread across the peninsulq but it was by no means uniformly successful. A 

number of military sections across Spain remained loyal to the Republic, while others were 

quick to second the uprising and take control of their regions. Thus the country was 

randomly divided into two zones: Republican and Nationalist, loyal and rebei, b ~ g i n g  to 

life the old metaphor of la dos ~~. Masses of workers and peasants throughout the 

country found in the military coup d'état the long-awaited cue to break into a spontaneous 

revolution. Daily M e  in Madrid, Barcelona and other major cities, whose citizens had been 

able to counteract the power of the military, feil under the control of rnakeshift 

communist, socialist and anarchist miiitias which took control of the economic means of 

production in industry and commerce, and which exercised as weil many of the political, 

civil and military functions normai1y associated with the govemment and its institutions. 

Much the same happened in a number of rural areas, where the coliectivization of land and 

agricultural resources also did not wait. As military rebeilion spread, so did revolution, 

and with it social chaos. Once again, the Republican govemment was placed in the 

awkward position of having to fight on two different &onts at once so that order might be 

restored. I l 8  

The very evening of 18 July, Prime Minister Casares Quitoga resigned, 

overwhelmed by the reality of war and by the powerlessness of the Republican authorities. 

AzaiIa named former Prime Minister Martiuez Banio head of a "wnciliatory" transitional 

cabinet, and the next &y a new govemment was formed under the leadership of m a ' s  

the middle classes, because of the prevailing CathoCcisn in the CO- and a cornman fear of 
c~mmunism as something foreign to the national charader. 



&end and dy, José Girai, a moderate Republiwi fiom Accibn Republicana and Izquierda 

Republicmur. To confiront the rebeiiion, Giral armed the militias and workers' 

organizations, and dissolved the regular army, legalinng a situation which had been de 

facto created by the spontaneous revolution of the masses. He allowed unions to 

transfonn confiscated industries inta workers' CO-operatives, dismissed ali  public servants 

suspected of right-dg sympathies and created a National Republican Guard to replace 

the older institution of the Guardia Civil, parts of which had followed the army's Iead. 

Still unable to control the revolutionaq euphoria of the masses or to stop the 

advances of the Nationalist amy, which by August had aiready closed off the border with 

France and had placed Madrid under siege, Giral's goverment feu in six weeks. By the 

time AzaiIa was ready to cd on a new Prime Minister, the Popular Front was already 

divided into two camps which supported confiicting strategies. A number of political 

parties, unions and mass organizations - including the most radical Stream of the PSOE 

led by Largo Caballero, the anti-Stalinist commUILists of the Pmti& Obrero de 

Unzjîcacidn Mamisu and the anarchist-syndicalists of the CNT - argued that the outbreak 

of war should serve to precipitate a proletarian revolution which had long been in the 

making On the other hand, moderate Socialist leader Jose Prieto and the Communist 

Party defended the idea of putting an end to the revolution already underway, 

strengthening the democratic-bourgeois Republic and brinhg makeshift militias into a 

regular Popuiar Army. That meant, fkst and foremost, that all efforts had to be diverted 

toward winning the conflict. The revolution would have to wait. 

'18 For M a  study of the Popnlar Front gwernment miring the Civil War, see TMdn de Lara coord. 
(1981); Bolotten (1991); Graham (1987). 



When in September 1936 Azaiia cded on Largo Cabaiiero to form a government, 

however, the alliances he brought to it were quite dBerent fiom those expected. Pressed 

b y the reality of the fiction within the Popular Front, the international situation and the 

Nationalist advance, Largo Cabaiiero formed a govemment with 1zqzrierd-z RepubZicmu, 

Uhion Republicana and the PCE (giving Comunists the portfolios of Public Instruction 

and Agriculture), wbich meant he had to give up his revolutionary ideals and change his 

main goal to that of winning the war. As a result, the second Popular Front govemment 

set out to restore the state apparatus, quite damaged after the revolutionary chaos, and to 

implement state authority. Popular militias and police forces created by unions, parties 

and other organizations would have to be d e d  under govemment d e .  The goal was 

"discipline at whatever cost" (Alvarez Lopera 1982, 26). 

Meanwhile in Nationalist Spain, Gen. Francisco Franco soon crushed aIi 

opposition within his own ranks, got himseif named head of the (rebel) =y, the 

(Nationalist) state and the (iilegal) govemment, and managed to secure decisive rnilitary 

support âom Hitler and ~ussoIini,"~ ail while loyal Spain had been abandoned by the 

international community at large (except the Soviet Union and ~ e x i c o ) , ~ ~ ~  and was falling 

to its own divisions within, unable to bridge the gap between those whose main goal was 

to win the war and those for whom it was to pursue the revolution, even tom by 

codicting versions of just what that revolution was supposed to be. 

'19 Further miciy of the international support nceivpd by Franco fhm Germany and Italy can be found in 
Dzéiépy (1965). 
'" This applies only, of coune, at the governent level. Ali over the world, however, there were 
hmdreds of projects in support of the Spanish Republic carried out by non-govermental inStitrrtions at aU 
types* 



A few months into the conflict, Madrid became a city under siege, and it soon 

became clear that the war would last for as long as Madrid could resist. For almost three 

years that is exactly what the city did, the result of a combination of popular courage, 

decisive help fiom volunteer international brigades, lZL and the heroism of its local 

goverment.'" Unable to function under the pressure of constant bombardment, Street 

violence, and revolutionary chaos, however, the Republican govemment abandoned the 

capital and moved to Valencia in late 1936, leaving iMadrid under the political and Mlitasy 

authority of a Junta de Defenîa Ied by General Miaja, whose refusa1 to abandon the city 

tumed him into a national hero. The govemment was forced to move once more, this time 

to Barcelona in 1938, just a few months before the final Nationalist victory. By the t h e  

rebel forces entered Madrid in April 1939 and Franco declared the war to be over, rnost 

members of the govemment - including its president Azaiia - had already fled the country 

and members of the Madrid Junta had been ready to surrender for quite a while, as 

milit ary defeat had become imminent. 123 

As 1 have already suggested, Spanish communists reacted differentiy to the 

outbreak of war and the revolutionary euphoria which spread across the country. HaWig 

akeady abandoned its former anti-bourgeois, pro-United Front üne and having embraced a 

"' The intemational bfigades entered Madrid in November 1936, and pl@ a dechive role in bringing 
military as weii as emotionai support for the people and militias in that city, and winning the first major 
battle against Franco's boops. This is the arxivaI which was commemorated in November 1996, as 1 
descn'bedift my w u c t i o n  
l P  In his recent biograpby of Franco, Paul Reston has suggested that Franco himseif necdeâ to wage a 
long war for two main reasons: firsS to destroy the Republic completely and to extenninate aU its 
supporters, ratha than achieving a qui& victory which wouid have left the bases af the Repubiic intact; 
and, second, to taise the time to establish himself as the indisputable leader of the new fkkt state, 
eliminating ail othei contenders, Those were some of the reasons why Franco did not wish to cake Madrid 
too soon and aUowed the city to bleed. For more infionnation, see Preston (1993). 

For m e r  reading, see Casado (1939). On the Spanish Civil War, sez Raymond Carr (1977); Jackson 
(1965); Preston (1986); Payne (WO). 



new democratic strategy, the PCE read the military uprising as a last attempt by the feudal 

remuants in Spain to rise against the reformist bourgeoisie and the democratic revolution 

which had been intempted in 1933. The Communist Party believed that the purpose of 

the Popular Front was to carry that democratic revolution through and to defend it against 

the menace of fascism Thus the Party ended up embracing the politicai reading which the 

communia opposition *iad put forward upon the Proclamation of the Second Repubiic, 

and which communists, iike César Falcon or José Antonio Balbonth, had defended before 

joining the Communist Party: that before a socialist revolution could be possible, Spain 

had to carry out a democratic revolution Ied by the popular masses. The outbreak of war 

sirnply meant that the micial moment to defend such a rwolution had already corne. 

Although Party leaders had argued that the PCE had never been, nor wouid ever 

be, interesteci in "holding govenunent posts", they justified the Party's participation in 

Largo Cabderots government on the grounds that it was a mere "circumstantiai event" to 

which they had agreed as a way to "support the democratic Republic", in order to 

"contribute" to its "defensetl and to "develop its program" (Ibamui 1938,389), and 

because it was "an important step" for the proletariat on its path toward the democratic 

revolution (1960,4 1). The PCE argueci that the Republic of the Popular Front bore no 

resemblance to what the classic bourgeois Republic had been. In 1936, the Republic had 

m e d  the people, it had given land to the peasants and the control of industry to the 

w o r k ,  Q hqd mrppriatd the Iandowners and cacipes, and it b d  a ~ w e d  the 

proletariat to corne forward as a politicai leader.'24 The Republic .uas leading, in fact, a 



"revolution of great social content" in which "new positions" would be gained in te- of 

social justice, fieedorn and education ("Hombres de ciencia" 2). 

Although Party leadership acknowledged that this "social revolution" was stiU not 

a full revohtioq the PCE was willing to participate in it as much as it was ready to control 

it. While the Party agreed that land should be given to the peasants, it stil l  "opposed 

UIlfair expropriations and violent coilectivization"; while it wanted to "combat hateful 

inequdties", it aiso opposed the "simplistic unification of salaries" which would "kill all 

hopes of emulation in the workers"; and whiie it promised to make education available to 

dl, it defended a "hierarchy of knowledge, of culture and technical wisdornff as the "oniy 

way to drive people toward progress" (Lbamui 193 8,390). 

Whatever the terms of the revolution codd be, however, none of those changes 

would be possible unless the war was won first. As a result, the PCE argued that no time 

should be wasted in revolutionary experiments of any kind. The Party was not aâaid, yet 

again, of "going against the m e n t  ", lu so long as the "current " meant "much 

revolutionary noise but no mearilngfùl effort towards winning the war" and no 

"inprovernent [s] " in the h e s  of the "popular masses" (ibid). As far as the Communist 

Party was concerned, no action was more revolutionary than that of waging a war against 

international fascism (ibid). 

The Party called on a wide social alliance of "workers, peasants and the middle 

classes" to corne together %round a program . . . which [would] represent their cummon 

- .  - . - - - . - - . - - 

'2~ These words were very similar to those uttemi by JO& Buiiejos in 193 1, when the Spanish masses were 
weicaming the Republic, buî the PCE had mt been willing to Yoiiow the crowdM. hterescingiy, whde in 
early 193 1 the masses had welcomed the bourgeois Repubfic, the PCE was calling for the gowmment of 
workers and peasants; on the other hami, in mid-1936, whüe the masses had started the revoiution, the 
PCE ws defbding the democratic RepubIic. 



aspirations" (Blanco Rodnguez 1993,60), and communists set out to defend the Popular 

Front and the Republican government not only with their political rhetoric, but also with 

their military Mght, against both the military attacks from the right and the revolutionary 

atternpts ffom the lefi. Indeed for much of the war the Communist Party represented both 

institutions Msù-vis the people. Given as weil the level of militw organization and 

discipline the Party reached during the years of war, it is easy to explain why the PCE 

became the greatest hero of Republican resistance, most notoriously in the defense of 

Madrid. 12' 

The communist opposition, on the other hanci, interpreted the war not as a feudd 

comeback against bourgeois dernocracy, but as a bourgeois attack on the proletarian 

revolution. Codkonted with the reality of war, the Pa?-ti'do Obrero de Unrfcucidn 

Mm'sta - unlike its predecesson the Bloque Obrero y Cmnpesino and the Opasiczdn 

Cornimista de Izquierda - no longer believed in the possibility of having the working 

masses carry out the democratic revolution which the bourgeoisie had been unable to do 

for so long. Rather, it believed that the spontaneous rebellion of the masses was nothing 

but the begi~ing of the proletarian revolution itself, and one which this t h e  - unlike in 

19 17 or in 1934 - was simply bound to succeed, given the fact that the whole country was 

in arms. In this vein, ad-Stalinist cornmunists (as weU as anarchists)'" accused the PCE 

of participating in the govemment of the Popular Front in order to serve the interests of 

Soviet foreign policy for which some kind of appeasement between European comrnunist 

lZ For m e r  nading on the PCE and the C d  War, ses Ibamin (1966-77). Details on Party 
mexnbership can be fiund in PCE (1938). 
'" For the participation of amrchist grmrps in the Populat Front gowmment and their role in the Civil 
WU, ~ e e  Peirats (1951-53). 



parties and thek bourgeois governments was needed (Estnich 1978,9~).~~~ The POUM 

thus set out not only to lead a proletarian and peasant revolution both in the City and the 

c~untryside,'~~ but also to fight the PCEts and the Third International's hegemony over 

Spanish communisrn, as m c h  as to oppose the Popular ~ront'~' and its c& to order, ail 

while waging a war against fascisrn and the SpBniSh feudal bourgeoisie. This was a 

tremendous undertaking wiiich a s d  party with litde nationai and intemational support 

was simply not in the position to see t h t o ~ ~ h . ' ~ '  With Spanish comrmuiists divided over 

the question of war and revolution, it became painfuly clear that the iaternal co&ontation 

whkh had been such a landmark of Spanish cornmuniSm ever since 1920 had not corne to 

an end at d. It had simply abandoned the field of political rhetoric and had swiftly moved 

to the battlefield, where Spanish comrminists momentarily seezned to forget they had a 

wmmon enemy (or, rather, they could not agree on who that enemy was) and began to 

fight against one another, creating unnecessary divisions in an anti-fascia contingent 

which was h d y  quite f h g ~ l e . " ~  

Cormnunist politics aside, the war was perhaps the strongest cataiyst yet in 

twentieth-centwy Spanish history for the national intelligentsia to wake up to the political 

reality of the country. If earlier political events had already s h a h  the intelligentsia's 

For the role dthe Soviet Union in the Spanish Civil War, see Cattell(1955,1966); Carr (1984). 
la Mainly in its bistorical area af support, in CataIonia 
l M  AS a c p h d  in the pffvioos chapta, the POUM signecl (however relnctarrtfp) the allianc~ af the 
PopnlarFmnfbntoncewartrokeout,itnolongerbelievedinitsc&xtivtaess. 
'" Aithough the members and leeden of the POUM were expuicnad leadus and long- commimins 
@hmh, Gorkin, Nin, Andrade, a.), thc Pmty did not have the kMd of nationai qped the PCE did, 
since it remaintd outsi& the Popnlar Frwt As a resnlf much dits influence and contro1 was reduced to 
the region o f  Cataionia Dnring the f h t  months of the Civii Wax, the POUM militias rec&ed a great 
d e a h f s q p a r t f i a m ~ ~ i n t h e f n t e n i a t i d B n &  butthis ~dcaeasedwhenthePopuiar 
Fmnt goveniment and the Co~~ununiSt Party instiMed the Popular Anny, drwnng aU militaq support 
toward it For further stndy on the PûüM ddng the Civil War, sec Andrade (1986); A h  and Swarchtz 



general "lack of consciousness", giving way to "a crisis of consciousness", the war 

certainly brought about a "consciousness of crisis" (Osuna 1986, 125). The reactions of 

Spanish writers, intellechials and artists who witnessed the military uprising in Jdy  1936 

were indeed "many and v ~ e d "  (126), but some generalizations may be made. It may be 

safe to suggest that most members of the Generations of 1898 and 1914 (with the 

exception of Antonio Machado, who was openly Republican) took on a consemative 

wtüle those h m  the Generation of 1927 (with the exception of Rafael Alberti, 

a ~ornmunist)'~~ ttembraced. . . with moderation the liberal and progressive Republican 

Iegitimacy" (ibid). A younger "generation" of poets, painters and writers whose "definhg 

eventN 13' was the war itself and whom Spanish history has classined as "the Generation of 

1936", chose "openly and decisively" to join the "most radical political tendencies" 

(ibid).136 These were the writers who prior to the war had been "less h o u s " ,  but who 

during the war wodd be the "most active", the ones who would "carry the weight of war 

literature upon their shoulders" (ibid). Among the members of the Generation of 193 6 

'" Further commentaxy on the M o n s  of Spaaish commanimi can bc found in Bolloten 0 9 9  1). 
lU~ell-k;oown intellectds h m  the Genaation of 1914, like Ortega y Gasset, Gregorio MarafI6n and 
others, ~verwhelmed by the reaiity of war agsinst a Republican system they had actively primicd and had 
heîped bring about, Iat Spain upon the outbreak of war or soon thereafter. Ortega hixnseifdd come 
back to Spain in the 1940s, his fierce oppositional styk of politics somewhat subdued, this time going 
dong - although not opedy supporting - the new regime. An account of their ordeais and 
during the war and afîer can bc found in the new book by Jesirs W o s ,  Lu EspaAa tutufitaria (Madrid: 
Editorial Plaiida, 1999). 

Another exception to this 'de" is that of Garda Lorca Although not a cornmanin, and artamly not 
a member uf the Party, Lorca openiy symphatized with the Popular Front and aî&nded many a -jmlitical 
eventinsupportaftheRcpliblicangwernmentoritspolicies,ofteninvitedto&sobyhiscommunist 
fnends, such as Alberti or Miguel Hedndez. The identincation ofLorca with comrmmiSn, howaw, 

a rllVth- '" A "defimng eventn which marks an entire grorip dinteUectuals or cutists is nonmdiy one af the 
conditions which i d d f k  a particuiax group as a "Gemxation". 

1 mterpnt Osuna's use of the word "raàicat" to meen "d-Wn (as d i d  in Chapter Fm), in 
which case the 'most radical politicai position" would have been that ofthe govW11113ent and ofthe 
PapnlarFrontatlarge. 



were poets Miguel ~erniindez,'~' h o  Serrano ~ l a j a , ' ~ ~  and Antonio Shchez Barbudo, 

as well as painters Josep Renau and Ramon Gaya. 13' 

The massive amount of scholarship which exists on the role of the Republican 

intellectuais who stayed in the country during the Civil War attests to the importance of 

their contribution to the war effortLa The d t a r y  uprising found thern tightly organized 

in the ad-fêscist ailturd associations which had been created in previous years, and also 

urged them to create new ones, the most notorious of which was to be the Alimza de 

13' Miguel Hernandez (Orihuela 1912-Alicante 1942) is one of the moa important poetic voices of 
twentiethentury Spain. A peasant and a shepherd who receiveed practically no schooling as a child, 
Hemhdez had a natural grf t  for poetry, He left his native Mediterranean vïüage in 193 land traveled to 
some Spa& capitals, U e  Madrid and Murcia, where he met the pets who wouid be his mentors and 
fiiends for the rest of his lifé, people like Sermao Plaja and Garda Lorca He settted in Madrid in 1934, 
and became a rnember of the Communist Party thai same year. Upon the ouîbreak of war, he joined the 
Popular Amy and participateci activeiy in aii kinds of cultural activities, whether promoted by the 
Ministry of Public Instruction, the PCE or the Al ima de Intelechales Arth~bscistm. During the years of 
war, he was best knom for his poetry recj tations at the front. AAer the conflict, he was imprisoned and 
sentenced to da&,  aithough his sentence was later commuwl to lifc in prison. A Mctirn of tubercuiosis, 
he died in prison in 1940, at the age of thirty. Among his best known poetic works were Ef rayo que no 
cesa (Madrid: H h e ,  1936), h t o  delpueblo (Valenciâ Socorro Rojo, 1937), the play El labrador de 
mhs aire (Maciid-Vdencia: Nuestro Pueblo, 1937) and a volume of war theatre entitîed Teako en la 
guerra (Madrid-Valencia, 1937). 
13* A poet and essayist, Axturu Serrano Plaja (Madrid 1909Sanla BMara, USA 1979), was a cullaborator 
in many of the p~o-communist joumais of his time, including Nuestro Cinema, El tiempo presmte and 
Octubre. He joined the PCE in the mid4930s, was a fomding member af the AIiwva de Intelechiales 
AnnJbscisrar in 1936 and fought as a soldier in the ali-commiinist Quinto Regimiento. As we WU later 
sec? he playeci a decisive role in the founchg of the j o d  &a de Espda and spoke on behalf of the 
" G e n d o n  of 1936" at the Second International Congres for the Defense of Culture celebrated in 
Madrid-Valencia in 1937. His best-known poetic wark indudes El hombre y el bwbajo (Valencia: Hora 
de Esp* 1938) and the anth01ogy Los d h o s  oscuros, pubiished posthwflously (Barceiona: Plata y 
Jan&, 1982). 
13' Although these inteilechials wert in the foreground of events, the communia inteileciuals who had 
preceded them were also active. Andrade, Gorkin and other inteflectuals k m  the communist opposition 
were active within the POUM and m t e  for its publications, although 1 h d  no proof that they worked on 
any kind af cuitmi or educationai pmjects. José Antonio Baibondn re-joined the C o m m ~  P m  in 
mid-1936, after the ouibreak of waz, working for M d  Obrero fm a few months. in h&y 1937, the PCE 
appointed him to work as a judge in the Supreme Court, Rafael Alberti and Maria Teresa Le6n were 
active and leading members of the Alimza de Intelecncales Antifascistar, editors of El mono mul anci, in 
generaï, very visible and outspoken diiring the y m  of war. César M Aramada worked as a war 
conespondent fbr Mmdo Obrero in the noah of Spain. CésarFaic6n continued in the PCE and was the 
visible head of some of the cultural a c W e s  carried ont by the Party's Agit-Prop section, most notoriousIy 
Aftavot del Frente. Ramdn J. Sender continued in the Paay and fought as a soldier in the aii-Communist 
Quinto Regimiento of the PopuIar Amy. 
'" See Baanid (1978); Cobb (1981); Fuentes (1980); Mainer (1983). 



Intelectuales Ant$mcista.s [AUiance of Anti-fascist Inteiiectuals], 14' led by Party 

members. In general, these intellectuals opedy supported the Republic, getting down to 

the business of cultural work as weii as to the business of war. A sigdicant number of 

them put their skilis to work in the front as much as in the rearguard, as need arose. 

Without giving up their h s t i c  work many of them also became soldiers. 

If the Spanish Repubiic had aiready made of "culhire" a "religion", the war 

witnessed the greatest explosion of cdtural activity ever to take place on Spanish soil, not 

so much in t e m  of professional inteiiectual activity (which in many cases actudy 

decreased), but in terms of the artistic and cultural work being done by Spanish people 

fkom ail walks of He, peasants and workers especiaiiy, whether on the battlefield or at the 

rearguard. With a budget second oniy to that for Public W o r k ~ , ' ~ ~  the Ministerio de 

Instruccidn PUbZicu Ffinistry of Public Instruction, MP],  led by communist Jesus 

~ e m ~ d e z ,  '" designed, administered and implemented an educational and cdtural 

14' The Alimua de Inteleciuales Antifuscisias was founded in Iuly 1936, immediately after the outbreak of 
war by a gronp of anti-Mst intellectmis, including Party rnembers Nberti, Ldn ,  H e d d e z  and 
Serrano Plaja Its fo~~~ciing manüesto, Z o s  intelectiiales espaüoles contra d criminal levantamiento 
miliîar" was originaUy published in El Soi on 3 1 JnIy 1936, and later printed in La voz de la inteligencia 
y la Iucha del pueblo espoAoL Antecedentes y domentos  (Paris: Association Hispanophile de France, 
1937, 11-12), a compilation of war-the intellectmi manifiestos. This orgmhîion was the Spanish 
cornterpart of the International Association of Antf-fdscisf WHters, founded by many of the same peuple 
who had established the AEAR in previous years. For the activities of the Al ima during the war, see 
''Los proyectos de la aiianza de intelechiales antüa&îasm. On the genesis and evolution of the Alianza, 
see Modebn (1979). 
la In 1936, the total budget for the Ministry of Public Imtmtion was 495 million pesetas. That meant an 
increase of 150 million ia relation ta îhe previous year, and more tban what the Popuiar Front govemment 
had budgeted for the Ministry of War or of Agriculture in 1936, which was 407 and 11 1 million 
m e l y  (Aîvarez Lopera I982,31-32). 
'43 A jomaiÏst and political actMst, Je& Hedndez had begun hîs politicai career as a membu of the 
Sociaiïst Y o d  and, subsequen@, as one of the fouxtden of the Communist Party in the region of V i y a  
masque Counby). In 1930, he became a rnember of the Central Cornmittee of the Cornmunist Party and 
Iived in MOSCOW for two years. Upun his rehini to Spain, he became the editm of Mundo Obrero. Mer 
the Civil War, he was d e d  to Moscow with Dolores Ibamui and the Party's top Icadership. He left the 
Party in the mid-194ûs, when Secfetary-Genexai José Maz di& and was replad by Sanîiago CaniIlo. 
He subsequently w t e  two anîobiographical books about the Communist Party of Spain and the 
Cominîern, Po@f mintstro de &in (1974) and En el pais de fa gran mentira (1974). 



program unprecedented in Spain and in which the spotlight was placed on ordinar/ people, 

an undertahg for which the MIP counted on the full logistic and political support not 

only of the PCE, but aiso of d-communist battalions of the Popuiar Amy,  such as the 

Quinto Regimiento '" and of cultural associations in which comrnunist inteiiectuals played 

a leading role, such as the AIianza rie Intelectuales Antifascistaî. 

The Ministry of Public Instruction set out to achieve the deepest educational 

reform ever atternpted in the country, renewing the curridum at ai l  levels, implementing 

teacher training, opening up new schools, and, most irnportantly, guaranteeing the access 

of ail Spaniards to them.'" New institutions such as the Imtutos Obreros morkers' 

Secondary Schools] were created in order to provide workers and peasants with general 

as weii as technical education. University careers were not only opened to d, but also 

shortened in order to meet the needs of the war. Meanwhile, young children before school 

age were taken away f?om violent cities to be taken care of in rurai camps. 

CUIWU Popular, a nation-wide organization founded shortly aller the signuig of 

the Popular Front alliance, became the urnbrella organizatioa for aii the culturai groups 

working under the wing of the Ministry of Public Instruction. A nurnber ofMilicias de la 

m e  Quinto Regimiento ri Regiment] was an ailsommunist regirnent within the Repubiican 
Popuiar Army, led by Carlos Contreras. The "Qurnto", as it was popuiar1y known, played a decisive d e  
in the defense of Madnd Many af the communist inteUectuals who participateci in the Popular Army did 
so in the ranks Q€ the "Quinto", including Miguel Hernandez and Ramon J. Sender, who were aIso sorne 
of its best-known cultural m m .  
In 193 1, Spain had 37,599 teachea for 23.5 million people, and there were more than 3 million 

children wha did not attend schL Teachers made between 2,000 and 3,000 pts per year, and the money 
ailotteci for educaticrn represented 5% af the totd Repubiican budget (MIP 1937,4). Between 193 1 and 
1933, the nrst Republican goverment mted 9,820 schoois (5). Between My 193 6 and July 1937, the 
MIP created 6,091 schoois, and raiseci the salaries of kachers to 4,000 pts (6). Wh- the education 
bvdgetfor~ehe~onofrhmlsh1935hadbem1,WO,O00p~in1917~~Mmillion(6). 



cultura [Cultural ~ î l i t i a ] ' ~ ~  organked classes at the fiont, combining literacy classes with 

political education. Culiura Poplm also organized theatre performances, film screenings, 

popular iibraries, discussion groups, and even m y  clubs at the fkont, whiie contributhg 

to the massive creation of graphic art in the cities. A cornpletely new cultural structure 

was designed fiom scratch, with the cultural militias working very closely with the 

political commissars in each of the regiments or battalions of the Popuiar Army. The 

Popular Army was thus fïiled with dozens of Hogmes del soldado [Soldiers' Homes], 

where soldiers received their classes and through which they were able to participate in al 

kinds of artistic and cultural activities, 60m the creation of mural newspapers to acting in 

theatre troupes, singing in army choirs or cornpethg in sports. The Briga&s volantes de 

[ucha contra el  anaIf~betimo biteracy Brigades] did their part in the rearguard. 

One of the most rmarkabie results of the education of soldiers was their 

participation in the creation of a Romancero de guerra, a body of poew in the fonn of 

romances (eight-verse ballads originally from the Middle Ages) whose authorship 

stretched from professional poets d the way to peasants and soldiers writing 

anonymousky, many of whom had also just learnt to write. Encouraged by the MIP'" and 

the Alima de Intelecncales AntYmciststar (whose official publication El mono ml quickly 

became a channel for and a symbol of the Romancero), poetry was produced and 

reproduced in everything fiom professional literary joumals to makeshiff newsletters in 

I 46 Organization sponsored by the Popular Front to organize cultumi activities both at the front and in the 
wguard. For firrther reading, see Cobb (1990). 
14' In September 1936, the Ministry of niblic Instniction caiied not oniy on "writers or j o d i s t s " ,  but 
specifidy on "workers, peasants and soldiers* to send original poems about "the stniggïe. . . and the 
hemism and initiatives of the people in amu". See "El MIP y el arte y la likratura". 



army battalions, and used for a variety of war purposes, fkom singing the giories and pains 

of the confiict itseifto trying to indoctrinate enemy troops. 

National cultural hentage also received a great deal of attention fiom the Ministry 

of Public Instruction. In Madrid, cultural institutions such as the Biblioteca Nacio~lal and 

the Mzueo delPrado - valuable not only because of their contents, but also as 

architectonic pieces - became easy targets for fascist bombs. Under the leadership of the 

iWP and the AZima de Intelectuales Ant~mcistas, m y  brigades were given the 

responsibihty to evacuate these buildings and transfer their contents to places where they 

couid be properly guarded. In the Spanish capitals, hundreds of statues, fountains, and 

historid buildings were propped up or fortified in order to be spared damage from the 

bombs."' These tasks were organized by the Ministry and its associates, but in ali cases 

were carried out by ordinary soldiers. 

Professional intellectuals and artists participated to a very large extent (and, in fact, 

encouraged and led) this remarkable explosion of culturai and artistic activity aii across the 

country, becomuip teachers, reciting poetxy, organLing theatre or propaganda shows, 

often workiag directly in the service of the government or political parties. Such was the 

case with the creation of the moa extraordinary body of cmfeles [posters] which flooded 

the country with a myriad of political slogans and instructions, and which has undoubtedly 

becorne one of the icons of the Spanish Civil war.14' To add to the cultural explosion 

which was taking place in the countryy the Second International Congress for the Defense 

of Culture (sequel to the one held in Paris in the sumrner of 1935) was held in Madnd and 

lu For more information on the saving of the National Paûimony, see Renau (193 8); Ahr;uez Lopera 
(1982). 
For fiathet reading on the posters of the civil war, see Jtiiih ûondez (1993); Tisa (1979). 



Valencia in late 1937, bringing a long list of renowned inteiiectuals and artists fiom the 

whole w ~ r l d . ' ~ ~  

Despite the fact that the Hemandez Mulistry carried out such a spectacular cultural 

and educational campaip., one of the mod common criticisms it has received has been 

that it "did not seem to have any nilhual projects at ail, but only propagandistic goalst' 

(Alvarez Lopera 1982,29), a comment not only on the content of the educational and 

niltural projects themselves, but also on the ministerial policies, where the centraikation 

of seMces and the concentration of power seemed essential in order to achieve its 

Spanish cuiturd scholarship has often seen the communist MIP - much in Eue 

with how its own contemporaries did - as an institution which coerced bourgeois 

inte~eauals~~' and favored communia ones,'" and whose relationship with the PCE was 

hazy, to say the least. Indeed it has been argued that the MIP merely foiiowed a Party 

agenda, that it confuseci Party and Muiistry tasks, capitalking on the "good resdts" of the 

Ministry as a "propaganda platforrn" for the Party (37). Much of the blame has been put 

lso A comprehensive shidy of this Congnss can be found in Anüv et al. (198%). 
"' This concentrafion of power was best exempiifïed by the mrganization of state-nin Academies and 
ministerial departments and the cnation of new culturai institutes, the incorporation d a  political 
CO- in public high schools, and the creation of new governmeut bodies such as the Junta Cenimi 
del Tesoro Artistiw, which was to oversee the saving of the National Patrimoq. For a short kt of these 
changes, see Ferahde2 Soria and Mayordomo (1993); for a longer discussion, see Ahianz Lopera (1982). 
lS2 The best knom case was the relationship betweui the MIP and the bourgeois intellectmis who lived in 
the Cara de la Culhua in Madrid In Novemk-December 1937, the MIP ordered îheir evacuation and 
their wnsportation to Valencia, alongside the move by the govenunent and a i i  other afticiai institutions. 
The Caio de la CtlIhva was mbsequenîly dosed, and later reorgmhed and rropned in Valencia itself. 
The mwe, however, raised great controversy at the t h e  and has been widety discussed by later scholars, 
as p m f  not ody of the disarray in which the MIP seemed to operate, but also of iis coercive style toward 
intellectmis. Some of the intellectmis h m  the Caro de la Culhao were allegedly fo& to pledge their 
support for the Party and the goyetnment of the Popuiar Front For original d o c n m e ~  on the move h m  
the Casa de la Cultua, see Definsa de la CuIhva (1937); "Hombres de ciencian (1936); Z o s  sabios y 10s 
artistas" (1936). For M e r  reading, see Aivanz Lapera (1982) and M&mst (1974). 
'" The MIP had an ongoing working reIationship with the Aiimuo & Inteiechruiles Antifoscistor, which 
was in charge of many of the miniderial activities, most notoriously, the safeguarding of the Nationat 

0 



on Jesis Hemhdez hirnself, who has been seen as a "publicist of LittIe and late cultural 

training" (29), a "doctrinaire. . . without any spedic training" (Molero Pintado 1991, 92). 

A few scholars, however, have been somewhat more benevolent, attempting to underst and 

andor just@ the decisions of the M P  on the grounds that it was a Ministry fighting an 

ideological w u .  154 

Whether scholars have criticized, supported, or simply considered necessary the 

use of cultural and artistic advities by the war-the Ministry in order to serve political 

goals, the discussion stiu seems to be rather pointless, because any other Party leading the 

Mhistry would have doue very much the same thing - and, in fact, during the last year of 

war, that was precisely the case -15' and, even more imponantly, because the Comunist 

Party itself set out quite consciously to produce such propaganda, and it always admitted 

that it was doing just that.'" The study of the cultural discourse and practice coming out 

of the Ministry is thus deeply impovenshed, because the fact that the Ministry used 

cultural activities as channels for political propaganda is both the point of departure and 

the irrevocable conclusion of that study, thus adding very little which may be new. 

I find it much more worthwhile, however, to analyze the dhual conte* in which 

such political propaganda was produced, and what it rneant both in ternis of the cultural 

evolution the countsy had undergone so far and the evolution of communist cultural 

Pacrimony. Alvara Lopera has argueci that this move made the saving of the Patrimony looked as though 
it had been a project ofthe Communist farty instead (1982,35). 
'" Sa Cobb (1990); Fe&k Sona (1984); Huertas Vizquez (1988). 

In May 1938, Jemis Herhdez abandon& the Minisûy, and was replaced by Segundo Blanco, an 
aoarchist There began itie persecution of Commuaist membas of the Miliciar de fa Culhim. '" He&&z argued that the MIP had to work %th the people and in the mi& of the a b n o d  
situation Spain [was] going thmugh" (1936,5), which meant that withoui "negiecting all questions reiated 
to WC education . . il [was aisol nccessary to u n d d e  a plan of agitation and propaganda which 
wouid reiy on music, theam and film to put forward the most important politid siogans of the Popular 
Front" (ibid). 



politics in particular. As a result, L will not focus on the fact that a poïitical message was 

sent aaoss via the production of d tu re ,  but on the political message itself; and I d not 

suggest that the political propaganda corning out of the Ministry was grounded in 

"cornmunist dogma", but wiiI explore how it served the cause of the democratic 

revolution. 1 should cl- that 1 am not setting out to prove that Party propaganda di& 

in tàct, serve the cause of the democratic rwolution :" That is somethmg Party leaders 

themselves already di4  and quite eloquently too. Instead, what I want to do in this 

chapter is to look at the t e m  in which such a cause was served via a cultural discourse 

and the production of culture. 

There is a great deal of tnith in the suggestions that the cultural work of the MP 

during the years of war was much more "popular" than that of previous Ministries under 

Republican d e ,  insofar as it abandoned the "populin" attitude of "handing out" culture to 

people as a charitable action, and it moved to make the masses of people active 

participants in the cultural event. Yet, 1 wilI argue that there are other aspects in which 

the cultuml discourse of the Communia MIP was just as "populist" as that of the refodst  

bourgeoisie had been more than M a  century earlier. Ultimately, Communist cultural 

discourse during the war took such "populism" to a M e r  degree, for while the reformist 

bourgeoisie had been "interpeilating" (i Laclau's and al th us se?^ t e m )  the Spanish 

pueblo as a poiitical subject to rise in the stniggle against the feudai status quo, the 

culhual and artistic activities which took place under the leadership of the MIP during the 

'" Most scholarship would still refer to the Communist Party of Spain as spreading "Communid d o m n .  
However, the discourse and p d c e  of the Party dnring the years of war made it certainly dear that what 
the PCE was doing was p d g  the dernacratic revolution The suggestion that the MIP was spreading 
"Communist dogrna" is far too misleading. Instéad, the content ofParty propaganda shouid be calïed 
"Popuiar Front dogma". 



war actually served to "constitute" the Spanish people as political subjects of that very 

same fight. Cultural activities were the charnels for this ideological "constitution" insofar 

as they were tools used to create a sense of community in the Spanish people. They 

created this sense of commuaity by making people aware of their state of oppression, by 

bringing them together and by de&g them in opposition to an enemy, by giving them 

common aspirations, and a sense of destiny. 

Although in many ways this cultural effort was "revolutionary" (insofar as it was a 

radical departue fiom what had been the status quo in fada1 Spain), it Med to play an 

effective role against bourgeois cultural hegemony. Indeed although ordinary people had 

at their disposal the cultural means of production, they were kept Iow in the social 

hierarchy of knowledge, and although the war opened up access to educatiod institutions 

for them, it did nothing to change the bourgeois content of that education. Ultimately, the 

kind of "revolution" such cultural effort wanted to purnie was Iefi dangerously undefined, 

tied as it was to the political goals of a popular dernocratic rwolution which both the 

Corninteni and the Popular Front had devised as a common fiont against fascism, but 

which had ended up - and in the case of Spain with the full cooperation of the MUlistry of 

Public Instruction and the Communist Parîy which ran it - CO-opted into bourgeois 

cultural and politid strategies. Spanish cultural history was thus going full &de, back to 

the kind of cultural reformism which had been the cultural philosophy of the reformist 

bourgeoisie for decades and against which Spanish communists had so fiercely fought. 

In the process, everything the Spanish people gained in terms of cuiture, they also 

seemed to lose. In Section Two of this chapter, 1 take a close look at the debat es which 

took place among Repubrican inteilechials - a large number of them Party members - 



fiom sorne of the best known literary and cultural journals of the time. Rather than 

focusing on what those debates were about, however - something which has already been 

done - I want to look at what the debates were noi about. My suggestion is that although 

those debates dealt to a very large extent with how the war had semed to bridge the 

fistoncal gap between the intelligentsia and the masses, they failed to include in any 

meanin@ way the much newer and more chalienging question of the relationship 

between people and the production of d t u r e ,  a reality which had exploded during the war 

and which intellectuals seemed unable to incorporate into any of their many visions for the 

fiiture. Thus the debates among major Republican cultural projects such as H m  rie 

@ d a ,  Nueva Culiwa and El mono anri (the 1s t  two fuily nin by members of the 

Comrnunist Party), so heavily involved in the discussions of war culture in the present and 

revolutionary d t u r e  in the fiinire, faiied to find any new cuitural role for the Spanish 

people. The war may have served to liberate the people from their previous role as 

recipients of culture and to give them a greater political role, but it was unclear how the 

Republic was going to see those changes through. 



SECTTON ONlE 
The Cultural Discourse and Practice of the PCE in the Minirtrg of Public Instruction 

The historical narrative of popular culture which Nueva Culturu had &eady put 

forward in early 193 5, and which the Party had timidly embraced after the Seventh 

Congress of the Comiaterq w u  given an extraordinaq impulse by the outbreak of war, 

for the m e d  codict had al l  the potential to bring the stniggle of popular Spain against 

feudalism f?om the terrain of an abstract and somewhat elusive past to that of a concrete, 

immediate and specific present. As an open .and violent conftontation against fascism, the 

war, indeed, exemplifieci and epitomized the centunes-old stniggle of popular Spain in 

ways which no previous discwrse could have done. War-tom Repubiican Spain thus 

became fertile ground for the Civil War to be foregrounded a syrnbol o f  the centuries-ald 

stniggle against the Spanish oligarchy, which was now bursting out in its final and moa 

decisive stage. 

Before July 1936, a number of prernises had already been estabLished in that 

historical mative: among them, that throughout the history of imperial and feudal Spain 

there had been a popular culture in constant stniggie aga& the official culture of the 

State, a dormant culture which drew its strength from that put, but was now ready to 

blossom and set itselffiee, in aa attempt to find not ody its present, but also its fiiture. It 

w u  only reasonable, then, that the outbreak of war should have been understwd by the 

popular-dernomtic Republic of the Popular Front as the moment in which the final 

liberation of that popular culture was to take place. 



The metaphor of las dm Espmier became more than ever before, since 

they were presently not only confunted with each other, but actuallyfighn'ng each other. 

They were the "two Spains" divided by the same h d  of "hatred" which had always 

brought them apart, but also now stained by the "b1ood"of a conflict through which one 

of them would be bound to elunioate the other. While one ofthose Spains "looked at the 

hture ber  embracing d the giorious traditions of [Spanish] history", the other 

"attempted to revive wexythhg which was old and rotten" @amui 1938,391). For both 

the ComniUIllst Party and the Popdar Front, the "official Spainn ( H d d e z  1938% 19) 

which "had historically imposed itseif by the use of force" (Hernhdez 1938b, 9) was the 

anti-putria (1938% 19). On the other han& Republican Spain was the only "tnie" and 

f'essentidN Spain (1938b, 9). ls8 

The outbreak of war served not ody to expand the histoncal narrative of popular 

Spain, but also to change some of its terms. Moving âom an underground stmggle 

agauist an inteniai feudai enemy to au open war against a military cmp d ' é ~  supported 

by international f d  powers, meant that, ater Iuly 1936, the Estoncal narrative would 

be enriched with the new ingredient of a campaign for national independence. Not in vain, 

the Civil Waf was repeatedy foregrounded by the Nationalist side as a "ausade" against 

foreign evils (read communism) which wanted to destroy Spain's "etemal essence": the 

greatest @oies of its imperialisti~~ cathoiic, mon arc hi^ tradition. In opposition to this 

vision, the Repubiicans argued they were defending a Spain which, far firom being the 

lsa In this myth of the "two Spains", the peblo symbolized di-, honor, ri@, democtacg, and socid 
justice; wheras the "other Spain" mant class privileges, ambition, dictatorship, wmption and treason 
~ o d e D e f e n s a N a c i o n a I  1937,1445). Anykindafdiscanrsechiringtheyearsafwar@o~ticd, 
cuinrraf or othemise) was impremiatpri with this kind oflanguage. For further reading see RadcliE 
(1997); GRmatl(1988). 



imperialistic power it had once been, had become a victim of foreign imperialism itself. 

While the Nationalists indulged in their metaphor of the Christian  rusad de,'^^ Republicans 

did much of the same by adopting as their role model Spain's War of Independence waged 

against Napoleon in the eariy 1 800s. Interestingly, the class nature of the civil confiict 

seemed to disappear, as each camp sought to gain greater support fiom the masses by 

foregrounding the war as a stmggie against a foreign invader. 

The glorious past of a popular Spanish culture continued to be symbolized by 

classic artists such as Lope de Vega, Quevedo, El Greco or Veliizquez. Apueblo fighting 

for its national independence, however, was to find its greatest cultural icon in the figure 

of Francisco de Goya, symbol per excellence of the stniggle for independence of the 

Spanish people against Napoleon, resuscitated now to symbolize a courageous pueblo 

who had corne together once again in order to fight agallist a foreign invader.I6l 

lS9 This nfm to the Spanish "Reconquest", fought against the Arabs amss the peninsula from the late 
700s untiî 1492. 
'" As surprishg as it may have been for many, no political force reinforced the metaphor of a war of 
independence more strongiy than tbe Cornmunist Party itselt. in a speech Won the PCE Centrai 
Cornmittee enîitled "A los intelecniaies de Espaib", Je& HemAnda pnsented a version of Spanish 
histoxy in which the recming theme was a series of foreign iwasions to which the Spanish people had 
been forced to nspond with f i a  struggies for national independence. In Hemhiezfs analysis, most of 
those invasions had eventually had positive benefits for Spain, as they &ad pmmoted the h c e m e n t  of 
civiliz;ttion (read bourgeois society). However, the war which was aimntiy king waged on Spanish soil 
was a reactionary war. The main foras khind the rnilitary uprigng, as H h d e z  suggested, were "the 
moa reactionary, the mon obscure and oppressive forces in [the history of Spain]: the Semiféudal and 
backward layem of hancial capitalism, landlords and the Chirrch' (1937% 5). What they wanted was "to 
tnincate the course ofprogressy to prevent Spanuh people fkom acfvancing, to subject people to bart,arism 
so that they may enjay total impuni@ in order to oppress a Rsigned and dent m a s  of slavesm(ibid). 
References to the Spanish Civil War as a new War of Independence wue numaous in aii the literature 
produced by the Popular Front In a s tdy  af Spaaish nationaibu as a myth -tly wd in politicai 
discourse, Iiistorian AIvarez funm has estabiished the connection between the "natiOfliiligllM of the 1808 
war against Napoleon and thaî of the C M  War between 1936 and 1939 (1997). 
la Goya and his symbology was a ncarrent theme in war-time posters, illustrations, speeches and aticles. 
Miguel ADgel Gamonal has pointed out that it was common among 'the whole politicai çpatnim of 
Republican Spain" to embface an "old leftist and h i  interpretation of Goya as a rebel and popular 
artist wbo fou@ againsi the priviIeges of the aristocracy and îhe kick af cducation of the peopIea (1987, 
59). For fkrther disassion on Goya as a symbol of Republican Spain, see Aimez Lopera and Gamonal 
Torres (19%) and "y nosotros" (1938). 



Even more siguficant, however, was the war-time Republican vision of the 

Spanishpueblo and of the role it was destined to play. If before July 1936, the Popular 

FrontlCommunist d t u r a l  discourse had referred to a pueblo quietiy enduring its lot and 

conducting a long, slow stniggle against an oppressor, the pueblo of mid-1936 was one 

who had taken arms and was ready to defeat its enemy once and for ail. Ifit had 

previously been conceived as an unorganized, invertebrate pueblo who had yet to nse, it 

was now one who had organized spontaneously in order to respond to the needs of the 

collective. Indeed, it was apueblo who had rnoved fiom the background to the spotlight, 

apueblo who was no longer summoned to take action, but who had already made the 

most important decision of its life, apueblo who had moved from being subjected, to 

being subject, fiorn mffering the commotion of history to muking history, fiom being a 

mere part of the story to being its absolute protugonzst. 

It was perhaps in the fields of education and culture that the change in this pueblo 

was most obvious and most remarkable, for while the people had previously been 

subjected to the ignominy of ignorance and lack of ducation, they were now actively 

working for their inteliectud advancement. If before Juiy 1936 th& culture had been 

underground and "ilIegal",'62 it had now been set fiee. The civil conflict ensuing f?om the 

miïtary coup drPm and the kind ofrenovation which the Ministry of Public Instruction 

had undergone (to which the presence of a Cornmunist team greatly contributed) were 

important factors in this extraordinq change, a change which was bound to help surpass 

some of the most important ideological biases of former generatiom of (bourgeois) 

intelleauals, and open up to d o w  for a number of important changes in the relations& 

T6is iS the tenninology used by Ramon J. Sender (1935). 



between the Spanish people and culture. This was, perhaps, most obvious in the way in 

which the Ministry so scrupulously set out to guarantee every single Spaniard (in the 

Repubücan zone) the access to forma1 and informal education without any consideration 

for hidher economic position or previous training. The other was the way in which the 

production of d t u r e  moved to be in the hands of the people themselves, most 

remarkably, soldiers. 

The educational policy of the Popular Front, created, administered and put into 

practice by the Communist leaders of the MIP,  was marked by the recurrent metaphor of 

"opening the doors", which meant that entrance to aii educational institutions - something 

which had previously been the prerogative of the moneyed classes - would now be 

possible for people f?om a i i  walks of Me, adults or children, without any discrimination 

based on class, gender, or economic means (MIP 1936,3). 

Under the ail-powerful symbol of the "new doors" which were being opened for 

ail, wery measure taken by the Ministry, every new institution created, and every new 

policy approved, were marked by the new policy of accessibilhy. "Open doors" meant 

that the syllabus for secondaq school would be shortened in order to make it possible for 

ordulary people to acquire their diplornas during the wu. It meant that a comprehensive 

program of scholanhips and grants wodd be put in place for heads of familes and 

children who were not able to go to school because of financiai burdens. It also rneant 

that unniersities would be open to all, that agriculniral workers would be able to receive 

technical training, that literacy wodd becorne a basic 

la The educationai poiicy of the Miaistry of Public Instnrction during the years of war has received a 
great ded of scholarly aîteniion. See Femandez Soria (1 984,I99O, 1992); Femandez SaOa and 
Mayordom (1993); Pérez Galan (1975); Medina (1 977); and Molero Pintado (199 1). 



As Jesiis Hemhdez argued, the Ministry of Public htruction "tackled" and 

"solved" the problem of access to education "as a corollary of the political and economic 

problems"(l93 84 541).IM In a "semifeudai Republic on its way toward a democratic- 

bourgeois revolution", the war was setting out to "destroy. . . the economic possibilities of 

facism and thus the educational influence which its relations of production could exercise 

on the masses" (Rami 193 7, 17). As a result, the MP would be able to effectively 

abolish ail social privilege in the field of education and offer the widest possibilities of 

culture to the Spanish people (Hemhdez 19384 541). Education wodd no longer be the 

exclusive right of the enemies ofthe Repubüc (Hernhdez 1936, 9, but of those who 

defended it. 16' 

Although the discourse coming out of the Ministry of Public Instniction was one 

of access the extraordinary array of adturai adVities in which orduiary Spanish people 

were able to participate - âom the writing and recitations of poems, to the creation of 

mural newspapers, to the printing of books and newspapers, to the writing of articles, to 

the singing in new choirs, to the writing and producing of new theatre plays - rneant much 

more than that. Through the PCE's own Agit-Prop ~ommission'~~ and the Party's work in 

English-Ianguage article, published translation of a Spanish original. 
ta For further reading on the W s  policy of "accessn, see H e r ~ ~  (1936); R o d  (1937); Ministry of 
Public Instruction (1936,1937). 
lM The Agit-Prup Commission of the Communist Party of Spain was traly producing work which was on 
the border iine between propaganda and culture. It considerably during the years of  war, and it 
carried out an extraordinary array of cultural and palitical actMties. Aivafez Lopera is ri@ in his 
suggestion that the border between the work of the Party's Agit-Pmp commission and W of the Ministry 
of Public Instruction was sometimes ~IuTT)~, but Commnists îhemseives acknowledged that the 
Party's Agit-A.op cammission was promicing work for the MIP or for any miturai organization on 
denund. The Commission ran its own art workshops (divided into sections on painting, sculpture, 
drawing, aafts, etc) and prodiiced ail kimïs ofpropagda materiai, h m  posters to lediets. It also 
sponsored A~~QVOZ del Frenfe, an agit-prop gronp which ched out slogans and instnictions to the war 
front, while broadcasting educationai and cultnral radio programs out of m&shift studios. The 
Commission also undertoafr projects such as the Party's Comisidn Nacional de Prmu (NationaI Press 
Cornmittee), a School of Journatism, news agencies, m g  shops, the pmbction af documeatflry films 



the Muistxy of Public Instniction, Communist input was instnimental in having ordinary 

people become authors, distributors, producers and consumers of culture in ways 

theretofore unknowa in Spanish history. This meant that they had much more than 

"access" to culture, it meant they also had the means to produce it. 

A mateiaiist anaiysis of the way in which the Spanish people used these means of 

production, the way in which they produced meaning through them and the social impact 

of their final productions has received a number of expressions of interest (Nelson; 

Ramos-Gascon), but has yet to receive in-depth attention as a whole. The work of French 

scholar Serge Salaiin, however, has been fundamental in trying to open up the question of 

access to these adturai means of production, in relation to one of the best-known cultural 

activities durhg the war: the production of poetry. 

la his study of the war-the Spanish Romancero, Salatin has pointed out how, in 

the 1920s, the publication of poetry in literary joumals had begun to enjoy sorne degree of 

success, but it had failed to receive formai acceptation or to be considered of quality 

unless it was published in a book. Thus poetry eventuaily followed the normal route inside 

the literary market: an editor wouid have to accept the work, produce it, introduce it in 

the distribution channels, seek its wmmercialization and wait for positive criticism. 

During the war, a number of novels were still published foilowiag this traditional route, 

but that did not respond to the needs of poetry, which was being produced at a much more 

massive scale and with Merent t h e  cons&aints in order to be of use in the war effort 

as weii as national and international news broadcasîs, politicai schools for Farty cadres, Party publications 
(such as the journal Nuesiru Bandera) and pubihhq houses (Ewopo-América, Nuestro Pueblo, 
EstreIZa). The history and evolution of this Commission cm be found in the Party's archhd document 
Ihfbrme de la Cornisith Nacional de Agitacibn y hpaganda del Partido Comrtnista de Espda and 



(1985, 175). As a result, the role which books had previously played in the publication of 

poetry during peace, was taken over by the press during the war. In that process, the 

production of poetry ceased to be the exclusive domain of enterprises with both artistic 

and hancial backing, and was embraced by aU popular organizations, big or smd, able to 

use their meager financial means to accpire, or share with others, a basic press. 16' AS a 

resuit, poeuy was no longer the priviiege of those who couid produce, disaibute or r a d  

books, but of all those who had access to less sophisticated means of production such as a 

mural newspaper - for which working-class or peasant soldiers became editors and writers 

under the leadership of their battalion's cultural commissar -16' or a community or 

battalion publication nich as a newsletter or newspaper. Ordinary people and soldiers not 

oniy had access to these new means of production for the fist t h e  in their lives, but they 

also had the possibility of no less original and innovative means of drmibutiun and 

given the ''multiple forms in which [these] particulas texts were produced 

and in the variety of uses to which they were put" (Nelson 1996, 7 l), fiom pamphlets or 

broadsides meant to be distnbuteà in the crowds, to cards and postcards issued to 

commemorate special occasions, to readings in community or soldiers' circles, to rnass 

recitations (&id)?' In a l l  these cases, poems (specidy die short romances) were the 

"unit of [dtural] production and consumption" per excellence, because of their "density 

Suplemento ai In f o m  Generai de la Cornision Nacional de Agitacian y Pmpaganda del Parrido 
Cornunista de @&a (Comisidn Nacional de Agitacich y Propaganda 1937% 193%). 
'" SmaU presses w e n  ais0 used for d l d e  production of books. One of the best knom snall 
publishing houses was "Ediaones 150 Brigada Murtan. 
la A cultural commissar was a military ofücer in charge of overseeing the educaîîon and weU-king of 
soldiers, fbm their politicai M o n  to their learning to read and write, to thW physicai ducation 
actMEies. Mernbers af the "cultural mtlitias" assignai to a parti& banaüon or brigade muid work 
under the s q d s i o n  of this cnltural commissu. Hdshe, in turn, answered to politid CO-. For a 
history and discusgon of these commissars and their work in the spanish pop& Amy, sec Santiago 
Alvarez (1982). 



of information" and their "economy of means" (Salaün 1 985, 18 1). ''O In fact, one of the 

means of production people also accessed for the fint time was language itself given that 

the production of poetry opened up the possibility of individual and collective expression 

for the great majority of people (53). As language became a right for the community, 

people found themselves located on the two extremes of the communication Line for the 

est tirne in Spanish history: they were transmitters and receivers, producers and 

consumers, writers and readers (ibid). 

This new leadership role of the popuîar masses in cultural activity, as they accessed 

educational idtutions and became producers of culture, has led Juan Manuel Femhdez 

Soria and Miguel Bilbania to argue that the former "populist" attitude of the f h t  

Republican government - which it hi, in him, inherited âom its nineteenth-century 

bourgeois forebears - had given way after July 1936 to the more "popular" attitude of the 

war-time govemment, specifically of the Communist-led Ministry of Public Instruction. 

Feniandez Soria has argued that under the d e  of the Popular Front and the MIP, the 

Spanishpueblo no longer seemed to be considered a "recipient" of the educational and 

cultural ch* of the bourgeoisie (1984,3 1 1). Instead, it found itself as the protagonist 

of the cultural act, in the process becoming aware of its role in the fight against fascism. 

Whereas the Republican govemment had previously sent d tu ra l  "missionaries" to the 

people, it was now sending culturd "militias", creating a new nrwolutionary reûlity" which 

created new links between art and the people (ibid). Under the same light, Bilbatiia has 

argued that during the first months of war, the "abstract populist characteristics" of the 

las See Nelson (1996) and Ramos-Gascbn (1978) for more examples. 
"O AU citations h m  Salailn (nom this and his other works) are my translations h m  his original work 
pubIished in Spanish. 



"popuiist/ culturalist" discourse and practice of nineteenth-century Regeneracionismo, 

which the S panish bourgeoisie had kept aiive right up until 1 93 1, " to a large ext ent. . . 

disappear[ed]", once "culturai heritage" needed to be "adapted. . . to the needs of the 

momentt' (1976,33). 

The arguments made by these authors do contain a great deal of tnith, and the 

evolution which the MIP experienced fiom 1931 to 1936 was indeed an extraordinary one. 

The changes which Fernêndez Soria and Bilbatiia have pointed out, to some extent, were 

the resdt of the political evolution which had transfonned an elitist bourgeois Republic 

into a popular-democratic one. None of that means, unfortunately, that the government 

no longer had a populist discourse or even a populist practice. Rather, a closer look at the 

cultural discourse and practice coming out of the Ministry of Public Instruction reveals 

that it had inberit ed much of the populist ingredients of the cultural discourse of 

Regenerucionimo. 

Because the war had originated in a coup rPétat led by the highest-rank military in 

alliance with the oligarchy and had given way to the spontaneous rebellion of the masses, 

the conflict was still very much a codiontation between the two social groups which had 

dready been stmggiing against each other for centuries: on the one hand, the Spanish 

pueblo, on the other, the feudal oligarchy - army and Church iacluded - now in its latest 

manifestation as fascim What this means is that the three protagonists of the story in 

which the Regeneracionistas and earlier reformists had found themselves were s t i l l  very 

much the same: there was an alliance of the feudaf oligarchy with the counterrevolutionary 

bourgeoisie; there was a liberal and refodst bourgeoisie fighting against that 

counterrevolutionary alliance; and there was a mass of Spaniards known as the pueblo. 



The proclamation of the Republic in 193 1 had already produced some shifts in the 

topography of relations among these three protagonists, since it had moved the reformist 

bourgeoisie firom its place of opposition to the stahis quo toward occupying the place of 

the ruiing class (at least politidy), wMe it had relegated the feudal class to the 

background of the political scene (though it had not done away with its economic power). 

The rise of fascism in the mid-1930s had already brought the feudai class back to the 

foreground as an enemy seeking to restore itseif to power, thus forcing the refomist 

bourgeoisie to ally with other progressive forces and to interpelate the Spanish people 

once more to be ready to fight. The outbreak of war immediately produced fùrther shifts, 

bringing the feudal oligarchy to a head with the other two forces and the Spanish people 

into the foreground of events. 

Interestingly, after so many shifts and developments, the definition of pueblo had 

not changed, nor had the role of interpellator of the bourgeoisie in relation to it. In its 

vision of the Spanish people as innately hard-working [ptreblo laborioso], honest and 

good, apueblo who understood its duty of civil obedience and the need to respect the law 

(Hemhdez ad. 4), the PCE/Popular Front brought back to life much of the basic 

discourse which nineteent h-centuy Republicans and Regeneracionistas had already used. 

Most importantly, the tenu still made reference to the "widest popular masses", including 

workers, the peasants, the midde classes, the merchanti, the iiberal bourgeoisie, and the 

intelligentsia, in other words, anyone outside the oligarchy (Perucho 1938,2). 

Such a conglomerate of social groups and classes was actually fi-amed as one, sole 

and indivisible uni@, a unity for which class stmggie within should be but a regretful 



memory fiom the put .  ''l As fu as the Communist Party of Spain was concerne& in 1936 

there were only two "classes": the masses and the fascias ("Nuestra guem es la guerra del 

mundo popular" 6). Whatever may have brought earlier divisions among ail those who 

now raised the aati-f&st flag should be forgiven and forgotten, and whoever wanted to 

continue pursuing those divisions (read whoever continued to insist on the validity of class 

struggîe, that is, the anarchists and thepomzs&zs)iz were to be ignored and dismissed. 

Regardess of their political ideology, they had to be considered enemies of the people 

(PCE, ad .  (a) 3). 

This meant that while people had previously been interpellated to fight aguimt the 

feudal status quo and alongside a bourgeoisie in the opposition, during the war they were 

being interpellated to fight dongside a govement, that is, alongside the poiiticd stahis 

quo, and not against it, as had previously been the case. The notion of "pueblo" as a 

political subjea thus needed to be revised in order to include elements which had 

previously been considered foreign to it, such as the goverment and the army. In fact, it 

was not ody that the govemment and army fought with the people, but that bath of them 

were the people, of whom they had been bom [ m e  dèlpueblo mismo] (Hemindez a d .  

5-7). The Spanish pueblo was no longer defhed in opposition to the state. In fact, it 

now encompersed the state. 

'" Accorciing to the pnsident of the Repubüc, "internai sûugglen within the people had bccn the resuit of 
"smali-minded politics" (Negrin 1938,ll). According to the PCE, the M e  of the Spa& people was not 
the patrimony d a  pofitical p u p ,  nor muid it be "at the mercy of Cpolitical] impatience". "The fate of the 
people [was] the f& of d the peoplen (Hernandez 193 7b, 15; emphasis acided). The PCE was no longer 
interested in "Party politicsn, but in "people politics" (PCE adla). According to the Party, to caii for a 
proietarian revolution would have rneant "to divide the ppIen, since it was obvious thai not *di 
Spaniardskxe willing to accept cornmunism. The Party wanted to b ~ g  ail  S@ards together "in the 

a stmggie for M o m  and national independence" (José Diaz 1938,6-7). 
I R  Poumistar, p q m h  to t o r e t e r  to the memben of the POUU 



Citizenship, army and govemrnent were three entities in complete harmony and 

agreement, and whose raison d'être was to feed one another's purposes. While the 

government looked out for the weli-being of the people, people paid the govenunent back 

by being faithflll. While the people led spontaneous acts of rebeilion as popular militias, 

the govemment channeled their energy by orgmhing them into a regular army. People 

had passion and the govemment gave them the means to put that passion to work 

(Hernbdez 1937c, 46). The Popular Amy an'd the people were also one and the same 

thiag, since the backbone of the Republican military had been the militias into which 

ordinary people had spontaneously o r g h e d .  The m y  "@ci been] bom, [had] grown 

and [was being] led f?om the bosom of the people" (Hemhdez nd. 7)." More 

importantiy, the army and the people were one and the same t h g  because the army was 

not at the s e ~ c e  of a poiitical party or a social class, but in the service of the whole of the 

Spanish citizenship. (Hemindez 193 8% 17). People, governent and army, as one unity, 

were the Spanish homeland itsee the three of them with a "single will" (Hernhdez n.d. 

4). Outside this sort of trinity, in which the three components were dinerent aspects of a 

single being, ody one thing was found: "the enemy" (1 93 7% 1 1). '74 

Even ifthe political positions of the oligarchy, the bourgeoisie and the people had 

changed, what remained untouched was the contes of the relations of domination which 

Linked them all. Although the reformist bourgeoisie was no longer a social class seeking 

to restore its hegemony within the power bloc, but rather seeking to defend if and 

although Communists had willingly let themselves be co-opted into that power bloc, there 

"' This was mant to include aU soldien, m n  the Italians and Gamans themselves, a i i  of whom were 
"chiidren d the people" and wen  thought to be part of the Nationalist army out off= or ignorance. 
174 See a h  the archival document Ta uni6n del pueblo y su gobiemo* (nd) 



was stiil a popular-democratic interpellation canied out by the Popular Front to oppose 

the feuddfascist minority. 

Since this new definition ofpueblo was the result of a change in structure (the shift 

in the topography of relations to which 1 referred above) and not in content (the nature 

and purpose of the stniggle), the bourgeois interpellation of the Spanish people during the 

years of war was still  very much "populist" under the definition of the terni &en by 

Laclau and which I am using for this work: that a popuüst discourse appears when the 

"popular dernocraticff interpellation of a class or class fkaction which needs a substantial 

transformation in the power bloc in order to assert its hegemony is presented "as a 

syntethic-anfagoni~n~c complex with respect tu the dominant ideulu&' (1 72-3; emphasis 

in the original).'75 In the midst of war, the "binomy through which all political and 

ideological relations of domination" were expressed was no longer that of "peopldpower 

bloc", but that of "people/fascism". This, however, was still a "populist" interpellation in 

Laclau's terms, because it was still based on the "popular democratic" interpellation of the 

Spanish people by the bourgeoisie (in its new reincarnation as the Popular Front in alliance 

with Communists, and this time trying to keep its "hegemony" rather than "assert" it) in 

opposition to the status quo. 

In this new version of populist discourse, however, the Commuaist Party of Spain 

was to play a greater role than just being the poli t id ally of the refomist bourgeoisie. 

Indeed, as 1 hope 1 wili prove in the next pages, the Cornmunist Party, through its cultural 

work in the Muiistry of Public Instruction, actudy helped to take that populist discourse 

17' For a lengthier discussion of Laclau's definition atpopulist discourse, see the Introduction to this 
thesis. 



one step M e r ,  helping not only to "interpellate" the Spanishpueblo as a political subject 

to take action against the status quo, but actudy constituting it as such for the est t h e .  

In his formulation of a theory of populism, Laclau has been clearly influenced by 

the Althusserian concept of ideology, whose "basic fiinction" is to "interpellatel constitute 

individuais as subjects" (1977, 100). According to Laclau, "[i]ndNiduals, who are simple 

bearers of structures, are transfomeci by ideology into subjec& that is to say, that they 

Live the relation with their real conditions of existence as ifthey themselves were the 

autonomars principle of determination of that relation The mechanism of this 

characteristic inversion is interpellation" (ibid; emphases in original). 

E d o  de Ipola, however, has argued that it is both "possible" and "necessary" to 

establish a conceptual Merence between the "inte~pellaton" and the "co~ntitution" of 

individuals as subjects, or what is the same, between the "operation of interpellation. . . as 

an immedïate or direct process of production of meaaing" and the "action of constitution 

of individuals as [ideological] subjects. . . in the process of reception of the discourses" 

(1982, 1 1 1-1 13; emphases in the original). That is, it is one thing to "elaborate in a more 

or less conscious marner a discursive strategy airned at having an impact on the 

ideologicai and political fields" and another to make "nich a strategy effectively reach its 

. . . objectives" (1 19). As a result, the "constitution" of indMduals as subjects depends on 

much more than just being "interpellated", it actually depends as well on "the situation of 

the discourse", that is, on the "social and cultural characteristics of the receivers, the role 

piayed by the ideological apparata [and the] nature of the hierarchical relations" in a given 

society, all of which &ect how discourses are "uttered, spread and received" (132). It is 

ody by taking into account these concems, that the analysis of ideology could explain the 



"real fiuictioning of social discourses", something which is inseparable from their "politicai 

effectiveness" (1 3 2). 

Sharing de Ipola's basic argument, historian Alforno Orti has argued that "the mere 

enunciation ofpopulist rhetoricul dscowses" does not necessarily imply that there is 

going to be an "emotional response of i&ntr$cm7oion with such a discourse on the part of 

individuals or the masses", which means the discursive interpellation in and of itself may 

not have "structzirdpdztica2 effecb of political mobiiization" (1 98 1,97). Instead, it is the 

"sociosfrucfuruI hisioricd conditions in wbich a specific populist ideology crystallizes" 

and not the "symbolic eflecliveness of apopuIist rhetodcal discourse" which determines 

"thefinal ideologicd effectiveness. . . of the populist discourse" (97; emphases in the 

originai). 

1 want to draw from this merence which de Ipola and Orti have established 

between the "interpeiiation" and the "constitution" of individuals as subjects of a populist 

discourse in order to suggest that whiIe both the Spanish Regeneracionista and 

Republican discourse, ai l  the way âom the late nineteenth cenhiry und  193 1 (and even the 

discourse of the Comintern after the summer of 193 5) had "interpeiiated" the Spanish 

citizenship as members of a politicai agent called "pueblo", in order to encourage them to 

nse against the feudal power bloc, the Civil War created the necessary socio-political 

conditions for such an interpellation to have m e r  "ideological efficacy" and lead toward 

the "constitution" of those people as agents and subjects of political change. Among the 

most important "socio-political conditions" which made this possible during the war was 

the fàct that those who were interpeliating the people as a political subject to rise a g a  

the oppressor could alsa offer them the necessary tools to engage in such a poiitical fight, 



most obviously, the general and politicai education they would first need in order to 

understand what was expected of them. Whiie the "interpellation" had happened through 

ideological discourse, the "constitution" would happen through cultural practice. By 

designhg and carrying out cultural activities in order to b ~ g  about a "coilective 

consciousness" among the Spanish people and to make them feel an integral part of an 

indivisible community, Comrnunist leaders and the refonnist bourgeoisie "constituted" the 

Spaoish people as ideological subjects of the centuries-old stniggle against 

feudalism/fascism. Cultural activities were "ideologically efficient" precisely because they 

produced the kind of "emotional response of identification" to which Orti has referred. 

The outbreak of war was not only a catalyst for the histoncal narrative of popular 

Spain to grow in unsrpected proportions, it was aiso the chance to bring that very vision 

frorn the realm of the discursive to the realm of ordinary everyday Me, a realm nileci by 

feelings and actions, rather than simply by words. Thus what had been a discourse of 

abstraa concepts was f l ed  with a meaning which was immediate and concrete, and which 

was ta produce an emotiond response of great dimensions. Thus what had beeq on the 

part of the PCE, a relatively timid effort to embrace a discourse which foregrounded the 

Spanish popular masses carrying out a centuries-long stmggle agahst feudal Spain, 

becarne a wholehearted attempt to hun that discourse into a tme human experience. 

To some extent, the use of cultural advities to create emotional links began as a 

retroactive process. Cultural activities organized by the Ministerio de Instnrccidn 

Pziblica, such as the saving of the National Artistic Patrimony and the creation and 

dissemination of the popular Romancero, allowed Spanish citizens - soldiers and civilians 

alike - to reclaim a past in which they had been politicdy suhjected and in which their 



most important cultural role had been as objects of representation Further, it also aiiowed 

them to re-inscribe themselves in the past as its rightfiilprotagonists. 

The massive action taken to save the National Artistic Patrimony - which, in fact, 

was one of the most powerful and immediate symbols of the country% feudal past - was 

often rationalized by the Ministry of Public htruction as the savhg of the national 

foundations in which a future Spanish culture would necessarily have to be grounded. 

Vev oflen, that explmation was accompanied by the revelation that the tme cultural 

objective of such a move was to help people reclaim a national hentage which was 

genuinely theirs. As far as the cultural authorities were concemed, the history represented 

in the artistic artifacts which were to be saved âom the bombs no longer represented the 

bourgeois painters or sculptors who had produced them, the Monarchs who had 

sponsored them, the Church which had been their safekeeper, or the aristocrats who had 

purchased them. SaWig the national heritage of imperial and feudal Spain was interpreted 

as saving the historical presence of the Spanishpueblo who had silently attended to its 

creation. 

As painter Ramon Gaya saw it, the patrimony being saved was a "summary" of 

everythhg which had happened before, the result of "the lives of dl Iives"(l938, n.p). 

Artists like Velhquez or Murillo had painted "a piece of Spain" (ibid), and they no longer 

represented themselves, but the people they had depicted. When one uttered the name 

"Vel&quez", one was naming "aiI men [sic] fiom his the", "d the coopers and the 

bricklayen, di the spinners and all workers"(ibid). Velazquez thus was no longer a f d y  

name, but a "rich, endesslt word which stood for "the whole of Spain and afI of the 

Spaniards of that day" (ibid). 



Something very simüar was done with the Rommcero itself. It was not by chance 

that the war-the poetic body was designed to resemble in name and form the Spanish 

romances of the Middle Ages which had been a cultural form of the peasant masses 

throughout the centuries,176 thus "admired by patriotic romantics as the authentic literature 

of the Spanish people" putt 1978,34). By reclaimuig the word Rommcero for the 

poetry of the war, the new poetic production was given a sense not only of t d y  belonging 

to the people, but aiso of having a history, of being a link with a past in which people had 

also been subjects of nich an artaistic creation. 

As José Monleon has pointed out, intellectuals did, in fact, quite consciously 

propose the "resurrection" of romances because they knew that in the past they "had had 

an impact among the masses of people" (1979, 55). Thus writers were part of a process 

by which the Spanish masses, who "had camed the weight of history", but who had 

otherwise been unable to be protagonists of the cuItural act, had their "cultural histov. . . 

restored" via the resumection of the art foms ofwhich they had t d y  been creators, but 

which had subsequently been CO-opteâ by the academic system (ibid). ln The "ideological 

immobilism" of previous bodies of romance poetry, produced by a people who had been 

subjected to the caciquista and feuda1 system was replaced by a new ideologicai tone 

more appropriate to the stniggle ofliberation they were now leading; the fom itse& 

however, was kept intact (de Vicente 1994, 26). 

'76 ïhe romances were popular stanzas which bad abdy been mted in times af war, such as during the 
Cariista wars of the prwious cenhiry. For a history and compilation of historical romances, see Marco 
(1977). 
I n  Mode611 has pointed out that this attitude @y resolved the contradiction of which Republican a. intdectuals were victims: aamdy, praising the culmai creations ofa people who otherwise needeû to be 
educated. The war thus "justined" both "praise* and "soiidarity" (1979,56). 



Reclaiming the past, however, was only part of what the production of cultural 

activities could do. Their greatest impact was to be as generators of the collective links 

which would precisely serve to transform a story about the past into a living reality in the 

present. Only a strong sense of sharing a common destiny being wrought in the present 

would encourage people, and especidy soldiers, to win the war. It wodd serve to give 

encouragement and morde, to foreground a common cause which would rnake people 

know they were not done, to make them understand that what had once brought them 

together needed their current struggle in order to survive into the future. Educationai and 

culturd activities were thus bound to lose much of the discriniinating and ghettoking 

aspects of previous decades, since they were now designed and irnplemented in the search 

for cohesion and homogenization. More than the simple organization of "missions" which 

wodd "take" theatre and music to people who did not have the means to understand them, 

the very raison d'être of the whole cultural effort was to bring people together, to create a 

sense of comrnunity, to make them, rather than simpiy address them as, the active politicai 

subject they needed to become. 

In late 193 6 and early 1 93 7, aAer about six months of war, the year 193 0 may 

have seemed already long past. Back then, howwer, linle-known Spanish witer Paco 

Pino had f o d a t e d  the need for this kind of community building, which at the tum of the 

decacie he had named "citizen consciousness". "It is time to undentand", he had said, that 

writers and intellectuals 

have the obligation to mate  &st a citizen consciousness, without 
which no progress would ever be possible. For as long as this 
conglornerate we c d  the Spanish nation does not become an organic 
unit, responsible and with a consciousness common to all, all our 
efforts will be useless. The creation of that "consciousness", as 



opposed to the "individuality" which reigns today, is a vital problem 
for dl, but perhaps even more for intellectuals (68-9). 

Pino's description resembles very closely what the Communist Party and the MIP 

set out to accomplish in the midst of war. Party members argued that although the fascist 

military uprising had revealed the "rottemess" of Spain and Europe, it had aiso created 

"something great which [could] ody happen once in many centuries", something which 

Cornmunisis called - in remarkably similar terms to those used by Pino - "a new 

exem plary colZective comciousness" , consciousness which was " embod [ied] " b y the 

Spanish people ("A los seis meses" 2; emphasis added). 

In 1930, the incorporation of citizens into public life had been envisioned as a 

political and educational project. In many ways, that was very much what the first 

Republican government had set out to do, through its educational and cultural policy, and 

what the Popuiar Front government still hoped to do. In the rnidn of civil war, however, 

such a " collective consciousness" would be mainly channeled through emotion . Artistic 

and cultural activities were to be the tools through which to channel the sentiments and 

aspirations of people as individuals, and, more importantly, to create the emotional links 

which would bnng them together as a collective. Cultural activities were thus used as 

communication channels which would d o w  people to share and thus create in themselves 

the awareness ofbelonging to such a collective, a community which was living the most 

important time of theh lives. 

Emotion itself did not need to be fabricated. Minister Jesiis Hemindez had already 

found it in what he calleci the "rushing Stream of energy" wbich was ovedowing 

Republican Spain. Hernhdez urged cultural workers to tap Uito that energy by using 



"whatever means [they had] ai [their] disposal" in order to "exalt popular morde" and 

eventually yield "a satisfactory output" (Disczirso prommciado el 1 O de noviern bre 1 0). 

Culhue was much more than the acquisition of knowledge in a particular field - the 

ability to read or d e ,  or to understand the war. Rather, it was a way to bring people 

together, to create links inside a socieîy which was still far too invertebrate, to create in 

them a sense of behg a community, because even though the Spanishpueblo had already 

been interpellated for quite a while, it had had very few oppominities to become aware of 

it self. 

In order to create a sense of community, it was necessary to understand the Links 

which brought that commtlnity together, and that rneant, fïrst and foremost, to understand 

the war. At the most basic leveî, cultural and educational activities became a collective 

tool for people - and even more urgentiy for soldiers - to be able to understand the 

conflict in which they were involved and the historicai reasons which had brought it about. 

To reach that goai, the Popdar Army was d e d  to be much more than a "seedbed of 

wamors"; in fact, it was called to be a "university" (Contreras 1936, 1). Among the many 

signincant changes which the new Military devised by the Popular Front would 

bring about wouid be the creation of an army which would care for its soIdiers, their 

health, education and generai weli-being, as well as those of their W e s  (ibid). The 

backbone of the soldiers' well-being was indeed their education and dture. 

These "9g&cantn changes were put imo practice via a new Military Code, which wMe saving a 
necessaiy nnined central cammand in the amy, would break h g h  the hiexarchicai stnichne which had 
SuSbined it for centunes, aiming at creating nlationships of solidarity, rather than of authority among 
ranlrs. For the PCE's view of the new Popth  Army and the role to be pIayed by education and cniture, 
see "Kacia un ejército poputarl. 



The activities of such a university within the army wouid include, among other 

things, the fight against diiteracy, the rnass publication of books and pamphlets relating to 

whatever rnilitary, political, economic, artistic or social themes were deemed appropriate; 

the production of newspapas, newsletters and joumals and the organization of 

conferences, a "huge undertaking" which would make of the Spanish popular m y  "one of 

the strongest and the better educated in the world" (ibid). Whiie Franco's soldiers were 

kept ignorant, and thus unable to "rebel" agdinst the military authorities which oppressed 

them, Republican soldiers "kn[e]w very weU that while fighting for [their] homeland, 

[their] f a d e s  enjoy [ed] the land the goverment ha[d] given them; they kn[e]w well that 

there [was] no more misery or humiliating work; that schools and universities [were] open 

to dlt' (Hmhdez 1938b, 17). These soldiers were part of a "happy and eager people. . . 

building their own prosperity" (ibid). 17' 

Understanding the war meant among other things that Spanish people needed to 

become aware of the oppression to which they had been mbjected and to understand the 

rneaniag of the liberation they were seeking. Education and instruction were "the most 

powerfiil weaponsn to d o w  "the iight of tnith" to "enter [people's] brains" and make them 

"corne slowly to understand their rights" ("Culturales1' 2). That understanding wodd give 

people what Ratael Cruz has called the "cornmon definition" which they needed in order to 

have a "shared feeling of belonging" (Cnu 1997, 3 1). It wodd aliow them to "negotiate" 

reality in such a way as to create the %elt wwbich would then move toward action @id). 

Traveling through what Hemhdez d e d  the "nishing stream of energy" which the 

war had brought about, the jouniey to share feelings and hopes would eventudy bring the 

See also the pamphlets by the Comisariado General de Guma, La organizocidn culhuoi dei III Cverpo 



people and the popdar army together, so that the new definition ofpueblo aiready 

discussed could actually materialire. Gen. Miaja had already said it quite clearly: "culture 

in the Popular Arrny [was] not ody necessary but indispensable" because the Amy needed 

"to be identffied with the people" (qtd. in Fernindez Soria 1984, 5 1; emphasis added). As 

Dolores Ibarniri argued, the war could ody be won if "the whole of the people" managed 

to understand that the ultimate goal was to "defend the fieedom and independence of [the] 

homeland" (1938, 390). Only when Spaniards were convinced "deep in their hearts" of 

such a simple tnith would the "mi@' of al l  Repubiican forces be finn and solid, making 

victory possible (ibid; emphasis added). 

Culturai centres in the &ont and the rearguard were the spaces where people came 

together in order to "correct [their] def&s" and "exait. . . collective vimies", so that what 

Chnstopher Cobb has cailed the "spirit of active participation in chic and cuihiral Me" 

(1990, 371) could give way to the "conscious and responsible collectiven Pino had 

envisioned in previous years. The state "incur[red] the obligation to develop this . . . 

vibration of intelligence" which would make it possible to "take to the popular sod  the 

awareness of its being", of its existence both hdividudy and collectively ("Coadyuvemos" 

2). 

Ali cultural and artistic activities would contribute to the creation of this feeling of 

unity. Speaking about the importance of music, and in particular, of the effect which 

popdar choirs had on soldiers and civilians, cultural commissar Carlos Palacio suggested 

that people did not need to have any kind of forma1 education in order to understand and 

feel music, because music was "emotion and sentiment", something "quite accessible to 



aii" (1 938, 36). "A choir", he continued, " b ~ g s  men [sic] fogether h the energy of a 

comnzon idea; it &es them idennlfy with one another andjiues them together in the 

same feeling" (ibid; emphasis added). For Pdacio, the chou was "an element of unity, able 

to b ~ g  ail combatants together, regardiess of ideologies and parties, and to have them 

share the s m e  desires and . . arpiratr*ons". Nothing wuld "bring them closer", nothing 

could "raise their morale" in the same way. Music was a "spiritual weapon" which yielded 

"efficient and positive" redts in the war (ibid; emphases added).Is0 

What Pdacio said about music could have easily refened as weli to any other 

cultural activity. The creation ofthe war-time Romancero was not ody helping the 

Spanish people reciaim their past as artistic creators, but it was aiso helping them to see 

themselves as protagonists of the history they were presently writing. Havhg kept the 

extemal form and the raison d'être of a poetic body whose retrograde ideology they had 

managed to avoid, the Romancero was as "udjing" during the Civil War as it had been in 

the Middle Ages or the Renaissance, helping people have a sense not ody of being part of 

a greater community pursuhg a cornmon goal, but of "making history". People thus felt 

that "history was in theû hands" (de Vicente 1994, 26). Communist combatants were 

aware of the fact that a "good poem" was worth "several hours of political speeches", that 

they were "explosives" which gave a "boost to the morale of soldiers and to their belief in 

victory"and wwhich "stimulated individual and collective heroic actions" (Lister 1977, 

For one, the fiict that most of the poems in the w u - h e  Rummcero written by 

ordinary people (civilians and soldiers alike) were anonymous rneant that the way in which 

180 For fiutber commentary on the use of music in the Popular Army, see Lister (1977). 



the Spanishpueblo was expressing "the ideological and ernotiod roots of their militia 

advity " was through the "individualhed", but not "individualistic" expression of an 

expenence which was "coiieantely lived and felt" (Ramos-Gascon 1978, 32). These 

poems were "uttered" fiom a "choral mass" which did not need of any.."person&ed 

identification" because "the poet ody acknowledge[d] himself [sic] in the others" (33). 

José Mode611 has taken this idea fbrther, suggesting that the production of poetry 

contributed to the creation of this sense of colleaivity even when poems were signed by 

weil-known poets, for they were not seeking so much to explore thek own personality as 

to address "common problems" which aEected the whole community. As Monleon has 

seen it, while "art" had previously been a tool to know history, writing war poetry meant 

making history itself (1 979, 1 12). If the war had aiready created a "strong community of 

experiences and interests", the collective creation of poetry was giving to that community 

"a historical conscience" (56). 

Cary Nelson has also pointed out some of the collective ways in which this poetry 

was produced and distributed, fiom loyalist poets conducting public readings in the 

trenches, to Republican planes scattering poems over enemy troops to indoctrinate enemy 

soldiers, to o r d i q  soldiers (both in national and international brigades) "tack[*mg] their 

poems on battlefield or training area wall newspapers", activities which "were not 

r e s p o d g  to the war" but being part of it (1996, 7 1; emphasis in the original). Each of 

these actions, individual or collective, was, rather than "solitary creation", dBerent 

expressions of a "group activity" (ibid). Poetry was no longer "the sign of an isolated and 



self-contained subjectivity, but a discourse opening a space for sharing experiences" 

(66). 18' This collective action served to 

"buil[d] solidarity and morale, celebrate. . . new heroes, and in a very real 
sense [to give] cornbatants a sense of their historical mission. Moving al1 
these issues so rapidly into poetry also lent the wa. a sense of epic scaie. . . 
The poems gave soldiers and civilians alike a comrnon mode of recitation, 
rernembrance, and recognition. Like the songs sung eveqnvhere on the 
loyalkt side, the poems were a shared laquage: a communal speech a 
social text strengthened in every reading and recitation" (8 1). 

The fact that the production of the Romancero would start to decline at the same time the 

Republican side had started to lose its faith in victory serves to prove that the Romancero 

had been both a driving-force for that unity and the result of it (de Vicente 1994, 25; 

Cultural activities, however, were more than the links which could make a 

cornmon definition possible and thus serve to create a sense of community. Culture, in 

fact, was part of the very definition of that cornrnunity. Articles, posters, political slogans 

and pamphlets tirelessly portrayed fascism as the force of destruction, of imationali~, of 

illiteracy and of ignorance. The discourse came âom everywhere, fiom the literature of 

theMiniderio de Instruccibn PPtiblica, fiom the joumals published at the front and in the 

rearguard, fiom political speeches and fiom the writings of Republicans intellechials - all 

the way tiom liberals, like Antonio Machado and Jacinto Benavente to communists, like 

Rafael AIberti.'" Fascism hated culture, because it hated the idea of a "new man", of a 

"new society", in a "desperate" but %vainN atternpt to go back to the past (Roces 1948, 

la' Nelson has suggested that diis "commanity" was a d y  Mt at the international level, with an 
"intemationai poetic didogue", as exernplified by the way a nnmber of poetic voices across the globe 
reacted to events such as the Defense ctf Uadnd and Lorca's death (1996,8547). 
'" See Machado (1936); Talabras de Benavente". 



1 5).la3 "Fascism", poet and essayist Moreno Via said, "negates cultural values. It hates 

everythiag which is not blind force, prima1 instinct [and the] exaltation of destructive 

violence" (qtd. in Juan Plaza 1936,3). "AU one [could] expect [frorn feudal Spain] was to 

- have more of the darkness to which the Monarchy had already subjected all of [the 

country]" because fascism, like Feudalism, was built not only "on physical terrer", but also 

"on keeping people ignorant" (MJP 1937, 14). 

On the other hand, the discourse of the Muiisüy of Public Instruction aimed at 

interpeiiating a subject which was a "cultivated" and "educated" one (Hernhdez 1938c, 

24). One of the ways in which the people coUective1y exercised their anti-fascism and 

reafnrmed their cultural superiority over the enemy was, in fact, through saving those 

pieces of art for which Spanish fascism had lost ail respect. In opposition to the forces of 

ignorance and illiteracy, the pueblo had a "healthy instinct" which prevented them fiom 

falling into "barbarismtl ("El ministro de Instruccih PUblica y los catoiicos franceses" 3). 

While fascists saw cultural objects as mere "military targets", the mzliciunos demonsîrated 

their "greatest valuet' by saving their national artistic heritage, by becorning "milicianos of 

Hum&ty" defending peace, culture and eeedom for ail the people of the world (Juan 

Plaza 1936, 3). 

There is no question that creating a sense of comrmuiity, denning that community 

through the production of culture and spreading political propaganda were one and the 

same thing, since the ultimate god of building such a feeling of "collective consciousness" 

was obviously to win the war over fkscism. As a adturai activist working in the 

The MiP put out a collection of pamphlets mder the general title of El Fuscfsmo des@ el tesoro 
mtWco de &&z. h those pamphlets, the MinUtry arguai tbat wbile history may "fmgive and excuse 
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battlefiont put it, an "educated soldier works better, much better than an uneducated one" 

("Labor cultural" 10). Out of the understanding of a Gommon past which people had just 

begun to feel protagonists oc out of the present feeling of belonging to a commun.ity in 

struggle, and out of being part of a community which cherished education, culture and 

advancement, could only corne a people willing to die in the war. hdeed the ultirnate goal 

of any iaterpeliation of the Spanishpuebio anci of the acr. of ils nnai crearioa as a wing 

historical subject was that they codd be ready to die for the govemment of the Popular 

Front. As Jedu Hedndez put it, soldiers Wre those "may be asked to resistH, of a people 

like that "only unyieldÿig resistance rnay be expected" (193 8b, 17). '" 
Once education and the practice of culture had given people an understanding of 

their oppression, they would want to fi@ alongside the Republican govemment not only 

because it led the stniggle against that oppression, but also because such a govemment 

would be the future provider of more dture. A people thus defined in tenns of their 

ability to improve themselves and to becorne educated was a people who needed such a 

governent in order to survive. 

Backed up by the Popular Front govemment and by the Communist Party itseg 

the Ministry of Public Instruction presented itself as the only one in the history of Spain 

(and it was not so fàr away fiom the truth) which had given Spanish people the 

opportunity to advance, to acqwe an education and to access the practice of culture and 

art, rather than keeping them under the yoke of the C h e  slave work and political 

oppression. This the Ministry could ask people to support the govemment of the Popuiar 

siaughîer, homicides [and] a i l  kiDds ofvioleneen justi;fied üy 'politid or social upheavai", it wouid be 
"inexorablen injudghg those who the "spintual pairhmy of m] -leR (MIa Nd). 
'" See also Partido Comtmista de Espaaa, W o  m j o  politico en el e j M o n .  



Front, so that the work of the Ministry could becorne a lasting reaiity. Indeed "to win the 

war mean[t] assuring culture for alln (MIP 1937, 14); it meant opening the door to a 

"prosperous fuhue" ("Culturales1' 2). A people who couid "see. . . new cultural horizons 

open up before them" would "fight heroicaiiy on the battlefiont", would "contribute to the 

rearguard effort [and] stand by their goverment in order to win the war and assure a 

hture of fieedom, well-being and cuiture for the whole of the Spanish people" (MIP 1937, 

15). 

To say, however, that cultural practice was a vehicle for propaganda is to say very 

little, for it begs the question, propaganda for what? Ln the est place, the kiad of 

propaganda which both the MIP and the PCE were spreading was aimed at achieving a 

revolution which both organhtions failed to defhe in unequivocal tem.  With the war 

necessarily being a temporary event as much as a temporary state of min4 aU C o m m e a  

talk of revolution was grounded in an uncertain "tomorrow", a term which may have 

offered a great deal of hope, but did very littie to defhe the cuitural change which was 

takllig place. 

Although the Conununkt Party had made dear politid choices to put d o m  the 

revolutionary upheaval of the Spanish masses and to direct aii politicai and military efforts 

to the business of winning the war, it did not, by any meam, abandon the kind of 

revolutionary rhet& which had been a trademark of Spanish conimunism for almost two 

decades. We have aiready seen how d e r  the summer of 1935, this revolutionary rhetoric 

had clearly shated focus both in content (from a proletarian to a popular democratk fine) 

and in fom (fiom addressing the proletariat and peasantxy to addressing the popular 

masses). Yet the Party continueci to foreground itself as a carrier of revolutioriary change. 



In fact, while continuously discrediting any serious t a k  of socialist revolution and laughing 

off the anarchists' and poumists' ta& of proletarian revolutioc the Party continued to hail 

its own achievements and those of the Popdar Front government as tmly "revolutionary", 

foregrounding the war itseg notwithstanding its tragic consequences, as the went which 

had facilitated such a "revolution" (Ibamiri 1938). 

In ai l  faimess, the Communist Party was not far fiom the truth when it argued that 

in previous decades former Muiistries of Public Instniction had been unable to "fuU its 

tme mission", and that oniy during the war had a renovated Minisûy M y  been able to 

carry out any kind of rneaningful change (Cimorra 1937, 1). In the same vein, the 

Federacidn E@oh de Trabajadores de la EnseAm [Spanish National Federation of 

Teachers, FETE] - unconditional supporter of the Popular Front - argued that only the 

"revolutionary power" of the MIP had made it possible to pull peasants out of "lethargy", 

to instill in them the desire both to l e m  and to better themselves ("Brigadas culturales en 

el campo" np). According to the Teachers' Federation, the decree abolishing "all 

economic prideges in education" was the "most revolutionary" of d laws promulgated 

"under all govemments of the Republic" and the creation of student scholanhips and the 

InFtiruto & deObteros some of the most "renovating meanires" ever undertaken by any 

Spanish government ("El Decreto sobre becas de estudios y nibsidios" [4]). 

Whenever the Partyy the Ministry of Public Instruction, or any of its d y  

organizations (teachers' unions, association of intellectuals, etc) spoke about their own or 

one another's achievements they reiterated this kind of revolutionary message, giving one 

another the bene& of a past revolutionary history which presumably explained the 

position of leadership they had taken in the present. In the midst of a democratic 



revolution, it was hardiy surprising to h d  a Federation of University Students (FUE) 

boasting of having had a fhe history as a "revolutionary organhation", and of having 

aiways been in search of "revolutionary solutions" to the problems of education (UFEH 

193 8, 25). Somewhat more problematic, however, was the fact that the Communist-Ied 

Ministry of Public Instruction could participate in such a collective glorification of 

everyone's revolutionary put .  Indeed for the MinistryPCE to admit that the present 

struggle of the FUE was but a mere continuation of its "proud revolutionary past" was a 

clear sign thaf for the Party, the word "revolution" no longer meant the same. 

In fact, although the MIP and every other politicai organization within the Popuiar 

Front, hcluding the Communist Party, continued to use the word "revolution" in a very 

general sense and without any kind of political description, the changes in educationai and 

cultural policy they so proudly recognized were nothing more than what a democratic 

revohtion itself would have aspired to, and had, in fact, been aspiring to for aimost a 

century: the right of the popuiar masses to acquire culture (knowtedge) through both 

fomai and informal education. 

As Party member and MIP-employee Eusebio Cimorra saw it, the "deep changes" 

which the Communist-led Ministry was able to achieve during the war were at lem three: 

the eradication of "class culture", of "wisdom as a priviiege", and of "instniction as a 

prebend" (1937, 1). The present task of the Ministry was to "adapt" and "recreate" 

dture "for the whole of the people", to mate "new foundations for culture, fiom the 

bottom rung of elementary schools to the s d t  of the LinivefSities and institutes 

(Hemhdez 19384 54 1). '13' AQ fi as the Communist Party was concemed, such 

Engiish-language article, published translation of a Spanish original. 



"essential [revolutionary] principle[sIf', while dowing for the "redistribution of land" to 

the peasants (something which no Republican Agrarian Reform had managed to 

accomplish before the war) meant that already "Mf of the revolutionary aspirations of the 

Spanish people" had been met ("A un afro de guena" 5). '" 
Although both the 1W and the PCE dways maintained that the democratic 

revolution under way wodd give way to a proletarian one &er the menace of fascism had 

been eradicated, neither organization seemed to d e  the least effort in order to clarify 

what khd of M e r  "revolutionq changes" wodd be needed in order for the proletarian 

revolution to be possible. Instead, the description of a future revolution turned not only 

umecessarily romantic (exemplified by the argument that the good rapprochement 

between inteilectuals and the people during the contlict would be at least one guarantee 

that inteiiectuals wodd later support the proletarian revolution), but also extremely 

nebtdous, since it barely managed to speak about a "tomorrowf' which was endlessly 

announced, occasiodly describeci, but tmly never defked. 

Such a "tomorrow" would be a "radiantf1 day in which everything in Spain would 

be "new" (Quinto Regllniento 19342). "Tomonow", Spain wodd have a proud and 

educated population able to pursue its culturd interests in peace. f'Tomorrow", the 

country's artistic patrimony would no longer be pnvate property. There would be a 

signincant group of professional intellecf~als, educators and artists who wodd have 

wiilingly abandoned their "ivory towers" and would work much closely to the people. 

"Tomorrow", the country would have its schools and other educational institutions open 

lM Interestingly, it was argued that this "half" rwoluiion had been achieved in domains which had been 
not only of c d  importance in previous Spanirh history, bu! had aiso fküen under the contra1 of the 



to dl, men and women, poor and rich, and illiteracy would be eliminated. The act of 

keeping the national patrimony safe, of opening new schools in the midst of war was proof 

that there was faith in this tornorrow, that it codd îndeed exist and that it was already 

being envisioned (Hemindez 193 8 b, 193 8d). 

Yet such a vision for Spain's fùture was nothing but a description of the cultural 

and educational changes which had aiready been accomplished. Thus what wouid iater be 

"new" was already "new", what was due to happen in the firme had already begun to 

happen in the present. That meant that if the f h r e  was gohg to be the full realization of 

what the war was already dowing as a promise, the future would aiso be deeply marked 

by the "three accomplishments" Cimorra had pointed out. 

It would seem, then, that as far as the PCE and the Muiistry wese concerneci, in 

ternis of dture, the revolution was taking place right then, and the achievements were 

already u n d e w ~ ,  if not already in place. The war was a popdar-democratic culturai 

revolution in the making and the Mtnistry of Public Instruction was its leader. The fact 

that the description of a peacefui tomorrow so strongly resembled the war-tom present 

meant that what was important for the MIP was the democratic revolutionary changes 

achieved, changes which had happened to take place during a war and which would simply 

expand once the war was over. What "tomorrow" would bring was not M e r  

revolutionary changes, but the possibility of enjoying the fniits of the revohition aiready 

completed, of enjoying them in peace. 

Leaving the description of tomonow so closely resembling the achievements of the 

present had two d e d i a t e  consequemes: one, that the possiility of a proletarian cuitufal 

Communist Party during the war, given their leadership in the M3&ry of Public Instniction and of 
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revolution was being de fado obliterated - or at least postponed to such a distant future 

that it wuld not even be foreseen at the t h e ;  and, second, that there was no discussion on 

the 19nd of changes needed to adjust the educatiod and cultural schemes which had been 

specincally designed for a tirne of war - and indeed in order to whz thai wm - for a time of 

peace. Presumably, once fascism had been defeated on the battlefield, education would no 

longer need to be ideologically oriented. Without any need to encourage people to win a 

war, artistic activities would no longer need to be so deeply ingrained in political agitation 

and propaganda. Without the need to offer people a expeditious education, there would 

be no need to have shortened venions of otherwise lengthy educational prograrns. The 

description of a peaceful tomorrow included a great deal of cultural achievements, but it 

fded to suggest how these achievements would also be meaningfùl after the war. 

Yet the fact that the dtural revolution of which the MIP so badly wanted to be 

the leader was left undefined was perhaps one of its srnailest fiaws. What was more 

problematic about it was that every one of its achievements seemed to be accompanied by 

a lack of achievement in other aspects of cultural work. Indeed whiie, on the one haad, 

the way was open for ordinary Spaniards to own the dtural means of production, a 

hierarchy of kaowledge was always maintained, transformhg people into beggars for 

d tu re ,  rather than full protagonists in it. Further, while the educational system 

underwent drastic reforms in order to guarantee access to education and culture to every 

Spaniard in the Republican zone, the refom did not go deep enough so as to change the 

content of bourgeois education as it had been known until then. 

Agriculture. 
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As we have aiready seen, while Communists had defended the idea of a "social 

rwolution" "against hateful inequalities", they had also indicated that both the Party and 

the government were prepared to defend some kind of social differentiation among people, 

including what they cded a "hierarchy of culture, technical knowledge and skill", as the 

only way "to stimulate. . . growth" (roinui 1938, 390). 

Indeed, although the govemment of the Popular Front, and, in particular, the 

Ministry of hiblic Instniction, had helped ordinary people see thernselves as the 

protagonists in the war and in that great "strearn of energy" which was flooding the 

country, and aithough people were in practice becorning performers, singers, actors, 

editors, writers, and the like, govemment discourse failed to foreground those very same 

people as real agents of cuIhnaI change. In the "hierarchy" which the "revolution" was 

to respect, people were kept right at the boaom. Political authonties and petit-bourgeois 

or bourgeois intellectuals were pomayed as the only tme recipients ofknowledge. In 

relation to th- ordinary people seemed to be mere servants of culture. 

Clearly, in relation to the saving of the National Artistic Patrimony, the official 

MIPFCE dismune seemed to be unable to decide whether people were ignorant or 

knowledgeable, and whether or not their naturd intuition and popular wisdom could in 

any way replace their lack o f f o d  (artistic and otherwise) education. Occasiody, 

people were foregrounded (and quite patemalistically too, for that matter) as holders of a 

knowledge they could not possibly have. In that light, Spaniards were not an ignorant 

people at ail. In facf they knew ali they needed to lmow about the value of the works of 

art they were saving. As Josep Renau put if "[l]e peuple lui-même conmit et comprend, 

infinirnent mieux que naguère, la signification et Penseignemerit de ses vieux maîAtres" to 



the point of feeling tme "respect" and "attachement" toward them (193 8,39). That was, 

according to the OBce intemonal des Musées, "la plus sûre garantie de conservation 

des monuments et oeuvres d'art" (ibid). 

For the most part, however, govemment and Party Eterature on the saving of the 

National Patrimony acknowledged that the majority of the Spanish people were in "such a 

deep state of illiteracy and ignorance" that they were "unable to comprehend the spintual 

reality" of the works of art they were savhg. As a result, they could only see those works 

of art as syrnbols of the "slavery" they had been forced to undergo in the pst ("La 

protection" 3). People were d e d ,  howwer, to be "humble" to the extent of "forgiWig" 

the "wrongdohg which other classes @ad done] to them in the pasttt. The very act of 

saving the Patrimony was held as a proof that the effects of nich "wroogdoing" could in 

fact be "overcome" (ibid). 

Quite remarkably, no one was more adamant in the admission of ignorance than 

the people themselves. There are dozens of stories about the role played by ordinary 

Spanish workers and peasants as soldiers who took part in saving the National Patrimony. 

In mny of those, people themselves ernphasized their own ignorance and foregrounded 

their inferiority, as they acknowledged they were saving art pieces they could not 

appreciate or understand.'" 

Agnes Humbert, attache in France's National Museum, told a story of how the 

Counselor for Culhue of the General i~  de ~afa~tmya'~~ received truckloads of the most 

diverse objects collected by the milic'ianos . The load was accompanied by a note which 

read, "[hlere we send you evesrthuig we found; we donlt know what has any value and 

Mon stories about o r d i m y  people swing the national patrimony can be found in Marindo (1937a). 



what doesn't, because nobody ever taught us that. . . We beg of you to send us art books 

to educate ourselves" ("La proteccion" 1 8). 

Assuming that the original lines written by the mzlicianos were something similar 

to the ones reproduced here (a cowelor fiom the Generaliial told the story to M. 

Humbert, who in tum published if so the original b e s  may not necessarily be the same), 

they are extraordinady rneanhgfid insofa as they contain the people's reaction to most of 

what the Popular Front government was doing for them. The fact that they acknowledge 

that nobody ever taught them to understand art, means they are aware of a past of 

oppression in which they were kept ignorant. The request for art books reflects at least 

three things: one, that they know how to read books of which they were previously 

unaware; second, that they feel the governent is on their side and works for them, that it 

wants their weU-being; and third, that they perceive that govenunent as a provider of 

culture. More importantiy, in this mory, like in many others, people see thernselves as 

ignorant. "We dont know what has value and what doesn't", they say, foregrounding theû 

own ignorance and clearly apologiring for not being able to distinguish the real art objects 

from the rubbish The fàct that they had to send it all  to the authorities of the GeneraIitat 

ultimately revealed that the people were not decision-makers, that they passed on the reins 

to political authorities to make wIiatever pertinent decisions had to be made. 

Ordinary people could pick up a piece of art, codd load it and transport it, they 

codd even risk their lives under the bombs to Save it, but ultimately they had no power to 

decide what to do with it, indeed whether or not it was worth doing anythuig with it in the 

first place. These people were mere servants of culture, protectors of the former artistic 

'" R e g i d  government of the region (historical nation) of Catalonia 
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creations of the national bourgeoisie with which they were not familiar and by which they 

were so obviously and so sadly ovenvhelmed. Political authorities may have been too 

paternalistic and the people themselves too humble, but they ail seemed willing to accept 

that "wisdom" was the prerogative of the intellechial elites. 

Auother example of how the hierarchy of knowledge was rnaintained was the way 

in which the MIP understood the relationship between the intelligentsia and the people. 

Certaidy neither the Ministry nor the Communist Party "professed the kind of false and 

demagogic obrerismo which [had] made of the proletariat a god and of the inteliechial an 

enemy" (Roces 1948,22). In fact, if either one of those organizations can be accused of 

anything during the years of war, it would be of doing precisely the opposite. 

In late 1936, Milicia PopuZw, the officia1 pubiication of the Communist Fifb 

Reghent, pubfished a number of articles, speeches, inte~ews and manifestos on the 

occasion of the move to Valencia of the (bourgeois) intdectuals living in the Casa de Za 

CziItwu in Madrid tu another one in Valencia. The language used to refer to these 

bourgeois intellectuals could not be more cloquent. 

Milina Populm spoke ofthem as ifthey were the only ones who had access to the 

sources of knowledge, as ifthey were the very sources themselves. The journal portrayed 

them as the most refined and Cuftivated among a i i  Spaniards, and as the absoiute guardians 

of howledge, the arts, letters and sciences in Spain, hein to ail the knowledge throughout 

history, and the only ones responsible for safeguarding that knowledge for the future. 



Indeed these intellectuals were the "sabios esp&olestt [Spanish wise men]lgO the highest 

representation of pst,  present and hture Spanish culture itseE and, as such, worthy of 

the greatest protection, for they were to lead the "build[ig]" of a "new country" 

("Hombres de ciencia"). These "wise men", "who [gave] Spain so much glory" needed 

to be taken away h m  the "annoyance and the dangers of war" ("Sabios espaiioles" 3). 

The ComUaist officers of the Fifth Regimenî, who were otherwise overwheimed by 

"great responsibilities", took into account the "respect and attention" these intellectuals 

deserved, and made it a "question of honor" to take them to safety (ibid). 

No article in Milicia PopuZar or in any other Communist publication of the time 

referred to these bourgeois inteiiechials - whether referring to the move âom the Cesa de 

la C u h a  or in any other w e  - without using the word "sabios". 19' It was, indeed, the 

cult of nilture, a feeling of admiration toward the inteilectuals tiom the upper classes in 

complete contradiction with the encouragement given to ordinary people in order to have 

them participate in weqday cultural work. The fact that the "wise men" were being 

admired in such a way only helped to point out how ignorant the rest of the population 

was, and it meant that men though, in practice, people were ushg their own rneans of 

production to produce dture,  knowledge did not tnily belong to them. 

To have the Communist Party and its elite army officers show their respects to 

bourgeois inteiiectuds was something which could have hardly been envisioned a few 

The original Spanish titie says "sabiosn and not "subias", thus exduding the ferninine, although it 
could be argued that the Spamh masculioe, as it is the case in French, incIudes the ferniniDe as weil. 
However, the reality was that all the intellectuaIs evacuated by the Fifth were men. 
ln Intemthgiy, in a hdc-ynnk-vou note to the F i  Regiment, one of the intdectuals who was e~coated 
from the Casa de la Cutiwa de Ma&d to that &Valencia, used the tenn *cultural workers" to reféx to 
him and his colleagues ( U s  sabios y artistas trasiadadosM 3). But in the veq same artide the editors of 
Milicio Poplcu r e f i  back to them all as nsobios*. See alîo "Escritores de prestigio mundiai". 



years earlier. The change, however, was quite deep, since the C o m m h t  Party not only 

revered those very same intellechiah it had previously despised, huning them Uito popular 

heroes, but it also considered those inteiiectuds to be part of the artistic patrimony itself, 

and a patrimony of the people for that matter. The Communist soldiers of the F a h  

Regiment were driven to risk their iives in order to Save the "wise men", because those 

men were "theirs", because they "belonged" to the people. 

In his fareweil words to the "wise men", Commander-in-chief of the Fifth 

Regiment, Carlos Contreras, told them that the Spanish people "did not want to lose their 

artists and men [sic] of Science" ("Sabios espaÏiolesM 3; emphasis added). Although some 

intellechials might at nrst have found a variety of reasons to object to their evacuation, the 

FBh Regiment took it upon itselfto carry out the move. "We are going to take you to 

Valencia", Carlos Contreras told them, "despite b r ]  resistance because] your lives do 

not belong to you any more; they belong to the people, to the whole of humdty .  No one 

has the nght to make decisions about his [sic] life when that life is in the service of science 

or art" (ibid). The way Antonio Mje put it says it cleariy: "Culture is the patrimony of 

the people; that is why, we [the people]. . . take it upon ourselves the responsibility and 

the honor of savingyou" (qtd. in "Sabios espaiIolesf 3; emphasis added). With the 

pronoun "you" replackig the noun "culturei', inteilectuals and culture were effectively 

identEed as one and the same thing. People were the servants of d tu re  who made sure 

the two of them managed to survive the war. 

Those people who saved the art of the bourgeoisie, but who did not understand it, 

the people who helped the "wise men" go to safety, were the same people who decades 

earlier had looked upon socialist inteiiectuais like Fernando de los Rios and had felt the 



awe of looking at a master. That was h a d y  a people who had accomplished, or who 

codd be said to be in the pmcess of accomplishhg, a cultural revolution. Those codd 

most certainly not be a people who had taken it upon thernselves to be fidi and rightfui 

protagonists of the cultural event. The hierarchy of knowledge had, indeed, been 

maintaineci, making ail talk of culhual revolution, access to education and the like, a mere 

rhetoricd exercise, an4 more importantly, contradicting the very achievernents of the 

popular dernocratic revolution itself. 

It was precisely to make that point that almost two decades d e r  the original 

Partido Commista EspfI>fol had corne and gone, his intelleaual mentor Juan Andrade - 

now writing for the P O W s  La Butalla - raised his voice, yet again, against the 

Comrnunist Party of Spain. Accordhg to Andrade, it was necessary to oppose the 

"strange rnyth" according t o  which a man, by virtue of being "wise" was also assumed to 

be "good" and thus autornatically placed "on the workers' side" and expected to "support 

the [proletarian] revolution" (1 93 7% 1). Andrade argued that "most bourgeois 

intellectuais] had reached the official category of Wse' thanks to [their] influence on the 

state and the protection they receive[d] âom it" (ibid). To believe that mch "children of 

the bourgeoisie" - regadess of how poritidy progressive they proclaimed themselves 

to be - codd ever stop serving their class interests in order to j ob  the working class was 

"to believe in miracles" (ibid). 

Andrade argued that the way in which the authorities were treating intellectuals 

proved they "lacked confidence in the creathe activities of the proletariat as a classvbid). 

This was so not only because there were also proletarian inteItectuak - though perhaps 

not so "well-known" or "admired" as bourgeois inteiiecnials were - who should be 



considered the naturd allies of the working class, but also because it was "outrageous" 

that at a moment when the proletariat had advanced so much politically, it also continued 

to believe in the "old prestigious people &om the bourgeoisiewid). Andrade believed al i  

that was the result of the "messianism" which Stalinist communisrn was "enc~urag~ig]" 

(ibid) . 

If keeping this "hierarchy of lmowleûge" was an underachievement on the part of 

the Ministry of Public Tnstructiou, a rnuch greater one was the lack of meaningful 

structural change which took place within the educational system As rnuch as it served to 

literdy "open the doors" of primary and secondary education to ali citizens, the MIP's 

educational policies a h  deah exhaustively with what was to be found behind the doors 

themselves. For one, there would be some sipflcant changes in tema of the syllabus 

which would be taught in the new Spanish schools of the Popular Front and in the way 

education was to be imparted. Much more important, however, was the kind of 

"ideologicaîn changes which the "newn school would have to go through, what Juan 

Mtguel Rom&, a c o m m ~ s t  teacher, called the "moral changes" which had to do with the 

ideology underlying education. Having admitted that the country was undergohg a 

democratio revolution, much of that "new" id&ogy to be reflected in sçhool, needless to 

say, was bound to be a bourgeois one. 

fieziew Ministry ofPublic Instruction set out to revise thehvay subjects lüre 

Spanish history or litmature would be taught in war-the schools, so that the study of the 

past would foregroufld the historiai importance of the very class which had previously 

-- -----.- ------ 

ln Some a m o n  T- pak& for -le, to >. new & j e  which wcmid comprise the new Bqdtillemfo 
~ b r e v f d  Hi& SchoaI] for workas betwem 15 and 35 years of age, or to the kind of literaain 



been oppressed. In order to do that, the "new school" could no longer hide behind false 

daims of political or ideological neutrality. To counteract what had been done by the 

feudal system, the new school would have to be openly ideological. In the mi& of war, 

that simply rneant it would have to be strongly and unapologetically anti-fascist. Ln order 

to change Spain's "moral" reality, Juan Miguel Rad argued, the school system would 

have to combat the effeots which centuries of feudalisrn had had on the school system 

(1937, 17). 

Anti-fascism in the school would have an "ideological", as well as a "technical", 

aspect. In the "ideological" t e r r e  it would "combat against fascism in a l l  its fonns. . . 

exhibithg and studyhg its crimiaal and inhuman acts" both in Spain and in other countries. 

It would "defend. . . a i l  pacifist undertakings and the r i a s  of all the peoples in the world 

to selfaetermiaatioa . . ". It would "revise history under the light of tnith and justice, 

pointing out the efforts made by the people in order to defend th& rights agaulst the 

dominant oligarchies and other great oppressors" (MD n.d.). School would have to 

transmit to children the idea that the war behg waged was just and fair, making them 

understand the 'great possiiilities for action and creationn the codict was "openhg up for 

the m e "  @ami 1937, 18). The new school would thus be the ideological child of the 

Popular Front as the umbrella organization under which ail mti-fascist ideologies would 

corne to have an expression (17). 

Iii the "technical" aspect, an anti-fascist =ho01 would foUow the style of the Soviet 

Polytechnio schooi, teacbing cbitdren all aspects of science as applied to alî branches of 

techriid work, and training them to &ely participate during and der  their school years 

a which the new school d d  pay m o n  to, once it had been of gnomos and fairiesn, of 



in the development of their c o u n t ~ ~  by offering them productive work Anti-fascist school 

would "emphasize the value of work. . . as a way of life as weii as a means to achieve 

progress, prosperity and culture" (MIP nd.). 

A school system grounded in the ideology of anti-fiiscism and set to undo the 

wrongdoing of the feudai system, regardless of how beiiigerent its ideological content and 

how unapologetic its politics, resembled little the proletarian school which the Communist 

Party had been speddng about for years. Since the "new school" was being designed in 

order to counteract the ideological Iegacy of the feudal system, it was dso Iefl open to 

embrace the educational mode1 aiready devised by the refonnist bourgeoisie, in the 

process Ming go of the need for fiirther structural change. In fact, the Ministry ended up 

designing a "new school" which was the brainchild of the Esa~ela Unzfzmada which was 

aiready the standard mode1 of refonnist education. Anti-fascist school, just tike bourgeois 

schooi, was a systern open to ail classes precisely because it did not set out to challenge 

the existence of ciasses. 

III a text published by the Minifierio de IttSfrUcciOn PUblica on the anti-fascist 

character of education, the cornparison between the school of the past and what the school 

of the future was setting out to achieve was one which could have been carbon-copied 

fkom any text from the Regeneracionstas and i.mtihrcioni,stus of the nineteenth centuy. 

For the Mtnstry, the school which was found "on the other side of the trenches", that is 

h c i s t  or feudal school, was the school of "sa4 sleepy children", the school which 

considered childhood to be "a abominabIe mass, aiready condemned to drag a He full of 

hardship and restrictions"; a school which was "poor", which "did not awaken the desire 

"fables and stupid moraies" (Enrfquez ad., 24). See aiso La escuela actual es esenciahente antijiàscista. 
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to leam", and which "choked the inboni happiness of children". On the other hanci, there 

was a school which was "active" and "happy", a school which would "forge the makers of 

a new Spain" (MIP nd, n.p). This school would contribute to the creation of a modem 

citizen, optimistic, active, strong, fnend of the people and able to b ~ g  ideas of peace, 

justice and happiness (ibid). 

Jesiis Hemindez achowledged that the kind of "new", "true" and "antifascist" 

school the Ministry so eagerly descnbed was stiU far from being a "socialist school". 

"Some people in the field of Public Instruction have pointed out that the changes in the 

educational system are not tackling issues of class", H e d d e z  admitted. "That is tme", 

he continue& "[wle cannot pursue those transformations until we go through a socialist 

revolution . . Today our duty is to create a popuiar educational and miturai system to 

support the work of a i i  ad-fascists" (19374 2). As put succindy by the Fracciones 

Cornunistas de Pro~esioouZes rie la Ense&nzza [Communkt Union of Teaching 

Professionals], everybody had to understand that while living under the curent political 

system (a capitalist and bourgeois system) it would be umealistic to expect to be able to 

have a socialxst school(1937, 1). As José Alvarez Lopera has pointed out, what the PCE 

and the MIP were doing was tramferring to the educational field, the "everlasting 

Commtmist thesis: first the war, the revoiution Iater" (1982, 32).lg3 

Perhaps because the comrnunist opposition had already decided to pursue the 

proletarian revohtion in the midst of the conûict, the war did not stop the POUM fiom 

pursuing the kind of "Mantist School" the Bloque Obrero y Campesino and the OposiciOn 

lg3 In th& light, 1 fïnd that suggesiions indicating that the MIP and the Popular Front were implementing 
an educational çystem which sought "classless educationn unsustainable. See Fernandez Soria and 
Mayordomo (1 993,13). 



Cornunista de Izquierda had already pioneered.194 As they pursued such a project, anti- 

Stalinist communists acnised the govemment and "aii reformist organizations" which 

supported it - and this included the Comunist Party as weii - of dealhg with the 

university problem in the same way the Republican govemments had done between 193 1 

and 1936, "t&[ing] and talk[inglN about "facilitating the access of young workers" to it 

and doing iittle else ("Por la universidad obrera Socialista" 1). Accordhg to the 

comun is t  opposition, a truiy new educational policy shodd not be concemed with the 

question of "access" by the working class to schools and universities, but with making sure 

workers occupied positions of power in the administration of the system. They did not 

believe that a culturai revolution was to take place simply by haWig teachers and students 

from the "old sydem" "dow" workers to corne to their institutions. A tme cultural 

revolution wouid mean that workers themselves would assume the positions of leadership, 

and once they had done that, they would be the ones to decide which "petit-bourgeois 

elements they [could] aiiow in iheir educational centres and which professors [shodd] be 

kept and which expelleci, depending on their past political history and their technical 

ability" ("Via el fiente de los estudiantes revolucionarios" 3; emphasis in the original). 

That is, the question was not so much about "access" as it was about "control" ("Por la 

universidad obreran 1). lg5 

The fkt that the Comuaist Ministry of Public Instniction was doing nothing to 

erase the hierarchy of lmowledge and the tact that it was unwilling to challenge the class 

biases of the bourgeois mode1 of Escuela Urnfictz&z, were obvious signs that Communists 

'" For a description of the WUM's EScueh M-sta during the yean of war, see Andrade (193%); 
MaUrin (1936); Penh (1937). 



had already undergone a ciramatic shi. in their view of Spanish cultural history and in the 

meaning the Civil War was to have within it. The i d o l a ~  of the bourgeois inteuectual and 

the perpehüition of class differences within the educational system were the practical 

consequences of a cultural discoune in which the PCE and the MIP had embraced the 

cause of Republican Regeneracionismo itseK bringing Spanish cultural hiaory fidi circle. 

At a most basic level, by fighting a war against feudalism/fascisrn and not the refomist 

bourgeoisie, Spanish Communists shared a great deai with nineteenth-century 

Regeneraciottistm: the enemy. Once that common enemy was acknowledged, the Party 

could easily idenm with the very goals of reformism. 

Whenever the PCE or the MIP found it necessary to speak of the past of the 

Spanish educational and cultural system, the dividing ihe between present and past was 

only symbolically 18 Jdy 1936. For the most part, nich a dividing Line was placed on 14 

April 193 1. That is, the past against which the Minisüy of Public Instruction was dghting 

was not the past of a bourgeois society, but of a feudal one, and such a past had not ended 

with the outbreak of war in mid-1936, but with the proclamation of the Second Republic 

in early 193 1. The "past" which needed to be overcome was a past in which the Church 

controiied education, a system which produced "[ilIliterate people", because its plans had 

been "weak, badly designed and inefficient", a system ruied by "intellechial poverty" and 

the Iack of "pedagogical abitity" (Frente Popular 1937,6). The current Ministry of Public 

Instruction, which was fighting for "Progress, Freedom and Culture" was to eradicate such 

a past of "oppression and illiteracy" (Vizquez 1937, 1; capitalkation as in the original). 

lg5 Further clisnimon on the POUibi's view on edncation and the educationai system can be found in 
Ma* (1936,I!J87); Penh (1937); "The New Schmln Part I and II (1936). 



Havhg adopted the same enemy, the reformist bourgeoisie and the Communists of 

the PCE were, in fict, occupying the same subject position. Since the bourgeois Republic 

was not part of the pst to be defeated, but of the present, very soon the Republic was no 

longer "they", but "we", and in that historical leap the PCE tnily identified with the 

refonnist bourgeoisie. 

Being "we" meant that an effort was made to acknowledge the accomplishments 

and to juste the shortcomings of the first Republican government, blaming the CEDA 

and the second Republican government (the very precursors of fascism) for not dowing 

educational and cultural change to corne through. As it has already been discussed, during 

the years of the first Republican government, Mundo Obrero had not said much about the 

cuitural policy of the Repubiican government. Most iikely this &ad been because the Party 

thought the government's cultural work was unworthy of attention, given the fact that the 

bourgeois government itseif'would ody be temporary. Things had changed radicdy in 

five years, and by the period 1936-37, Heniandez's Ministry of Public Instruction looked 

back at the first Republican government with a feeling of complacency. Foregrounding a 

"past" of feudalism and of fascistfreligious education, the MIP argued that Spain "had had 

to wait for the Republic in order to change nich a state of affairs" with a new educational 

policy "inspired in some fundamentai principles which are and will continue to be a 

reference for fimue educational policy" Frente Popular 1937,4). In such a new light, for 

example, the Misiones Pedagogiccfs had been a "grande croisade entreprise pour élever le 

niveau spintuel du peuplet' ( R e m  193 8,41) whose f i t s  the Spanish people were now 

receiving, "giorious institutions" in which "students and teachers. . . happily traveled 

through vülages and towns" in order to take "a bit of happiness and culture to those places 



where the peasant youth [had been ] abandoned" (Frente Popular 193 7, 1 1). The war-time 

MIP justined the shortcomings of previous bourgeois Ministnes on the grounds that the 

poiitical opposition it had endured had not allowed them to meet their own goals, which 

had been to "improve and expand the values of [Spanish] dh i r e  and education" 

(Hemindez 193 8c, 22). Luckily, however, whatever political obstacles the Republican 

governent may have faced in the pst, they no longer existed. In the process, 

Comrntmists not ody erased themselves from the history of the opposition to the 

Republic, they also endowed themselves with the task of continuhg what the Republic had 

already begun. Ifthe first Republican govemment had only been able to "double" the 

number of schools, the MIP wodd now guarantee access to them (Frente Popular 1937, 

13). If the &s& Republican govemment had been unable to cany out a mie reform in the 

Spanish university and had failed to achieve "tme communion between professors and 

students", the M P  would now do it by opening it to the masses. 

This was not "to start again in a rewluiionary wqy", as Arconada had caiied for in 

early 1936.'" Instead, the educational project of the MIP stayed with the very same 

p~ciples ,  it approved of whatever was achieved by the first Republican government 

(though achowledging it had been ïttie); it embraced its ideas, its intentions, its needs, 

and its practice. Heniandez himseif said it, wen when he was no longer Minister of Public 

~nstniction'~~: "Upon guarant eeing the phy sical and cultural improvement of our people", 

'" Set Chapter Three. 
I w  The origuial PopuIar Front gwernment la i  by Largo Caballero was replaced in May 1937, when the 
position of Prime M h h r  passed on to Socialist Juan Negdn, although tbe nst of the cabinet remained 
basically uncbanged, and Comniunists Je& HecniIllciez and Vicente Unbe held on to their posts. As a 
rcsoit of one af many political aiss, Negrin's govemment s u t , s t a n ~  chged in April193 8, still a 
year before the end of the war, and H&dez (who had been directiy involved the misis) left the cabinet 
The M P  was subsequenîiy taken by an anarch& Segundo Blanco, whose team set out to vase di tnices 



the Popular Front government " confirms what is already the work of the Republic in these 

fields and it promises to build on thern" (193 8% 17). Arconadah idea to "start in a 

revolutionmy w q "  was simply replaced by the idea of "expanding" whatever work had 

already been started. 

By entering the subject "we" and occupying the subject position of the reformist 

bourgeoisie, as weli as by embracing the Repubiican cultural and educational projea and 

promising to expand it, the PCE and the MIP were de facto identifjing themselves with 

the Spanish tradition of liberalism and progressive poïitics. Both the Party and the 

Ministry foregrounded a hifioncal narrative which completely assimilated the metaphor of 

las dos Espdm: throughout history there had been, on the one hand, the tradition of the 

Inquisition, the Catholic Monarchs and the empire; and, on the other, the tradition of 

"those who fought against the darkness, for progress and freedom?that is the tradition of 

the bourgeois intelligentsia (Roces 1948,2627). The PCE and the MIP saw themselves 

as part of the tradition of the "men [sic] of progress" who had historically fought against 

feudal Spain: âom the Castitian c o m u n e r ~ s , ~ ~ ~  to the heroes of the Republic, ali of them 

"predecesson of the revolutionary movement which the proletariat call[ed] its own" (109); 

all of them in the tradition of Pi y ~ a r ~ a l l , ~ ~ ~  ~ a l h , ~  and Garcia ~ e r n i n d e ~ ~ ~ '  and "dl 

those who fou@ to destroy the feudai, monastic and monarchic Spain and open the way 

to a democratic system based on the weU-being of the massestf (ibid). In that tradition, 

they even found themselves heks to the work of people like Joaquin Costa, and, 

- - - -- - - - - - - - - -  

of communist policy in the Ministry. For further reading on h m  this crisis ~~ the Ministerio de 
Instniccidn Ptiblica and on Blanco's new Ministry, see Alvarez Lopera (1982). 

Anti-monafchical r n m e n t  in the eady 1500s. 
'# -dent of the First Repubiic in 1873. 

Fermin Gd&, Républican hero who had died in a premature proclamation of the Second Republic. 



remarkably enough, Fernando de los Rios (Claudin ad, 8-1 1). The Popdar Front was 

perceived as the orgaaization which could bring ail those historical dreams and aspirations 

under one single banner. In the process of o u t h g  such a traditios historical wents as 

dEerent as the War of Independence against Napoleon and the struggle of the "masses" 

for "national independence" during Barcelona's Tragic Week (note how the proletariat has 

now become the masses, and the struggle against a monarchic system one for national 

independence) were made part of a historical h e  which hchded the Constitution of Ca& 

in 1 8 12 and the proletarian revo1utions of 19 1 7 and 1934, as if they had origindy had 

similar m h g s  (Diaz 193 7b, 484-5). 

Indeed the armed codic t  was not only the laiesi in that long trajectory of 

historical confrontations against feudal Spain. Most importantly, it also had a great 

potential to be the lm. For the Popular Front govemment and the MIP, the war was the 

finaï confrontaiion between liberal and feudd Spain, and one, of course, in which the 

former would be victorious. Indeed, as a final confrontation, the war was the nnal 

struggle and the condensation of aii previous ones. The war was a "very deep crisis. . . fùii 

ofpmfving h e "  which gave "strength" and "open[ed] the way for the new Spain", a 

country which was "purgiag itself" (MarinelIo 193 7b, 9). In a most classic humanistic 

approach, that M "purge" was to produce the final "new man" [sic] (ibid), and the final 

"structure" in which "ali S paniards who love[d] their homeland [and] who respect [ed] the 

Republic" (Herdndez 193 8% 19). The war was the final opportunity for the Spanish 

pueblo to redeem itself âom fascism. 



From among all the things the war meant, the acquisition of knowledge and 

education were the most important redeeming tools. In this new humanistic discourse, 

culture was no longer a social superstructure, but an individual and collective essence 

yearning to be set fiee, and which would be fiee once the enemy had been ~ v e r c o r n e . ~ ~ ~  

The Communist MIP, like the bourgeois reformists of whom it considered itseif an heir, 

believed the "new" Spain "of the future" - even in the midst of war - was being " carved 

. . . through work and study" and that the acquisition of culture were the bais upon 

which to b d d  a new dernocratic aate ("Odiemos al Fascisme" 1). It was thus in art and 

culture that the Spanish people "had pIaced all their hopes" ("La proteccion" 5), for they 

would make "shacks" disappear and would "create" a new country (Grimau 1988,386). 

The hopes placed on the redeeming qualities of culture were so great that it was argued 

that ifprevious generations "couid have had the means to cultivate their intelligence" the 

" exploithg class" would have by then been "plunged into silence" (Rojo, 193 7, 4). 

Just as the Republican government had seen itseifas a provider and organizer of 

cuihire in order to create citkens of a dernocratic state, the MIP and the govemment of 

the Popular Front declared that among its most important principles were "the cultural, 

physid and moral improvement of the race", so as "to reach the degree of intellechial 

e w b r i ~ m  which [the Spanish people] need[ed] in order to create the morde of the new 

society" which was beiag created (Cornisariado General de Guena 1938). As a result, the 

state was to give citizens ail "means possible" so that they might reach the "degree of 

--- - -  - 

Ovmming fascisn and feudaiism as an obstacle for the nnal hiration of a popdar Spain meant that 
the Spankhpueblo wodd then k able to dnzlop th*r "hitherto u h o w n  abüit@~]" which had remained 
" M e n  inside each and every onen (Sbnchez Barbudo 1936, 3). That pueblo, the individuais in if "will 
live to be able to k the man who codd hâve beau and never was, and that "lies dormant [sentims como 



moral and intellechid development" needed to "know their rights and duties", and with 

that, "deserve full spinhial sovereignty" ("Valor del Ateneo" 2). 

The cultural liberation of the people was going to happen with them as 

protagonists of both politics and culture and not as mere recipients, it was to be led by a 

political regime with popular roots of support which looked out for the interests of the 

people, and in the middle of an ongoing democratic revolution, rather than in the rnidst of 

oppression, and in aU those ways it was to be very dEerent 5om the kind of cultural 

liberation Regeneracionistas and Ihstihrcionisfas had proposed. In both cases, however, 

the acquisition of knowledge and the practice of culture, would be the "healthy 

transformation" which Spain was going to experience and through which the Spanish 

people would find their Liberation. Culture, once again, was the "axis of the nation", an 

axis in which "ail revolutionqv aspirutions inierpolie[d]" ("Editorial", Boleth FU2 1 ; 

emphasis added). A catdyst and channel for the revolution was, ultimateIy, a replacement 

for the revolution itself. 

Propaganda for what?, 1 asked earlier. And the answer can oniy be that the 

"Communist dogrna" and "propaganda" coming out of the MIP, with the full support of 

the Cornmunist Party of Spain, and of the cultural organizations run by Party members, 

was a propaganda for a half-way democratic dmal revolution which was keeping m c h  

of the same adturd divisions feudd Spain had been breeding for centuries and which the 

reformist bourgeoisie had aiready set out to change and fded to do so. The goal of such 

political propaganda was to achieve the cultural trdormation which the bourgeoisie had 

been trying to implement for so many decades. What has been discussed above - the 

en espera l a m  inside each and every one of [them]" (ibid). See ah the "Edional" of the Boletin FUE 
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"coIlStitution" of the Spanish people as subjects of a populist discourse, the 

implementation of revolutionary changes in the fields of education and culture, and the 

way in which they were counteracted by lack of change in other areas - made of education 

and culture the begllining, the middle and the end of a process which was hardly new. 

Culture was the source, the means and the objective, aii in one. It was the whole as much 

as each of its parts. Culture was the tool to make the Spanish people a vertebrate 

community; effectively, it was what "constituted" them as poiiticd subjects of a populist 

discourse which pitîed thern against a power bloc - much Like the reformist bourgeoisie 

had done - in the process, bringing them together as a community of interests. Culture 

was what feudal Spain had denied to the masses of people and Iack of culture was what 

had contibuted to keep them subjected. The acquisition of culture was making people 

aware of that oppression, and of the need to fight against the enemy. Culture itself was 

what defined people and what made them ditferent fiom that enemy. The promise of 

culture was what kept them fighting. Culture was also the h a 1  objective, the main 

component of a new Spain which was waging the last of its battles against ignorance and 

darkness. What made the war-the Communist cultural discourse so closely resemble the 

culhual reformist discome of previous decades was not only aU that, but the faa that 

culture itselfwas the means to achieve liberation, that it was, indeed, the tool for finai 

redemption. 

Finally, what came out of that redemption through culture was a renovated 

concept ofpueblo which negated and embraced al1 other definitions at the same time. The 

pueblo of the Civil War was not the submissive pueblo which the Regeneracionisias had 

(193 7) and "Coadyuvemos". 
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interpellated, it was a pueblo in arms. Nor was it the pueblo whom the first Republican 

government had wanted to educate, mere recipients of the goodness of the bourgeoisie. 

It was apueblo who wu subject of political change, agent of its destiny, in the process of 

educating itself, fighting a war against a historical enemy. Yet it was Regeneracionista, 

because the people wouid be lîberated and redeemed by culture; it was cIassical 

Republican, because the people were portrayed as uncompted free spirits who would win 

over evil; it was modem Repubiicaq because it conceived of a people who wouid have 

access to the educational institutions of the bourgeoisie; and it was communist because it 

did not d e  out, although it did not afErm either, the possibiiity of a fiiture proletarian 

revotution. 

This aii-encompassing meanings of the terms "culture" and "peblo" were indeed 

the proof that what the Communist Party and the Ministry of Public Instruction were 

pursuing via their leadership role in the cultural revolution was the histoncal cultural 

program of the reformist bourgeoisie. Uitimately, what the Communist Party was doing 

through its work in the Muiistry of Public hstniction was to take a leadership role in the 

democratic revolution Spain had nwer ha4 and which, by 1936, had taken strong Jacobin 

overtones. By then, the country was involveci in a popular-democratic stmggle which had 

ernbraced the basic goals of the democratic revolution - progress, access to education, 

socialkation of cuihire, fkeedorn - while incorporating and CO-opting some o f  the goals of 

the proletarian revohitioa itseif - social justice, land reform, better working conditions and 

the like. 

Singing the g l o h  of a iiberal revolutionary past, honoring the reformist 

inteliectuals who had been its protagonists, and transfodg cultural change into the 



driving-force and essence of revolutionary change, the Communist Party was, in fact, far 

kom counteracting the cultural hegemony of the bourgeoisie. It was reinstating it, 

validating it, and embracing it as the tnie alternative for progress. Ironically, being in a 

Ministry of Public Instruction, the PCE was unable or unwiiling to carry out the kind of 

inteIiectual revolution which the national-popdar struggle required in order to be tnily a 

preliminary stage of the proletarian revolution. In fiict, it was precisely because the Party 

had access to the re-organization of education and cultural practice that it would also have 

the means to accompiish what nineteenth-century Republicans and twentieth-cenhiry 

bourgeois reformists had been unable to do: the final education of the Spanish citizenship 

for dernocracy. 

The h a 1  "constitution" of the Spanish people as political subjects of this popular- 

democratic struggle meant that Spanish Communists, were not gMng people and the 

w o r h g  class the "critical consciousness" which they would need in order to break away 

f?om their ideological ties to the bourgeoisie. Instead, the Communist Party was leading 

them toward consent. The Spanish people "consented" to pursue the democratic 

revolution, just not in the same way Gramsci argued that people had "passively" consented 

to the hegemony of the bourgeoisie. Instead, they "consented" as a r e d t  of their very 

active participation in the democratic revohitionary process for the f5st t h e  in history. 

Most interestingiy, they consented to be part of that revolution, not because they lacked 

the educationai tools which would have given them the knowledge to disagree -which is 

why, it may be argued, they had ''passively" consented to the fada1 hegemony - but 

precisely because those dtural  tools ailowed them to feef like political subjects for the 

f b t  time. The dtimate goal of education and culture was to d e  people understand that 



a popular democratic revolution would help the whoie of society move forward. At the 

moment in which the political subject which had been interpellated as the protagonist of 

that revolution was also "constituted" as such, that subject had made its own the goals of 

the democratic revolution. At that very moment, the subject agreed to consent. 

That this kind of preparation for democracy had to be improvised in the middle of 

a democratic revolution was unavoidable. That it was to happen as weil in the midst of 

war was tembly unfortunate. That it was two hundred years late would prove to be its 

greatest flaw. That it was led by the Communist Party is perhaps one of the greatest 

historical ironies in the history of early-twentieth-centwy Spain. 



SECTION TWO 
On Revolutions and Tomorrows: Cornmunisi LnteUectuah and the War 

Our inteliectuals have now found their me path. 

A milita manzo3 

Throughout the Me of the Republican journal Hora de Espca7~1, poet Antonio 

Machado wrote a number of introductory notes and philosophical meditations in which he 

offered his usual thoughts about the Spanishpueblo. Throughout these introductory 

pages to Hora de Eqm8~1, what Machado had once c d e d  and continued to caii 

"sefioRtimo n r l r ~ r a t ' ~ ~ ~  was st i l l  an issue ofutmost importance to him, his words serving 

as a reminder of the fact that und very recently the Spanish people had been denied access 

to both education and participation in the production of culture, and that hardly five years 

earlier such an issue had been at the centre of intellectual debates. Machado was among 

the intellectuals who, in the midst of war, were genuinely interested in continuhg such a 

reflection, and the words uttered by his fictional character, Juan de Mairenq throughout 

the life of Xora de Espiia were among the very few documents fiom non-govenimental 

or non-party sources which dealt exclusively with the relationship between people and 

culture. 

From the pages of H m  de Esp&, h4aMado argued that those who looked at 

d t u r e  "fkom within", that t, "fiorn the perspective of man himself [sic]" could not agree 

that culture was a "deposit" of knowledge to be shared by a few. Quite the contrv, they 

'O3 Quoted in Garcia M g u e z  (19342). 
Uadmdo coineci the t a m  nwfforilimro cul~cnd" in order to descn i  a pan in which education and @ nilûsre bsd been the pmgative ofthe monied ciasses. 



believed culture was a "treasure of sharp awareness" which needed to be shared by as 

many people as possible. Machado warned, however, that the "dissemination" of culture 

which had already begun during the years of w u  would stiU be met with a great deal of 

opposition from the "enernies", that is, f?om those who believed that "the people's 

yeaniing for culture" was a "threat", a "wave of barbarism" which would "destroy" the 

"sacred deposit" of howledge (1937, 6-7). To "spread" culture and to "defend" it were 

thus one and the same thing. Throughout the life of the journal, Machado had Mairena 

repeat the words of a no less fictional "teacher", Abel Mir th ,  about a definitely degorical 

Esnrela Popular rCe Sabiduria Super& wversity of Popular Wisdorn] open to the 

participation of all of those who believed culture was not an "instrument of power over 

things [or over] men [sic]" (9). Yet the reality which was inspiring Machado's thoughts 

was undeniably r d  as he reminded all that the Spanish people had a right not only to be 

"awaken" to culture, but to remain fiee âom oppression and injustice so that they could 

build that "University of Popular Wisdorn" fi0111 where so many others would be bound to 

l e m .  

Thus Machado - a sixty-yearsld poet considered by many to be the greatest 

syrnbol of the Generation of 1898, a man of refhed taste, delicate sensibility and deep 

spiriihiality, who had refùsed to be labeled as a M h s t  or a communist, but who had made 

of the Spanish people not only his subject and object of philosophical inqtixy and poetic 

wrifing, but his v q  reason to iive - was arnong the very few intellectuals who throughout 

the years of war still made of the Spanish people and their right to education and culture 

the very centre of his work and thoughts. His refl ections, however, seemed to be 

sornewhat out of context, not only in relation to the journal for which they were intendeci 



to be a foreword, but also to the cultural scene as a whole, where younger inteliectuals - 

many of them soldiers for Republican Spain, and many others &O members of the 

Communist Party - participated in a number of cultural debates in which the relationship 

between people and the production of culture was no longer the focus. 

To some extent, this may have appeared to be reasonable. At a tirne when 

ordinaq people were enjoying access to educational institutions and were becoming 

producers and consumers of culture in ways theretofore unknown, a past in which 

education and culture had been the prerogative of a social elite may have seemed to be 

happily outdated. As a result, it may be reasonable to expect that while Republican 

journals could still deal with such an issue in a somewhat factual manner -outlining what 

the situation had been in the past, and the changes which had already been accomplished - 

the issue itseif should warrant little attention as a debuîe, at a t h e  in which there were 

rnuch more controversial and urgent questions. As a result, ~ a c h a d &  refiections turned 

out to be a most incongruent preface to the kind of commentaries put forward by 

Republican intellect~als,~~' because, among other things, the debate was centered so much 

on the kind of culture they would be able to produce, now that the people had been 

awakened to adtue, and now that intellectuals themselves had been awaRened to the 

plight of the people, that the fuhue no longer seemed to have any space for the khd of 

leadership role the Spanish people had akeady taken during the war. 

ms In this Section, the word nRepublican" no longer bas the same meaning it had in the Introduction or in 
Chapter One. Indeai, it no longer makes r e f i  to the reformist bourgeoisie but to the g w e m m ~  of 
the Pop& Front and to tbose who supportai it, inc111ding the Communist Party and Party inte1Iecnials. 
They w m  "Repnblicans" because they ddended the le@ &publican govenunent against the military 
uprising, 



What the Debates Were 

Raymond WiIlianis suggested that in the eady twentieth century, in countries like 

Russia, Italy, and Gemany, "the relation between politics and art was no longer a matter 

of manifest0 but of Wcuit and often dangerous practice", while in countries in which 

there was no radical change in state power, l'the effects, though no less cornplex, were 

often less dramatic" (1 988, 13). Williams' conclusions may very weU apply to Spain 

during the years of civil war, a time in which manifestos proliferated, but in which the 

cultural practice to be pursued and the decisions to be made were both "dramatic" and 

"dangerous" in ways which simply outdid whatever drama and danger the country may 

have already known. 

The tenn normally associated with Republican cultural practice during the Civil 

War and which conveys both the "drama" and "danger" of which Williams spoke, is that of 

"urgencia" [urgency]. Mael Alberti was the first Spanish inteliectud to use this word in 

relation to the art produced during the Spanish Civil warYzo6 which he called me de 

urgencia [art of urgency], and the journal he and Maria Teresa Le6n founded, El mono 

anr1,207 quickly becarne one of the most important charnels for its production and 

distribution. Based on the work done by Alberti himseif and by all those invoived in 

For Alberti's use of the term "urgmcyn, sec his article in the newsletter Boletfn tealral (Febniary 
193 8), reprinted in Monldn (1 979, 102-103). 
247 El mono ml wds the officiai pubkation of the A l i m a  ds Inte/ecîuales Antifarcistaspara lu defiesa 
de Ia culîurtz, in which Party and nonoParty inteiiecnials callaborated. The nrçt issue 9w the light on 27 
August 193 6 and the AIimzu pubtistied fimken issus more, und 26 November 1936. Af€er a 
transitional period in which a few loose issues were published, El mono ml re-appearrd as a cuiturai 
supplement of the M y  Lu Yoz, with twenty-seven isnies until December 1937. In May 1938, it re- 
appeared again as a leafiet, publishing three issues before it fioally disappeaRd A fhcsimile edition of the 
journai has been pubiished by Vaduz and Topos Veriag AG. The most important indepth study of El 
mono mu1 has been thaî &MonMn (1979), wha has looked at the j o d  in the wntext of the 
Romancero de guerra. Other studies indude John Gants doctoral dissertation (U. ofNorth Carolina, 
1993) andMichel Garcia (1977). 



similar artistic activities, cultural historian José Monle6n has aven a broad definition of 

d e  de urgencia as the kind of art "which arises fiom the needs created by an immediate 

historical necessity, an art which presupposes a specific political and cuitural process and 

which is &en form in works. . . of very specitic thematic and formal characteristics" 

(1979,97). In civil-war Spain, d e  de urgencza meant a "collective response" - though it 

may have been expressed by individual voices - to the needs of the Civil War, "an 

ideologicai weapon for the training of both soldiers and the rearguard" (102). The goal of 

arte & urgencia was to break away with previous "conservative tra&tion[s]", to raise its 

voice against the "pop& art" which had previously "alienate[d] people" (ibid). Given 

the cirnimstances, arie de urgencia was done in "simple forms", not only because of the 

meager means avdable, but also because of the need to be "efficient and useful" (102). 

The Romancero de guena was m e  de urgencia, so was the theatre produced during the 

war and much of the work doue by Cdhna PopZm. Their "urgency" was detennined by 

the need to operate "in time", for once the conflict had been resolved with a victory or a 

defeat, the work would become aaachronistic (ibid). Artists did not "choosetl to do arte 

de urgmcia (103). Rather, the urgency was part of a reality in which they found 

themselves and to which they were forced to react. 

During the h t  rnonths of war, the need to produce an arte de urgencia which 

would be useful in extreme circumstances went practicdy unchallengeci, and it was clear 

that many artists were committed to doing that kind of work for as long as the war would 

last. It has already been weU documented, however, that about a year h to  the conflict, the 

E t h  Republican ulteilea~als had placed in the "popda. cause", the "discipline" they had 

tried to abide by, and the "heroism" which had been expected of hem,  began to wither, as 



"tirne (and military setbacks) opened up fissures in [their] emotional and political 

solidarity", driving many of them to reject the irnmediacy of agit-prop work and to enter a 

deeper state of reflection" (Salaiin 1996, 196). It was at this point that mie de urgencia 

became a "choice" which could be embraced or rejected, as a number of Republican 

inteLiectuals began to search for ways to produce cultural work which would go beyond 

political propaganda and the war and into the kind of long-lasting value n o m d y  identified 

with intellectual production Such a position was represented by the journal Hora de 

Ekpana.208 

As the editoriai team made it clear in the first issue of the journal, the extraordinary 

historical and political circumstances through which Spain was Living in the midst of war 

were already being reflected in newspapers, speeches, posters and flyers, ail of which were 

readiiy available on the streets everyday. Those publications, however - even ifthey were 

"absolute necessities" - were written in "hi&-pitched tones" and with "tense gestures", 

hence the need for other publications which would have different "tones" and Merent 

"gestures" ("Propbsito" 5-6). The members ofHora de @da argued that once it had 

become clear that the war was going to be a long conflict, a "division of labor" in cultural 

work was in order, so that they could perform at "their best" (Zambrano 1977,49). They 

refused to let the war %trip [them] of th& craft". Instead, they wanted to use it in order 

to "tune" and "poliçh" their work as a weapon in the s e ~ c e  of a common cause (ibid), As 

Hora & Espdu was founded by a gmup of y o u g  inteiieçhials and writm among whom were Antonio 
S h c h e z  Barbudo, Rafael Dieste, Manuel AtoIaguh, Inan Gil-Abert, Ramh Gaya, Amao Serrano Plaja, 
Mada Zmbrano and Angel Gms. The journal was pubMecl in Valencia h m  January 1937 unîii 
Jmuary 1938, and in Bardona untü ûctober af the same year, publishing a totai of 22 issues. A twentp- 
third issue was reportediy in press when Franco's tmops entend Bardom on 25 J a n q  1939 (EL M 
1972). For fûrther rrading on Hora de Espdta and the ideology dits collaborators, see Zardoya (1984); 
Jimenez MiMn (1982); Roumette (1977). 



painter Ramon Gaya put it in an article so adequately entitled "Culture as a Living Beingtt, 

culture would have to be defended "in two places at the same tirne. . . the batdefront. . . 

and. . . the rearguard" (1 93 8). 

Although the contributors to Hora de Espar fa  did not challenge the need for agit- 

prop nor did they deny its effectiveness, they refised to consider it "the exclusive art of 

the revolution" (Sanchez Barbudo 1937c, 72). While El mono ml remained concemed 

about the ckcumstantial needs of the present, Hora de &Mia concemed itself with the 

work which needed to be free of constraints and become a legacy for the future, the h d  

of art and d t u r e  which, rather than helping resolve the probiems of the present, could 

open the path which was leading toward the cultural "renaissance" due to take place once 

the war was over. Refusing to be trapped in the cultural implications of a Civil süuggle in 

which artistic activities had become caniers of specific political messages, the goals of 

Hora de Ep& were to defend the principle of intellectuai fkeedom and independence 

(Caudet 1975, 28) in the belief that "artistic integrity" did not need to be "sacficed to the 

exigemies of the war-effort" (Wamer 1988, 1 16). Indeed Hora de IGpmfa symboiized, 

like no other war-tirne cultural project, the contradictions of inteîlectuals caught in a 

confKct in which they wanted to participate, but of which they did not want to become 

vietims. 

A number of contemporary scholars have seen Horu de EspGgia as "a journal of the 

high intelligentsia", arguing that its mation meant a si@cant break fiom the popular 

cultural advities which had taken place during the first year of war. "Thanks to the pages 

of this journal", Serge Saiaün has argueci, "which [wu] an elwated tribune for selected 

sods, poets [became] prideged individuais again, ahost divine, and thus rnargiaaiized 



f?om the rest of society, which stiU ha[d] to live the reality of the war" (1 974, 1%). Other 

scholars, however, have made an effort to reconcile the kind of arte de urgencia promoted 

by El mono an<l with the kind of permanent work sought by Hora de &&, arguuig 

that, in fact, neither one of those positions aimed at negatbg, but rather at complementing, 

each other. These scholars do not read Dieste's use of the word "high-pitched" as a 

derogatory comment. Instead, they believed that expression to be not an attack on those 

who were responding to the cirmmtances of the war, but a comment on the 

circumstances themselves. As Francisco Caudet has pointed out in his response to Salaün, 

many of the writers who created and participated in Hora cie Epzila continued to produce 

agit-prop art or similar &stic work in line with the immediate needs of the war. "The 

journalsfs supposed intelIectualism or elitim may be deceiiving todayn, Caudet has argued, 

"but it was not then. 

It should be emphasized that H m  de -m'fa was looking for the 
participation of the Spanish inteZZigentsia at a very specinc 'level', fiilly 
aware of the seriousness of the historicai moment, knowiag that one could 
be up to the task. . . in Merent ways. . . [Those] 'levels' did not exclude 
one another, and were not in contradiction" (1975,24-25; emphases in the 
original). 

The pages of the joumai remained open to intel leds,  writers, poets and d s t s  

who were Republican, lefi-wing, or simply sympathisers, who "had a commitment toward 

culture, and in whom their responsibility and commitment prevailed over any kind of 

political sectarianism" (25). Hora de E q m k  aimed at proving that high culture also had 

a political and revolutionary role, and that it was possible to do it, and to do it well, amidst 

109 The urgency vs. permanency debate has generated a good deai of ofcademic debate in Spain See 
Caudet (1975). 



Characteristic of the urgency vs. permanency debate was the exchange between 

visual artists Ramon Gaya (rnostfy collaborator of Hora de -&a) and Josep Renau 

(also a carielista, Party member and MIP oficial, mostly collaborator of El m o m  ml). In 

a debate which seemed to bring to life again some of the issues discussed by Gaceta de 

Arte and Nueva Cultara in previous years,210 Gaya and Renau revived the issue of the 

artist's independence f?om political servitude. 

While Gaya endeavored to establish a ciifference between the "social" (as the 

connection between the work of an artist and the society in which hdshe lived) and the 

"political" (the servility to a specific political line), Renau argued that in the specific 

circumstances of the war, to seek "social content" for the work of art and to commit it to 

politicai uses were bound to be one and the same thing; that, in fact, there was neither 

"social" nor "political" art, but only "cir~umsfantial" art, since nothing couid be created 

beyond the circumstances of the war itself (Gaya 1937% 54-56; Renau 1937, 57-60),"' 

Saon d e r  this kind of debate had spread over the pages of most Republican 

journais, a new controversy arose over the presentation of Picasso's &ernika212 in the 

Spanish pavilion at the 1937 International Art Exhibit in Paris. The fact that the work of 

an internationally renowned avant-garde artist was chosen to represent Republican Spain 

at an international exhibit gave way to a debate which would have been considered old in 

the rest of the continent, but which did enjoy some degree of novelty in Spain In a 

"O See Chapter Three. 
"' The debaie betww Gaya and Renau may be foiiowed in the following articies: Gaya (1937a, 1937b); 
Renau (1937). 
"' Picasso painted Guernika der the Germans bombarded the mail B q e  city of that name. Guemth 
was nrst edi'bited in Paris in 1937, and, once the war was mer, Picasso vowed his work would not go 
back to Spain until the country had achieved democfacy. Afîer spending a number afyears in New York, 
Guemiku rehinied to Spain in the eady 1980s and is cu~ently exhiiited in the Mtrseo Reina Sofia in 
Madrid 



country where the avant-garde had corne and gone practicaüy unnoticed, previous 

controversies around those artistic movernents had rnostly been concemed with its lack of 

social relevance, and only rarely with how avant-garde technical experimentation could be 

successfuyI combined with a strong interest in social content. Despite Diaz Femhdezts 

attempt in the late 1920s and early 1930s to reconcile avant-garde technical 

experimentation wit h a preoccupation for social change,'" and Gaceta de Arte's move to 

provoke Nueva Culturu into a debate on that very same issue in the mid-1930s,~'' in Spain 

political cornmitment had for the most part remained identified with realist ae~thetics.~'' 

As a result, when a number of avant-garde visual artists (iicluding Picasso) took sides 

with the Republican goverment and were even endowed with its representation at an 

exhibit of international reptation in Paris, the kind of debate which had aiready swept 

over Europe in the late 19 10s and throughout the 1920s on the relationship between 

avant-garde and politics hit Spain with a rnomentum it had simply lacked beforea2I6. 

Not surprisingiy, political organizations to the lefi of the Popular Front argued that 

Guernika, as weii as the other avant-garde pieces exhibited in Paris, were not ody "anti- 

social and ridiculous", but aiso "completely inadequate for the healthy mentality of the 

proletariat" (qtd. in Larrea 1947, 72). To a considerable part of the artistiç and 

intellechial Republican comrnunity, the fàct that the symbolism of the painting could be 

open to multiple interpretations seemed to prove that Picasso was more interested in 

seebg  "refuge" in the "garnes of Cubisn" than in reproducing the dering of the 

"' See Chapter Tm. 
214 See Chapter Three. 

Aithoagh it was the Walecticai realismw descnW by Alberti and Sender. 
'16 For a r e v î ~  of these debates talang place in the European sceae, Russell (1985); Timm and 
Coiiier, eds. (1988). 



Spanish people (Cano Ballesta 1996, 140). Poet Miguel Hernhdez argued that while the 

majority of artists in Republican Spain were "urged" to produce art which was "deeply 

human", others had "opted out for an easy solution" which failed to "reflect" Spain's 

problems.217 Heniandez acnised these artists of behg heirs to the "fivolity" and 

"eccentricity" of other "flashy artists" [m.stas de relumbr6nI from the past, of seiling 

themselves to the "outdated games of Cubism and its provocateurs" (1937,4). As fàr as 

Hernhdez was concemed, those artists not only refbsed to see "the reality which 

surround[ed] them", they aiso made it "impenetrable" (ibid) for the people.218 

M e r  Republican artists Like Ramon Gaya, howwer, believed that in order "for an 

artist to be with the people and to work for the cause of the people it [was] not necessary 

to have people understand his [sic] work" (19374 27). To illustrate his point, Gaya 

argued that much of the realist art which had been produced in eariier centuries in Spain 

had actuaily been completely unintelligible to the people (ibid).21g He argued that art was 

"enjoyment" and not "entertainment ", "teaching" and not "propaganda", "ditnculty" and 

not "easiness" (30). It was only reasonable to expect that people would have to make an 

effort if they wanted to "enjoy" art as the manifestation of a "higher. . .spintual life" 

(ibid) 

"' Hedndez did not mention Picasso dinctiy. Cano Ballesta has pointed out, howmr, that in a loose 
shed which he found in Hemhdez's persanal archives, the poet had written: "Today's painta are afraid 
d painting, they avoid it Picasso is an example". Cano Ballesta believes h t  was the original version of 
the articie which Hernhdez did not publish (1996, 139). 

Bergamfn's article was published in French in the journal Cahiers d%t. 
This is, of course, one of the greatest ironies in the cultural discourse of Repubiican inteiicchials. 

Whiie, on the one band, they reciaimed what they saw as the Spanish tradition of popuiar culture by 
including in it clagic artistp such as V e I k q ~ ,  they also aclaiowkdged tbat the people had not 
necessarily been able to da te  to th& art. 
*O See Cano Baliesta (1996) for m e r  mding on this debaîe and the reactions to the presencx of 



In his speech to the Second International Congress for the Defense of Culture, 

where he spoke on behalfof the youngest among Republican inte~lechials,~~~ poet Amiro 

Serrano Plaja presented what was perhaps the best synthesis of the two m a i .  issues which 

were being debated across the comtry, although in slightly different terms. Indeed, rather 

than speaking about art in texms of urgency or pemanency, or in ternis of form and 

content, he spoke about a kind of art which would not be for the wm, but for the 

revulution. In a way which seemed to resolve ail previous controversies, he defined 

"revolutiomy art" as a creation which would be committed not to a speciflc political 

message, but to a political process of change, an art which wouid be revolutionary in its 

form and profound in its content. Thus he envisioned an art with a sense of evolution and 

a projection into the friture, as opposed to just a sense of urgent usefulness, a kind of art 

which would be part of a revolutioaaryprocess of which the war was just a stage. 

Serrano Plaja rejected both a realist art which offered a "mechanical interpretationtf of the 

Spanishpueblo in which workers or peasants could be but a "mere decoratiodf, as much 

as a kind of abstract or technicdy sophisticated art which would seek to "adorn" 

[empen$idb] something which did not need any "rnake-up" (1937b, 89). Thus 

revolutionary art would be measured neither by its form nor by its content - both of which 

could look revolutionary on the surface - but by its "essence". The issue, indeed, was not 

a question of "forna" nor of "contenido", but of ' l f i "  .m Otherwise, Serrano Plaja 

221 The speech was written by Serrano Piaja and signeci by Shchez Barbudo, Angel Gaos, Antonio 
Aparicio, ArtUr0 Souto, E m o  Prades, Eduardo Vicente, Juan Gd-Abut. J. Hemra Pekre, Lorrw, 
Vareia, Miguel Hemhdez, Miguel Riao and Ramon Gaya, some of the mort npresentative hteiiectuals 
at the tirne, as weU as a good combination ofcoUaboraton in El mono ml and in Hora de Espailu. It was 
~ p ~ t e d  in Hora de w u  August 1937: 83-95, and has later been rep~ted  in Apiar et aL (1 !Wb, 3 : 
185-195). 

1 think it is important to anphasize the di&rence between these tem. "Fondo" and ncontenidon, it 
vunr to me7 ars not the same thing Srnano Piaja argued that a painter muid poiuay a wod<cr with a 



argueci, "the revolution wouid be. . . confushg [and would] lack an essence. . . We are not 

concerned with rwolutionary symbology, but with a revolutionary reality" (1937b, 88). 

Although Serrano Plaja was able to explain quite wefl what that "revolutionary realityH 

was not, he was still at pains to describe what it was. 

What the Debates Were Not 

As we have already seen, the outbreak of war had given ordinary people the 

chance to become producers of culture, and had made them protagonists of a deep d tu ra i  

change. Yet the war itself had also caught people and the cultural activities they were 

produchg in the trap of political agit-prop. W e  the war was aliowing people to have 

access to the means of production - something which, ifthe conflict was to be meaningfd 

at dl, needed to be a permanent change - it was also marking those cultural productions 

with a content which was necessarily ternporary. What was most unforninate about the 

inteliectual debates which were taking place across Republican Spain was that they 

focused on that content - that is, on rejecting or embracing agit-prop - and very little on 

the very question of access to the adturai means of production. Thus there was hardly 

any discussion on how Republican Spain could guarantee that access in the years to corne. 

Lost in the debate of urgency versus permauency was the question of how having 

one or severd "levels" of creation would wentually affect the participation of people in 

the production of culture, whether at an individual level or at a collective one, represented 

in unions or community organhtions. The d tura l  work being produced duhg the war 

--- - - 

raised M, and yet thaî pi- would not n d y  be "revolutiomuyn, &ce it would have no "/ondon, 
that is no revolutionary essence; lhat representôtion of the worker would only k a syrnbol, and not a 
"reality". 



by ordinary people and by revolutionary inteiiechials working with them may have taken 

the fonn of "agit-prop" and "urgency" at that partinilar t h e ,  but what would become of it 

once the war was over? Was there a relationship between the "permanent" work Hora de 

Eqmïu sought and the participation of the popular masses in the production of culture 

which the war was bringing about? Could people continue to have access to the 

production of culture in t e m  other than agit-prop, afker a Republican victory? Who 

would be the protagonist, the producer of culture, in the kind of "permanent" art and 

intellectual work which H m  de E ~ p m h  was hoping to mate  for the long term? The 

problem was not so much that these questions were not answered, but that they were not 

posed. As a resuit, there was hardly any discussion on how the participation of people in 

the production of culture, which had been the resuit of war, could also adjust to peace, 

that is, how people could still have the cultural meam of production at their disposal 

without being forced to use them in order to produce political propagaada. 

Those inteiiectuals who were working on me de urgencia could not think of t h i s  

question; it would have been a contradiction for them to think of the nature of art outide 

urgency itseK jus as it wouid have been equaily dittidt for them to think about the 

ownership of the means of production in a context other than the war. Hom de Espwk 

was so obsessed with how "professional%ieUectuals would produce long-lasting work, 

ihat they forgot to take into account what other producers of culture had already achieved 

in the present. As a remit, the debates included no discussion on how a victorious 

Republic wuld still support a dture  which would be not only poiiticdy or artistic 

"revolutionary", but also "popularf' in the same way the work of CuItura Popdm or of the 

Ministry of Public Instruction was. Caught between an obsession with the present and an 



obsession with the fuhue, the debate codd not address how the art of the firme would 

surpass the restrictions of the present while keeping its greatest achievements. 

The mere fact that the question of urgency versus pemanency was so often Eamed 

as a question of culture produced by the people vs. d t u r e  produced by professional 

inteiiectuds came to prove that most Republican intellectuals thought of the participation 

of the masses in the production of culture as an ment as intrinsic and circurnstantial to the 

war as the use of agitation and propaganda itse& rather than as an accomplishment of the 

democratic revolution (so long in the making), an achievement which had to be maintained 

at any coq especiaüy ifany hopes for a proletarian revolution wanted to be rnaintained. 

What that meant is that people's participation in the production of culture was conceived 

as a phenornenon which was both stade and temporwy, t h t  is, unable to adapt to new 

circumstances. 

On the other hanci, the debate over artistic form versus content portrayed a people 

who had "ascended", as Miguel Hernbdez would put it, that is, that they had taken their 

poiitical future ui their own hands, but who in relation to art, were only included in the 

discussion as objects of representation. Hernhdez was concerned with producing an art 

which wouid be "humanistu in the most basic sense of the word, that is, centered around 

the human being (Cano Ballesta 1996, 138). The main question for him, as it was for 

other Republican inteilectuals, was how his art codd both refiect the people's stniggle and 

be undmtood by them. In his speech at the Second Congress, Serrano Plaja included 

people in his discussion either as consumers of culhue (it was for  the^ sake that art had to 

be intelligible and not abstract, and it was in solidarity with them that art had to have a 

social content, in the f2s-t place) and as objects of representation (the mere reproduction of 



"a worker with a raised fist" wouid not be necessarily revolutionary, but dl the stmggle 

of the Spanish people had to be an important part of the "essence" of art). Neither one of 

those discussions included people as producers of culture. Further, there was nothhg to 

suggest that the means of production of the "revolutionary" art which these inteilechials 

were seeking for the h r e  would be in the hands of anybody but professional intellectuals 

and artists. 

In the pages of Republican joumals, there were some indications that Republican 

(especially Communist) intellectuals were ready to discuss the friture of Spanish culture 

within a materialist fiamework, that is. in tems of access to the means of production. 

Unfortunately, the widespread tendency to use poetic metaphors in a rather grandiloquent 

style in order to speak of the Spanish people and of the fùture they were building for 

themselves by the a a  of waging a war against fasQsm, makes it very difncult to elucidate 

if that htwe included not only a greater politicai role in the popular-democratic 

revolutioq but also a greater one in the production of culture. 

Republican inteliectuals believed that what they had been "waiting for" was already 

"close to [them]" (Sinchez Barbudo 1937b, 69), that a "new world" was being bom 

"amidst the horror" (Serrano PIaja 1937% 79, that the "popular Spain" which was fhding 

its "vital reserves" in the war itselfand being "listened to for the est t h e "  would 

"fiourish" once the war was over, the "poorest of al l  tuming d o  a princess" (Siinchez 

Barbudo 1937% 5 1; emphasis added). Who and what was behind the "dark forces" which 

were threatening the He of "popular Spain" may have been more or less clear, but it was 

less obvious what kind of a "new order" was supposeci to exist once those "forces" had 

been conquered. Equally unclear were the references made to the "hmmoniuzispZenitzi& 



which art woüld be able to eqress wifh re~tovatedfreshness" afker the war (Gil-Abert 

1937, 29; ernphasis added), or the "Spanish gennis" which people "were unieashing as they 

unleashed themselves" amidst the conflict (Sanchez Barbudo 1937b, 67). 

Such poetic metaphors added very Iittle to the discussion of what for many was 

one of the most urgent cultural problems during the war: how to end with the "hermetic, 

leaden and st i f f  concept of dture" ("Fin de semana" 2). From the pages of Hora de 

EspaTfa, Rosa Chacel was perhaps alone in her clarity when she pointed out that what was 

reaily being "settled" in the "revolution" underway, and what was " t d y  original and 

decisive" about the war was the "position of the people in relation to culture and of culture 

in relation to people" (1937, 13). Expressed in those simple and direct terms, far 

removed from the poetic prose which was otherwise so cornmon, Chacel simply provided 

the clearest fiamhg of the issue. According to ber, "a people who tnist[ed] its reserves, 

who [did] not feel its creative promise [vena creadora] aiready exhausted, @nd to] 

demand, and do it incontinently, to be able to continue its journey toward the impossible" 

(15). As Antonio Jiménez Mill611 has pointed out, Chacel believed that the way in which 

the phenornena of "revolution" and "culture" were already verging in the actions of the 

Spanish people would greatly contribute to the "transformation of realityJI (1982, 347). 

With similar clarity, José Bergamin (president of the AIianra de Intelecluales 

Antfbscistm) amounced at the Second International Congress that "to be or not to be 

popular continue[d] to be the most buming question of Spanish culture" (1937, 32). 

The issue of the "position of people in relation to culture" - to use Chacel's temu - 

was often discussed in the pages of Numa Culiura, perhaps the only journal in which the 

issue was fkamed in more or less materialist terms, despite the fact that it was dso in 



Nueva C d m a  as well that the poetic, metaphoncal language described above found its 

most Mtful niche. Nueva CuZtura was wise in suggesting that whatever kind of culture 

the f h r e  rnight bring would have to be grounded in "the m e n t  situation" and in the 

"foundations of [Spain's] revolutionary d" ("Notas criticas" 22). According to the 

editors of the journal, the "new culture" which would be built in Spain after the war would 

be "realistic", that is, it would be grounded in "muterial co~tditioons" , including the 

"permanent living source" of "working-class culture grounded in work" (ibid; emphases 

added). As far as Nueva Culma was concerne4 although the war might have brought 

"death" and "catastrophes" it had also made possible the "spontaneous eruption" of the 

"seedsf' for that new culture (Gaos 1937% 1 1). 

The sofi polernic in which Hora de @da and Nueva Culttra engaged about 

their respective statements of purpose may serve to indicate the latter's desire to 

encourage and help grow the kind of popdar culture which was being produced during 

the wu. IfHoru de -da had been founded as a j o m d  of "literary creation", Nueva 

Cultura wanted to be one of "cultural critique" (Amar 1985, 13). If Hora de Erpoila 

wanted to "reflect " the "hour" Spain was living, Nueva Cultura wanted to "influence" it 

(ibid). IfHora de Espaircl had been founded "in the s e ~ c e  of the popular cause", Nuevo 

CuZfura was interested in the "diaiectical construction, side by side with the people in 

arms, of th3 new ~ o n a I - p o p d à r  culture of lhe Spanish revolution" (ibid; emphasis 

added). Xora de @a& may have seen the acts of "refiection" and of "influence" as 

"two [different] moments of the same dialectid process" (Gaos 1937b, 23), but the fact 

remains that whiie that journal clearly ernphasized the former, Nueva CuZtwa made a ciear 

choice to emphasize the latter. 



Nueva Cul~ra's interest in the culture of the popular-democratic revolution 

seemed to be a promise that what the war had already done for people, would be 

maintained under new circumstances. Unlike the kind of cultural practice proposed by 

H m  de E ~ m l a ,  a poppular-democratic culture wodd not be created despite the wu, and, 

unlike the one sought by EI mono d, it wodd not be solely grounded in urgency and 

propaganda. In relation to the d t u r e  for the revolution under way, Nueva Czdtura was 

mostly interested in "lay[ing] the foundations for a new cultural policy" wbich would not 

necessarily be "communia", but would certainly be "of the Spanish revolution" (Gaos 

1937b, 22). The journal did very little, however, to search for or encourage the creation 

of that policy, and it seemed to be satisfied With singing the giories of the cdtural policies 

the Ministry of Public Instruction wu already implementing, an effort to which the journal 

paid some attention fiom its section "~inisterios"." The journal even complemented the 

work of the 1Minisû-y by providing the background which would help put governent 

efforts in historical 

One of the reasons as to why these comments on the question of people and 

culture were "hints" and not a full-fl edged discussion was that very often what started as 

the analysis of future cuitural possibilities alrnost irremediably became a conversation 

about the pst. Antonio Machado had already warned Spanish inteilectuals not to believe 

that "the Spanish essence" would be reveaied by explorhg the past, and had urged them to 

think of the Spanish people always as "a friture history, an arch stretched forth toward 

tomorrow" (1983, 87). The consciousness of Living a revolutionary change, however, may 

have been so great that the questions on the nature of the new culture which was going to 

See, for instance, Tl W s t e r i o  de la culturan and Za cartilla escolar antifasciStan. 



exist in the friture autornatically and inevitably shifted toward the kind of change which 

had already been achieved. As a result, the historical narrative of a popdar Spain 

resuscitating f h m  its ashes and corning back to Life dominated the war-tirne cultural 

discourse just as it had been the case in the years previous to the war. 

Needless to Say, no journal dwelled on the past glories of the Spanish people more 

than Nueva Cultura did. Although the Valencian journal had stated its goal to be that of 

looking for the national-popular culture of the Spanish revolutioq its attempts to deal with 

the role of people in the production of culture most ofien got lost uiside its typical 

obsession with the past of popular Spain, aii of it done in its no less typical grandiloquent 

and abstract prose. As a result, whatever cuitural changes had been accomplished during 

the war were perceived more as the r e d t  of a past trajectory than as a sprhgboard for 

what couid be achieved. Nueva Culhna 's vision of the past of Spanish popular dture ,  in 

any case, remained as confushg as it had been during the journal's first epoch. The journal 

st i l l  made a clear effort to represent ordinary people as the protagonists of that past, 

aithough it was also occasiondy forced to admit that this had not been the case (Juan 

Renau 1937). 

A second and perhaps more important reason as to why the question of people and 

culture Med to be dlicientiy explored was that most attempts to address the question of 

popular participation in the war-time cultural activities irrernediably ended up being a 

discussion about the relationship between people and intellectuals themselves. As a remit, 

the discussion wodd very ofken withdraw fiom a promising materiaüst analysis of culture 

and of the ownership of the means of production and wodd move to sing the glories of 

*' See Juan Renau's "El inszi~o &remN. 



the much more abstract "communion" which was said to have taken place between 

intellea~als and people. 

Most inteilectuais participating in projects as Merent as El mono m l  or Hora de 

Espila s h e d  in the idea and the feeling that the most important single achievement the 

war had produced at the social and cultural level was the "communion" which was taking 

place between inteilechials fkom dEerent social backgrounds and the Spanish people in 

arms. Rather than debating this question, what the majonty of Republican inteilectuals did 

(and there were very few exceptions)m was to hail very poetically the faa that such a 

"communion" had been reached, thus doing away with decades of immobilism on the part 

of intelleauals and of deep schisms between them and the Spanish people. 

El mono ml reminded ai l  that, oniy a few years earlier, intelectuals had been 

perceived as being detached nom real He, "Iocked up in a world of problems. . . of 

relevance to a small minority. . . [and] far fiom the spiritual needs of the people", a state of 

affairs which had ody served to perpetuate the tremendous social gap between an 

educated miabrity and an ilfiterate mass ("Ante el II Congreso" 1). During the war, 

however, and in particular, as a resuit of the work which Republican intellectuals were 

dohg with and for the people, "the solitude of the writer and the solitude of the people 

[were being] fùsed in struggling fiatemityff (ibid). Some of these intellectuals seemed to 

believe that their work with the people in the production of everyday cuinital activities 

(even iftemporarily seniing the purposes of political propaganda) would be much more 

" Dissident mices on the issue of "communion"were few, but strong. Fmm the pages of Hom de 
EspoAa, Rosa Chacel made it dear that to support the Republic at no time meant ta misundemand the 
social mle intellectuals had to play. She argued that a "motorized brigade reciting its heroic deeds in 
versen was a "rnonster" of "anachrunism" and that those "young inteiiectuals" who were part d i t  were, in 



than a temporary war-the strategy; indeed, they seemed to beiieve that it would have 

some khd of permanence and the possibility to grow even M e r  once a new politicai 

system had been established. Ramon Gaya, writing for El mono foresaw a tirne in 

which " m e  thinkers would no longer work for ostentation, for adoniment, but in order to 

serve, in order that their thought may be useful" (1936, 7). For other writers in El mono 

d, it was "clear" that the culture of the fùture would be defked by such "communion", 

although they also emphasized the fact that people had a great deai to teach to 

intellectuals, including the "victorious language" of political stniggle (Bergamin 1936, 3; 

Varela 1936b, 7). The war itselfwas hailed as the single event which had managed to 

create a generalized "sense of coiiectivity" which had finally dnven Spanish inteiiectuals to 

abandon their "attempts at a formalist aesthetics" and corne to work with the people. El 

mono azul embraced the medieval romances as the greatest symbol of that union precisely 

because they symbolized a t h e  when aü classes had also been united in the making of 

poetry, a "rare occasion" which was being reproduced again as a result of the special 

circumstances of the war itseIf("Los romances de la guerra espaiio1aN 1). 

Nuew CuZfura also believed that the key question in order to "save culture" was 

that of the i n t e i l d s '  position "vis-à-vis the popuIar masses", since Spanish culture 

would ody &e as long as inteiiectuals "were able" and "willing" to "end the shameless 

divorce" between themselves and the people which had been the nom in previous decades 

("Editorial" Mach 1937 [l]). The ditors of the joumal made it clear that Nueva Culture 

- - ---- - - -  

kt, "adnltetatingu thUr very own art, ai i  of which was nothing but the "mirage" of wpseudocuitureu 
(1937, 19). 
Zas This is a c h  iristance of the case argued eariier by Francisco Ca* that the dMSon ktween the 
coilaborators of El mono anri and Hora de Eipifu was not always a dear one. Ram6n Gaya coiiaborated 
on both jounials. 



had corne back to We with the main goal of "incorporating intellectuals who s h e d  this 

belief, as active and conscious elements in this great task", walking toward their 

"encounter" in "huma. communion" with the people (ibid). It seerns, then, that ail poetic 

references to a "new order" and a "new world" which were to come, the "shared dream" 

which had already taken place, or the " Spanish genius" which was exploding, had been 

making reference to this. 

Even when this "communion" was described as a two-way relationship in which 

intellectuals codd lean f?om people as m c h  as the people from them, it still implied a 

division of labor: the people had a political task to fulfill, winning the war, and inteilectuals 

had a cultural one, interpreting the world for them. In the words of Waldo Frank 

pubiished in Hora de Epiiu,  the "dialectical conjunction" between hteueduals and 

people meant that the working class would bring about fkeedom for the whole of 

hurnanity, while intellechials and artists would "articulate the particular struggie of the 

working class" with the "universal", in order to "rweal the universai in the unconscious of 

the masses" and "incorporate it to its conscious actions". Accordmg to Frank, such had 

been Marx's original "organic vision", which "&manded" the cooperation of artists 

(1937,77; emphasis in the original). 

Something similar was defended by Serrano Plaja in his speech at the Second 

Congress, when he argued that the inteilectuals who were living those "dramatic 

moments" had the "right" and the "duty" to "mterpret, with [their] thoughts and [their] 

feelings, the thoughts and feelings of that youth who [was fighting] in the trenches". As 

he put it, the goal of Republican intellectuals should be to use their artistic and literary 



creations in order to give back to that youth the very same "human values" they were 

receiving h m  it (1937b, 85; emphasis added). 

AU these shifts fkom the material to the abstract, &om the ownership of the means 

of production to the communion of souls might have indicated that for Republican 

intellectuals it was impossible to talk about people and culture without reducing the 

d i s ~ s m o n  to their participation in that phenornenon, as if the cooperation between 

inteiieauals and the people were the whole content, rather than jua a part, of the new 

cuitural scene. Whether inteilectuals beliwed their role was to "accompany" the people or 

believed they had to "become one" with them (Gaos 1937b), they saw themselves as 

interpreters of the people's feelings, and perceived their own "communiont' with the people 

to be the very goal of cultural evolution itself. 

debates - Miguel H d d e z  was perhaps the clearest example - had never been in one), a 

fiture in which they would be in touch with the people, producing a work of rich social 

content. The "communion" between intellectuais and people which was to be saved for 

and perpetuated into the fuhue was grounded in two facts: one, the belief that the Spanish 

people were now and would continue to be the protagonists of political life, and had thus 

assumed a new political agency, which was supposed to continue afker winning the war, 

and two, that inteilechials were to produce work with a greater social content (without 

necessady serving a particular political idea). The "commUDiontf between people and 

intellechials would thus be the redt  of the renewed political agency of one group and the 

growing social consciousness of the other, but the debate may be searched in vain for aay 



kind of coherent prediction, let alone a full shidy, of the cultural agency of the people 

themselves. 

This confusion was naive. To assume that the "revolutionary" change which the 

war was bringing about and for which it was opening new doors was only this 

"communion", and that, in turn, that would be the bais of the "new culture", was a 

problem of self-deception. Surprishgly enough, it was argued fiom the pages of El mono 

arul that the question of "who would control art" after the war, "whether the People or 

the Artisttl was too "simple" a question and also "alien to revolutionary thinking", for it 

was "clear" that the culture of the fuhue wouid be defineci by such "~rnmunion'~. It was 

çimply assumed that because artists felt "idenaed with the people", they would becorne 

its "representatives" and that the people wodd also feel the same identification (Varela 

1 93 6% 7; capitalization as in original). 

As Serge Salaün has pointed out, this was a great "contradiction", not only 

because "[dlespite their great respect and admiration for the people @oth as fighters and 

as artistic creators) inte i leds  were still claiming for themselves the role of demnirges", 

but also because their dealings with the people were based, on the one hand, on "human 

understanding favored by the living conaitons, the der ing ,  and the hopes they s h e d  

with them", and, on the other, on "didistance", because "talent [could] not be equdy shared 

and because the activities to be carried out in the literary world and those of the political 

world [ d d ]  never be the same" (1974, 188). 

The rasons as to why Republican and Communist intekctuals would end up 

paying more attention to their relationship to the masses, rather thaa to how those masses 



could continue participating in the production of culture, may be a matter of spedation 

more than academic interpretation, but I think a fav suggestions can st i l l  be made. 

Perhaps the rnost obvious reason (ahhough also the l e m  common) was that in the 

case of intellectuals like Rosa Chacel (Wnting iri H m  de Esparfa)), to have people as 

producers of culture was clearly perceived as an anomdy. Chacel argued that to pretend 

to have people s e e h g  culture was too much of a "romantic" enactrnent. According to 

ber, inteiiectuals ~ d d  look at the origins of a partidar culture with the purpose of 

studying its evolution or even just to "long" for the "puritytt of its origins, ail of which 

might be an aid in their jowney of self-renovation (1937, 18). It would be "madness" or 

shply "unforgivable ignorance", however, to suppose that people could see themselves as 

protagonists of either one of those two jounieys, given the fact that people could neither 

"snidy" nor "long forn themselves (19). Chacel found it too &air that after "corrupt[hgJ 

people with the most d d  and çwine theatre showstt, the intelligentsia would want to 

"redeem" people "at the last minute" by "exciting"thern with "a taste for the exotic" or 

with the "lower genre of bdad  music", ail of it "out of an excessive desire for old 

garments and simple motifs" (2 1). 

M e r  intellectuds were not as hanh as Chacel herselfwas, but they were still 

unable to discuss cultural change without seeing themselves as protagonists and mentors 

of that change. In previous decades, reformist intellectuals had thought of themsehes as 

"priestiy mediaton" which would "awaken" and "strengîhen" the hero "with the e h  of 

instructionr1, as "goldsmiths which would came and polish a rough stonen (the pueblo). 

As Aivarez Junco has pointed out, the protagonist in that story was nwer the "redeeming 

hero", but the "rnagician-goldsmith inteiiectud" (1993, 120). In that vein, the wish of the 



reformist inteilectual to educate people for dernocracy had always been a self-serving goal: 

to be able to have worthy followers in a democratic revolution. It couid even be argued 

that revolutionary inteflechials had also had an equdy selfïsh interest in the? wish to 

prepare the workhg class inteUectuaUy for the proletarian revolution. 

In this respect, the outbreak of war had brought about a great deal of change 

indeed. While inteliectuas had prevîously suffered from the "neurosis", as Francisco 

Viacorta Baas wodd put it, of finding themselves "marginalized", "uprooted" and 

"isolated" in society, without a real class behind them (1980, log), in the midst of war, 

they found themselves as leaders of a democratic revolution. In that sense, they had 

becorne the "organic intellectuals" of the only social "class" which matîered during the 

wu, the people, and, as a result, the leaders of that new historic bloc which the war 

against fascism had brought about. 

A h a 1  reason for paying Iittle attention to people as producers of culture was that 

Republican and Cornmunist intellectuals aiike seemed to assume, to a large extent, tint 

much of what they had always wanted had aiready been accomplished during the war, 

including the socialkation of CUIture which had been the goal of the Spanish intelligentsia 

for alrnost a century. Most iatellechials seemed to a s m e  that whatever kind of 

leadership role people wodd have to play in the production of culture in the fùture, it 

would simply be in the same terms as it was happening in the present, and thus questioned 

no m e r .  EI mono ml, for instance, defended people's "nght to sing, to express 

thernselves [and] to communicate", simply assuming " it would also be like that &er the 

triumph" (Varela I936b, 7), and i g n o ~ g  the question of how it would be so outside d e  

de urgencia. 



This was perhaps most obvious in the trajectory of Nueva Culfura. What needs to 

be understood in order to see Nueva Cultura 's raison dlêtre during the war yean is that 

the kind of cultural activity which was taking place right then responded very closely to 

the kind of popular culture the journal had envisioned years earlier, with exactly the two 

ingredients the journal had hcluded in its definition of a "new culture" as eady as 1935: 

one, the participation of the popular classes as the subjects of cultuml action; and two, the 

cooperation between professional intellechials and ordinary people. That meant that much 

of what Nueva Cziltura had hoped and worked for was indeed taking place during the war, 

and so the connict was, in a way, a syrnbol of the j o u d f s  dtural  drearns corne true. 

Hence, Nueva Culhrrds insidence on the fia that the war could not be forgotten, that it 

could not be simply dropped fiom the equation, since what was happening nght then and 

there was the "tangible and red practice" of something which had previously been but a 

dream (Juan Renau 193 7, 7). The war had been "necessary " in order for the Spanish 

people to "retake their histo~cal tradition with the possibility of going beyond it and 

improving it " (ibid). 

Although what had ody been a hope had already become a material reality 

(imperfections and al), the war itself could obviously give litîie more than a temporary 

content to such a new CUItural stmcture. Thus the challenge for Nueva Cultura was to 

b d d  M e r  Erom there. Indeed, when rnoving away fiom the present at aii, the journal 

shodd have looked toward the fbture, to start setting the ground for that very sme khd 

of popuiar culture it had always hoped for, lookhg at how it could survive the conftict, 

and agit-prop in particdar. In this respect, the journal's refusai to give any fiiture 

leadership role to unions and workers' o r g h t i o n s  in the finire o r g h t i o n  of culture 



(&ai& perhaps, of Ieaving the education of workers again in the hands of socialists and 

anarchists) meant that the discussion was dtimately moving further and further away fiom 

tackling the question of what kind of post-war inhstnicture could help people maintain 

their access to the cultural means of production." 

Ultimately, the lack of interest Republican and Communist htelectuals showed in 

discussing the material conditions of the production of culture was a consequence of the 

fact that their "revolutionary" ideals had evolved much too quickly toward embracing 

humanist principles, and thus they felt inclined to focus on the abstract "essence" of the 

revolution, rather than on its material aspects. Whether the kind of artistic and cultural 

practice intellemals spoke about was to befor the wm or for the revolution - to use 

Serrano Plaja's dichotomy - their discourse was always tainted by the hope that a "new 

man" [sic] would lead Spain toward progress. In this vein, the already abstract idea that 

art had to have a "social content" was fiirther reduced to the mere expectation that it 

wodd deal with "human issues" (Gaya 193 7c, 24). 

This humanist discourse, of course, was hardly new in Spain It was heir to the 

democratic, liberal discourse of the reformist intelligentsia and, as it has already been 

discussed, it had begun to pemeate the discourse of the CommUnist Party in late 1935, 

and more obviously, in early 1936. During the war, this humanism was most obvious in 

the speeches @en at the Second Congress for the Defense of Culture. 

Despite the leadership role played by Party intellectuals in the organiring of the 

Congress (sponsored by the Aliama & Inielectuales Anayascistas) and their 

overwhelming presence as speakers in the event, the "platform" which brought congress 



participants together was not what Manuel Amar has cailed a "proletarian-revolutionary" 

literary line which would "displace" bourgeois-democratic literature (Am= et al. 1987b, 

2: 52). Rather, 1 find that the "platform" on which their anti-fascism was built was a rnuch 

milder humanist conception of art and iiterature (ideed, of culture in general) which alI 

Republiwi intellectuals - including Party members - accepted openly and without 

discussion. Had the congress adopted a "proletarian-revolutionary" artistic or literary line, 

it would have diverted too much fiom what was already the nom in Europe and Spain. 

Instead, its humanistic vision of the anti-fascist struggle was in complete line with the 

ideology which had penneated the First Congress in Paris, and with the cultural discourse 

the Communist Party had already embraced. 

If in the "collective speech", Serrano Plaja spoke about the 'Ifondo" of 

revolutionary art, it was because neither its form nor its content would rnake it tnily 

revolutionary. Serrano Plaja was not looking for the kind of artistic productions which 

Diaz Fernhdez or the journal Gaceta de Arte had already envisioned in the eady 1930s 

and which would be a combination of avant-garde aesthetics and firm social and political 

content. Instead, Serrano Plaja was concerned with the "contentn and "essence" of 

revolutiomry art, both of which ttwould have to respond ideologicdy to the hummi 

content of that revoZun'on7 in the same way, with the same intensity and with the same 

passion which ha[d] characterized all great spinhial movements" (1937b, 87-88; emphasis 

added). Thus "revolutionary" art was not simply "for the masses" but for "men [sic]" (95). 

Cmght between the communtsf line of Socialist Realism which they accepted as 

the fom of the new revolutionary art so long as it was more thaa a mere syrnbol, and a 

zzs This is argued by Valaian0 B O A  (1 986,25 1) 



humanist cultural dimurse inhented âom the bourgeois intelligentsia with whom they had 

allied under the Republican bamer, these intellectuals interpreted their search for " human 

content" to be a new kind of "revolutionary humaninn", not very dinerent from the 

" socialist humanism" which had prevailed after the First Congress in Paris in 1 93 5. This 

"revolutionary humanian" would seek a "new culture" rooted in "the dignity of man [sic] 

and the fieedom of the people", a "new culture" in a "chsless society " where cuinire 

would not be the patrimony of the bourgeoisie (Aaiar et al. 1987by 3: 273). These 

intelleus spoke about the "f?eedomtl which would be achieved after the end of capitalist 

culturey and the agent of that political action was a "new mant1 whicb would build a "new 

value systern" (Amar 1996, 154). Such fkeedom would not be the "treacherous and 

hypocritical bourgeois fieedorn", but "reai human M o m "  (Zarnbnino 1936,3).= 

Serrano Plaja spoke of "goals" and not of "paths", focushg heavily on what the 

revolution wanted to achieve and iittie on how it was going to achieve it. He spoke much 

about "essences" and very little about "meand'. The signatories to the speech declared to 

be more interested in the "goal" of winning the war than in agit-prop art as one of the 

"paths'bhich would achieve victory. In a similar vein, they were interested in the "goal" 

of ackvhg a society grounded in the dignity and eeedorn of "man", but had already 

given up on one of the paths which would lead to it: that of class stniggie. 

Was this "rrevolutionary humanismn the "~mmuoist dogma" which the PCE and 

Party inteiiectuals were repeatedly accused of imposing on a large section of the 

Republican intelligentsia? Communkt authorities may have exhorted non-comrmmist 

intellectuias to siga manifestos or to make political statements, as it has been repeatediy 



~laimed.~~ Thaf however, does not mean that then was sorne kind of Tornrminist-led 

ideological consensus" created for the "dissemination of the Commuaist viewpoint" 

(Wamer 1988, 1 17). 1 think it was most likely the other way around, that the PCE and 

Party intelligentsia had corne a long way in order to meet the r e f o d  intelligentsia at a 

point which was haif way between a democratic revoluîion and a proletarian one, on the 

border line of the popular-democratic revoiution w'aicn so many * ~ c i  prediaed wouid be a 

neGessary stage, and which now seemed to be the one and only stage. 

Indeed there seemed to be hardly any "CommuaiSf" point of view to "disseminate" 

at all, except that point of view held by Communists which also happened to be the point 

of view of the whole of the Popular Front and of a considerable section of the Spanish 

intelligentsia. The PCE and its inteliectuals codd have been accused of using obscure 

political manoeuvres which were ill-suited in a democratic context. However harsh their 

tactics may have been - and that is a matter of pure speculation - the content of their 

discourse should not be misread. The Communist Party and Party intellectuals were 

following the lead, and the Popular Front and the reformist intelligentsia were leading. 

The Second International Congres was hardly an outlet for CommuniSt 

propaganda Instead, it was the final destination of that journey of encounter which had 

begun around October 1934. Once again, it may be appropriate to point out here that 

many Party intektuals - especially the youngest ones, like Senano Plaja or Miguel 

Hedmdez - who took part in these debates and in the production of culture during the 

Civil War were part of the mmy "conscientious Spaniards" who had arrived at 

a* R o t h  Wamer has arguai that t h e ~  were some ammpa to M d  a uCommuniSt-led ideological 
- *onn ofthe Comrmtnist consenais" via plaang "diable agmts in sensitive po9tionsM for the "- 

viewpoint (1 17). Stx also Bolloten (199 1) and AIha (1 979). 



c u d s r n  "via the heart", rather than "via W s t  theory" (Aniar 1996, 148). They 

wanted to be in the Party of the "poor, the peasants and the workers" (ibid). For them, 

commuaiSm was an "ethical afkmation", a "path toward personal and collective dignity", 

the %ope in a society where it would be possible to simply have. . . a friture of bread. . . 

and justice. . . ", a political platform of "a morale of simplicity and manliaesstt, a "morale 

which defended man [and] and his [sic] dignity. . . justice, iiatemity, intemationalism and 

solidarity It (ibid)." ' 
As a result, many of those inteliectuals had already arrived at communhm with a 

humanist approach, and later were M e r  influenced by the humanist tradition in Spanish 

cuiture. Thus thek "revdutionary humanism" ended up being both new and 014 insofu as 

it ernbraced many other h d s t  visions, in the process redefinhg dl of them. In h e  

with the "humanist sotialism" of the reformist bourgeoisie - best represented by Fefnando 

de los Rios - it was a humanism whose "driWig force" was an "ideal", a "utopia of justice, 

of human plenitude and âeedom" (Elias Diaz 198 1,394). In line with Antonio Machado's 

humanism, it aimed at denying the existence of the "masses" and believed in a "pueblo" 

made up of worthy and unique individuais. In line with that of Miguel Heniandez, it was 

comuiitted to the well-being of workers and peasants.P2 

It has been argued that although the wgen~y felt during the war "gave a certain 

impehis to the role of culture. . . it was precisely that seme of urgency, together with the 

fact that the codîict was three years long, which made it impossible to bring about any 

cultural change" (Bozal1976, fi). 1 thid, however, that the deepest irony of the war 



was quite the opposite. By allowing people to be involved in the production of culture, 

the war brought about, indeed, a great deal of cultural change. Yet the war itself 

constrained those cultural productions imme~l~ely by giving them a temporary nature 

which eventually became necessary to surpass. It then became very difncult to think of 

overcomiag that nature without leaving behind the very concept of the participation of 

people in culture. In the process, the ta1.k ofrevolutionary art bewne too nebuious in a 

country which dreamed of a multitude of revolutions, but was losing a wu. 

Perhaps one cm only cunclude with the very same words published in de 

Erpmia in lanuaxy 193 8, stdl fifteen long months away f?om the military defeat of the 

Republic, and yet a time in which Republican Spain was so clearly preparing for the end. 

When both military and intelectual resistance had begun to wither, the editors of the 

joumal unveiled the? deepest wish: the "simple will to continue". "Nothing else", they 

said, "Spain needs nothing else, either âom us or fkom herse& only to continue, to move 

forward, whatwer happens, through aU the bittemess, dl the pain, and al l  the glory" ("Un 

a.iiot' 6). 

Indeed Spain cadd hardly ask for anything more fiom those who had piva it 

everything. In April 1939, exactly eight years after the Proclamation of the Republic, and 

almost three years after the military coup dVlat, Madrid could not resist any more and its 

fd brought about the end of the war. By then, Spain was a devastated country in which 

the courage of its most briUiant mirids, as much as that of its orchary people, had been 

simply exbausted. As writers, poets, painters, musicians, teachers, famen, leaders of the 

workers' movemenf workers and peasants spread ail over the world, were kiUed or 

imprisoned, ail dreams of a popular culture vanished with them. 



A Long Journey at the Crossroads 

May the day never corne 
when your enslaved children should ask you 
why you lost the war. 

Maria Teresa ~ e b n ~ ~ ~  

In his 1998 autobiography, El nifio republicam, Spanish writer Eduardo Haro 

Teclgen sums up with very simple words what he sees as the greatest tragedy in Spanish 

social, political and cultural iife throughout the twentieth cenhiry. "In Spain", he writes, 

"it has dways been very difficult to embrace modemiv, whenever we did, there was 

already another one" (79). Three decades earlier, historian Tufion de Lara had already put 

it in sirnilar terms, when he suggested that Spain's political and social evolution during this 

century rnay be explained as a succession of "new themes and problems" emerging before 

old ones had either disappeared or been resolved. The result was that al of those 

problems ended up, quite literally, "stumbling" against one another. Thus Spain has been a 

society always trying to open up toward the fùture, but dtimately unable to get rid of 

outdated structures which rnanaged to suniive within. According to Tufion de Lara, that 

has been the cause of the countq's ongoing and often insurinountable, fiachires 

[desgmadtrras] (1 966, 15). 

To some extent, this metaphor of old and new stmctures "stumbling" against one 

another is most appropnate as weU to illustrate the cultural evolution of the country from 

1920 until 1939, and in particular the role which comrnunist cultural politics played within 

" "No Illegue un dia en qye vuestros hijos esclavizados os pregunten: #or qtd no ganastéis la guerra?" 
(1938, 5). 



that evolution. Clearly, the history of cultural politics in Spain during this century is one in 

which a number of strategies "stumbled" against one another quite fiercely, and also in 

most rernarkable ways. When communism fit  appeared in Spain around 1920, its 

alternative cultural critique literally "stumbled" upon the reformist critique of the feudal 

status quo, and there began the not-so-peaceful CO-existence of two conflicting cultural 

strategies wtÿch set out tu fight a cornmon enemy as much as each other. Skteen years 

later, those strategies had aiready crossed paths and they had becorne a single one, when a 

compromise was found between the democratic revolution which the country was no l e s  

than two centuries late in pursuing and the popular revohtion which the Spanish people 

certainly deserved, &er having d e r e d  the predicaments of history for so long. 

From Joaquin Costa's dictum that Spain had to lock herselfup in the school as in a 

new "matemal womb" and not leave until it had rnanaged to senire a "new head" (1914, 

101) to the war-the cails by PCE communists urging citizens and soldiers to buiid the 

Spain "of the fiture. . . through work and study" ("Odiemos al Fascisme" 1) only thirty- 

six years had passed. The journey fiom the reformist hope that a "new education" would 

"transform and p u e  the individuai, the society and the people" (Costa 1981,24) to the 

Popular Front culhiml effort designed for the "moral Unprovernent of the race" 

(Cornisariado General de Guena, 1938), was one in which Spanish history came full 

circle. By the end of that journey, however, the eütist democratic revoiution of the 

fiuusistus and the I'hcionistas had &en way to a popular-democratic revolution 

which was to be not ody led by the people, but dso for the people - the changes in 

prepositions here being most dramatic and re l evad4  By 193 6-3 8, that revohition was 

2~ See p. 50. 



ping to be accomplished by the use of force only insofar as a defemive war had to be 

waged. For the most part, however, it was a revolution to be achieved -just as it had 

been predicted all dong - via the education of the people for democracy. 

The " socialkation of culture" or " po pularizhg [divulgacidn] of knowledge " which 

had been the goal of the refonnist bourgeoisie was h d y  going to be accomplished. It 

would not take place, however, through the peaceful amivai of middle-class children in a 

kindergarten, as the fiausistas and Illsfitucionistas had once envisioned, nor by sending 

the bourgeois elites to the university, as the philosophers of 1914 had hoped for. Instead, 

it would W y  be achieved much less peacefiiiy and in the most unceremonious of styles 

anyone could have ever imagineci, with the rougimess and the abruptness of the masses of 

the dispossesed exploding hto the schools, the universities and the libranes. 

Once this fùll historical circie is understood and the role wbich the Communist 

Party of Spain played in it is also clarified, it may be possible to understand the arguments 

made by scholars like Serge Salaiin and Manuel Tufion de Lara about the Ministry of 

Public Instniction during the war, arguments which are at the root of the paradoxes 1 

outlined in the introduction to this work According to Salam wu-time Republican 

authonties believed that people could find "pienitude" and "happiness" in a new society 

which would dow them to develop thek potentiai, both individuaily as weii as 

coilectively, a beiief which followed in the tradition of the Spanish progressive intelIectuai 

doctrines of the nineteenth century (1985,270). 

In a simüar vein, Tufibn de Lara argued that the actMty of the wu-time Mïnistry 

was but a continuation of the Republican cuitutal project of 193 1, simply "under new 

circumstances" (1990b, 335). According to Tuiion de Lara, the multiple visions of culture 



which CO-existed within the Popular Front may have had different origins, but none of 

them " contradict [ed] the Republican project " (ibid), for they all s h e d  an "immanent 

conception of man [sic]" which linked them back to the ideas of the Enlightenment (336). 

What these cultural historians have left unexplored in their statements is what 1 

hope to have clarified in this dissertation: kst, how the Cornmunist Party (wbich neither 

Salaiin nor T a n  de Lara mentioned) was able not just to share in, but achiaiiy become 

the leader, of a cultural strategy so rembiscent of nineteenth-centuy bourgeois ideology; 

and second, to explore what kind of a journey the Party had to undertake in order to get 

there, what kind of tactical and strategid changes were needed in between. This was a 

journey less than straight-forward, since at some point, as we have seen, it also crossed 

over and rnerged with that of the bourgeois intelligentsia which was coming from a 

different direction. On occasion, it was also quite convoluted, given the trials and 

tribulations which the Comrnunist Party had to experience for rnost of its He. It did, 

however, bring about a sense of closure, not only because the paths of reformism and 

revolution had merged into a single path, but because social reform had become the 

content of the revolution itse& and a democratic revolution of strong popular overtones 

was W y  starting to move the country forward. 

As much as this was the journey of a politicai Party struggüng to find its place in 

the cultural revolution which Spain needed to undertake, it was also the journey of 

Spanish comnninism as a whole and of an entire generation of revolut ioq inteUectuals 

behind it. Unfortunately, the journey was not just one, but two, and as a resuh, these 

inteiiectuals were dtimately unable to provide a single revolutionary cultural alternative 

for Spah 



The first of those journeys wu the one undertaken by people like Juan Andrade, 

Angel Pumarega, Joaquin Mawh or Andrés N'in as early as 1920, with the foudation of 

the Pmtido Comnisia E p f i o l  and the later conversion of a number of anarchist- 

syndicalists to communism, From their eager response to Lenids c d  to abandon socialist 

(or anarchist) parties in 1920 to their odious relatiomhip with Stalin's Comintern in the 

mid- and Iate 19309, those who began as the Spanish ohapter of the Third International 

and later moved to be in the "oppositiont' to it, had always uaderstood the need for tactical 

alliances with the refodst bourgeoisie in order to fight against the Monarchy or against 

fascism. Unlike orthodox communistq however, the comrmimst opposition always 

remained fhithful to the proletarian revolution as an overall strategy. Throughout those 

sixteen years the corn& opposition conceiveci of political alliances with the 

bourgeoisie as tactical manoeuvres design4 to fight a common enemy, and hardly as the 

sharing of political progranis which were otherwise clearly incompatible. 

Similarly, the cultural jomey which these intellectuais followed fiom the early 

1920s to the late 1930s may be searcheci in vain for lack of cohereace. The goals of the 

Uni& Culiural Proletmia - to provide the proletariat with a political education in order 

to drive it away fkom reformism - found continuity in the kuid of "intellechial change" 

which Posîguem and El eshcctmte set out to bring about both on and off campus, and, in 

later years, via the "intellectud rw01ution" the several comrminist groups in opposition to 

the PCE wanted to lead. Ail of these hopes were kept dive and almost intact nght 

through the years of wu. 

These communistq however, faied to seek a political (and military) alhance with 

the reformist bourgeoisie at a time when it was perhaps rnost badly needed. hdeed the 





would at first appear. At the him of the decade both the Party and its Liteiiectuals 

defended a strong proletarian line, as exernpEed by the journal Nuesfro Cinema. From 

that h e  to the political and cultural tensions a journal iike Octzibre was experiencing in 

1933, to the open popular-democratic discourse of Nueva C u b a  in early 193 5, the 

joumey from a proletarian to a democratic line had indeed taken place at a extraorduiary 

pace. It could aii be explained by the pressures exerted on them by the rise of fascism, but 

it was aiso, to some extent, the result of their greater disposition to be duenced by a 

democratic, humanist discourse. 

I do not want to suggest that the journey of this second group of inteilectuals was 

less coherent than that of their fellow comunist intellectuals in the opposition, because 

very often to be "coherent" was sirnply a matter of being able to adapt to changing 

circurnstances. Yet there was something uîterly hypocritical in the PCE's cultural 

discourse alter the Seventh Congress of the Comintem, something about its content that 

hardly rang tme. The abüity to change strategies at the right time and for the right reasons 

may indeed be a sign of great political wisdom, and, certainly, both the PCE and the 

Comintem had vent  their entire h e s  trying to do just that. Yet the radical (though 

gradual) change in the Party's political and CUItUrat line, aithough perhaps a necessary 

rnove, also seemed to be quite a Use one. Indeed the Party replaced a Iow-key, 

unsophisticated, ofken contradiaory cultural discourse with a much more sophisticated, 

pretentious, high-pitched and grandiloquent one, in the process undergoing a 

transformation which was hardly plausible. This lack of plauSbility w& not so much the 

resdt of having d t u r a l  activities serve a political goal, but of putting forward a discourse 

and organizing a practice as mere useful add-ons for a political strategy which the Party 



was forced to adopt. Ultimately, what this means is simply that the change in the Party's 

cultural discourse and practice happened as quickiy and was as inconsistent as the change 

in its political line was, regardless of how "wise" the move may have been. 

What the war itself and the participation of the Communist Party in the Ministry of 

Public Instruction came to prove is that the reformist bourgeoisie had always been right in 

one thing: ifthe Spanish people were to become rightful protagonists of a democratic 

revolution, they would have to be educated for it. At the outbreak of war in 1936, the 

Spanish people as a whole were stiU practicdy illitente, and no revolution was going to 

take place until they received some kind of education. More importantiy, no war was 

going to be won until they were taken out of the miserable ignominy in which they had 

been living for centuries. As a result, the democratic revolution couid not be embraced as 

a mere tactical alliance with the bourgeoisie, because ifthat revolution was going to take 

place at all, people needed to receive the adequate preparation in alI spheres of We, 

politicai, sociaî, chic and cultural. 

M e r  ail, culture knows no Merence between tactics and strategy. Culture only 

knows the difference between policy and practice. Cultural change is not something that 

may be pursued temporarily, and cultural practice is not something which can be later 

undone, once it is no longer needed. Even if the Party had set out to erubrace the 

democratic revolution ody as a tactic, the kind of cultural change such a revolution 

demanded as a prerequisite had to be pursued as a f i iU  goal, with implications of ifs own. 

A military-alliance with the bourgeoisie thus excluded the possibility of a 

proletarian intellechial revolution, while the pursuit of a proletarian intellechial revulution 

seemed to exclude the possibility of winning the war. A national-popular struggle in the 



tems Gramsci had envisioned or the kind of socialist populisrn described by Ladau were 

not to be in Spain, and the country would witness, ahost two hundred years late, a 

dernocratic revolution of strong Jacobin overtones. 

In the midst of those political and cultural processes, the best-prepared 

revolutionary intellecf~als âom the communist opposition were chastised (sornetimes even 

a~sassinated),'~ and were thus ultimately unable to have an impact on the cultural scene as 

a whole; the Party's most brilliant rninds and courageous activists were cm-opted into the 

pursuit of a humanist cultural cause; and a Party which had always stmggled with cultural 

issues ended up not only leading a Ministry of Public Instruction, but also the greatest 

cultural revolution in Spanish history . These are but a few of the many ironies creat ed by 

this w nvoluted history. 

Ultimately, the only tnie sense of closure which was achieved in 1939 was brought 

about neither by a political decision nor by a cultural action, but by sheer military might. 

The military victory ofthe Nationalist side meant that none of the revolutions which had 

been envisioned druing the previous decades would ever take place. As the country set on 

another long journey, some kind of social and political peace would be artificially, but 

efficientiy, achiwed by the powerful presence of a military dictatorship. To some extent, 

this "peace" would be sustained by the emergence of a strong middle clm, the protagonist 

wbich had always been missing in Spanish history, and the one who would fially iead the 

country toward modemity through no revolution at all. 

In April1939, a joumey iato much more darkness was still ahead, for the country 

did somehow manage to get rid of fwdaiism, but it wodd be a few more decades before it 

ar Andrés Nin was assessinated whiie in jaiL 



could erase pement ly  the shadow of fapcisrn or of its &ennath. The "stumbliog" of old 

and new schemes was to continue for quite some time. The presence of a military 

dictatorship in power, which eventually aimed at perpetuating itself via the retum of the 

Bourbon Monarchy, did away forever with the talk of revolution, and the stxuggle both 

inside and outside Spain was no longer dominated by the dichotomies of the earlier part of 

the cenhiry: revolution vs. counter-revolution, proletarîat vs. bourgeoisie or Monarchy vs. 

Republio. They had ai l  been reduced to a siagie one: dictatorship vs. democracy. The 

cultural goals of Spanish cornmuniSm changed accordingiy, but much of the aspirations of 

the dernocratic revolution which truly "never wao" were embraced once more in order to 

fi& against the aew status quo. That, however, is part of the long journey which begaq 

and not of the one wbicb ended. 

These rnay or rnay not be the words expected of a scholar, but, as regrettable as it 

rnay be, 1 think it is tme that regardless of what the dtural  or intellechial goals of an 

entire generation of bourgeois or revolutiomy intellectuals may have been, it was military 

might whkh ultimately decided Spain's fate. The uprising which had shaken the country 

on the evening of 17 J ' y  1936 had been the third major coup d'&ut which the Republio 

had to endure in just over five years. Liberal leader Salvador de Madariaga put it quite 

plainly a number of years later: the S panish Republic W y  sucaimbed to all those 

"violent shocks" (1974,390). Eve-g else, unfortunately, was mere "rhetoric" (ibid). 
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